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.ABSTRACT
SECRET CULTURE, PUBLIC CULTURE AND A SECULAR MORAL ORDER.
MASONRY AND ANTIMASONRY IN MASSACHUSETTS (1826-1832)
THE THIRD FRENCH REPUBLIC ( 1 884- 1911), AND
THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE (1906-1910)
SEPTEMBER 1998
JULIANNE O'BRIEN, B.A., BOSTON COLLEGE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by : Professor Audrey Altstadt
Modern Freemasonry emerged in the early eighteenth-century as part ofEuropean
Enlightenment culture and gradually spread to the American continent Masonry
immediately aroused suspicion and continues to evoke controversy today. This study
documents the development and maturation of lodge principles during the eighteenth
century and then moves to specific periods of conflict between masons and antimasons
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It is a comparative history of
Freemasonry and antimasonry in the Russian Empire just after the Revolution of 1905,
in France during the early decades of the Third French Republic, and in Massachusetts,
1826-1832. During each of these periods, in each area, antimasons coalesced to close
lodge doors. Antimasons achieved temporary successes in two of the three cases. This
study explains why antimasonry emerged as a political phenomena common to early
constitutional states in the context of expanding male, suffrage rights, and an emerging
market economy. It frames a dialogue between masons and antimasons concerning
politics, religion, science, economics and morality, through an analysis of masonic and
and masonic presses and published works. Debate between masons and antimasons
centered around new definitions of the public sphere, the separation of Church and state,
the role of the press, and proper public morality in an elective order
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INTRODUCTION
A 1 997 advertisement in the Philadelphia Inquirer featured a large photograph with
five men representing various occupations. One man sported a construction hard hat,
another wore engineer's garb. The group included a policeman, a physician and
firefighter. The bold-faced type below the photo read, "Freemasons From All Walks of
Life Stand Tall in Their Beliefs." The purpose of the advertisement was recruitment for
the Grand Lodge ofNew Jersey. The photograph provided an image of masons as local
community leaders, public servants and even heroes. These masons, as reflected by their
occupations and demeanors, were demonstrably caring individuals, (the firefighter had
just rescued a kitten).
The advertisement offered a brief summary of Freemasonry' s ideals, which were
described as "pretty old-fashioned things." They included the brotherhood of men,
service to the less fortunate, aid to young people and belief in God. The advertisement
defined masonic charity in terms of youth scholarships, contributions to blood banks,
funding for medical research, the establishment of elderly homes and hospitals for
"crippled" children.
The advertisement though conveyed a further message. It represented an effort by
the lodge to dispel troubling myths often associated with Freemasonry. The defensive
nature of the advertisement was visible through the repetition of the word "surprised"
four times throughout the short promotion. Following the elaboration of masonic goals
was the statement, "Surprised? Some people are!" The advertisement noted that lodge
purposes, membership rosters, constitutions and regulations were fully open to the
public. The New Jersey Grand Lodge reassured prospective members that "America's
2greatest men," including fourteen presidents, five ChiefJustices of the Supreme Court,
and other well-known men such as Henry Ford, John Wayne and General Douglas
MacArthur, had belonged to the lodge. The final line of the advertisement read, 'if all
this surprises you. . that's good Sometimes we're surprised at the wrong ideas people
have about us too!"
Recent articles on Freemasonry in the New York Times during the past year help
explain the defensive nature of the New Jersey Lodge recruitment message. The New
York Times noted a lodge public image problem among certain groups in Poland and
Britain (About five million masons are affiliated with lodges around the globe.) The
Times reported on a populist Polish talk show, Radio Maryja, founded six years ago by
the Catholic priest. Reverend Tadeusz Rydzyk. Father Rydzyk's listeners incorporated
masonry into their language of hate and fear, as a political invective against the current
state adminstration. As the fourth most popular station in Poland, Radio Maryja attracts
some five million listeners, and "successfully" backed rightist Parliamentary candidates.
At least eighteen members of the center-right Solidarity Election Action Party, traced
their electoral victories to Radio Maryja. Although Jozef Cardinal Glemp, the highest
Catholic official in Poland rebuked Rydzyk, the Times reported that "daily outpourings
of hate and rage" continued. (The Vatican has also divorced Rydzyk's views from its
own) One of the targets of Radio Maryja is the head of Poland's central bank, Hanna
Gronkiewicz Waltz. Rydzyk's listeners have attacked her as a Jew, a Freemason and one
who "got married only recently." 1
xNew York Times, Dec. 14, 1997, p 18
3The case of British masonry too, underscores a lodge public image problem The
New York Times reported that the British Home Secretary, Jack Straw, has requested
public identification of masons who serve as judges. If masons refuse to identify
themselves voluntarily, the government will move to legislate compliance Last month
the British Parliament's Home Affairs Committee held hearings on three separate
instances of police mishandling of criminal cases, in situations involving fellow masons.
In a 1988 case, a father and son unwittingly entered a masonic meeting in a Blackburn
hotel, which comprised mostly policemen. The uninvited guests were beaten by the
masons, and subsequently charged with assault after they refused to leave the premises.
The pair were awarded $280,000 in damages from the Lancashire police. 2
The same sinister perception of masonry has appeared in the Russian press,
particularly during and after the disintegration of the Soviet State. Russian
conservatives, as in Poland, employed the threat of the masonic peril in their political
literature. Masons were cited as the "eternal foes of Russia," as part of a Zionist
conspiracy, and as participants in the erosion of Russian traditional culture. Russian
conservatives have blamed masons for the environmental destruction of Russia as well."
Masons undoubtedly are accustomed to such criticism. Since the formal
constitution of the modern masonic lodge 285 years ago, Freemasons have been
compelled to defend publically their institution from such charges. From the
mid-eighteenth century into the late twentieth, various individuals, churches, political
zNew York Times, March 29,1998, p. 5
3 Quoted in John Dunlop, The Rise of Russia and the Fall of the Soviet Empire, (New
York: Princeton University Press, 1993) p.2 18-2 19 and Vladmir Shlapentokh, Soviet
Intellectuals and Political Power, (New York: Princeton University Press, 1990) p 128
4groups and social organizations have questioned masonic adherence to the very
principles espoused in the advertisement above - belief in God, commmunity service,
open membership lists, and patriotism. This advertisement essentially encapsulated the
areas of conflict between masons and antimasons throughout three centuries.
Antimasons targeted masons for heretical or immoral religious beliefs, for an unpatriotic
cosmopolitanism, for being financially self-serving, and for political tyranny achieved
through secret control of public and state offices.
This work explores century-old opposition to the lodge, yet in a new way. Through
a cross-cultural analysis and in certain cases, a re-examination of masonic and
antimasonic sources, antimasonry emerges not as an isolated political movement in
either Jacksonian America or turn-of-the-century France, or pre-Revolutionary Russia,
but as an international political phenomenon with shared origins and common themes in
Europe and the United States. Antimasonry flourished on both sides of the Atlantic
alongside elective and mass politics in its early stages. It marked the birth of mass
politics, and through it, masons and antimasons recognized this new form of politics.
Antimasonry was fanned by men (including former masons) who comprised the
traditional social and economic elite in Massachusetts (1826-1832), The Third French
Republic ( 1 884- 1 9 11 ) and the Russian Empire ( 1 906- 1910). These men claimed to
speak on behalf of the "popular" masses.
Masons embraced nineteenth-century liberal precepts including equality before the
law, some form of white, male suffrage and religious toleration. Some antimasons
championed these principles, while others rejected any form of liberal ideology
Antimasonry then, defies any conventional political category. Antimasonry represented a
5struggle for control of public morality in a period when the combination of emerging
market capitalism and an elective political order undermined the moral and religious
unity of the established political elite. The birth of an elective, constitutional state
created a new public sphere, and necessitated a redefinition of national or state culture.
Antimasonry is most clearly classifiable as one strand of nineteenth and early
twentieth-century thought and political action when one considers cultural conflict in
terms of morality. Masons and antimasons perceived culture in moral terms, and thus
this study treats culture as that set of moral values which govern economic and political
ideology and action.
I began this study with research on American third party politics in the Jacksoruan
period. As I worked specifically on Massachusetts antimasonry, I noticed similar
tensions between masons and non-masons within nineteenth-century European society
American antimasonry involved the interweaving of ideological, political, economic and
religious history. I suspected that antimasonry, in that it involved all aspects of social
life, could be used to think about American society in a cultural way. I believed that this
type of work on a comparative level, would prove quite fruitful, although I was not
quite sure of the final answers, questions or outcomes.
As I attempted to identify masons and antimasonry as a group protest in France and
tht Russian Empire, certain causal influences common to all three movements in each
country slowly emerged. Antimasonry burgeoned along with an expanding market
eonomy in each case study. Antimasons rallied political support with the establishment
of universal, white manhood suffrage and the growth of mass politics in early
6constitutional states Antimasonry also coincided with the period of separation of
Church and state in each case study
Massachusetts antimasonry appeared in the form of an entirely new political party
in the young American Republic during the years 1826-34. The conflict erupted over
masonic abuse of the judicial system in Western New york, but developed into a larger
contest between masons and non-masons concerning the expanding market economy,
the role of religion in society and "correct" public opinion. As white manhood suffrage
was gradually extended in Massachusetts, masonic and antimasonic elites reacted to the
demands of religious and economic pluralism. A second factor shaping Massachusetts
antimasonry was financial dislocation resulting from the emerging market economy.
Another backdrop for this protest was the issue of Massachusetts separation ofChucrh
and State (legislated in 1833). After identifying moments of collective antimasonry in
France and Russia (as opposed to isolated opposition from clerics and statesmen), I
found that political antimasonry emerged in France and the Russian Empire where these
same economic, religious and political tensions were also present.
The French antimasonic political movement surfaced in the period immediately
following the establishment of the Third French Republic and universal, white, manhood
suffrage (1871). It flourished quite vigorously during the two decades preceding the
separation of Church and State (legislated in 1904). The same economic tensions of an
expanding market economy found in American antimasonry were manifested in the
French political movement. Antimasonry as a political weapon emerged amongst
Russian conservatives following the Revolution of 1905, with the establishment of the
first Russian constitution (the Fundamental Laws), male suffrage and a limited freedom
7of conscience. Russian antimasons too, expressed the same uncertainties generated by a
market economy visible in Massachusetts and French antimasonry
Despite the three quarters of a century time differential between the Massachusetts
conflict and the French and Russian antimasonic protests, despite religious distinctions
between the Protestant Massachusetts establishment, the Russian Orthodox
establishment and Catholic France, and despite disparate political institutions in
Republican America, Republican France and Tsarist Russia, antimasonry in all three
countries shared common elements The question then became why antimasons
coalesced in opposition to the lodge and its representatives in such a historical context.
The answer lies in the simultaneous process of a growing electorate in an early
constitutional state and the emergent market system. Masons and antimasons (whether
willingly or unwilling participants) perceived themselves as leaders of these processes.
The crux of the conflict arose in these three post-revolutionary states amongst new and
older elites, politically leveled by the voting process itself. Voters were free to reject or
accept traditional political and social authorities. Both masons and antimasons feared the
popular vote. They defined themeselves as guardians of the elective state and public
opinion. Masons and antimasons, as political and economic elites in the elective order,
comprised professionals, merchants, traders, clerics, financiers, master artisans and
members of the old aristocracy. Antimasonry in all three cases was brought to voters by
men involved in such roles.
8Sources and Historiography:
Historians (masonic, non-masonic and antimasonic) have approached the subject of
masonry or antimasonry from several directions. Masonic apologists have largely
provided a defense of the lodge, outlining masonic devotion to morality, the state and
public service, while presenting partial histories of local and national lodges. American
and French masons in particular produced many works recounting their lodge histories.
These works facilitated the piecing together of a larger historical profile of lodge
evolution, principles and national distinctions, yet as autobiographical accounts, required
careful authentication and corroboration. These area-specific sources are introduced in
each case study Russian masonry presented a separate methodological problem because
of the paucity of such sources.
A second body of information on masonry came again from masons themselves.
Masons published a body of literature not as masons but as men involved in public
policy and politics I have drawn heavily on these works to identify how masons applied
lodge precepts to the public sphere. These works also were useful in developing political
profiles of masons and determining the validity of antimasonic charges against masons.
Ample numbers of these texts were available in all three case studies.
Non-mason historians have developed a substantial body of research on the lodge
and antimasonry in the past four decades Most scholars have focused on either masonry
or antimasonry in one country, or in the European case, in one period such as the
Enlightenment. Two secondary works on eighteenth-century lodges, Margaret Jacob's
Living the Enlightenment: Freemasonry and Politics in Eighteenth Century Europe,
(1991) and Douglas Smiths' "Freemasonry and the Public in Eighteenth-Century
9the context of the eighteenth-century "public sphere." Jacob and Smith's framework,
confined to eighteenth-century Europe, was particularly useful for considering how the
public sphere and masons' political and social roles within the public sphere were altered
by revolution and industrialization in the two suceeding centuries.
Other secondary works on masonry by non-mason historians presented background
information on American and Russian lodges, but were less helpful on the conflict
between antimasons and masons. These works included Stephen Bullock's recent work
Revolutionary Brotherhood, Freemasonry and the Transformation of the American
Social Order 1730-1840, (1996) and A la. Avrekh, Masony i revoliutsiia (1990).
Avrekh's work is particularly useful in dispelling the myth of masonic conspiracy in the
March Revolution of 1917.
Historian James Billington took up the subject of Enlightenment and nineteenth
and early twentieth-century masonry in his work Fire in the Minds ofMen: Origins of
the Revolutionary Faith ( 1980). 4 He viewed masonry as the incubator of modern
revolutionary values. Billington traced the path of modern revolutionary ideology from
the mason Resuf de la Bretonne's lodge activity to Lenin's highly centralized socialist
organization. Billington argued that following the French Revolution, revolutionary
masons withdrew to the secret society propelled by "the myth of unfinished revolution."
Billington attributed the central tenet of modern revolutionary ideology to the lodges,
which he defined as a belief in the possibility of violent revolution for the creation of a
perfect secular order. These revolutionaries viewed history as an "unfolding morality
4James H. Billington, Fire in the Minds ofMen: Origins ofthe Revolutionary Faith.
(New York: Basic Books, 1980). Full citation of all other works listed above are
included in appropriate chapters.
10
play " Billington associated lodge revolutionary ideology with German
"proto-romanticism" and interest in the occult, and not with French Enlightenment
liberalism. 5 This research on American, French, and Russian masons and antimasons
too, focuses on the primacy of morality in masonic ideology yet associates a liberal
rather than a revolutionary morality with European and Massachusetts masons
Billington linked the revolutionary lodges to Stephen Weishaupt, founder of the
Bavarian IIInmman and Rousseau's followers. Disciples of both men pursued the
collectivist principle seeking, in Billington' s words, the "conquest of individuals."
Weishaupt joined a Munich lodge in 1777, recruiting about 2,500 followers during the
1 780's (after which the lodge was dissolved). He preached egalitarianism and freedom
from authority Weishaupt incorporated the image of the sun and the notion of circles of
illumination in his masonic ideology. His Illuminism was based upon the notion that
humans moved from lower to higher circles, from animal nature to heavenly spheres and
finally to pure intelligence. 0
Billington then moved to the intellectual development of revolutionary lodge
ideology in the nineteenth century. St. Simon, Comte and Marx built upon the Hegelian
legacy that truth lay in the historical process. St. Simon's disciples were the first to
popularize the nineteenth-century belief that truth was not absolute but historical. Truth
could be found through social action, and social salvation could be achieved through
knowledge and industry The Comptian positivist goal became the revolutionary
creation of a technological Utopia. Marx developed his historical justification of
Billington, p 4-6.
'Billington, 94-102
revolution through Hegel The masonic secret society was the storehouse and vehicle for
the application of this revolutionary, scientific, perfectionist ideology 7
Billington documented a fundamental change in nineteenth-century masonic
ideology between the Enlightenment and the early twentieth century. This study
corroborates the same evolution of masonic ideology from the eighteenth to the late
nineteenth-century The intellectual legacy of Hegel, St . Simon and Compte was visible
in new definitions of morality developed by French masons of the Third Republic, and
reflected in Russian masonry as well Tum-of- the-century masons would assert the
relativity of social forms and truth, and the primacy of science in social engineering
Russian and French antimasons would object to masonry on the basis of this moral
relativism. This study however, emphasizes the liberal rather than revolutionary nature
of Enlightenment masons and their nineteenth and twentieth-century intellectual heirs, in
Massachusetts, France and the Russian Empire. Masonic liberalism becomes apparent
through this cross-cultural re-examination of nineteenth century masons, and through a
comparative analysis of antimasonry. Billington drew upon antimasonic works to
establish his masonic-revolutionary link yet did not recognize these works as
"antimasonic."
Billington took his title Fire in the Minds ofMen, from Fydor Dostoevsky' s The
Possessed. Dostoevsky specifically condemned Freemasonry in The Possessed as pan
of his indictment of Western rationalism. He posited a number of characters in his novel
who either individually or through their interaction with others, served to debunk
Enlightenment precepts Through The Possessed, Dostoevsky asserted the irrational
"Billington, p. 208-268
12
over pure reason, negated philosophe devotion to empiricism, villified cosmopolitanism,
rejected the materialism of the 1860's generation, and spumed the Deist God of the
Russian provincial aristocracy. Dostoevsky affirmed his character Shatov, in his tortured
search for the immanent Russian God as the source of renewal and resurrection of
Russia, found only in the hearts of Russian peasants. He hinted at a progress of sorts,
available to Russians alone, but a spiritual progress, far removed from the progressivism
of the philosophes*
In effect, Billington chose an antimasonic title for his history of masonry. His work
shared another theme intrinsic to antimasonic literature. He traced the modem
revolutionary lodge to the Bavarian Illuminati, as did prominent antimasonic writers in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. While Illuminati enjoyed some popularity in the
1780's, the majority of nineteenth and twentieth-century European masons did not
adhere to Illuminati revolutionary egalitarianism or the type of secret organization
described in Dostoevsky' s possessed. Yet despite the fact that antimasons (as distinct
from historians of antimasonry) exagerrated, distorted and inflated both lodge potential
and precepts, they constituted another important source of information on the topics of
masonry and antimasonry. Antimasonic presses and literature within Massachusetts,
France and the Russian Empire served to expand the picture of cultural conflict between
masons and antimasons. The incorporation of antimasonic literature into this study also
in fact, helped deflate the myths surrounding lodge ideology.
Non-mason historians of antimasonry (emanating largely from the Unites States)
provided detailed analysis of antimasonry from a variety of perspectives and offered case
sFeodor Dostoevsky, The Possessed, Trans
,
Constance Gamett, (New York: Macmillan
and Co., 1913).
13
studies in specific states. These American histories include Kathleen Smith-Kutolowskis
"Antimasonry Reexamined Social Bases of the Grass Roots Party," (1984), William
Preston Vaughn's The Antimasonic Party in the United States 1826-43 (1983), Paul
Goodman's Towards a Christian Republic: Antimasonry and the Great Transition in
New England, 1826-36, (1988), John L. Brookes' The Heart of the Commonwealth,
Society and Political Culture in Worcester County, Massachusetts 1731-1861, (1989)
and Whitney Cross' The Burned Over District, The Social and Intellectual History of
Enthusiastic Religion in Western New York, (1950). These works presented valuable
research and analysis of antimasonic political protest yet offered only a general analysis
of masons' role in the conflict. These historians' contributions to the discussion of
antimasonry are reviewed in depth in Chapter II.
This work offers a new perspective on the struggle between masons and
antimasons with its synthesis of masonic, non-masonic and antimasonic histories. This
analysis begins with the development and maturation of masonic principles throughout
the eighteenth century, and then moves to specific case studies of the
antimasonic-masonic conflict in the United States, France and the Russian Empire. This
methodology creates a dialogue between masons and antimasons, derived from their
presses and published works. Antimasonry is examined here in opposition to enduring
lodge precepts, and as importantly, in relation to the socio-economic position of masons
and antimasons in the particular community or state studied. Both aspects of the conflict
are considered in all three case studies. This approach leads to the framing of the
masonic-antimasonic struggle as part of a broader process of state-building in a new.
14
elective, political order It provides a comparative history of cultural conflict amidst
educated elites in early constitutional states
Masonry, Antimasonry and Macro-Causal Inquiry:
In his article "German Burgerlichkeit after 1800: Culture as Symbolic Practice,"
Wolfgang Kaschuba described German bourgeois culture in the first decades of the
nineteenth century He wrote, "This new bourgeois culture was more of a transverse link
connecting previously divided groups, sub-cultures, career and professional groups.
With its common ideas and interests, it established new traditions and bonds, often
before these shared elements took on an established form."9 The lodge represented one
transverse link within bourgeois culture, yet as the bourgeosie struggled to establish
new definitions of state during a democratizing period, a series of competing cultures
battled for existence Kaschuba rejected analysis of the bourgeoisie as a social category
within a pre-defined social structure. He suggested instead that such analysis should
"begin with those social situations and configurations in which bourgeois cultural praxis
manifested itself as a framework for concrete social action." 10 Both masonry and
antimasonry constituted bourgeois cultural praxis.
The study of masonry and antimasonry does not point to a single bourgeois
category It does point to a defining characteristic of bourgeois thought - the primacy of
morality Several elite cultures competed for control of public morality This contest was
Wolfgang Kaschuba, "German Burgerlichkeit after 1800: Culture and Symbolic
Practice," in Bourgeois Society in Nineteenth-Century Europe, ed., Jurgen Kocka and
Allen Mitchell, (Oxford Berg Publishers Limited, 1993) p.400
10 Kaschuba, p 393.
15
driven by varying answers to the problem of the derivation of morality, and its proper
application in civil society Antimasons and masons derived their vision of state and all
its implications for religion, patriotism and political economy from thjs mora]
epistemology
In 1887. the German sociologist. Ferdinand Tonnies published his work
Gememschaft und Gesellschaft (Community and Association) " His observations of
late nineteenth-century European, bourgeois society provide a basis for understanding
the antimasonic- masonic continuing struggle to define the moral direction of state
Tonnie's argument incorporated the contingencies of the expanded elective order and a
market economy and provided for the consequent inflated role of public opinion and the
press in the elective state
Tonnies developed his argument by distinguishing two kinds of human will -
rational will and natural will Natural will included thinking, sentiment, mind, heart,
conscience and subconscious motivation To Tunnies, rational will was distinct from
natural will in that thinking was predominant, and thus the "directing agent
M
According
to this distinction of natural and rational will. Tonnies developed his two types of
societal relationships - community and association Gememschafi (community)
represented natural will, while Gesellschaft ("association) was bom of rational will -
Gememschaft represented the "real and organic" community, the private, the vo/k the
intimate, folkways, more and beliefs, and the "original state of belonging " Gememschaft
society was one of "mutual possession and enjoyment" and one where the social bonds
Ferdinand Tonnies. Gememschaft und Gesellschaft, (Community at\d Association).
("New Jersey Transaction Books, 1988)
:
T0nnies, p 14-15
16
were organic. In Gemeinschqft rural life, tradition provided social bonds, while the
corporate unit dominated the individual, within towns. Faith, religion and morals
dominated Gemeinschqft.^- TOnnies far preferred Gemeinschqft to what he viewed as
an increasingly dominant burgerliche Gesellschqft (bourgeois association). Ttinnies
asserted that the latter impaired Gemeinschqft qualities.
Tunnies described the new Gesellschqft as "a totality of individual families" and '* a
collective of economic character." Bourgeois society built its state upon this basis of
this association, and to Tonnies, the state had evolved into "a means of attaining its
ends." The new purpose of state was to protect the person and property of capitalistic
bourgeois society. The state claimed its interest were identical to and representative of
the people, yet did not in actuality represent the volk. 14 Tonnies defined the new state's
social organization and its leadership, around bourgeois capitalists, who were ruled by
rational will and Gesellschqft social relations It is precisely this state building process
around which masons and antimasons converged, yet hardly as a Gesellschqft unit.
Tonnies perceived the new basis of state as contractually associated, formed and
conditioned by rational will. The Gesellschqft public was a "mechanical aggregate."
One left the natural unity of human wills to enter the public realm. Bourgeois society
was an "exchange Gesellschqff based upon greed, profit self-interest and competition,
and natural law conception of humans as rational, a priori, equal and free agents. The
seller and consumer were no longer personally related to the object of purchase. In this
13
T6nnies, p.47,57,71-73,254-261
l4
T6nnies, p. 14-16,28-29
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association, dominated by rational will, the goal was to seek, preserve and acquire
power. I?
The implications of Gesellschaft provided a new point of departure for state The
Gesellschqft represented a contractual enforcement of natural law through its
protection of property. Natural law translated into social reason, which became elevated
above the state. Gesellschaft theory, (conceived rationally) became public opinion, and
in the process, replaced Gemeinschaft faith, religion, morals and folkways. Tetanies
asserted that the religion of Gemeinschaft determined morality. Both state and
individuals contested public opinion, to make their own rational will a single general
will. The press, (the "universal power") was utilized for this goal. T&'nnies thus
concluded that, "judgements and opinion are wrapped up like grocer's goods and
offered for consumption in their objective reality." Morality, consequently, was both a
product and tool of public opinion, defining contractual sociability . 16
Tonnie's connections between morality and public opinion, and between the religion
of Gemeinschaft and state morality define the very essence of Massachusetts, French
and Russian antimasonry, as masons and antimasons struggled to direct and re-define
public morality and opinion within a new public sphere. TtJnnies though attributed a
single morality to the bourgeois Gesellschaft He concluded that Gemeinschaft and
Gesellschaft represented two systems of culture. The former represented social will,
concord, folkways, mores and religion, while the latter, convention, calculation and
control of consciousness, thinking over imagination, and visible nature over spirit. In
,5
T6nnies, p.39,74-78,87-92,93-94,107,146.
l6T6nnies, p. 254-261
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Gemeinschqft, generations were connected through time metaphysically and physically,
while Gesellschqft urbanization severed spacial connections, and destroyed the
equilibrium of vegetative, animalistic and mental life. Tonnies concluded that public
opinion now represented state control of the masses and not freedom. 17 This study
though, documents such cultural divisions not between pre-industrial and capitalistic
bourgeois society, but within nineteenth and early twentieth-century elites, who
identified with capitalism but distinguished between 'good" and "bad" bourgeoisie,
between a moral and immoral capitalism, and a moral and immoral state. It testifies to a
struggle amidst these elites for control of public opinion through the press, the pulpit,
and through public offices and elective positions. It provides a documentation of how
Gesellschqft religion shaped public morality, as masons worked out new definitions of
morality in the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This work points
to several competing moralities closely interwined with question of religion and
economy, and reflects complex bourgeois cultural praxis involving both Gesellschaft and
Gemeinschaft components.
A second work useful in identifying the underlying assumptions of this study of
masonry and antimasonry is a debate between Theda Skocpol and William Sewell
concerning the role of ideology in revolution. In responding to Skocpol's landmark
book. States and Social Revolution ( 1 979), Sewell outlined the constitutive role of
ideology in society. He responded to Skocpol's analysis of the cause and outcomes of
the French, Russian and Chinese Revolutions in terms of three structural relations -
between classes, between classes and states and between different states in international
17
Tonnies,p 264-72.
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relations. Sewell argued that "the autonomous power of ideology in the revolutionary
process," should be added to Skocpol's structural analysis. 18 Using the case of the
French Revolution, Sewell asserted that ideologies "inform the structure of institutions,
the nature of social cooperation and conflict, and the attitude and predisposition of the
population." Ideology is at once, "anonymous, collective and constitutive of the social
order." 19 He developed his historical explanation on the assumption that society is
"ideologically constructed." Sewell conceived a comprehensive role for ideology in the
writing of history although he carefully placed ideology within a continuum of historical
contingencies, including economic crisis. 20 Morality, in this work, is conceived as
Sewell's ideology, in its most comprehensive form.
Skocpol defined her comparative history as "macro-causal inquiry." She included
modernization as "a world-historic inter-societal phenomenon" as part of her causal
analysis of the Chinese, Russian and French Revolutions. She argued that social
revolutions in part, extended from the weakness of administrative and military
organization "as a function of a combination of pressures on state institutions from more
modernized countries abroad." 21 This pressure first came from England's
commercialization and the "capture of world market hegemony ." Skocpol reasoned
that English modernization exerted pressure for fiscal efficiency and military
18William Sewell, "Ideologies and Social revolutions: Reflections on the French Case," in
Theda Skocpol, Social Revolutions in the Modern World, (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1997) p. 170.
l9Sewell, p. 173.
^Sewell, p. 173.
:I Skocpol, p. 138.
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modernization on other European states. As Europe modernized, Skocpol argued, the
same pressures extended around the globe. Government elites of agrarian bureaucracies
were confronted by demands for more efficient tax collecting, better militaries and
economic development, in order to compete with or fit foreign models
SewelTs insertion of ideology into Skopol's structural analysis, should also extend
to her conception of modernization as a world, inter-societal phenomeon. Both masonry
and antimasonry testify to the international circulation of bodies of ideas, contributive to
social and political action within each country. Sewell argued that ideological
redefinition of 1 789, "created a new framework of rhetoric and action and a new set of
political issues that dominated the subsequent unfolding of the Revolution." 22 His
"ideological dynamic" might also be viewed as an "inter-societal" phenomenon. For
example, Russian conservative press described the ideological pressures emanating from
Republican France (attributed to the masonic lodge), and this pressure was converted
not only into political reaction, but the creation of the masonic myth in Russia. If the
lodge may be viewed as an ideological source of international pressure to reform,
antimasons too constituted an international body and served as a source of political
pressure from without. Antimasons drew upon a common body of international
literature, and gained impetus from antimasonic political experience of previous national
protests.
Skocpol's work helps place this research into the larger context of macro-social
inquiry Her discussion of various types of comparative history is similarly useful in
identifying the methodological approach of this work. Skopol and Margaret Somers
-Sewell, p. 182
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described three types of comparative history generally employed in macrosociai inquiry
One method involved a "deductive parallel demonstration of history." Case studies
were used to build similarities which substantiate "explicitly deliniated hypothesis."
Somers and Skopol classified a second method of comparative history as the "contrast
of contexts. " By this method, the unique circumstances of the cases were highlighted, as
each case was treated as "complex and unique in its own right." The comparison served
to "sharpen contextual understanding, making causal conclusions more explicit. A third
type, "inductive macro-causal analysis" served as "a rough negative check" on standard
explanations and "may lead to new historical generalizations." 23
This comparative study of masonry and antimasonry incorporates both the second
and third types of research and analysis elaborated by Skopol and Somers. This study
points to the differences between antimasonic protest in the United States, France and
the Russian Empire. It provides a spectrum for comparing various cultural divisions
within each country, related to religious heterogeneity of the population, to ethnic and
racial divisions within the society, and linked to existing political institutions prior to the
formation of the elective state. The comparative approach though, leads to an even
greater stress on the common bonds uniting antimasons in Massachusetts, the Third
French Republic and Imperial Russia. Antimasons in all three case studies converged in
their opposition to moral pluralism linked to economic, religious and political change
within the public sphere, all facilitated by the elective principle. Antimasonry appeared as
a distinct social and political movement with international roots Massachusetts, French
^Skocpol and Somers, "Comparative History and Macrosociai Inquiry" in Skocpol,
Social Revolutions.
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and Russian antimasons articulated a new agenda for conservatives, nationalists and
reform-minded politicians and voters.
CHAPTER 1
"SECRET CULTURE" AND "PUBLIC CULTURE" -
ENLIGHTENMENT MASONS AND THEIR CRAFT
Diverse groups of masonic and non-masonic historians, philosophers, clergy,
sociologists have explored the origins and nature of freemasonry in eighteenth-century
Europe. They offer conflicting theories and perspectives on lodge formation and
masons' role in society. The confusion surrounding the lodge, evident even among
eighteenth-century masons and subsequent lodge chroniclers, may be closely tied to the
bonds of secrecy uniting masons. Masonic oaths alone though, do not account for the
historical mystery surrounding eighteenth-century lodges. The haze encompassing
eighteenth-century European and American masonry lies in the fact that masons were
engaged in the process of crafting their own histories and purpose during this formative
century.
Most historians date the history of modern masonry to June 1717, when four
English lodges convened at the Goose and Gridiron Alehouse in London, to formally
constitute the Grand Lodge of London. This was the first of a series of national "grand"
lodges, including the Grand Lodge ofAntient York Masons ( 1 743 ), the National Grand
Lodge of France ( 1 743), the National Grand Lodge of Russia ( 1 776) and the Provincial
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts (1792). In this century of lodge-building, across Europe
and into North America, masons labored to define themselves in contradistinction to the
rest of society. Masonic historians characterized this century as a period of rivalry
among lodges and as an era marked by "the growth of sects and the fighting between
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so-called systems."" The process of defining masonry and developing specifically
masonic principles, would continue into the first two decades of the nineteenth century
for American, English and Russian masons and into the last quarter of the nineteenth
century for French masons
Despite the presence of competing accounts of lodge histories among masons
and outside lodge doors, it is clear that members who joined the early lodges embraced a
common body of assumptions concerning the progress of society and the individual's
role in that progress. Masonic historians and masonic literature from the eighteenth
century through the 1980's, professed adherence to certain "universal" principles. The
underlying vocabulary for all masonic expression included science, progress and
morality While the masonic masthead proclaimed "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity,"'
morality remained the root of all masonic understanding. Masons, in essence, built their
institution around a novel claim in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries - the use of
the scientific method for both moral and material progress. Science dictated the rules for
moral progress and thus furthered liberty, equality and fraternity.
Such principles though, were hardly confined to the lodge, but rather belonged to
the broader Enlightenment milieu Masons created and absorbed the new intellectual
and social culture of the Enlightenment and inscribed these principles in their
institutions. Masons laid claim to such Enlightenment themes as the connection between
science and the mechanical arts, constitutionalism, fraternity, the link between moral and
material progress, religious tolerance, and the application of natural law theory to
'Albert Gallatin Mackay, The History ofFreemasonry, (New York: Masonic Fustory
Corp
,
1 898) p 1 182, Johann Gottleib Fichte, "Letters to Constant" in Maynard Johnson
ed , Masonic Addresses and Writings ofRoscoe Pound, (New York MaCoy Publishing,
1953), p 133
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society. Thus, the most problematic aspect for historians of eighteenth-century
masonry, once lodge formation and principles are clarified, is the question of what other
factors brought certain men to the lodge doors At least a partial response to this
question emerges when considering the social benefits derived from joining the lodge in
the period, paying close attention to the social composition of the lodges. It is clear that
eighteenth-century masonry lent itself to commercial and industrial progress, attracting
men engaged in manufacturing and trade, alongside clergy and nobles. The lodge
comprised the expanding economic elite of Enlightenment Europe Further insight into
lodge popularity comes from asking two additional, related questions: what role, if any,
did masons perceive for themselves in society, as masons ; and, what kind of role did
masons imagine the lodge would play in society0
Masons, worked out theoretical answers to these questions, formulating lodge
philosophy through widely circulated published works such as the English Constitutions
ofFree Masons, Containing the History, Charges , Regulation and Constitutions ofthe
Most Ancient and Right Worshipful Fraternity (1723) and The Free Masons
Pocket-Companion (1754) published in Edinburgh. American, French, German and
Russian masons would elaborate upon these works either in the form of orations
delivered before a specific lodge, through masonic presses, or in works published for
non-masonic readers. Masons wrote extensively on their institution, selectively
preferring to the public their lofty goals and societal ambitions. Masons however,
provided only partial answers to these questions. This masonic reserve may be tied to
oaths of secrecy and to the official ban on politics within the lodge during the era of the
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American and French Revolutions. Masons, moreover, were not likely to advertise the
economic interests and advantages of the fraternity, except to future candidates.
Non-masonic, Enlightenment thinkers provided different insights into lodge popularity.
They furnished the appropriate context for the evolution of the modern lodge, and their
writings suggested in particular, why eighteenth-century bourgeoisie gravitated to the
lodge in such large numbers. Both non-masonic Enlightenment thinkers and
non-masonic historians reveal the unadvertised, and even perhaps unrecognized,
political, social and economic dimensions of masonry. After establishing a framework
for viewing the eighteenth-century lodge in relation to society at-large, this chapter will
consider the new social validation of bourgeois society embedded within Enlightenment
thought, and finally, how masons gradually incorporated elements of this thought into a
unified system of thought and action between the years 1717-1813, despite sporadic
friction between national "grand" lodges and between local and national lodges.
Public Functions of Eighteenth-Century Masonic Lodges
Historians of eighteenth-century European masonry such as Margaret Jacob and
Douglas Smith focused on different aspects of the lodge in various countries, yet
utilized a common paradigm to analyze the public function of the institution. This rubric
was the sociologist Jurgen Habermas' category "the bourgeois public sphere."
In his Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. An Inquiry into a Category
ofBourgeois Society, Habermas posited an eighteenth-century public sphere outside
State administration which he defined as a "public of private people making use of their
reason." This phenomenon was an outgrowth of the shift from household production to
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a market system, a rapidly expanding communication network and a subsequent
commercialization of reading products. As culture became a commodity, "persons -
insofar as they were propertied and educated - as readers, listeners and spectators, could
avail themselves via the market of the objects that were subject to discussion." Thus
evolved the principle of an inclusive public, since in theory, all could participate in
discussion after purchasing the commodities. Habermas ( like Ferdinand TOnnies )
concluded that the inclusive public remained a theory only. "Wherever the public
established itself institutionally as a stable group of discussants, it did not equate itself
with the public, but at most, claimed to act as its mouthpiece, in its name, perhaps even
as its educator - the new form of bourgeois representation." Habermas theorized that
this public sphere, representative of bourgeois property owners, became a forum for
rational-critical debate in the political realm. :
Certains aspects of eighteenth-century masonic activity fit well into Habermas'
definition of the public sphere Masons did not equate themselves with the public, but
clearly carved a pioneering and educative role for themselves. Whether masons
constituted the "'bourgeoisie" in eighteenth-century society is a more complex subject.
Masons defined themselves on the basis of morality, education and social usefulness,
whether of noble or bourgeois origins, and this social usefulness included material
progress. The masonic milieu fell between the uppermost and lowest social groupings of
society. Masons in eighteenth-century society constituted a portion of the expanding
economic elite, with nobles occupying influential roles in the lodge but representing a
:JUrgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. An Inquiry into
a Category ofBourgeois Society, Trans Thomas Berger, (Cambridge. MIT Press,
1991) quote p.37.
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minority of masonic membership Habermas' notion of the public sphere, has been
utilized to examine non-economic dimensions of the lodge.
In her work. Living the Enlightenment: Freemasonry and Politics in
Eighteenth-Century Europe, Margaret Jacob focused on the political implications of
Habermas' public sphere, as evidenced by the masonic institution. Jacob contended that
continental lodges imported Lockean constitutionalism which was then adapted to
various local and national identities. Although the lodges varied in composition, they
were in essence, microcosmic constitutional or republican polities. Jacob was careful to
emphasize that the lodges remained reformist in nature, reflecting a committment to the
existing monarchical state. Lodge goals included the teaching of Enlightenment values
related to governance - order, debate, voting, record-keeping and oratory. 3 Jacob
observed a common cultural interest within the lodges. Unlike the guild's entirely
economic orientation, Jacob asserted that masons gathered "to celebrate equality newly
discovered in economic and political life." Above all, Jacob claimed, the masonic
'impulse strove to be political
"4 Masonic sociability generated an autonomous civic and
political consciousness.
Masons may well have received a political education as participants in a
constitutional process within the lodge, but Jacob's research offered little insight on
masons' work outside the lodge. One might surmise that this political consciousness
extended beyond the lodge, yet the political role of eighteenth-century masons in the
public sphere has not been documented. Jacob did not adequately address the question
3Margaret C. Jacob, Living the Enlightenment: Freemasonry and Politics in Eighteenth
Century Europe, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991) p. 16,22.
Macob, Living p.2 19, quote p.45 p 16,22.
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of whether the lodges should be considerd part of the public sphere. The public sphere
category is a useful, retrospective analysis of lodge function, yet tells little of mason's
perceptions of their role in society. Masons, within the lodge, did not in fact, constitute a
"public of private people making use of their reason." Masons did become part of this
public, when they left the lodge and acted as masons within the public and entered
public debate. Douglas Smith's research on Russian masonry reflected more clearly
how masons participated in this public sphere. His work incorporated the "public
sphere" to demonstrate how differing perceptions of morality met within the
eighteenth-century Russian public sphere.
Smith noted that the key function of the Russian lodges was as a school of
nravouchenie, or the "inculcation of morals and manners." Masons (the majority were
court notables and state officials) joined the lodges to work towards this virtue. Smith
claimed that up to Catherine H's rule, (1762-96) power struggles for authority came
mainly from individuals and not social groups. Using Habermas' public sphere category,
Smith argued that masonry was a new vehicle through which group opposition to tsarist
power could be registered. During Catherine's reign, individual power struggles
continued, but "power and status were also negotiated through public debate, and in the
new institutions making up the public." Smith presented the masonic lodge as one of
these new institutions, along with the Free Economic Society (1765), the Free Russian
Assembly ( 1 77 1 ), and the St. Petersburg English Club ( 1 770). Through the lodge,
Russian masons claimed a monopoly on virtue, and thus turned "a public concern into
their own private domain and possession..." 5 and "invoked" the "public" as a means of
'Douglas Smith, "Freemasonry and the Public In Eighteenth-Centary
Russia,"Eighteenth-Century Studies, vol.29,no.l (1995) p.27-35, quote p. 32.
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transmitting this morality Smith probed the debate over morality within the Russian
public sphere, where masons acted in a public way. Jacob explored the interior
workings of a secret society, which prided itself on its "secret culture." Her work
offered a valuable window into lodge government and procedures, yet shed less light on
the social implications of lodge political culture.
Although the political agenda of eighteenth-century masons needs further research,
the moral and social agenda of the lodge was more evident. Keith Michael Baker wrote
that the "heart of enlightenment thinking" involved a shift from political "vicissitudes of
throne and government" to a social theme of "progress of civil society."6 Masonry
reflected this newfound preoccupation with social progress. Masons and "high
enlighteners" converged around the same social themes. Both paired ignorance with
immorality and conversely, linked education, morality and social progress. Both
developed new definitions of social groups based upon an economic determination of
potential . Diderot (not a mason) labeled the three classes riche, citoyen utile and the
peup/e. D'Holbach ( a mason) labeled them riche, Stat moyen and pauvres. Masons
and philosophes distinguished between the educable and the ignorant, or in masonic
language, the "profane." The measure of a civil society included utility, and utility was
determined by occupation, morality, and education and gender. Daniel Roche's valuable
data on the eighteenth century French lodges not only illustrate this lodge
preoccupation with morality and education, but reveal the social boundaries of masonic
6Keith Michael Baker, Inventing the French Revolution, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1990) p.212.
'Harry Payne, The Philosophes and the People, (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1976) p 11-26.
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fraternity within the lodge. Roche and Monica CubelTs research testify to bourgeois
gravitation towards the lodge, and the limits of Jacob's masonic "equality."
In the year 1773, at least twenty thousand masons had registered under the Grand
Orient of France In the provinces, four percent of this group identified themselves as
clergy, and fifteen percent, as nobles The large majority of French provincial masons
belonged to the Third Estate. Thirty six percent of provincial masons listed occupations
in banking, trade and manufacturing, while another thirty three percent were
"commoners," lawyers, adminstrators and architects. Thus a full sixty nine percent of
masons fell into the bourgeois category. These data corresponded to a description of the
convening members of the first Grand Lodge of London as "... gentlemen, the lower
stratum of society that stood between the noble and labouring classes."" Seven percent
of French provincial masons declared themselves rentiers (independently wealthy), while
artisans and shopkeepers represented only twelve percent of provincial masons. Parisian
lodges reflected similar groupings, yet with a higher noble percentage (22%) and a lower
percentage (17%) involved in banking, trade and manufacturing. Nearly half of the
provincial noble masons were military officers. 9
With over half of lodge members engaged in commerce, manufacturing and the
professions, it is not surprising that the earliest lodges opened in provincial centers with
populations over 50,000 (Bordeaux, Lyon, Marseilles and Toulouse). Lodges rapidly
spread to areas with a population of 10,000, through commercial, adminstrative and
8 Two Hundred and Fifty Years ofMassachusetts A^aso«ry,(Rapid Service Press, 1 982)
p.l.
"Daniel RocheXe Steele des Lumieres en Province, Academie et Academiciens
Provinciaux, (Paris: Mouton, 1978) p.262,266-67.
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military networks. Roche observed that most lodges were socially homogenous; the
larger the provincial center, the greater the number of specialized lodges. The city of
Lyon housed a lodge for prosperous merchants and sales clerks, a lodge of bourgeois
officers, two aristocratic lodges, a lodge for the bourgeois guard, two young merchant
lodges, a lodge for merchants and shopkeepers, and three lodges of smaller bourgeois,
shopkeepers, state administrators, sales clerks and postal employees. 10
Towns with only two lodges displayed similar segregation. Typically, nobles and
clergy , a few academiciens, and at times several haul bourgeois belonged to one lodge
Those involved in manufacturing, petty official, small merchants and in a few cases,
artisans, joined the second lodge. The town of Soisson housed two such lodges. The
master of the more aristocratic lodge outlined the social hierarchy of masonic lodges,
while investigating the opening of this second, less privileged lodge. He first dismissed
"le bas peuple " entirely. The top of the masonic hierarchy belonged to nobles, clergy,
judiciares andfinanciers of the first order. The second class consisted of commercants,
bourgeois, and business men of the second order. He described the lowest echelon of
the masonic hierarchy as "more mixed; it is taken from part of the second but admits
those in the order of artisans who appear the most distinguished in talent and their social
qualities." 11 This masonic hierarchy was part traditional, in the placement of nobles and
clergy at its pinnacle. Masons distinguished themselves from Holbach's paitwes and
carefully monitored masonic candidates from the ranks of his etat moyen. At the same
time, they allowed room for merit and talent at the lower end its social base.
1,rRoche, p. 272-73.
"Roche, 270-71
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Masons of these eighteenth-century French lodges accepted initiates on the basis of
"social qualities." A Lyon mason complained to the Grand Orient in 1783, "... nothing
equals the Masonic fury which reigns in this village .All are welcome without the least
examination of character, moral or conduct, even low dues are offered to solicit
whoever they can " l2 A letter from the Provincial Grand Lodge of Provence to one of
its lodges registered a similar complaint. A mason noted of the lodge that "the majority
of its members, of a very mediocre condition, deprived in their youth of the benefits of
education, were young men who habitually manifested the ignorance of their original
character " However, a few of these workers demonstrated an enlightened education
and manifested loyalty to masonic laws and principles. 13 The required social qualities
for admittance included an "enlightened" education and consequently extended down
the social hierarchy only to a few artisans and lesser bourgeoisie.
Discussions of masonry using Habermas' category the public sphere point mainly to
the moral essence of the institution and offer little substantiation of a specifically political
role for masonry in eighteenth-century Europe, except when considering the political
nature of morality itself . In fact, despite constitutional processes within masonry, data
on lodge composition demonstrated decided masonic social segregation. The public role
of one Parisian lodge prior to the French Revolution points to the same social
segregation within the lodge and suggests another social role fulfilled by French masons,
this time by nobles. The Paris Lodge of the Nine Sisters attested to a masonic cultural
'-Ttoche, 259.
13Monica Cubells, "Franc-Maconnerie et Societe: La Recruitment Des Loges A
Aix-En-Provence Dans La Deuxieme Moitie Du XVIII Siecle," Revue D Histoire
Moderne et Contemporaire, 463-82
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mission, extending into educated French society, and as such, constituting a part of the
public sphere.
The opening of the Nine Sisters on July 9, 1 776, fulfilled the dream of the scientist
Helvetius. Helvetius joined the masons in the 1740's and together with Jerome Lalande,
founded Loge Des Sciences in 1 766 Helvetius died in 1771, but Lalande continued to
work towards the founding of a lodge devoted to literature and the arts. 1 "1 Lalande
noted the cultural mission of the Lodge upon its opening: "The Lodge of the Nine
Sisters in making virtue its base has dedicated itself to fostering the arts and sciences.
The aim of the lodge is to restore them to their place of dignity." 15 As cultural leaders,
masons would sponsor assemblies and banquets, promote cultural activities and create a
fund for outstanding contributors to the arts and sciences. The lodge grew from its ten
founding members to 144 members by the year 1788. 16
Not surprisingly, few members of the economic professions and no artisans
appeared on the rosters of the Nine Sisters This lodge attracted and accepted only
esteemed writers, artists and intellectuals, and highly placed individuals of the Master
Mason Lebeuf s first order. Sample occupations included a member of the Royal Music
Academy, a Sorbonne doctor, many parlementaires, military officers, and high level
State officials.
17
iJGordon P Silber, "In Search of Helvetius' Early Career as a Freemason"
Eighteenth-Century Studies, 1 5 ( 1 98 1 -82) 42 1 -34.
15William R Weisenberger, "Benjamin Franklin. A Masonic Enlightenment in Paris,"
Pennsylvaia History p 165-80, quote p. 167
16
Silber, "In Search."
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Alain Bihan, Franc-Macons Parisiens du Grand Orient de France (Fin Du XV7II
Siecle), (Paris. Bibliotheque Nationale, 1966).
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The Nine Sisters hosted numerous cultural and educational programs The artist
Greuze, sculptor Houdon, writers La Diximerie and Roucher, linguistic theorist Court
de Gebelin, historian Volney, scientists John Forster and Claude Berthollet, and hot air
balloonists Joseph and Jacques Montgolfier all participated in this cultural outreach
program as members of this Parisian lodge. Benjamin Franklin joined this lodge and
served as Master during the years 1779-83, and Voltaire joined six weeks prior to his
death. The Nine Sisters launched an education program through its Apollonian Society,
offering courses in linguistics, ancient philosophy, music and European literature The
Lodge also offered courses reflecting masonic scientific and manufacturing interests, in
physics, chemistry, mathematics and textile manufacturing. As with most French lodges,
the Nine Sisters fell apart during the Revolution and in 1790, became the Societe
National des NeufSoeurs.
As Master of the Nine Sisters during Voltaire's initiation, Lalande lauded the
venerable French philosophe for his work against superstition and fanaticism, his
promotion of the arts and sciences, and for his masonic spirit throughout his "fruitful
career."'
8 Lalande recognized that masonry embodied the intellectual contributions of
pre-eminent writers such as Voltaire, even though Voltaire joined the institution at the
very end of his life. Lalande' s understanding of masonic roots helps explain what
brought twenty thousand French men to lodge doors in the year 1773 Masonry on the
European and American continents blossomed during the late Enlightenment and this
proliferation of the lodges reflected both wide scale circulation of Enlightenment
literature concerning the scientific, material and moral progress of society, and
l8Weisburger, p. 169.
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bourgeois (and to a lesser extent noble) modification of it. Masonic enlightenment
included a moral and scientific education and required usefulness to society. This
enlightenment entitled one to social authority, another idea circulating in European
society during the period of"masonic fury." In proclaiming the primacy of scientific and
material progress of society, masons validated and elevated the social authority of the
bourgeoisie. Non-masonic writers such as Denis Diderot, Adam Ferguson and David
Hume described not only the merits of a scientific education applied to the moral and
material realm, but also associated power with this "progress."
Non-masonic Writers and "Enlightenment"
In January of 1906, a Russian antimason N Butmi, contributed an article on
masonry in the journal Russkia Znamia, the mouthpiece of the arch-conservative Union
of Russian People and the Russian Assembly Butmi correctly identified the 1717 Grand
Lodge of London as the first modern masonic lodge and noted its immediate and rapid
spread throughout the Western world. Butmi concluded that the explosion of masonic
popularity was not, as masons claimed, related to masonic "purity of learning and the
world's acceptance of masonic enlightenment. Rather, the Russian antimason attributed
the speed of masonic expansion to "a mature and deliberate plan" sown in carefully
prepared soil. 19 Butmi further claimed that this "plan" could be found in Francis
Bacon's New Atlantis ( 1 62 1 ). In Butmi's words. Bacon's work was a "fantastical"
account of a state ruled by a secret society, whose true goals included world-wide
domination, and the annihilation of families, religion and patriotism.
™Russkia Znamia, St. Petersburg, Jan. 1906 p.3-19
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Ironically, Butmi could not have chosen a more appropriate work for a study of
masonry. Butmi 7 s accusations merely echoed a long line of antimasonic conspiracy
theorists, yet his identification of New Atlantis as a masonic tract and his notion of
"prepared soil" are not unfounded. This soil was the intellectual and social terrain of
the early Enlightenment. While masonry did become one expression of enlightenment
culture, however, not all "enlighteners" were masons. Francis Bacon wrote his New
Atlantis a century earlier than the constitution of the first Grand Lodge of London, yet
his work may read like a modern masonic text, because certain of Bacon's ideas (and
those of many others) were incorporated into masonic constitutions, rites, symbolism,
and rituals throughout the course of the next two centuries. As the mason Johann
Gottleib Fichte stated, "But on the other hand - and mark this diligently - there are in all
bookstores books of Masons and Non Masons which make no mention of Masonry,
whose authors perhaps did not know one word of Masonry, which nevertheless are
throughout genuinely Masonic.
"
:o
Bacon's name does not appear in masonic literature (and masons are quick to claim
their own) and though it is unlikely that he belonged to an organized lodge, his work
contained the seeds of modern masonic precepts. Bacon presented his Utopia through
the eyes of a Western European traveler, who stumbled upon an island, Bensalem, while
sailing in the South Seas. The pinnacle of Bensalem culture was the venerable society
"Solomon's House." Bacon traced the origins of this institution and Bensalems' laws to
a King Solamona, who reigned during the third century B.C. Specially chosen members
of Solomon's House devoted themselves to "the study of works and creatures of God
."
-Tichte, "Lectures," p. 191
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The society derived its name from the Hebrew King Solomon, the author of Natural
History King Solamona of BensaJem decreed in the third century, that every twelve
years, two ships would be dispatched throughout the world in search of knowledge
"'especially of the sciences, arts, manufactures, and inventions of all the world; and
withal to bring us books
,
instruments, and patterns in everykind." :i Bacon
characterized knowledge as 'God's first creature, which was light" 22 The purpose of
the trips was "to have light, I say, of the growth of all parts of the world," particularly
knowledge of scientific progress, for Bacon assumed progress within each twelve year
period. Masons such as the American Preserved Smith, the English and Scottish writers
ofCompanions and Constitutions, the German Fichte, and the Frenchmen D'HoIbach,
and Lalande would express the very same interest.
Bacon's Bensalemite sailors did not seek a commerce of material goods for
individual aggrandizement. The quest for scientific knowledge had social virtue, as
scientific progress was evaluated on its social usefulness (another theme intrinsic to
masonry). Members of Solomon's House determined how and if new scientific
knowledge should be transmitted to the State and in that capacity, were more powerful
than the State. Masons too identified themselves as social authorities possessing the
most advanced scientific and moral knowledge.
Bacon established a hierarchy of work within Solomon's House. "Merchants of
Light" sailed to other countries to transport books and experimental abstracts and
:i
Francis Bacon, New Atlantis
,
(New York. W.J. Black, 1942).
^acon, p.273
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knowledge of mechanicai and liberal arts back to the island. Three other members
analyzed others' experiments "and cast about how to draw out of them things of use and
practice for man's life and knowledge." Three members, or "Lamps" directed new and
more "penetrating" experiments. 23 Members published preventive and useful medicaJ
information on natural diseases, plagues, famines, earthquakes and other natural
disasters. They attended meetings to decide which experiments should be kept secret
and which would be revealed to the State. Bacon's Solomon's House retained thus the
same degree of secrecy and independence from the State as eighteenth-century masons
Bacon outlined the kinds of scientific projects that interested him and why they were
beneficial for society Solomon's House incorporated scientific experimentation and
observation for the "turning of them in to good and holy uses." The European traveler's
tour guide defined the purpose of the society as "the knowledge of causes and secret
motion of things; and the enlargening of the bounds of human empire to the effecting of
all things possible." 24 To this end, Bensalem scientists used caves of the island to study
refrigeration, the preservation of bodies, the imitation of mines, the production of
artificial metals, the development of composts and soils and the curing of diseases. They
built towers for observation, used lakes to compare burials in earth or water , for the
harnessing of wind and water for energy, for research on removing salt from water, for
the creation of artificial wells, and for water purification techniques. Solomon's House
scientists studied "the generation of bodies in air- as frogs, flies and divers others," air
purification and the grafting of plants and flowers, the cross-breeding of plants for
^Bacon, p. 300.
:4
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medicinal and scientific purposes. Their work included the study of "divers mechanical
arts" such as furnaces to experiment with heat, hoses to examine the refraction,
coloration and distance, and means of producing light. Scientists built "sound houses" to
work on musical instruments and products for the perfection of sight and hearing.
Bensalemites studied the means to transport sound through tubes and pipes. They
constructed engine houses to effect quicker motion and create new mixtures of
gunpowder and amunitions Members would then decide among themselves the import
and proper application of their research to society.
Bacon related the Christian essence of Solomon's House, and assigned a particular
religious mission to the society. Twenty years after the birth of Christ, a group of
islanders witnessed in the sea, a pillar of light crowned by a cross. Islanders gathered in
their boats to investigate, but as they approached the light found themselves "bound" to
the sea. A member of Solomon's House recognized God in this "miracle" and found his
boat released He again moved towards the light. It dissolved, leaving a small ark or
cedar chest in its stead. The islander found the books of the Old and New testaments
inside the ark, along with a linen-wrapped letter. The Books contained the gift of
tongues, as Persians, Hebrews, and Indians of the land were able to read them in their
own languages The significance of this event was in its conclusion. The islander
interpreted this miracle as a sign from God to Solomon's House. God defined their
mission through this miracle. Bacon interpreted the island mission as discerning M
between divine miracles, works of nature, works of art and impostures and illusions of
all sorts."
25 Bacon accepted the principle of divine miracles, but allowed for a greater
^Bacon, p.259
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role of science and human rationality to explain natural phenomenon, which were
commonly interpreted as divine intervention. Two parts of this episode might be
decribed as masonic Men of all nationalities shared this experience, both Christian and
non-Christian. Second, masons often extolled against ignorance and superstition in
established religions.
Bacon's work included two more parallels with masonry. Bensalem functioned
according to specifically Christian principles. Bacon had a Christian priest define these
precepts merely as "brotherly love and the good of our soul and bodies." Masonic
fraternity would embody this same understanding of brotherly love and, as in New
Atlantis, would extend the fraternal principle to Jews. Bacon's acceptance ofJews on
the island was begrudging though. He claimed that most Jews harbored "inbred rancor
against the people amongst whom they live these contrarywise, give unto our savior
many high attributes, and love the aation of Bensalem extremely."26
Little wonder than that the twentieth-century Russian antimasoa, N. Butmi, framed
Bacon's work as the original plan for masonic dominion. The underlying principles of
Bacon's Utopia continuous scientific progress to the benefit of the human community,
harmonious relations between Jews and Christians, the social authority of the
"enlightened," the importance of fraternity and the emphasis of rationality over religious
superstition all overlapped with masonic precepts. Bacon's work and masons even
shared the same symbolism in the use of Solomon and the cedar ark. Yet Bacon's AW'
Atlantis is only one of many books, essays and discourses emanating from the
Enlightenment that conveyed a similar correlation between moral and material progress
^Bacon, p.254,258.280.
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or the social virtues of the cultivation of sciences, arts and manufacturing.
Enlightenment writers too, framed morality in a new light. They no longer linked
morality to a particular established religion, but to natural law, individuality and
rationality. Morality still maintained religious connotations in that it embodied fraternity
and its very premise divinely-inspired natural law, but no longer was morality to be
dictated by a religious authority. This view of morality is found in Diderot's
Encyclopedie
.
Diderot's writings on morality stemmed from the premise that all human ideas begin
with the senses, first from the sensation of one's own existence, then to the knowledge
of exterior objects. All "purely intellectual notions of vice and virtue, the principle and
necessity of laws, spirituality of the soul, existence ofGod and our duties towards him...
are the fruit of our first reflected ideas occasioned by the senses." Natural morality was
drawn from "our" ideas ofjustice and injustice, from experiences of others' vices and
the comparison of vice and virtue. Revealed religion was a "supplement" to natural
knowledge. :7
Diderot pointed to John Locke as the model for discovering moral laws. Locke
created metaphysics, as Newton had created Physics. Diderot wrote of Locke, "To
understand our Soul, ideas and affectations, he did not study books, because he would
be poorly instructed; he was content to look deeply in himself; and after long
contemplation, in his Treatise on Human Understanding only presented to man the
mirror in which he saw himself. He reduced metaphysics to that which it must be,
experimental physics of the soul. . ." Diderot added that the principles and methods for
:T
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the "Reasonable Metaphysics" were the same for Philosophes and the People. *
Masonry, defined by ail as a scientific system of morality, may be equated with Diderot's
Reasonable Metaphysics, although masons would object to Diderot's magnanimous
extension of this ability to all people. Masons restricted their membership to non-manual
(male) workers.
Diderot included articles on la morale and la moralite in his Encyclopedie La
Morale was the science of morals. This science might be discovered by all, whatever
etat, "by all who wish to make use of their reason." All could attain morality through
life experiences, and reflection on the self and one's surrounding environment. Diderot
concluded that moral truth, independent from man, was often obscured by its
applications. This moral obfuscation was not derived from the ambiguity of morality,
but from human passion, which diverted men from the truth. Moral truth could be
discovered if men employed the "same method" and "indifference" used to discover
mathematical principles. 29 Masons provided a method and symbols ( including
geometry) to morality They too, advocated the individual path to morality and
preached against passion in favor of Diderot's "indifference."
Diderot's morality was carefully separated from Christianity. To Diderot, the "laic
philosophers" (Greeks, Romans and Stoics) most clearly elaborated morality while the
"confused" Scholastic morality represented more "bad" than "good." Diderot tied the
re-emergence of this secular, scientific morality to Bacon's seventeenth-century
inspiration. One could be both good and the most useful to the world, with morality and
*Encyclopedie, p. 15.
^Encyclopedie, p.93 5.
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no faith, in contrast to one who possessed faith without morality. Diderot reasoned
further, that rules of morality were more certain than faith, since "civilized nations of the
world" could agree on central moral precepts as much as they differed on principles of
faith. Church writers provided general moral precepts and not a systematic moral
method. Morality offered the greater perfection of human nature than faith, as it calmed
passions and enhanced the goodwill of each person. Diderot concluded that la moralite
occupied a higher plane than Church morality. 50 Masons too, removed their system of
morality from any denominational authority but natural law and science, and elevated
their morality above existing non-secular morality.
Masonic 'enlightenment" included a moral and scientific education and required
usefulness to society. This enlightenment entitled one to social authority, another idea
circulating around European society during the period of"masonic fury" in the
mid-to-late eighteenth century. Useful activity furthered moral and material progress of
society Thus the question why predominantly "bourgeois"men flocked to the lodge
becomes less difficult to answer. In proclaiming the primacy of scientific and material
progress of society, masons validated and elevated the social authority of the
bourgeoisie. This notion also belonged to Enlightenment literature outside the lodge.
Professor of Moral Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh, Adam Ferguson
separated citizens into two groups in his Essay on the History of Civil Society. One
group of citizens demonstrated "elevation of sentiment, and liberality of mind," while the
ignorant focused only on subsistence, and were "unfit to command." 31 Ferguson
^Encyclopedie, p. 702
"Adam Ferguson, Essay on the History of Civil Society, (New York.Graland
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lamented that in most of modem Europe, knowledge remained in retirement, and rarely
extended " to that enlargement of ability and power which useful knowledge should
give." Citizens' happiness required that "they acquit themselves well in every
condition...But if they effect any particular station, it is surely that in which their actions
may be rendered most extensively useful." 32 To Ferguson, knowledge should not only
be turned outward to society, but it also constituted a source of power.
Ferguson also applied this concept of social usefulness and its accompanying power
to the nation. National strength depended on "the strength, virtue and public spiritedness
of its men." Nations derived their power from material progress as well. Material and
national power advanced simultaneously, in the same way that the commercial arts
flourished alongside "love of property." Ferguson concluded that "property is a matter
of progress" for possession of property required new work habits. The proprietor must
act "with a view to distant objects, as may overcome the present disposition either to
sloth or enjoyment." 33 Ferguson specifically linked the "trader" to material and national
progress. Over time, the trader as a proprietor, developed this ability to think in the
long-term, and now was "punctual, liberal, faithful, and enterprising.. .and is often in
himself its [the State's] most intelligent and respectable member." 54 Ferguson directly
correlated bourgeois occupations with social respect and useful knowledge.
3:Ferguson, p. 50, 429.
"Ferguson, p.373,276-79,133.
34Ferguson,p.234.
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David Hume elevated the role of the merchant in his essay "OfCommerce" (1642).
Like Ferguson, Hume categorized humanity into two groups - slow and abstruse
thinkers. Hume based his division on utility, the latter being the most useful. Hume too,
classified merchants as "one of the most useful races of men." Commerce furthered
greatness, happiness, and liberty. Hume too, observed a social benefit for commercial
progress. As private men achieved commercial and monetary security, the public
became more powerful proportionally 35
Hume and Ferguson tied the growth of fraternity to commercial progress although
for different reasons. Hume suggested that the age of shipbuilders and skilled weavers
was likewise the age of philosophers and poets. The nation that produced perfected
woolen cloth also manifested knowledge ofastronomy and ethics. In these nations, clubs
and societies emerged to foster a feeling of"humanity" Hume concluded/Thus
industry, knowledge and humanity are linked together by an indissoluable chain, and are
found from experience as well as reason, to be peculiar to the more polished, and what
are commonly denominated the more luxurious ages." 36 Hume's fraternity emerged with
industry and knowledge. To Ferguson, the progress of industry and knowledge required
fraternity, to offset the negative consequences of commercial progress. In the
commercial state, man has found himself detached. Competition and the pursuit of
profit compelled him to treat his fellow man as he would his livestock. Yet mankind's
"union with his species" constituted "the noblest part of his fortune. From this source
"David Hume, Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary,ed., Eugene F. Miller,
(Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1985) p. 288-292.
*Hume, p.30 1-302
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are derived, not only the force, but the very existence of his happiest emotions; not only
the better part, but almost the whole of his rational character " Commerce violated this
rational fraternity by creating diversity of rank and profession and wrested "individuals
from the common sense of occupation." 37
Hume and Ferguson associated commerce and industry with social respect and
suggested that fraternity was essential in some way to the progress of industry and
knowledge. Hume went further than Ferguson in linking commercial progress to free
government. Masonic writers and orators rarely (in public at least) voiced the need for
specifically "bourgeois" fraternity and certainly, did not portray their institution as a
vehicle for the bourgeoisie to garner more social respect. Like Bacon, Hume and
Ferguson and the contributors to EncydopZdie, other writers did publish works
outlining the special qualities, knowledge and needs of the educated and socially
productive elite in Enlightenment society. The eighteenth-century masonic lodge offered
a forum for this new elite to fraternize in Hume's sense of the word and to reinforce
their social importance within the lodge. The Fraternity as Ferguson observed, could
serve as a buffer to the negatives associated with commerce such as competition and the
drive for profit.
Although Ferguson, Hume, Diderot, Locke and Bacon did not join the lodge, their
work helps to delineate the evolution of modern masonic precepts and the immense
popularity of the lodge among eighteenth-century bourgeoisie. The Enlightenment
context may also be used to account for the visible disunity of eighteenth century lodges,
including the presence of competing histories and lodges. It is clear that the first
37
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hundred years ofmodem masonry constituted a building process, both of principles,
admission policies, lodge entities and national rules. This developmental process is best
viewed through masonic writers, as they defined their institution.
Masonic Writers
One of the earliest masonic tracts. The Free Masons Pocket-Companion ( 1 754),
explicitly outlined the link between science, morality and the Craft, as it constructed a
history for the modem lodge. The Companion sketched the entire history of humankind
as the unfolding of moral and scientific progress, one in which wisdom directed virtue.
This progress proceeded from the discovery and imitation of natural law, or the "wise
order" created by the Grand Architect. 38 Thus Companion 's history began with the
Biblical creation ofAdam (with no mention of Eve) as the first mason and scientist.
According to the Companion, God created Adam with "the noble science of
Geometry etched in his heart. This knowledge would lead to the improvement of
humanity and the glory ofGod. Even with Adam's fall from the Garden, he retained this
knowledge to pass on to future generations of masons. The Companion concluded,
"There is in man a fund of industry, and a certain happy ingenuity in inventing Arts and
Sciences, whether mechanical or liberal; all of which have a mighty tendency to the
delight and benefit of mankind." Geometry led to the separation of "brutes" inhabiting
"caves and hovels" from others, and contributed to the growth of society Civil affairs in
fact, required both Geometry and masonry. Masons utilized science for building,
forging, metal works, armaments, brass and iron works, and astronomy. The latter in
58 The Free Masons Pocket-Companion, (Edinburgh, 1765).
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particular, was indispensibie to agriculture, to the establishment of a calendar and
"order," to religion and the polity 39
The Companion attributed the progress of science and humanity over the next
centuries to masons. God saved the an ofGeometry through Noah's ingenuity in
crafting the Ark, and masons continued their work of city building (including
glassworks, textiles, metalworks, and timber and stone cutting) throughout Europe,
Asia, Africa, Egypt, and Assyria. As the craft spread, masons developed a system of
signs to facilitate communication across language barriers. This cross-cultural
cooperation included the 1099 B.C. construction of "a house of prayer for all nations"
in Jerusalem, known as the Temple of Solomon. Masonry involved work on Greek and
Roman edifices as well. As Diderot suggested of his scientific morality, the Companion
observed that masonry died out during the Middle Ages. The lodges resumed their work
during the years 1450-1550, 'reviving from Gothic rubbish and imperfection." The
House of Medici, and Popes Leo X and Clement VII protected the lodge. With the 1707
union of Scotland and England, "now it was that the sciences began again to flourish,
and masonry to resume its ancient lustre.""4"
The Companion assigned a sweeping role for masons in the construction of society
around the globe, aided by science. The masonic text defined the moral basis of masonry
as well. Masons were admonished to obey moral law, to leave religious and political
quarrels out of the lodge, to avoid gluttony, drunkeness, and neglect of family, and to
obey "that religion upon which all men agree." Masons were enjoined to live on the
'^Companion, p. 3 -7.
^Companion, p. 7-63 , 1 00
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square, or to do to others as you would have done to you. Masons were to adhere to the
"universal religious principle," which the Companion defined as being good and true
men. The Companion further advised masons to respect liberty of conscience. The
ultimate goal of the Craft, however, was "brotherly love." The Companion defined the
principle of fraternity in terms of rationality. This innate principle, proportional to
rationality, "disposes the human heart to social virtue " 41 Fraternity was religion
stripped to a "universal religious principle," upon which all could agree.
The Companion singled out fraternity, morality and science as the keys to social
progress, with few references to liberty or equality. Masons were expected to exhibit
deference to natural (noble) superiors, while at the same time, the Companion noted
that preference within the lodge would be given on the basis of "real worth and personal
merit only " Laborers were barred from the lodge. The Companion in fact, stressed the
important role nobles played in the evolution of masonry, specifically in the formation of
lodges. Nobles were influential in the development of modern Freemasonry, as distinct
from earlier operative, craft masons.
The Companion traced the origins of the first Free and Accepted masons to "the
great, noble and wealthy" patronage of working or "operative" masons during the
construction of Solomon's Temple. David, King of Israel, conceived of the Temple
project with the help of King Hiram of Tyre. When David died, his son King Solomon
completed the task. King Hiram sent craftsmen to Jerusalem in return for wheat and oil.
Thus the Temple was built upon a commercial arrangement. The crafts were then
divided into lodges in Jerusalem, and each were provided with food and clothing. When
41 Companion.
, p. 1 55.
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these "free-born" masons finished their work on the Temple, the lodge moved to other
building sites, and taught their craft to other free-born masons, all the while benefitting
from "great, noble and wealthy" backing. Henceforth, masonic constituents called
themselves not Free, but "Free and Accepted" masons, to accomodate noble and
wealthy initiates. 42
Masonic moral intensity and devotion to scientific, material and fraternal progress
was echoed in masonic literature on the American and European continents ( The
Companion was re-published in Salem, Connecticut in 1765). As early as 1741, a
Scottish mason spoke before the Lodge of Vernon (Kilwinning) and described masonry
as "a complete system of moral virtue " He urged his lodge to work towards the
cultivation of the "useful arts" and "social virtues." In the quest for truth, masons would
"find the rudiments of all useful knowledge still preserved among us."43 Forty years
later, the Russian mason S.I. Gamaleia delivered an oration to his lodge and defined
Freemasonry around a moral imperative. He lectured members of Deucalion, "No, dear
brothers, one can not attain virtue simply with words, one must work and toil day and
night and spare nothing if one truly wants to be a student of the freemasons." Another
masonic work published in Moscow (1783) characterized masonry as the "Art to find
new Arts" and the "An to become good and perfect." 44
iZThe Companion, p. 16-29
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In 1 798, an American mason, Preserved Smith from Greenfield, Massachusetts
presented a similar moral message to his brothers:
Its design is to cultivate the arts and sciences, to tighten the chords of
friendship ...to cheer the desponding heart, to wipe the tear from poverty's
pale cheek, support the disconsolate widow, protect the hapless orphan, to
promote peace on earth and goodwill towards men.
Smith presented a newer theme which began to emerge in masonic literature. He
elevated freemasonry above political and ecclesiastical disputes, and above national
disputes Smith pointed to rationality as the means to rise above such obstacles to
fraternity. Smith concluded that with reason, "man begins to assume his native dignity"
and conquered "those embarassments which have impeded the progress of the
understanding during the dark ages, under the specious name of religion." Smith praised
religious liberty and freedom of thought, and entreated lodge members "to cooperate
with the Almighty Architect of the Universe," by promoting useful knowledge, brotherly
love and human happiness. The Boston Young Masons ' Monitor echoed the
Companion 's devotion to "the universal religion of nature" and recommended charity,
temperance, conformity to government and "deference to superiors."45
Smith's words were echoed in a Connecticut mason's "Address on the Principles of
Masonry" in 1823 Charles Bibb declared that "masonry is nothing but that code of
morality which is binding on the conscience of all... The principles of masonry... when
rightly understood, are nothing more than natural law." Another Massachusetts mason
reinforced Bibb's words in an 1832 oration. Alpheus Harding theorized that
J5
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"Freemasonry in its nature and principles is moral in the strictest sense of the word. It
enjoins the practice of all the moral and social virtues."'46
Bibb, Harding, Gamaleia and the Scottish orator all articulated a common purpose
for European and American masons, whether in 1742 or 1832. Masons adopted a
formal definition of masonry in 1813, around the moral and scientific principle. In 1813,
Reverend Dr Hemmings defined masonry at a ceremony uniting all British lodges under
one auspice. Hemmings' definition became standard for future works. He declared that
freemasonry was a "system of morality, veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols ,"47
Contemporary masons employ virtually the same wording. A New Encyclopaedia of
Masonry defined masonry as, "The science of symbolism; it is a system of morality
developed and inculcated by the science of symbolism. . .The distinguishing characteristic
of masonry and its link to antiquity is the symbolic method of instruction."48
A twentieth-century mason. Alec Mellor, presented further instruction on this
"science of symbolism." At the depth of each man's conscience, was the Mysterious
Temple of Solomon. The uninitiated, failed to build upon this construction site. Masons
learn this building process Lodge membership offered masons the symbols with which
to build. Mellor explained the masonic label, "Royal Art " Royalty was metaphorical for
the absolute sovereignty of the individual's own moral kingdom. Achievement of each
^Charles Bibb, quoted in Masonic Casket, ed. Ebenezer Chase, Enfield Ct., Jan. 1824,
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grade was a step towards mastery of morality. Each grade represented one of the thirty
two degrees of the masonic rite. 49
Masonic symbols reflected, and continue to reflect the moral, scientific and secular
language of lodge culture. A recent masonic publication described and interpreted the
symbolism of masonic "tools." The chisel symbolizes the benefits of education and
discipline. The compass provides a "holy measure" of conduct and moral rectitude.
Three columns, described as the support of the lodge, symbolize Wisdom, Strength and
Beauty The mallet represents the overcoming of irrational temper, overzealous ambition
and envy. The twenty-four inch gauge symbolizes the hours of the day and efficient,
beneficial use of time, while the square and the level symbolize morality and equality
respectively. Another masonic symbol, one which figured into Bacon's work, is the
cedar tree. Masonic texts explain that the cedar tree was used to construct Solomon's
Temple, and in the masonic "Ark of Covenant for the Tabernacle" the cedar tree
symbolizes eternity. The masonic trowel reminds masons to "spread the cement" of
Brotherly Love. The trestle board, used by working masons to develop designs,
represents the "Grand Architect's moral law. Masons draw upon this board to build
moral character. Masonic "jewels" comprise the trestle board, the square, the level and
the plumb. 50
Certain themes and symbols remained constant throughout centuries of masonry, but
consensus building on masonic origins, rites and degrees proved more difficult. The
49Alec Mellor, La Vie Qiiotidierme de la Franc-maconnerie Francaise, Du Xlle Steele a
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process was lengthy; inter-continental masonic unity of purpose was achieved over a
century after the formation of the earliest national lodges. Most strife between local,
national and international lodges centered around masonic histories, and consequently,
the types of degrees and rites conferred
The Evolution ofOne Masonry
The earliest document emanating from the first formally constituted, modern lodge,
(the 1717 Grand Lodge of London) established a history for masons which aroused
great controversy Subsequent masons would define themselves in relation to it. The
Free-Masons Pocket Companion, cited earlier, is simply as extension ofJames
Anderson's 1 723 Constitutions ofthe Free Masons, Containing the History, Charges,
Regulations and Constitutions of the Most Ancient and Right Worshipful Fraternity. It
was Anderson's Constitutions and subsequently the Companion, that established the
first formally published history for the Grand Lodge of London. However, by the time
the Companion appeared in 1754, two different lodges competed for national authority
in Britain — the Grand Lodge of England (formerly the Grand Lodge of London) and a
second national lodge, The Grand Lodge ofAntient York Masons. These lodges
disputed the origins of masonry and contested the number and ordering of rites.
Masons who were grouped around the former Grand Lodge, designated the first
three levels of masonry, the Entered Apprentice, the fellow Craft Degree, and the
Master Degree. They linked these levels symbolically to the Biblical construction of
Solomon's Temple, and for this reason, employed the term "Ancient Craft" when
referring to these three degrees Members gathered under auspices of the Grand Lodge
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ofAntient York espoused another system of grades. This rite included the first three
levels of Ancient Craft masonry and a series of higher degrees. Those masons who
espoused the first three levels and the higher degrees, called themselves "Royal Arch
Masons " The adopted the name "Antients" in opposition to the "moderns" of the
Grand Lodge of London.
Royal Arch masons traced the origins of their rites to a Scotsman, Chevalier
Ramsay In the early I700's Ramsey published his Discoitrs d'un Grand Maitre, while
living in Rome and tutoring James ITs sons. Ramsay belonged to the Knights of St.
Lazarus, an order linked to crusading knights in Palestine. Ramsay's Discours negated
modern masonry's supposed link to architecture and operative masonry as outlined in
Companions. Instead, Ramsay linked masonic origins to the chivalric orders. He created
his own rite of six degrees - Entered, Fellow, Master, Escossais (Scottish Rite), Novice
and Templar.' 1 Ramsay's disciples created Royal Arch masonry and formed the Grand
Lodge of York. The rivalry continued until the 1813 union, when both lodges accepted a
common definition of masonry and Royal Arch masonry was integrated into the first
three degrees. The Articles of Union called for "perfect unity of obligation, of
discipline, of working the lodges, of making, passing and raising, instructing and
clothing the Brothers; so that one pure unsullied system, according to the genuine
landmarks, laws and tradition of the Craft shall be maintained. 5"
The conflict between British lodges carried over into American colonies. By the year
1 782
,
in Massachusetts alone, masons constituted three separate "mother" lodges, each
•'Mackay, 1244-47
5:Mackay, p.l 178
claiming authority over Massachusetts. One lodge had been founded under the Grand
Lodge of London, and the other under the Grand Lodge of York. A third group of
masons claimed independence from any British authority. Masons within Massachusetts
finally reconciled with each other and Britain in the year 1 823
While London masons were framing their Constitutions, colonial masons sought
authority to establish lodges in America. In 1723, a merchant tailor Henry Price arrived
in Boston from London. When he returned to London nine years later, Price carried
instructions from his colonial masonic brothers to obtain permission from the Grand
Lodge of London to establish a Boston lodge. In 1733, the Grand Lodge of London
appointed Price as the Provincial Master ofNew England and Dominions and
Territories Thereunto Belonging. By 1734, the Grand Lodge extended his jurisdiction
(theoretically anyway) to all of North America. In 1733, colonial masons constituted
their first Provincial Grand Lodge, St. John's Lodge of Boston. " 3
In 1 752, a group of artisans moved to found a lodge outside the Provincial Grand
Lodge's authority. They identified themselves as Antients and applied to the Grand
Lodge of York for admission. The Grand Lodge approved a charter for this lodge on
November 30, St. Andrew's Lodge. Thirteen years later, St. Andrew's Lodge along
with three military lodges of Boston, filed a petition to the Grand Lodge of York to
appoint a Provincial Grand Master A new Massachusetts Grand Lodge was formed,
with Dr. Joseph Warren serving as Grand Master. At this juncture, two Grand Lodges
competed for initiates within Massachusetts, each under auspices of one of the British
Grand Lodges.
53 Two Hundred and Fifty Years ofMassachusetts Masonry, (Boston: Rapid Service
Press, 1983).
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In the years 1 782 and 1 784, masons of the newer Massachusetts Grand Lodge
voted on a proposal to declare independence from the Grand Lodge of York. The
majority of masons voted against the measure, and then moved to expel the minority
behind the proposal This minority, lead by Paul Revere and Nathaniel Fellow, formed an
independent lodge. Rising States. At this same time, the first Grand Lodge of
Massachusetts had severed ties with the Grand Lodge of London.
Steps towards unification of Massachusetts masons suceeded in the next decade. In
1792, the Massachusetts Grand Lodge and St. John's Lodge, merged to form the Grand
Lodge of the Most Ancient and Honorable Society of Free and Accepted Masons for
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. These masons affiliated with the Grand Lodge of
York. A final union with Britain was effected in 1823, a decade after the two British
Grand Lodges had united under one auspice.
As in America and Britain, French masonry did not escape internal rifts related to
origins, rites, and the presence of competing national obediences. Masters of Parisian
lodges, as London masters had done twenty six years earlier, convened the first Grand
Lodge of France in 1 743 . The Parisian Masters met under the authority of the Grand
Lodge of London, and accepted the three degrees of Ancient Craft masonry. During
this period, Ramsay's followers gained acceptance among French masons as well.
Ramsay's followers formed chapters, or "Councils," to confer higher degrees on French
masons.
Throughout the rest of the eighteenth century and most of the nineteenth, the
Councils constituted a competing authority with the Grand Lodge of France. In 1 758,
masons in Paris convened a "Council of Emperors of East and West." This group
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defined a series of twenty five degrees called the "Rite of Perfection," also know as
"Scottish Rite" or "Templar" masonry. Masons defined these higher degrees as "a
succession of allegories.
. . all of them serving as vehicles for great lessons in philosophy
and morality, representing a continous climb up the slope of the mountain of truth." 54
The Grand Lodge of France accepted these higher degrees in 1771, yet evidence of
conflict among masonic leadership persisted. In 1772, the original Grand Lodge of
France was dissolved, and the new leadership declared the formation of the Grand
Orient of France. The rivalry between the new national lodge and the Councils
continued. In 1801, a Charlestown, North Carolina a "Supreme Council' added eight
more "Continental High Degrees" to the Scottish Rite. By 1804, the Grand Orient
accepted degrees one through eighteen, while the Supreme Council conferred the
highest degrees. Rivalry between the Grand Orient and the Supreme Council would
continue throughout the nineteenth century. By the establishment of the Third Republic
in France (1871) though, the vast majority of French masons affiliated with the Grand
Orient. 55
Eighteenth-century Russian masons followed the same pattern of scattered
allegiances as their British, American and French counterparts. The earliest references to
freemasonry in Russia dates to the year 1 73 1 , when the Grand Lodge of London
appointed Captain John Phillips as the Provinical Grand Master of Russia. The next
known master was appointed in 1 740, a Scottish noble, General James Keith. As the
^Mackay, p. 1201.
55Jean-Andre Fauche and Achille Ricker, Histoire de la Franc-Maconnerie en France.
(Paris. Nouvelles Editions Latines, 1 967) p.97.
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institution gained popularity in Russia, masons divided their allegiances between the
Grand Lodge of London and a separate Berlin Grand Lodge in Prussia. Russian masons
also constituted lodges under the Swedish Grand Lodge. Masons formed the first
national Grand Lodge of Russia in 1 776, under auspices of Berlin. They adopted the
first three degrees common to the Ancient Craft masonry and four higher Templar
degrees. The I770's and 1780's marked the zenith of masonic popularity in Russia. In
the following decades, Russian autocrats moved to repress and ultimately dissolve the
lodges. Tsar Alexander I prohibited all secret societies in 1 822, and Tsar Nicholas I
banned masonic organizations in 1825. 56
This brief overview of eighteenth-century lodge formation provides little information
on the actual power struggle between masons within a nation, or between national
lodges. The overview does point to a gradual nationalization or homogenization of the
lodges under one territorial auspice in the period. However, even as lodges tended
towards single hierarchical authorities, masons continued to debate their origins,
attributing their roots to many sects, societies and institutions. Masons singled out
historic figures or groups from which they traced their knowledge, including St. John
the Evangelist, Pythagoras, the Esseans, the Rose-Croix and the Egyptian sage,
Ormesus. " 7 Masons would later repudiate some of these histories, while they altered
their rites and symbolism to incorporate a wider range of thought and mission. The
union of the first three masonic grades with Royal Arch masonry is an example of this
process. In 1813, masons compressed Royal Arch masonry and Ancient Craft masonry
^Brother Telepneff, "Freemasonry in Russia,"/!™ Ouator Coronatorum,
vol. 35,no. 2076, London (1922) p.26 1-292, Smith^reemasonry,"p.31.
"Companion, p.4 1 ; Fauche and Ricker, p. 19-24,60.
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into three degrees, thus unifying the Grand Lodge of London and the Antient York
Lodge. The implementation of higher degrees by the first quarter of the nineteenth
century, helped masons resolve or at least accomodate some of their differences.
The French mason Jerome LaJande provided an example ofthe conflict over
masonic origins, with his article on masonry in the Encyclopedie ( 1 776). While early
British and colonial masons accepted masonic indebtedness to pre-Christian societies
and figures from the Old Testament, influential French masons differed sharply with this
version of masonic history. Lalande argued that masonry evolved from the crusading
knights who were engaged in rebuilding temples destroyed by "infidels." He rejected the
notion of Constitution 's masonic bricklayers, joiners, carpenters, tent-makers and
stonecutters, as fantastical. In the same article though, Lalande preserved the goals
outlined in Constitutions - utility to humanity, brotherly love, mutual aid in times of
need, and inviolable silence regarding masonic mysteries. 5"
The Chevaliers du Temple of Lalande' s history, date back to the year 1118 Hugues
de Payen and eight others founded an order to protect the Holy Land and pilgrims in
Palestine. The King of Jerusalem offered housing to soldiers in the same area where the
Temple of Solomon once stood. (It was demolished in 600 B.C.) The knights chose St
John the Evangelist as their patron, and John remains the patron of modern masonic
lodges. Over the next two centuries, the Templars amassed considerable property and
prestige in Paris and Palestine. In 1307, French royal officers imprisoned the Templar
Grand Master and other members of the Order. The next year, the King of France
^Encyclopedie, vol.vii, p 281 and Supplement, p. 132-33
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dissolved the Order, seized all Templar property, and in 1310, had sixty Templars
burned alive. Regent Philip d'Orlean rejuvenated the order in 1705 59
Masons ultimately worked out a system incorporating Old Testament operative
masons and St. John the Evangelist. A unified institution though, would present new
problems for the Craft during the nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries, particularly
from outside the lodge. One of these problems was outlined, unwittingly, by the German
philospher and mason Johann Gottleib Fichte ( 1 762-1814), in a series of letters
published in 1803. As a mason, Fichte articulated ambitious goals for the lodge, related
to his own personal interest in what he called "the fraternal community of humanity "
Fichte elaborated further than his predecessors on the international role of masonry, and
created a dichotomy between what he called lodge culture, or "secret culture" and
"public culture." Fichte created an argument for the superiority and thus the necessity of
this secret masonic culture for humanity. He associated secrecy with social superiority,
as he placed masonic culture above public culture.
Fichte began his lectures by noting that the ultimate end of humanity is not of this
world. Rather, it is preparative. One should work towards "the most honest will." All of
humankind should work to form a "purely moral and devout community" where
individual and national relations are based "upon eternal rules of right prescribed by
reason. . . nature should be fitted to rational will." "Rational existence should thoroughly
prevail over irrational nature, mechanical art and a good part of the sciences, according
to their content, are means thereto."
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Here, Fichte echoed previous masonic and
<9
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Enlightenment themes, as he linked morality, rationality, science and the mechanical arts
Fichte then moved to his own preoccupation, which was the significance of masonic
culture for the rest of the world.
Fichte separated masonry from all other societies and "public culture " He asserted
that individuals as members of society and part of public culture, had become
compartmentalized, according to their usefulness to society. The scholar, merchant,
jurist, physician and manufacturer (evidently Fichte' s useful professions and notably,
bourgeois occupations) all focused on specialty The result of this occupational
specialization was according to Fichte, one-sidedness. Man was Jew, Muslim, Catholic,
politician, merchant or soldier. This one-sided development of "vocation" hindered "the
highest possible development of humanity, which is the highest purpose of mankind."
To Fichte, masonry answered this social problem. He defined the purpose of masonry as
doing "away with the disadvantages in the mode of education in the greater society and
to merge the one-sided education for the special vocation in the all-sided training of men
as men." Through masonry, men detached themselves from human relations which
impeded forward progress. Fichte concluded, that "A well-grounded study of the
sciences rises above this narrow circle of routine and tradition. Sciences show the
interdependence of all human relations and indicate the point from which further
progress must be made."61
Fichte posited a global state and the notion of world citizenship. The purpose of
State, "is related to the earthly purpose of collective mankind. . . all laws and ordinances
of his [the citizen's] state and all occurrences of his time mean for him only the whole
61
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human race and have only worth and meaning for him in this respect." Fichte though,
specifically denied that such cosmopolitanism necessitated withdrawal from the state. On
the contrary, "love of Fatherland, is his act, sense of world citizenship is his thought."
Masonic citizenship consisted of the strongest activity for the very place he stands."62
Later French masons would repeat these same words when defending their version of
the new French state.
Fichte termed masonry a culture or a "union," to "correct deficiencies in human
development." One could enter this culture, only after one had "completed" public
culture. This secret culture paralleled the continuous chain of public culture, which ran
through Egyptian, Greek, Asian, Roman and European Christian societies. Secret
culture existed for "pure human training" and not for the teaching of morality or
religion. Fichte described morality in terms of "well-understood duty" realized through
"absolute inner freedom." 63
Fichte
1
s distinction between lodge culture and outside culture, and his conscious
elevation of the lodge above the public (an elevation assured through secrecy) would be
questioned by various segments of public culture in the next decades. Such assumptions
would prove particularly troublesome for masons and non-masons, once white manhood
suffrage was established in France, Russia and the United States. Masons constituted a
segment of Habermas' public sphere as part of the economic and educated elite of
eighteenth-century society. Once a revolution was effected in each country, and masons
regrouped in the new elective order, the lodge still constituted a portion of the
fichte, p. 179-181.
"Fichte
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economic, and now political, elite. Non-masons would increasingly question the validity
of a secret culture in a constitutional state. Moreover, they questioned, by means of the
vote, the values of masonic culture itself.
Masons recognized this blurring of the lines between the private culture of the
lodge and outside society in an elective state. An American mason Caleb Atwater
observed in 1821, that the same virtues "moral and social" apply equally to "'public and
private." He continued, "As freemasons, we cannot meddle with political affairs, but as
citizens, it is our duty to do so, whenever our vote or our exertions can be of any service
to our country " ^
Fichte, Hume, Ferguson and Bacon, had posited a theoretical social power for
masons. Constitutionalism created an unprecedented possibility for masons. Lodeg
members now would assume political authority as well as social and economic. Both
masons and non-masons recognized this fact. An American mason boasted of this
power in 1825:
Think of it, laugh at it, wonder at it, hate it or despise it, as
occasionally presenting in little meetings, a number of grave, and otherwise
sensible men with aprons on; still it is not only all that I have told you, but it
will continue to be, and the world in arms cannot stop it - a powerful
institution. . . It is powerful. It comprises men of rank and wealth, office and
talent, in power and out of power, and that in almost every place where
power is of importance; and it comprises. . . effective men . . .in the desk, in the
legislative hall, on the bench, in every gathering of men of business, in every
party of pleasure, in every enterprise of government, in every domestic
circle... So powerful indeed is it at this time, that it fears nothing from
violence either public or private, for it has every means to learn it in season,
to counteract, defeat and punish it. 65
^Masonic Casket, ed. Ebenezer Chase, Enfield, NH, vol. I, no. 1, June 1 821
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Only two years after this mason's public proclamation on the power of the
Massachusetts lodge, a new political phenomenon appeared throughout much of the
United States — the Antimasonic Party Within six years, by 1832 the Massachusetts
Grand Lodge would agree to surrender its incorporating charter, and all lodges
throughout the Commonwealth would be forced to close their doors, not to re-emerge
again until the I850's.
CHAPTER 2
"PROFOUND THINKERS " VERSUS 'WORKING MEN OF MIND" -
MASSACHUSETTS MASONS AND ANTIMASONS, 1826-1834
In October of 1832, a Boston journal The Masonic Mirror included the following
observation
It is a manner of serious doubt whether, since the organization of the
government, there has been presented to the consideration of the people of
this country, a political enigma, possessing an equal degree of importance
and interest, more incomprehensible in many of its prominent features, more
absurd in most of its pretensions, or more difficult of solution, than that
involved in the present confused and confounded state of our internal
affairs.— no man can account for it — no man can solve it. Politicians are
puzzled — office-seekers distressed — Fence-men confused — and the
people alarmed ! In one section of the country, at least, we see National
Republicans turning antimasons, antimasons turning to National Republicans,
and Jackson men turning to both, while both are turning to Jackson! If this
be not 'confusion worse confounded,' will some of the political Solomons of
the day explain. 1
These were the words of a Boston freemason witnessing with some consternation, the
advent of an unforeseen and unpredictable political movement in the United States, and
more particularly, Massachusetts. In August of 1 829, a small group of men gathered at
Faneuil Hall (Boston) to form the Suffolk County Antimasonic Commitee, and
subsequently, the Massachusetts Antimasonic Party. The birth of this party and the
alarmed confusion of the above mason, stemmed from the mysterious disappearance of a
stonemason, William Morgan, residing in Batavia, New York.
Origins of Antimasonry
On September 14, 1826, Morgan vanished after promising to expose lodge secrets in
1Masonic Mirror, Charles Moore,ed., Boston, Oct.5,1832
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his pamphlet, Illustrations ofMasonry By One of the Fraternity Who Has Devoted
Thirty Years to the Subject. David C. Miller, publisher of the Batavian Republican
Advocate had published Morgan's work on August 14, 1826. On September 10,
arsonists unsuccessfully attempted to destroy Millers' print shop. On the same day,
authorities detained Morgan for stealing a shirt and tie from a New York tavern keeper
four months earlier Morgan was released for insufficient evidence, but arrested again
for a debt of $2.69 owed to another tavern. On September 12, three masons arrived at
the jail, paid the debt to the jailer's wife (the jailer was absent at the time) and gained
Morgan's release. The former mason was never seen again.
In November, a Grand Jury indicted four men who were linked to Morgan's
disappearance. These men pleaded guilty for "conspiracy to kidnap." One of the
defendants received a two-year sentence and two others served three-month sentences.
The fourth defendant spent a month in prison. Over the next five years, fifty four
masons were indicted for their involvement in the affair and subsequent cover-up. Thirty
nine were tried. Ten masons were convicted and received sentences from thirty days to
just over two years. :
Morgan's disappearance followed by lengthy and inconclusive trials provoked a local
crusade against freemasons, which gradually garnered strength beyond western New
York. By 1830, antimasons convened a national convention in Philadelphia, nominating
William Wirt as the Antimasonic Party's presidential candidate. The Anumasonic Party
constituted a "third" party, alongside the National Republican and Democratic Parties.
That same year marked the second Massachusetts Antimasonic Convention. During the
:William Preston Vaughn, The Antimasonic Party in the Unites States, 1826-43,
(Kentucky : University Press of Kentucky 1983) p. 2-7
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years 1 829- 1833, Massachusetts antimasons grew from an original group of 242
members representing eight counties, to 420 members, elected from 1 04 towns and
eleven counties/ Nationally, antimasons received a mere percentage of the vote.
Massachusetts antimasons fared better. In 183 1 and 1832, the Antimasonic candidate for
governor, Samuel Lathrop gained 25% and 32% of the vote respectively, while the
National Republican candidate Levi Lincoln won each year with 54% and 53% of the
votes. Antimasonic popularity increased at the county level and even more dramatically,
in certain towns. For example, the antimason Lathrop received forty five percent of the
vote in Massachusetts Franklin County during 183 1-1833, while the town of Deerfield
(Franklin County) voted 196-54 for Lathrop over Levi Lincoln. The Democratic
candidate Marcus Morton gained only four votes in the same election. 4
Contemporary historians have attempted to unravel the confusion which surrounded
the emergence of this third party in Jacksonian America, so aptly described by the
Boston mason. To the historian Paul Goodman, Massachusetts antimasonry reflected
anxiety generated by a dissolution of old values, which he labeled "Christian
Republicanism ." These values (church, family and community) were undermined by
cultural pluralism, secularization, the market economy and social and geographic
dislocation. Antimasons drew additional strength from the collapse of the "first Party
system,"(Federalist-Republican) and the slowly evolving "second," (Whig-Democrat).
Goodman described typical antimasons as evangelical, socially responsible, self-made
manufacturers who achieved greatest support in areas threatened by industrialization and
1Proceedings of the Fourth Antimasonic Republican Convention ofMassachusetts,
(Boston, 1833) p.
7
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by non-evangelical Christianity. Goodman claimed that antimasons recognized "that
freemasonry' s popularity had roots in the emergence of a new system of social
stratification based upon competitive individualism and extensive geographic mobility."
Antimasons protested masonic acceptance of private advancement over civic virtue and
personal interest over public disinterestedness. Labeling Connecticut Valley antimasonry
a "revolt of the Orthodox" against Massachusetts National Republicans, Goodman
correlated antimasonic strength with Orthodox Congregationalist vote and anti-liberal
reaction to a liberal establishment. -
Like Goodman, John Brooke placed Massachusetts antimasonry in the context of an
emerging market system and two contrasting cultures. He concluded that antimasonry
was in part, an "insurrection within the ranks of the National Republicans." He also
linked the third Party to landholders' involvement in the "household basis of the early
national economy." Antimasons derived strength in the "small-shop town" now
displaced from the "center of political culture."0 He placed antimasonry in the light of
competing visions for American society. One vision, "Harringtonian republicanism,"
represented the views of the independent landholder, who championed "an inclusive
commonwealth," and who believed that the Constitution, the ballot and political
institutions sustained republican security, virtue and happiness. Brooke contrasted this
Harringtonian vision with a competing "Lockean liberalism." The latter extended from
'Paul Goodman, Towards a Christian Republic: Antimasonry and the Great Transition
in New England 1826-36, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), quotes
p. 153, 158
°John L.Brooke, The Heart of The Commonwealth. Society and Political Culture in
Worcester County, Massachusetts 1713-1861, (Cambridge: Cambridge University
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the "theoretical state of nature," where equality and virtue were entwined with rational,
moral behavior, with the "rational individual freely entering into association and contract
with other individuals." Brooke associated Worcester County antimasons with
Harringtonian Republicanism during a period of rapid industrialization. Private
institutions gradually eroded the public corporate order, and undermined traditional
perceptions of personal independence, and republican equality. Masons, who facilitated
the growth of (private) voluntary associations, symbolized the new institutional order
and a market-oriented culture fueled by Lockean liberalism. Harringtonian antimasons
belonged to a "new middle ground between household agriculture and institutionally
structured manufacturing."7
Kathleen Smith-Kutolowski and Whitney Cross produced studies on the birth of
antimasonry in Western New York. Cross determined that the movement had class
origins, a fight waged by the "common folk" versus privilege. He further linked
antimasonry to local protest against masonic control of the judicial system.*
Smith-Kutolowski denied the class basis of antimasonry Antimasonry cut across class
lines, attracting urban professionals, commercial and business leaders. New York
creditors and land speculators and "especially attorneys " She contended that wealthier
towns tended to vote antimasonic more heavily than underdeveloped towns Local
antimasonic leaders had established themselves on the economic inside track Just as
'Brooke, p.308,322,327,270.
*Whitney Cross, The Burned Over District The Social and Intellectual History of
Enthusiastic Religion in Western New York, 1800-1850, fNew York Cornell University
Press, 1950) p. 115.
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masonry was a "political vehicle," antimasonry was an "innovative political
organization," which then attracted support from persons with varied motivation. 9
William Preston Vaughn and Donald J. Ratcliffe considered antimasonry in terms of
political expediency. Vaughn linked antimasonic popularity at the state level to political
opportunism of local "power-hungry" politicians. Vaughn concluded that antimasonry
began as a religious crusade in western New York. Religious leaders then ceded
leadership to more powerful politicians who they believed could effectively eradicate the
institution.
10
Ratcliffe confirmed Brooke's and Goodman's conclusion that antimasonry
represented a popular rebellion between state and local economic and political elites,
although he dismissed the notion of evangelical influence on American politics. 11
Stephen Bullock added to this debate in his work on masonry, Revolutionary-
Brotherhood Freemasonry and the Transformation ofthe American Social Order
1730- 1840. He claimed that antimasons enlargened the public sphere, by challenging
the old idea that elites lead. Antimasons argued for the rationality of public opinion and
"helped legitimize it as the authoritative expression of the public good." Antimasons
expressed the idea that public policy followed public opinion. 1 "
^Kathleen Smith-Kutolowski, "Antimasonry Reexamined. Social Bases of the Grass
Roots Party" Journal ofAmerican History, 7l,#2 Sept.( 1 984).269-93.
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Historians such as Goodman, Brooke and Bullock assumed wide cultural divisions
between Massachusetts masons and antimasons related to the market, and by
association, linked masons to the secularization process. A re-examination of masonic
sources indicate that masons too rejected the same competitive individualism and party
spirit denounced by antimasons. Masons themselves, did not represent a distinct
religious culture and were quite divided concerning Massachusetts dis-establishment
Neither masons nor antimasons accepted or represented Lockean contractual equality
between individuals as a basis for a moral public sphere in their political debate during
the years 1826-1832. Masons and antimasons did espouse a unified, moral polity,
informed by Protestant Christian values and as elites, both groups feared deleterious
effects of an unfettered public opinion.
In 1 827, a former mason offered his opinion on antimasonry, one that was reflected
in, but not specifically articulated by the antimasonic and masonic press during the
following years. Mathew Gardener published an edition of Morgan's work in Cincinatti
(1827), presenting a different perspective on the antimasonic-masonic conflict. Gardener
questioned the very basis of Lodge existence, suggesting that while in former centuries
the Lodge contributed to society, at the current time, masonic activity was not only
outmoded but unnecessary. His point is worth careful consideration. Gardener's words
provoke re-analysis of the assumption that masons (at least in the northeastern part of
the Unites States) and antimasons harbored distinct cultural visions for the Republic. He
wrote in his introduction,
..at present, when light has gone abroad into the uttermost recesses and corners
of the world - when information is scattered wide around us, and knowledge is
not closeted in cloisters and cells...we may now, when our minority has expired.
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act up to our character, and look no longer to Masonry as our guide and
conductor, it has nothing in it now valuable that is not known to every inquiring
mind; it contains wrapped up in its supposed mysteries, no useful truth, no
necessary knowledge, that has not gone forth to the world through other
channels and by other means. 13
Such a statement raises significant questions. At least one hundred years after the
birth of Enlightenment masonry in Western Europe and the importation of lodges to
colonial America, to what extent did masonic culture differ from non-masonic American
culture9 Gardener implied a blurring of the distinctions between masons and
non-masons by the late 1820's. If one follows Gardener's logic, another question arises.
If masons and antimasons shared the same truths and useful knowledge, what then did
separate the two groups?
The antimasonic publisher addressed this question in his next statements. Gardener
complained that masons, "under the guise of patronizing Mechanics," used masonic
periodicals to arrogate "to itself what should deck others brows," while claiming "to be
the patron, the life and soul of all that is great and valuable." 1 "1 Gardener astutely
reflected upon masonic obsession with the moral and scientific education of
"mechanics," and obviously objected to this attitude. Yet he pointed also to a less openly
defined masonic agenda, and that was masonic role in shaping public opinion amongst
those enjoying suffrage rights. Examination of the masonic press along with antimasonic
motivation and rhetoric, substantiates Gardener's thesis, and calls into question the
validity of the masonic-Lockean liberal correlation.
Massachusetts antimasonry involved a complex blend of Protestant sectarian
^Masonry Revealed, ed., Mathew Gardener, (Cincinatti, 1827) viii, ix.
IJGardener , x.
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debate concerning proper public morality and the means for guaranteeing that morality
It represented a statewide struggle against increased masonic control of public offices
which had gradually evolved during the two decades preceding Morgan's supposed
murder As Goodman and Brooke observed, antimasonry also reflected economic
discontent related to the downturns and instability generated by an expanding market
economy, and regional demographic and political realignment accompanying the growth
of long-distance trade
Antimasonry emerged from middle class discontent in the late 1820's first amidst the
lodge itself with William Morgan's book, and spread to Massachusetts via former
masons. Baptists, Orthodox Congregationalism Presbyterian, Methodist and Catholic
clerics and laity, who espoused the cause both for religious and political grounds, related
to Unitarian monopoly of public worship and its implications Antimasonry found
popularity among non-evangelical farmers, merchants and mechanics experiencing social
and economic dislocation and the fluctuations of an expanding market economy Yet to
antimasons, economic downslide was symbolic of the current Massachusetts elite'
s
moral corruption and corrupting influence over the people Antimasons linked this moral
depravity not only to masonic ideology but to the very existence of a monopolistic
combination (the lodge) lending itself to politcal and economic nepotism Massachusetts
antimasons appealed to voters voicing old Republican virtues, Protestant Christianity,
disinterestedness, morality, equality and patriotism, principles which united
"Republicans" both economically and religiously.
Some Massachusetts masons and antimasons differed fundamentally concerning the
relationship between religion and morality and their application within a republican
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democratic state distinguished by universal, white manhood suffrage (generally viewed
as universal suffrage) These ideological differences may be located in two distinct, yet
interconnected conflicts afflicting Boston politics and shaping the contours of
Massachusetts antimasonry One was an evangelical crusade against non-evangelical
(primarily Unitarian) control of public worship, played out in the fight to abolish Article
III of the Massachusetts Constitution. Article III linked "happiness" and civil
government to "piety, religion and morality," and mandated the payment of taxes to
support "the public worship of God" and "public instruction in piety, religion and
morality
" 15 The second strand of this sectarian conflict was the purely religious
offensive mounted by evangelicals in Boston against a Unitarian establishment. These
conflicts shaped the antimasonic conflict in two ways. First, antimasons made the
connection between Unitarian religious and political monopoly, and extended this
connection to "masonic " monopoly Second, masons, forced to defend their association,
began to liken their institution to a religious institution and accept the argument
generated (ironically by antimasonic Baptists) a century earlier concerning freedom of
"opinion " Three years after antimasonry was brought to Massachusetts, the House and
Senate finally voted to abolish .Article III
While certain masons and antimasons remained far apart religiously, Massachusetts
masons and antimasons as the economic and political elite and as "guardians" of the
republic shared a common economic and political vision. Both viewed internal
improvements as integral to national unity and prosperity, and both propagated the
cultivation of the mechanical arts as not only useful, but necessary to societal
'William G McLoughlin, New E/iglatid Dissent: The Baptists and The Separation of
Church and State, (Cambridge Harvard University Press, 1971) p. 604
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"happiness." Both groups were strong proponents of a tariff to encourage Northern
manufacturing and industry Masons and antimasons shared a commitment to national
unity, military reform and changes in debtors laws. Both viewed themselves not only as
leaders, but moral custodians of the people (including laborers and mechanics), as
formulators and enlighteners of sound public opinion. Antimasons and masons stressed
the fundamental importance of the press in republican government and condemned those
who sought private benefits through excessive partisanship. As the gubernatorial
candidate for the Antimasonic Party John Quincy Adams explained, "republican
government is essentially the government of public opinion, and it is good or bad
government in proportion as public opinion is right or wrong." 16
Masons and antimasons agreed on the need for middle class guardianship, although
they diverged concerning the inclusivity or exclusivity of the custodianship Antimasons
included mechanics and farmers in their vision, a pivotal group falling between laborer
and employer Masons clearly represented the merchant/manfacturer employer and
professionals, such as lawyers Masons evidenced a haughty disdain for the "laboring
classes," including mechanics, yet considered themselved self-appointed educators of
this group.
Antimasons resented this disrespectful attitude towards the "productive classes," yet
antimasonry was more than an attitude problem. Antimasonry reflected the
multiplication of bankruptcies and the credit squeeze experienced by smaller
manufacturers, retailers, merchants and farmers who engaged in long-distance trade.
16John Quincy Adams, "On the Duty of American Voters," Antimasonic Scrapbook,
(Chicago: National Christian Association, 1883) p.l.
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Antimasons described a process in which the current political elite abandoned the
economic interests of farmers and artisans. An antimason editorial explained.
In the great political assembly of the people, there is no distinction of
classes The spirit of equality has purged it out. How is it that political
power in the hands of the people has abandoned their economic interests
and given them up to corporate cupidity to turn into serfs upon their own
soil, and spoiled by the fruits of their own labor
Natural liberty has been destroyed by "the labor they are obliged to do for the support
of others." 17 The same journal carried the letter of an artisan who lamented "the
increasing intensity" of "the present system of public economy . .uncontrolled by a
salutary legislature, and a just public sentiment." 18 Massachusetts antimasons sought a
legislature accountable to the economic needs of all, particularly to farmers, artisans and
smaller industries tied to the market.
The above artisan registered a belief that both the legislature and public morality
should serve as controls on public economy. Republican measures for such control
included positions in the legislature, the judiciary and churches, charitable associations
such as Freemasonry, Mechanics Institutes, and religious associations. Both masons and
antimasons increasingly recognized the growing role of another means of Republican
enlightenment and control of public morality - the press. Both agreed on the centrality of
the press to a Republican society, but accused each other of subverting the press and
consequently public opinion Charging masons with "the slavery of the PUBLICK
PRESS," antimasons established numerous organs of their own to compete with
existing dailies. The rift between masons and antimasons invited new discussion
"Franklin Freeman (Deerfield, MA) May 27, 183 3. (Hereafter: FF)
"FF, May 6, 1833
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concerning control of information and the proper virtue of editors Debate prompted the
distasteful recognition of the press as a "trade" or the use of the press for profit.
Correct public opinion, the uses of the press, religious worship, control of public
offices, progress in science, manufacturing and internal improvements and the wealth
and unity of the nation were all-engrossing topics for Massachusetts masons and
antimasons. Antimasonic politics registered intense conflict over religious, moral and
economic issues, and revealed an abundance of information on the self-identification of
these elites. Antimasonry generated new debate over "right" and "wrong" public opinion
since masons and antimasons challenged each others' legitimacy as public guardians.
This discourse was visible in discussion of Article III, as masons and antimasons
contrived to defend their own secular and non-secular, voluntary associations against an
established "truth of opinion." It was visible in the Boston masonic press as masons
voiced their perception of public stewardship in a republic. The debate on a moral public
sphere also dominated Massachusetts Antimasonic Conventions and was prevalent in
local antimasonic presses. A case study of Franklin county antimasonry illustrates the
bounds of agreement between masons and antimasons on the subject of moral
guardianship, and reflects the economic and demographic components of the conflict
among rural antimasons.
The "Truth of Opinion" Versus "Religious Opinion."
Antimasonry reflected a leadership (masonic and antimasonic) struggling to redefine
the parameters of public opinion which despite its own efforts at control, had become
increasingly unmanageable. Antimasonry and masonic response to it, revealed serious
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divisions within churches and within the masonic lodge regarding the issue of correct
public opinion or freedom of opinion. Masons and sectarian antimasons recognized an
increasingly pluralistic public sphere symbolized by the growth of the "volontary
association" and the proliferation of newspapers in the Commonwealth. Antimasons
who rejected the lodge for religious reasons, converged with other antimasons around
the issue of separation of Church and State.
John Brooke utilized Locke's "Letter on Toleration" to outline the assumptions
behind the shift from corporate to private control of economic enterpises and
institutions, a process which he traced first to eighteenth-century Baptist New Light
pietists and dissenters, and then to masons. Locke wrote, "The business of law is not to
provide for the truth of opinion, but for the safety and security of the commonwealth,
and of every particular man's goods." 19 Baptists in particular, embraced this viewpoint
in their struggle for religious autonomy and protection of voluntary associations Brooke
then linked this notion to the economic sphere, as he described how this Lockian
emphasis on individual moral autonomy, and acceptance of "a liberal order of plural
private interest" slowly grew to dominate the economy. Work moved from the
households "once critical units of the public corporate order," to private institutions
controlled by "distant capitalists." Antimasons opposed this shift which they connected
with voluntary associations such as masonry. Thus Brooke placed antimasons on the
Harringtonian side of his paradigm and not the Lockean. 20 Brooke utilized William
McLoughlin's argument that pietist dissenters, particularly Baptists, pioneered the end
,9Brooke, p 83
Brooke, 58-60,308,327-28
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to an established state, by articulating a Lockean argument for voluntary religious
associations. 21 For Baptists, religion constituted "a voluntary obedience unto God "
Unitarians, who represented the establishment, operated on a different assumption
They argued that "Christians worked out salvation in society" as part of the
community - Yet the interesting fact about antimasonry, is that evangelical antimasons
ranged themselves against what they perceived as a masonic. Unitarian political and
religious establishment. This establishment up until 1832-33, fought to maintain
traditional State authority over "truth of opinion." While the political elite's economic
policies may well have exhibited Lockean, atomistic individualism, the question of public
morality and the security of the commonwealth was a different matter entirely
Masons, as part of the political establishment rejected Lockean freedom of opinion.
As Paul Goodman noted, five of the seven delegates who voted against the abolition of
Article III in 1832, were Freemasons. However, the religious profile of masons does not
signal Unitarian dominance of Massachusetts lodges. One third of Massachusetts masons
were Unitarian, and forty percent non-Calvinist Universalists and Episcopalians.
Statistics suggest that masons were divided on the issue of dis-establishment, although
of those who rejected the dissenters' campaign to abolish Article HI in 1832, masons
clearly played a role.
While it is difficult to define a particular masonic-religious association, it is possible
to distinguish masons from antimasons in terms of religion. Seventy percent of masons
belonged to non-evangelical churches, while at least seventy percent of antimasons
:1William G. McLoughlin, New England Dissent The Baptist and The Separation of
Church and State. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971).
McLoughlin., p.6 18-23.
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associated with evangelical congregations One half of Massachusetts antimasons were
Trinitarian Congregationalists, while thirty percent were Methodists and Quakers 23
The Masonic Mirror sugggested in July of 1830 that the majority of Suffolk County
antimasons belonged to Baptist and anti-Protestant Churches (including Catholics). 24
These statistics point only to varied religious affiliations of masons. Unitarians,
antimasons, and Massachusetts political leadership Articles in the Masonic Mirror
begin to sketch the significance of these statistics on perceptions of both Massachusetts
politics and the lodge Other journals such as the Baptist Christian Watchmen and the
Universalis! Trumpet elaborated the extent of these differences and suggested how
popular perceptions of the lodge and the Unitarian, National Republican establishment
influenced politics Before examining these debates, a brief history of the controversy
surrounding Article III and religious antimasonry prior to Morgan's death provide
critical background information to antimasonic politics of 1829-33.
Articles II and III of the Massachusetts Constitution illustrated the political
leadership's perception that religion and morality were fundamental to civil government
in early post-colonial Massachusetts society. Article II established that public worship
was not only a right but a duty and provided for freedom of conscience (barring
obstruction or disturbance of other's worship) Few objected to these principles. Article
III mandated "public" religion and the teaching of not only religion but morality Since
religion was a public affair, the law also mandated "public" teachers, although allowed
^Goodman, p 163
*MM, July 31,1830
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for teachers of "sects " It was this particular provision that provoked dissenters for over
a century Article III reads:
III. As the happiness of a people, and the good order and preservation of
civil government, essentially depend upon piety, religion, and morality, and
as these cannot be generally diffused throughout a community but by the
institution of the public worship of God, and of public instructions in piety,
religion and morality; Therefore, to promote their happiness, and to secure
the good order and preservation of their government, the people of this
commonwealth have a right to invest their legislature with power to
authorize and require, and the legislature shall from time to time, authorize
and require the several towns, parishes and precincts, and other bodies
politic, or religious societies, to make suitable provision, at their own
expense, for the institution of public worship of GOD, and for the support
and maintenance of public Protestant teachers of piety, religion, and
morality, in all cases where such provisions shall not be made voluntarily..
Provided, not withstanding, that the several towns, parishes and precincts,
and other bodies politic, or religious societies, shall, at all times, have the
exclusive right of electing their public teachers, and of contracting, with
them for their support and maintenance
And all moneys paid by the subject to the support of public worship, and
of the public teachers aforesaid, shall, if he require it, be uniformly applied
to the support of the public teacher or teachers of his own religious sect or
denomination, provided there be any on whose instructions he attend,
otherwise it may be paid towards the support of the teacher or teachers of
the parish or precinct in which the said moneys are raised
And every denomination of Christians, demeaning themselves peaceably,
and as good subjects of the commonwealth shall be equally under the
protection of the law; and no subordination of any one sect or denomination
to another shall ever be established by law. 25
Baptist dissenters commenced the battle against the Massachusetts religious
establishment in the seventeenth century once the General Court declared a tax levy
mandating support for a town minister, and when the General Court declared a further
levy on non-contributors to support the town minister. In 1692, legislation required all
towns to fund a minister chosen by town voters A year later all church members gained
the right to choose their minister, while the town could vote on confirmation In 1 727,
-McLoughlin, p 604
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Baptists gained exemption from the poll tax, ifthey lived within five miles of their own
Church. In 1735, the General Court released Baptists from tax obligations for the
construction of a congregational meeting house. In 1 760, the General Court moved to
tighten control of ministers, requiring Academy or college training of ministers, or the
receit of a testimonial from the majority of county ministers. 26
Although non-Congregational dissenters gained exemptions in the first third of the
eighteenth century, they lost these concessions by the end of the century. The
post-Revolutionary Article III ended Baptist tax exemptions until a series of Supreme
Court rulings in 1810-181 1. By these rulings, an incorporated religious society could file
certificates to receive taxes back for the support of their Church The 1811 Religious
Liberty Act allowed dissenters to file such a certifcate with the town clerk. Their pastor
could then collect the taxes for the support ofthe dissenting church. 27 Twenty two years
later, dissenting churches achieved their goal. The Eleventh Amendment passed in
March 1 833, legally permitting a member of a religious society to file a notice of
abandonment with the clerk of one's religious society, and legally refrain from joining
another.
:8 The Amendment did reiterate that public worship and instruction in piety,
religion and morality, promoted the wealth, happiness and security of Republican
government
As Baptists and other dissenters worked through the legal system to erode first
Orthodox Congregationalist and then Unitarian (after 1805) monopoly of public
^Jacob C. Meyer, Church and State in Massachusetts From 1740- 1 833, (New York:
Russell and Russell, 1930) p 7-51
:7McLoughlin, p. 1085,1 102
:
*McLoughlin , P 1260
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worship, a number of dissenting societies also condemned freemasonry Religious
antimasonry did not suddenly emerge after the publicization of Morgan's death in 1826
Baptists and other dissenters expressed strong disagreement with masonic derivation of
morality well before the antimasonic eruption in western New York. Those who
opposed an established State and those who condemned the lodge for religious reasons
would converge politically, among others, as part of the antimasonic movement in the
late 1820's.
Isaac Backus, Baptist leader who spearheaded the campaign for separation of
Church and State prior to the Revolution, condemned the lodge in 1 768 During the
1790's, Baptists who joined the lodge were disciplined. In 1794, the Second Baptist
Church in Cheshire voted to excommunicate members who joined the masonic lodge
Members objected to Baptists being "yoked together with unbelievers and
fellowshipping the work of Darkness; and being unneccessarily Conformed to the
World " And in 1798, the Baptist Shaftsbury Association allowed for the
excommunication of a mason, if his church objected to his masonic affiliation. 29
Backus complained in 1 767, that Americans believed "they will receive nothing for
truth but what they can comprehend with their reason... Nothing is more certain than
this, that a God which a creature can comprehend is an idol." 30 Backus' rejection of
American overreliance on human reason explained his own moral incompatibility with
the lodge. Fifty years later, the Baptist Christian Watchman outlined the same rejection
of "mental philosophy." The Watchman objected to the application of metaphysical
^cLoughlin, 759
'"McLoughlin, 729-30.
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philosophy when applied to both morals and religion. Holy Scripture, rather, was the
basis for ethics and philosophy Moreover, "its principles are essentially indeterminate"
and always open to judgment Metaphysical philosophy may be usefully employed in the
seminary as a form of mental exercise. 31
A Boston mason differed with the Watchman 's dependence on the Bible for social
truth. While responding to an antimasonic defense of "principles over men," he did not
include religion as the substance of easily-comprehended social obligations The article
began, "One of the most dangerous characters in the world, is a man who habitually
sacrifices the eternal, immutable obligations of truth and justice, and the charities of
public life, at the shrine of an abstract principle, about which one half of mankind differs
from the other half." The vast majority of crimes, oppression and misery in history arose
from differences in abstract ideas, and not from differing morals "Social duties" form
the basis of government. These obligations to ourselves, families, neighbors and country
are easily comprehended and "everywhere the same and inflexible and universal in their
application." "Vague indefinite abstractions" and "abstract ideas" are not only
incomprehensible to the masses, but have "not the remotest connection with our moral
and social duties " 52
Masons frequently juxtaposed masonic rationality and morality with religious
"bigotry," "superstition" and "ignorance" when responding to religious condemnation of
the lodge In February of 1824, the mason Simeon Dewitt Brown lauded masonic
usefulness to society through sober virtuous and moral behavior Brown explained the
^Christian Watchman, (Boston) June 26, 1827.
'-Masonic Mirror, March 9, 1833
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"foul" charges leveled at masonry as the price of indiscriminate admission to the lodge
An 1825 article likened religious antimasonry to "noxious weeds" blighting American
growth, springing from "bigotry, ignorance and superstition." In another instance, the
Masonic Mirror condemned an Illinois Baptist Church's excommunication of a
freemason, as worse than the Inquisition and the Russian ukase (autocratic decree)
"This is not Christianity, it is enthusiasm; it is madness... dangerous to morality '' A year
later the Mirror again noted hostility to the lodge from certain Christian believers, and
labeled this religious antimasonry "moral leprosy ." The Mirror reduced the Tuscaloosa
Station (Methodist) censure of masonic preachers to "the bigoted ignorance of a part of
the Methodist society." The same article tied masonry to civil and religious liberty, and
acknowledged lodge authority in religious affairs. The Mirror portrayed the masonic
lodge as the arbitrer of civil liberty, possessing powers of enforcement if necessary The
writer claimed that masonry could "crush" any demonination of sectarians in the United
States.
33
Six years after the death of William Morgan, Boston masons were decidedly less
self-confident, forced into a much more defensive posture. As masons defended their
institution, they admitted the decisive role of religion in Boston antimasonry. They also
gradually, co-opted the dissenters' "freedom of opinion" argument. At first, masons
sought legal protection under the law that prohibited persecution of a man "for the vices
and crimes of his race, party, order or church." As one mason argued , "In politics it is
as wicked and unprincipled to support or oppose a man" whether he be a mason.
Irishman, Yankee, German, a tailor, shoemaker, smith or carpenter, Presbyterian,
"Masonic Casket, (Ebenezer Chase, Boston) Feb. 12, 1824; Masonic Mirror, July 2,
1 825; June 4, 1 826; May 5, i 826.
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Methodist, Baptist , Universal st. Episcopalian, Lutheran or Catholic. Political judgement
of a candidate should be formulated on the basis of his adherence to the Constitution,
and Republican manners and principles. 34
Other masons attempted to detach themselves from the crimes of a few, claiming that
"the abuse of the thing does not prove it evil." This Mirror defense began with the
premise that individual human weakness prevented man from producing great
achievements by himself. Rather, the combined judgment and intellect of man propelled
the progress of great enterprises. The Mirror continued its defense with the assertion
that associations were useful but could be corrupted by certain members The Mirror
offered the veiled example of religious antimasons an an example of corrupt societies.
Some individuals used religious associations to spread hostility against public
institutions, classes of citizens and Christians. The Mirror argued that certain
associations do hold wicked and selfish ends, and therefore this subversion did not
require the abolition of all such societies. 55
Another mason specifically criticized Baptist antimasons for bringing their
religious hostility into politics. He posed the question, "Why not demand the abolition of
all Baptist Churches in the country, because the Unitarians or Universalists may not
choose to vote for Mr. Clay, who is said to be Baptist036 This mason hoped to
discredit Baptist opposition by comparing the lodge to a religious society itself. The
*MM, Oct. 19, 1829
"MM, Nov 19,1831.
*MM., Sept. 1831
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Mirror concluded thai masons viewed the abolition of their society with the same horror
as Baptists would view the abolition of their religious society.
The Mirror published another more sophisticated, defense of masonry as a
voluntary association in September of 1 832, ironically, now incorporating the same
arguments circulated by evangelical (and antimasonic) opponents of Article III The
choice of examples for this argument reflected public perceptions of
Orthodox-Unitarian political and religious differences. Yet iheMirror recognized even
more The article likened the lodge to both the Orthodox church which suffered public
condemnation on moral grounds, and to the Unitarians, who were condemned for
political and religious hegemony. The publisher posited two new political parties, an
anti-Orthodox party and anti-Unitarian party, each seeking to destroy the other's church
The Mirror writer outlined his view of the controversy between Unitarians and
Orthodox in Massachusetts. The masonic author began his argument with the Orthodox,
for clearly the editorship held that denomination responsible for the Antimasonic Party.
In past years, the Orthodox had increased their activity in "the conversion of sinners
."
The result had been in some cases, derangements, suicides and infanticide. This situation
led to Unitarian charges of Orthodox subversion of morality The Mirror then provided
a scenario reminiscent of the Antimasonic Party's genesis, by offering the following
suppositions. Suppose this group of anti-Orthodox individuals held a convention,
besmirched the name of Calvin by describing Calvinist persecution of Unitarianism,
Arminianism, Baptist and Quakers, and then resolved to demolish Orthodoxy
The second case the Mirror offered to masonic readers through this article dealt
with Unitarianism. The Mirror bluntly outlined antimasonic hostility toward Unitarian
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leadership The author noted public perception of the Unitarian elite within the
Commonwealth. Unitarians (like masons) had been charged with manipulation of
political offices and judgeships, and with diverting funds designated for Calvinist use.
Part of the community claimed that Unitarian influence was exceedingly dangerous, on
account of its wealth, learning, talent and power. The Mirror narrated specific
antimasonic charges against Unitarians, although avoided reference to the word
"antimason." The Mirror observed that Unitarians had been accused of managing
elections, and securing 'the most important posts of honor and trust and emolument' for
their own denomination. Part of the public had accused Unitarian judges of perverting
justice "for the advancement of their sectarian views of theology."
The Mirror this time, posited the formation of a new party devoted to supression of
Unitarianism. Suppose "zealous leaders" founded newspapers and convened a
convention "to effect their extermination." Supposing they presented to the public
"garbled extracts of some of their most objectionable writers" and endeavored "to
produce the conviction, that these peculiar opinions are of the most dangerous and
immoral tendencies." Supposing they obtained through a majority vote, the exclusion of
Unitarians from public office and Christian communion. The Mirror clarified the
purpose of the article in the concluding lines with the question, "And is this not the very
course pursued towards masons9" 37
Two months later the Mirror defended toleration of opinion once again. The
pilgrims left England to escape the worst of all tyrannies, "tyranny of the mind." The
Mirror compared this tyranny with the Antimasonic Party which "proscribes men for
37
MVf,Sept. 1,1832.
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their opinon. nay
,
more, deprives them of their religious privileges and audaciously
interferes between the conscience of man and his Maker." 38 The Mirror echoed the
Baptist Christian Watchman five years earlier in this defense of "opinion." The
Watchman raised the question, "If civil power may legally intervene in citizens moral
conduct in the name of the greatest public good, why not in religious affairs, which most
of all are concerned with the regulation of public morals9" The Watchman responded
by stating that worship could not be enforced, for it was the "free and volontary offering
of the soul " All sects including Jew, Muslim, Pagan or other sects of"immoral
tendencies" should be permitted the right of private worship. The Watchman made the
distinction between private and public worship. If the Jews or others demonstrated
"publically" Christian blasphemy, or hindered Christian worshippers, then such liberties
would not be tolerated. 39 The Watcman, in contrast to the Mirror, did defend
ministerial involvement in politics. Its masthead stated that "Christianity, in its very
nature and genius, is republican. . . the genuine, unadulterated doctrine of liberty and
equality " The Watchman encouraged Baptist participation in politics. Too often
ministers neglected the polls, "where, certainly their influence ought to be felt." While
the Baptists opposed an established state, they did not advocate a separation of pulpit
and politics/40
Little evidence supports the thesis that "Harringtonian" Massachusetts antimasons
rebelled against an elite who accepted a Lockean-based civil society, based upon
38A4V/,Nov.3,1832.
''Christian Watchman, June 22,1827.
^Christian Watchman, Jan.29,1830.
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atomistic, individualism and the privatization of previously corporate and public
institutions A sermon by the Unitarian minister William Channing to the Massachusetts
legislature in May of 1830 revealed internal divisions over Article III and serves as an
example of an influential. Boston "Harringtonian" Unitarian In the sermon "Morals of
Civil Polity/' Channing spoke against an established religion, but at the same time
outspokenly supported "truth of opinion " Channing described government as a moral
institution The end of civil institutions were moral and spiritual good, and the goal of
government was the **security of Right " Channing rejected the notion of a social
compact based upon "selfish calculation" to protect private interest. Rather, he claimed
that the principle bonds were not self-interest but the spiritual bonds of the mind and
heart Government should model and cultivate the idea] of the "public Good." and
consider the rights of all. rich and poor The primary duty of all statesmen, more
important than property, w as to enhance "moral energy" of citizens Channing
specifcally rejected the use of selfish interest as a check upon others. 41 The fact that
Channing chose to lecture the legislature on this topic, implied the presence of two
competing ideologies - "truth of opinion" and "religious opinion " Lockean toleration of
opinion won out with the repeal of Article III in 1832 and 1833. with the support of
antimasons, despite the influence of certain Bostonian, masonic legislators
Masons as Public Stewards
Masons were divided on the issue of .Article III yet emphatically defined themselves
as moral guardians of public opinion To masons, this moral proprietorship would
" Christian Watchman. May 26, 1830
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guarantee the security of property, government and "refinement " The Boston Masonic
Mirror defined public opinion as "moral currency," which stemmed from "the deep
research and careful supervision of profound thinkers " Morality was the essence of
social compact and virtuous government Masons avowed that, "Public sentiment in
morals is the supreme law of the land. " The masonic press extended thus sociaJ
authority to the clergy who instructed the people on morals and religion The
combination of learning, virtue and religion prevented societal corruption which
accompanied such vices as ambition, gain and luxury. 42
The Mirror placed great responsibility on the press as a crucial vehicle for securing
proper public opinion It depicted a growing demand for newspapers as "honourable" to
a growing Republic, for knowledge provided a safeguard against demagoguery The
press was presented as the defender of liberties and the "faithful sentinel of morals " The
Mirror also observed the usefulness of newspapers to public economy, even suggesting
that morning coffee and daily journals were "acts suggested by the same mental
operation Newspapers served the nation by civilizing man and leading him from pursuit
of individual interest to experience the whole community. 43
Masons espoused innovations in national communication and transport along with
newspapers, as the social cement for Americans Claiming that "the freedom of a
country depends on the union of sentiment," the Mirror lauded technological prcgrei
transportation Railroads would consolidate the State and facilitate national
administration. "The people will be one in pursuits, sentiments and intercourses " One
*MM, Jan. 1 1, I834;0ct 1 7. i 829;Dec 23, 1 826
*MM, Dec.26,1829;Juiy 16.1825, Jan 21.1826
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mason observed in 1825, "What a renovation railways and steam engines will produce
on the politics of the world!" The Mirror's devotion to "National Policy" was advertised
as part of its masthead and reflected in its enthusiasm for such projects as a canal from
Boston to the Connectictut River and the construction of a railroad from Loston to
Ontario 44
The Mirror linked manufacturing to national prosperity and "happiness," and
endorsed the tariff to encourage American industry. It whole-heartedly endorsed
manufacturing as economically beneficial for not only the manufacturer but the
consumer, the fanner, and laborer. Laborers' and farmers' wealth would increase
together The increase of saleable commodities would lead to increased rent for
proprietors. Fanners would also benefit by agricultural prosperity. Laborers would profit
from expanded manufacturing since increased demand for labor would fuel a rise in
wages. 45
Despite expansive predictions of prosperity for all classes, masons took up two
causes for the "poorer pan of the community." The Mirror framed arguments in favor
of reforming debtors laws and the system of military training. The Mirror contended that
the cunent system of military training compelled men to leave home and business for
two, three-day periods and consequently, suffer the economic costs of absence. Another
article hailed an expanded bankruptcy bill passed in the United States Senate, which
permitted not only "traders" but merchants "or other persons engaged in commercial
pursuits," to file for bankruptcy The bill contained provisions for both the bankrupt
*MM, April 23, 1 825; June 3, 1 826; Jan.2 1 , 1 826; July 23, 1 83 1
.
"MM, June 3, 1826;Nov 18,1826.
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party and creditors. A letter from "Humanity" criticized current Massachusetts
legislators for favoring the creditor over the poor man, forcing him beneath slavery
"Humanity" mocked the city of Boston for constituting numerous charitable
associations, and then creating misery to provide work for such voluntary associations
The masonic writer argued that the law on imprisonment for debt worked against those
whom such organizations intended to help "Humanity" concluded that "the bone and
sinew of the State" deserved better The arrest and imprisonment of a debtor who had
committed no crime, violated the bill of rights and principles of free government.
Republicans must cast aside political differences on this issue and "unite in one common
bond for the preservation of the common good."46
Masons embraced legislation which they claimed would ameliorate economic
conditions of laborers and mechanics. At the same time, masons distinguished
themselves from the "producing classes." The Mirror openly distanced itself from
mechanics, both morally and intellectually, and specifically warned employers of the
imperatives of proper tutelage The Mirror carried an article declaring that New York
antimasons boasted "of controlling farmers and mechanics on the eve of elections."
Masons exhibited the same zeal. 47
The Mirror depicted mechanics as a dangerous men who spurned literature, science
and other useful information. The journal declared that such an attitude condemned
mechanics to political and intellectual slavery. Education, and not wealth, ruled the
country. Educated society formed the laws, a fact that accounted for lawyers'
"MM, Sept.30, 1826,March 4,1826; Nov.8,1832
A1MM, Aug.2 1,1830.
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dominance in the current political system. The Mirror termed lawyers the most active
and intelligent citizens, who consequently, wielded powerful influence Education would
elevate Massachusetts mechanics to respectability and would enhance mechanics'
political influence.
4*
The Mirror persistently advocated the profitability of a scientific and moral education
for mechanics and employers. One article approvingly noted the honor and respectability
which the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Association brought to Boston and the
State. The Mirror chastized the same society for its lack of scientific emphasis
Massachusetts mechanics lacked the opportunity to assemble and witness
"demonstrations in philosophy, and the application of its principles to the arts." While
apprentices understood the practical aspects of trade, they failed to comprehend the
scientific requirements of industry. This neglect or ignorance resulted in stagnation, for
mechanics failed to risk money for experimentation. The Masonic Mirror linked a
combination of theoretical knowledge and understanding ofmanual operations to
profits. A mechanic too, might rise to "superintendant" and gain public esteem with a
scientific education. Conversely, the Mirror observed that neglect of scientific principles
resulted in loss of time, materials and money. "The employer is imposed upon with an
imperfect article and an exorbitant price to remunerate the mechanic for the loss he has
sustained." Mechanics' "ignorance" then becomes a "public evil."49
Masonic efforts to establish a society for Mutual Instruction in the Arts and Sciences
for young mechanics, tradesmen and apprentices, again reflected masonic equation of
*MM, July 4,1829
"MM, Nov. 1 2, 1 825; Jan.22, 1 825
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morality and knowledge with profits. The Mirror suggested that mechanics and
tradesmen should abandon 'their frivolous and pernicious amusements" and focus on
learning about their work. Then the Mirror admonished "masters and guardians" that
profits hinged upon apprentices' morality. If mechanics invested time and money in the
proper instruction of apprentices, profits would increase tenfold. 50
The Mirror associated manual labor with rural areas and tied "men of mind" to
cities. This attitude no doubt irritated rural voters, but it also served to delineate
masonic perceptions of the social hierarchy. The Mirror first distinguished men of mind
from "the class of person whose lives are devoted to mere manual labor " The writer
then pointed to the influence of the mind "over the organized matter to which it is
attached." The "rustic" and "the mechanical drudge," like the infant, could be viewed as
machines, ruled mostly by "physical agents." It was cultivation and civilization that
developed the moral character in man. The Mirror carried this logic further. The urban
professional, "in the midst of an intellectual, commercial and voluptuous metropolis, the
inhabitants of which lived in a more exalted excitement and irritative pertubation,
compared to the monotony of rural and provincial existence," required a different
practice of medicine. For, among the "evils" which distinguished the working class, was
the character of their disease. Rural medicine required "a few simple rules." Physicians
who treated men of letters, artists and non-manual laborers however, were "obliged to
multiply, to vary and to combine its resources." 51
™MM, Nov.25,1826.
"MM, Dec. 16, 1826.
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In December of 1 826, the Mirror announced the meeting of"gentlemen" who
gathered to found an Association for Mutual Instruction in the Arts and Sciences. The
tone of this meeting was reminiscent of Gardener's introduction to William Morgan's
book. These "gentlemen" publicized their intention to make mechanics more useful to
society by offering them lectures on mechanical philosophy Noting the failure of the
Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Association, the Mirror proclaimed that the new
Association would secure 'the advantage and respectability of mechanics." The Mirror
explained that as "the regulator is to the watch - its members are taught to move in a
sphere cirumscribed by the rules of correctness and propriety ." The new Association
would lead apprentices from "haunts of the vicious and profane" to the "Moral and
intelligent parts of the community." Although the society included the word "Mutual" in
its name, the organization was to be tightly controlled. The Mirror noted for example,
that members would contribute original essays, and others would "have the privilege of
reading from some approved author." 52
Masons expressed (at minimum) a belief in the usefulness and necessity of
Protestantism in the Republic The Mirror published an example of the latter in January,
1832, shortly before the Massachusetts Legislature voted to repeal Article III. The
Mirror reported a debate in the New York Legislative Assembly over prayer in the
Assembly A member had introduced a resolution inviting the Albany clergy to officiate
at the House opening. Members debated whether this invitation constituted the union of
Church and politics, and discussed the merits of prayer to a "benevolent God." The
Mirror condemned this debate as disgraceful. "It becomes no man to declare himself
-MM, Dec. 16, 1826
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beyond the protection of an overruling Providence." The Mirror then cited the example
of the horrific "atheistical doctrine" of the French Revolution and argued that the State
Legislature ought to establish the proper public example for society. The Mirror used
Benjamin Franklin to serve as the American model. Franklin himself, observed the
"frequent instances of a superintending Providence in our favor" throughout the
American Revolution. Franklin viewed God as "American's powerful friend " The
Mirror concluded this article by concurring with the reporter who asked, "If there is not
a prayer-hearing and prayer-answering God, where is our hope?"53
Masons viewed Catholics as a potential nemesis of the United States. In an
unusually lengthy article "Catholics and Freemasonry," the Mirror villified Catholicism
and linked it with two other evils. Deism and atheism. The Mirror described Catholics as
"relentless enemies"of freemasonry. The press criticized the Catholic Church for
equating science with heresy, for refusing to enter learned associations and forbidding
public ventures into philosophical investigations. Instead the Mirror claimed, it was
masonic enlightenment that diminished the bonds of "ecclesiastical slavery"and the
"tyrannical policy of papal hierarchy." Catholic policy consistently sought to supress the
dissemination of knowledge. The Church feared that "men would learn to take care of
their own souls," and grow to despise hypocritical, lazy and ignorant priests. The Mirror
cited Catholic repression of the lodge from papal bulls to the Spanish Inquisition,
including the hanging of a mason in Barcelona, Spain, in 1826. The journal played upon
Protestant/Catholic animosity by gravely warning Protestant Christians that antimasonry
was a Catholic ploy Protestant antimasons should consider "if they are not suffering
'MM, Jan. 18, 1832.
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themselves to be led away by the cunning of the Papists." Catholics should learn from
Presbyterians' mistakes in the United States When the 1821 Pittsburg Synod threatened
to excommunicate masons, the result was only ridicule for the Presbyterians. **
Masons also criticized religious antimasons who exhibited damaging "party spirit."
The Mirror complained of "Calvinist, Baptist and Universalist preachers," who arrived
from outside of Massachusetts and proceeded to dictate political candidates Antimasons
exhibited "the worst virulence of the worst days of party spirit," and an intolerance
comparable to the Inquisition. The Mirror compared zealous antimasonry to Catholic
excommunication of French Hugeunots, and to the "promoters of the Salem delusion of
witchcraft." 55
The Mirror's portrayal of antimasons reflected masonic doubts about their own
eroding authority. As one mason lamented, antimasons had destroyed societal tranquility
"where confidence, respect and esteem were sacredly preserved." Antimasons
encouraged the people to disdain "spiritual advisors who have grown gray in their
service, and whose words have been viewed as oracles of truth, and rules of action."
The Mirror framed most of its distaste for antimasonry though around antimasonic
"pollution" of the press and public opinion. The journal termed antimasons "the odds
and ends and parings and offals of humanity," who have degraded the press, threatened
social peace and cultivated the "feverish condition of the public mind." The press, "the
great spring of public opinion in America," has been polluted. Americans, living under a
government of newspapers, had much to fear "from misdirected public opinion."
*MM, March 6,1830.
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Antimasons had perverted public opinion such that currently, the Mirror concluded, "we
live at the mercy of popular opinion." The Mirror implied that this "popular" opinion
was far more ominous than "public" opinion.*5
Masons identified themselves as public men, speaking for the good of the
community They contrasted their leadership with that of antimasonic "political
miscreants and the honied-tongued hypocritical priestcraft" who substituted the interests
of a few, for the common interest. A letter from "Architecture" weighed "the angry
passions of bad men" against "the collected reflections ofgood men." He identified the
former as "private men" who sought individual ends for private benefit. The Mirror
claimed that antimasons' selfish, political and financial interests had led to the
proliferation of "a crop of mercenaries" who had prostituted the press. The sole goal of
these mercenaries was profit. Masons observed an altered political venue in
Massachusetts as a result of antimasonry. Politics, and its offshoot, the press, had
evolved into a "trade " Masons testified to these changes in a series of "Antimasonic
Symphonies" published by the Mirror. One poem, entitled "The Domestic Anti-System"
embodied masonic distaste for antimasonic uses of the press, and expressed masonic
disenchantment with the fact that men from outside Massachusetts now influenced
internal State politics:
Our home-made fabrics now are quite in vogue;
The maker honest - or, perhaps, a rogue.
Who asks a question so much out of rule,
Will be set down a madman, or a fool.
Domesticfabrications, thus sustained,
Hold the same rank the patriot had gained;
One boldly makes thefabricator great,
By loudly bawling, "It concerns the State."
*MM, Jan.2,1830; Jan.9,1830: De.26,1829; July 3,1830, Julyl0,l830.
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Another cries with quite as much parade.
That 'competition is the life of trade.'
Thus, by our arts, we gain the public ear -
By a good, home-madefabric — it is clear.
Now, wit, now learning; heavy prose or rhymes-
All wholesale manufactories of crimes.
Credulity and folly now prepare
To purchase largely of ourfavorite ware.
Profits advance - the trade must e'en increase -
Tis just the laborer whould receive thefleece...
Amazed, some wretch whose fortunes are awry
Looks o'er the project with an eagle eye;
With eager purpose enters on the plan.
To make himself a more notorious man.
Thus flourishes the trade - thus profits grow-
Thus weak men follow - for great knaves do so\ . .^
The above "symphony" depicted antimasonic politics as a product, prepared for the
market, within and without by "knaves" for weaker-willed political consumers Masons
could do little about this process, as they achieved no success in controlling the
proliferation of antimasonic presses Masons did cultivate new spheres of authority such
as the Mechanics Institute and the Association for the Mutual Instruction in the Arts and
Sciences. They struggled to maintain their public stewardship through existing cultural
institutions as the antimasonic conflict spilled over into private associations such as the
Phi Beta Kappa Society and the Bunker Hill Association.
In September of 183 1, the Mirror produced an article on John Quincy Adam's (an
antimason) betrayal of the Phi Beta Kappa Society At a previous meeting, Adams and
others had voted to abolish the use of secret signs and tokens. The measure had barely
gained the confidence of the majority, with a vote of 36-28. The Mirror traced the
association to the Illuminati literary society in Germany, which Thomas Jefferson had
brought to the Unites States The masonic press warned that such an alteration of the
'MM, Nov 20,1 830;Dec 4,1830
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original charter by "ignorant fanatics" would have grave repercussions for
Massachusetts members The Mirror predicted that members would most likely be
refused admittance to other State chapters because of this "fratricide." 58
Masons lost the struggle for the Phi Beta Kappa Society. They managed to regain
control of the Bunker Hill Association after a brief lapse of authority in 1831 During the
elections held on June 1 7, 1 83 1 , antimasons staged a successful elective coup as they
voted to replace the President of the Association, William Prescott with the antimasonic
leader, Abner Phelps. At the same time, antimasons voted in two vice-presidents and
eleven other directors. The Mirror angrily responded to the elections by comparing the
old leadership's "spotless purity and exemplary lives" with the new "dangerous fanatics"
at the helm of the Bunker Hill Association. The Mirror blamed this elective "mischief
on the sparse attendance at the June annual meeting. Members anticipated the election of
old leadership and stayed home. Thirty antimasons took advantage of this fact to oust
Prescott and others.
Nearly a month later, "Earnest" wrote a letter to the Mirror urging attendance of an
"adjourned meeting" of the Association, "as friends of good order and good principles
assist in selecting such men for its officers." A month later, the Mirror published the
results of this special meeting, attended by 500 members. Attendees created new by-laws
for the Association. The new regulations mandated the payment of five dollar dues prior
to voting, and expanded Board membership from 12 to 30 persons. Notice of meetings
henceforth were to be published in two Boston papers at least twenty days prior to the
meeting. The outcome of the "adjourned meeting" was a new, thirty-member Board,
'MM, Sept.27,1831
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including all former masonic members. The Mirror concluded happily, thus had "one of
the most high-handed measures" of "the reckless zealots of the antimasonic faction,
been completely and honorably defeated." 59
Masons won the battle for the Bunker Hill Association but could claim few other
victories during the five year antimasonic revolt in Massachusetts. If masons represented
one strand of an expanding political elite in Jacksonian America, antimasons represented
another. Antimasons challenged the public stewardship of masonic civil servants and
politicians and succeeded in eroding the public influence of masons for at least the next
two decades. Antimasons assumed political legitimacy by means of the vote; they
heralded the cause as a defense of individual liberties against masonic political
despotism. Antimasons further connected masonic political authority with failure to
establish protective economic controls for the farmer, mechanic and small trader.
Antimasonry and the Ballot Box - General Principles and Local Politics
The Massachusetts Antimasonic party published the debates of its annual
conventions from 1830-1834 Two overarching concerns emerged during the first two
years, and dominated the next three. Antimasons questioned masonic hegemony over
public morality through masonic control of public offices, including public worship.
Second, antimasons challenged masonic control of public opinion, again through the
pulpit, but also through the press. Though antimasons voiced economic concerns on the
local level, delegates to the State conventions objected mainly to masonic control of
elective and appointive political positions, and to masonic "immoral" and "irreligious"
59MW, July 2, 1831; July 30, 1831; Sept.6, 1 83
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oaths. Antimasons accused masons of violating republican liberties and like masons,they
represented themselves as purveyors of republican morality, virtue and Christianity.
The opening debates in 1830 voiced antimasonic religious and political concerns.
Delegates charged masons with "affronting attacks on Christian religion" and an 'illegal,
immoral and irreligious*' attachment to oaths. In defending Christianity, antimasons
likened masonic loyalty to oaths to the language and spirit "of the mercilesss Jew," a
refrain that would surface sporadically in antimasonic rhetoric. Delegates recapped Dr
Robinson 7 s and Abbe Barruel's work, recounting how Voltaire plotted to destroy the
Christian religion. Charading as a philosophe, Voltaire worked together with the
Illuminist Adam Weishaupt, whose highest secret was "There is no God." Illuminsm was
then planted in the fourteen higher lodges of the United States. 60
Antimasons also charged masons with crimes of a political nature. Masons were
accused of disregarding "private rights," of taking illegal oaths, and of the criminal
shielding of fellow masons from the law. Antimasons charged masons with forming an
independent government within the United States, including a separate code of laws and
penalties, with oaths unto death and with "unlimited and unrestricted funds." Arguing
that "wealth is power," antimasons claimed that masons had amassed hundreds of
thousands of untaxed money and remained "responsible to no civil power." Delegates
targeted masons for subverting the judicial system. If non-masons opposed masons in
court, masonic jurors would suppport the masons under the lodge penalty of having his
™BriefReport of the Debate in the Anti-Masonic State Convention of the
Commonwealth ofMassachusetts , (Boston: John Marsh, 1830).
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"skull smote off." Antimasons cited the statistic that masons occupied seven-eighths of
public offices, while one in eight of all Massachusetts freeholders were masons. 61
While antimasons borrowed from European discourse for part of their campaign,
they focused on a phenomena inherent to American society - the freedom of the press
and the freedom of the public to patronize the press. Massachusetts antimasons
complained of an unwarranted masonic influence on the "public press." A delegate
moved that American antimasons follow the English policy on masons in 1798 The
English forbade the constitution of new lodges, and required two members of each
existing lodge to appear before the justice of the peace annually, to submit a list of
members, their occupations, and scheduled meetings. Massachusetts delegates rejected
this motion, opting instead to focus on public education, since "the public remains
unapprised" of the Morgan affair. One delegate added that antimasons were "to direct
public opinion, and not follow it." The delegates did approve a resolution to publish a
list of editors who refused to carry information on the masonic controversy in their
papers. General Epaphras Hoyt (Franklin county delegate) noted, "the people, in many
places were locked in a deep and death-like sleep; this would arouse them from their
slumbers." Hoyt moved that antimasons organize State, County, Town and District
Committees. Delegates decided that the Suffolk Committee henceforth be named the
State Committee and advised members to ascertain numbers of lodges and chapters, and
numbers of civil, military and religious offices held by masons in their constituencies."
61
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Once antimasons organized themselves under one State apparatus, they expanded
their mission from enlightenment to electioneering. As in the previous year, delegates to
the 183 1 convention charged masons with political, moral and religious corruption.
Antimasons defined their mission as "an open appeal to Public Opinion," with the new
"weapon" being the ballot box. Antimasons vowed to vote masons out of public offices
including the pulpit, and to dismantle masonic control of National Republican
nominations. Antimasons represented themselves as "guardians of the Republic" with a
moral obligation to enlighten the public. Those who remained silent under these
conditions would be moral, even legal accomplices to masonic complicity. The lodge
was depicted as anti-Republican, as "an earth-born Institution, self created, and
antithetical to Christian truth." Antimasons, like masons, leveled the charge that masons
had achieved a union with the Church, and had reduced the Church to a political tool
Delegates urged ministers to abandon the "wicked" institution. Again a delegate brought
anti-Semitism into the debate by alluding to "a well-known Jew" (Michael Hays) who
served as Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts several times. (It should
be noted that at least prior to 1810, only two Jews could be found on the rosters of
Boston lodges.)63
In 1832, the newly named Antimasonic Republican Convention of Massachusetts
convened in Worcester. Delegates built upon old themes as they distinguished their
political campaign from those of Jackson and Clay. Antimasons claimed that both men
sustained their campaigns by a partisanship based upon preference for individuals or
63Proceedings of the Second State Antimasonic Convention ofMassachusetts
(183 l)p. 18; Samuel Oppenheimer, "Jews and Masonry in the United States Before
1810," American Jewish Historical Society no. 19 (1910)p.8
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sections, and not moral principles (the same theme sounded by masons). A citizen
should judge a candidate by patriotism, private virtue, integrity and his display of"sound
national principles." Antimasons rejected Jackson for his partisanship, his "passionate
violence," and Jackson's substitution of his own will for the people's will. Antimasons
portrayed Clay too, as violent, using the example of Clay's assault on a Senator during
debate. Antimasons agreed that although the recharter of the National Bank and tariff
reform were important issues, masonry overshadowed both. The greatest evil in the
United States was the "degeneracy of public morals." Antimasons objected to Clay's
"virtue" and his wavering on both masonry and the nationalist priniciple. Suggesting
agreement with Clay's party on economic issues, antimasons declared that mere
"temporary expediency and pecuniary prosperity" must not overshadow republican
principles of government ."64
By 1834, delegates could claim victory for their movement. The Grand Lodge of
Massachusetts surrendered its act of civil incorporation to the Legislature. Lodges were
instructed to file names of new initiates, financial statements and meeting dates. The
Legislature added fines to the existing statute on illegal oaths. 05 Antimasons owed this
legislative triumph not to general principles but to the diligent efforts of local antimasons
who brought the issue to local constituencies. An analysis of antimasonry in Franklin
county, particularly the western Massachusetts town of Deerfield, illustrates this effort.
Deerfield antimasonry was inspired at least initially, by General Epaphras Hoyt
"Proceedings, p.14,30,35,37.
°*Proceedings (1834).
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(1765-1850), his younger brother Elihu Hoyt (1771-1833) and their cousin Dr Stephen
Williams (1790- 1 855).
In December of 1 806, a Yale graduate and future Presbyterian minister in
Newburyport, declined Deerfield' s call to minister their parish. The young minister
nevertheless, described the town of Deerfield as "populous and wealthy, Respectable
and Respected and of consequence, pecuniarily inviting." 66 Another observer of
Deerfield prior to the advent of railroads, described the town as "a place of considerable
trade." This trade centered around a part of the town known as Cheapside, the head of
"fallboat navigation on the Pocomptuck."67 These writers described a Deerfield that the
Hoyt brothers and Dr. Williams knew in their youth. Yet despite the Hoyts active
involvement in town affairs and State government from the early I800's through at least
1833, by the late 1820's, Deerfield could hardly be described as "pecuniarily inviting"
and had experienced considerable economic and political decline. The Hoyts and town
residents had witnessed a declining "respectability" of the town as well, during two
decades of Hoyt leadership. The locus of county power had shifted to the newer town
and regional trade center, and new county seat, Greenfield. When the younger town cf
Greenfield became the county seat in 1812, Republican masons of Greenfield and nearby
Northfield gradually filled leadership positions. Masons published the Greenfield press,
and ultimately, replaced General Hoyt as high sheriff of the County in 1 83 1
.
^George Sheldon, A History ofDeerfield Massachusetts, (Pocumtuck Valley Memorial
Association, 1895-6) p. 777
67Louis H. Everts, History of the Connecticut Valley in Massachusetts vol.11,
(Philadelphia: J.B. Lipincott and Co., 1879) p.616.
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Franklin county antimasonry did represent a struggle over the local system ofjustice,
as Smith-Kutowlowski observed in western New York. Yet Franklin antimasonry
extended beyond control of local appointments. Deerfield small farmers, manufacturers
and merchants experienced economic upheaval stemming from the uncertainies of a
long-distance market system such as low beef prices from 1819-1833, competition from
New York farmers with the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825, and the competition
for Connectictut River trade resulting from the completion of the Farmington Canal in
Connecticut. Contrary to Paul Goodman's assumption that Connecticut Valley
antimasonry was connected to the Orthodox-Unitarian controversy, religion played only
a small, coincidental role in Deerfield' s antimasonry. The Hoyts' personal
correspondence related the impact of Deerfield's involvement in a regional and national
market on smaller, rural producers and consumers. The Hoyts also voiced their personal
hostility toward masonic control of county positions. Epaphras Hoyt's antimasonic
journal, the Franklin Freeman, elaborated these and additional concerns specific to
Franklin county antimasons.
The Hoyt brothers were nearing the end of a lengthy career in public service when
antimasonry entered Massachusetts politics. The Honorable Elihu Hoyt had served as a
colonel in the Masachusetts militia, justice of the peace, representative to the General
Court for twenty-two years, and the state Senate for twelve. Epaphras had served as
county high sheriff from 1814-1831 and registrar of deeds from 1811-1814. Epaphras
had also worked as a surveyor and military historian. 68 Elihu inherited the prosperous
family farm in 1813. The farm produced stall-fed oxen, peas, and oats for the market.
Evers, p.618-19.
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Deerfield cattle went to Boston, but increasingly faced New York competition and
falling prices. By 1 832, Elihu found himself five hundred dollars in debt with "no other
way" but to mortgage lands. Elihu voiced the same despair in a letter to his son Charlie,
writing, "nothing can be done here to any advantage. . . nothing presents itself unless
indeed we go to raising corn and potatoes, and this is an unprofitable business 1,69
The young Charles Hoyt described others who faced a similar dilemma. Charles
wrote to his father Elihu in Boston with the news, "I understand that Mr Samuel
Chapman has gained the fashion of the time and failed [meaning bankruptcy] I do not
know for what amount. I believe it happened yesterday I do not know what is to
become of all the world but it seems they are treading one path in this respect and I do
not know it will be our turn next." Two weeks later he wrote again, "There has been too
or three failures here, Mr.James Jones and his father and Mr. Jabez Jones and Mr. Slate
of Shelburne have all come to the fashion of the day." 70 Hoyt's words were echoed in
the local paper. A "Mechanic" contributed a letter to the Greenfield Gazette and
Franklin Herald observing, "It is not to be disguised that mechanics, generally
speaking, do not in their whole lifetime raise themselves above a comfortable
subsistence, and many, very many, not above actual want." 71
Historians of the Connecticut River Valley in Massachusetts provided background
information for this economic dislocation felt by the Hoyts. Deerfield, had in Margaret
69
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Pabst' language, a "lowland economy" and was situated on fertile land next to the river.
Neighboring Greenfield fell into the category of an "industrial town" containing both
fertile and unproductive land, but with access to water power for industry 71 While
Deerfield used the river for transport of goods, Greenfield harnessed local water supplies
for industry, gradually replacing Deerfield as a regional trade center Deerfield farmers,
and those involved in the floundering Cheapside trade responded to Hoyt's antimasonic
appeals
The early prosperity witnessed by the Presbyterian minister quoted above, was not
only linked to farming but to Deerfield' s early involvement with the West Indies Trade,
from Deerfield's Cheapside Landing. Cheapside, the area north of the Deerfield River
and bounded by Greenfield to the North, was pivotal to the early Deerfield economy
During the years 1810-1 820, Connecticut Valley trade with the West Indies substantially
declined due to the Embargo and War of 1812. As merchants turned to domestic trade,
manufacturing, insurance and banking, merchant capitalists with the most vested
interests in West Indies trade, became displaced. 73
The Hoyts had long cultivated Deerfield' s trading interests Epaphras Hoyt and his
uncle, Jonathan Hoyt were involved in the building of the South Hadley Canal to
facilitate trade from Cheapside to Hartford, Connecticut. In 1825, both Hoyt brothers
served on a commission appointed by the legislature, to investigate a possible
Boston-Troy canal passing through the Deerfield River and Cheapside. The Hoyts
Margaret Pabst, "Agricultural Trends in the Connecticut Valley Region of
Massachusetts, 1 800- 1 900,"S/w//7 College Studies in History, vol.xxv,
October, 1 940-July 1 94 1 p. 4.
^Margaret Martin, "Merchants and Trade of the Connecticut River Valley 1750-1820,"
Smith College Studies in History, v.24 (1938039)p. 53-75
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fought to protect Deerfteld's trade from the competition ofNew York farmers and New
Haven merchants. This work was undermined by Governor Clinton ofNew York, a
mason, who vistited Greenfield in May of 1827, to support a proposed New Haven
canal project (the Hampshire and Hamden Canal completed in 1829). 74
Deerfield experienced declining wealth and in Franklin county, and Deerfield
residents also felt pressure from beyond county lines. By 1 820, specialization within the
context of a household economy, such as distilling, broom corn, cattle and crop cycles
and home manufacturing was on the increase. This expanded production was linked to
freeholder attempts to retain independence and provide for their children in the face of
increasing land shortages and debt. New ethics accompanied the changes in production.
Early on, prices remained an abstraction and repayment of debt was ordered by "a just
sentiment," as the Franklin antimason indicated above. New ethics of trades evolved
with this growth of long distance trade. New terms of exchange included cash payment
for the exchange of goods, and short-term transactions began to replace the long-term.
Christopher Clark, historian of early industrialization in the Connecticut River Valley
described the differences between the "local ethic" and the "'market ethic." "The local
ethic valued longer term reciprocity between dealers embedded in networks of social
connections; morality lay in accepting obligations and discharging them over time The
market ethic emphasized quick payment and assumed a formal equality between
individual dealers at the point of exchange; morality lay in the quick discharge of
obligation
" 75
Deerfield residents in part, protested shorter term trade transactions
74Sheldon; Frances Thompson, History ofGreenfield, (Maryland: Heritage
Books,1992)p.314.
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through antimasonry, yet chiefly they resented masonic "reciprocity" and masonic
"networks of social connection " which they witnessed first-hand on the local level. A
masonic political monopoly was then imputed to a strangulating economic monoply of
long distance capitalists, mortgagors and legislators who failed to consider the
economic needs of all classes Charles Hoyt's depiction of the multiplication of
bankruptcies suggested new pressures from creditors. It was not difficult for antimasons
to associate masons with these long-distance pressures as well. As Epaphras wrote to
his brother Elihu in Boston, "masonic culprits cannot be brought to punishment by laws"
and he concluded "that most attorneys are paid by the gold and silver of the charitable
fraternity " Government now is conducted by "midnight conclaves instead of the
Constitution." 76 Franklin antimasons connected economic difficulties with National
Republican leadership, and they dubbed the National Republican Party the "masonic"
National Republican Party 77 It is not clear though, that masons were the primary
movers behind this process around 1830, although certainly masons were more insulated
from creditor problems through the reciprocity of their social network.
Antimasonic connection of economic problems with political monopoly was visible
in the antimasonic press, the Franklin Freeman, which Epaphras Hoyt established in
June 183 1 Hoyt had been busy trying to generate interest in the issue for over three
years Epaphras' correspondence revealed Deerfield's lack of involvement in the cause
prior to Hoyt's efforts and Epaphras' personal stakes in antimasonry. In January of
/7#0-/£60,(lthaca: Cornell University Press)p 60-61,68-70,87, 128-32, 195-96.
76Hoyt Family Papers (Epaphras), Feb.9, 1829
"Franklin Freeman, March 1 1 and April 4,1833.
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1828, Hoyt's cousin Stephen Williams, living in Deerfield, informed him of local
complacency on the topic. "We get but little news in regard to the Morgan affair With
me this is an all-engrossing affair. Our people still remain hoodwinked and grossly
deluded. How much we want a free press, one which will dare tell people the truth "
WilJams requested that Elihu send him certain pamphlets he had heard about *1 hope
you will get some of these in Boston for we can't get any here Curiously, Williams
implied a sense of secrecy about his interest as he added, "Send me one by Captain
Williams, without telling him what it is We must be cautious about these days." A year
later Williams again wrote Hoyt asking, "How come it with the antimasonic spirit0 You
are right in the midst of it. We are deaf to it here, and I hope ere long there will be a
county convention." 78
Epaphras was involved in the cause as early as 1 829, apparently having an
antimasonic contact in New York who relayed information to him. Hoyt gave the
keynote address at the 1830 Massachusetts Antimasonic Convention, was chosen as a
delegate at the first National Convention, served as one of four vice-presidents in 1831
for the State organization and continued to serve as a delegate over the next years. He
attended local meetings as well. Epaphras reported to his brother Elihu in 1830, that
Buckland antimasons urged him to establish a county newspaper. In June of 1831,
Epaphras noted his fundraising efforts for "our paper" and wrote that "we must have a
paper at all costs."79 His efforts materialized three month later with the commencement
of the weekly Franklin Freeman.
^oyt Family Papers, Jan. 2, 1828.
''Hoyt Family Papers, June 1 83 1
.
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The first issue of the Freeman (July, 1 83 1 ) carried the masthead "The Love of
Public Freedom Must Be Shown in the Inviolable Maintenance of Individual Rights."
The Freeman pledged "to restore equality to all ranks and classes of society," by
waging war on masonic "crime, secret corruption and mental bondage."80 The Freeman
defined the victims of this mental coercion as "living, and laboring working men of
mind," or "the productive class" 81 Specifically, the Freeman articulated the political and
economic concerns of Franklin county farmers and mechanics, and "men of mind" such
as Dr Williams, Epaphras Hoyt and the farmer-legislator Elihu Hoyt.
To the Freeman, mental bondage was reflected as much in the economic realm as in
the political. Distinguishing themselves from masonic views on mechanics, antimasonic
editorials contended that mechanics should not be subordinated to those who did not
perform manual labor. The operative mechanic was second to no class in the realms of
science and moral virtue. In fact, the Freeman opined, the workshop had "done as much
for natural philosophy as the counting room." Antimasons objected to the application of
this same mental bondage to the system of credit. The Freeman criticized an
inequitable credit legislation which permitted creditors' thievery of a debtor's personal
liberty. As one antimason stated, "No fair construction, even under all the fictions of
law, can justify the conclusion, that a debtor agrees to forfeit all personal liberty to the
will of the creditor."32 Farmers and mechanics appealed to a natural liberty, where
producers enjoyed both the fruits of their own labor and full ownership of property.
*FF, Sept. 19, 1 831, Sept.26,1831.
IXFF, Aug. 8, 1 83 1 ;Aug. 15, 183 I.
r
-FF, Jan. 16, 1832; Feb 20, 1832;Aug 1, 183
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Franklin antimasons' goals were quite related to these demands. They objected to
debtors imprisonment, militia requirements and the increasing necessity of mortgages
The Freeman opposed the required mock trainings and musters for those aged
18-30. It argued in material terms against the trainings as had the masonic Mirror The
unpaid service of soldiers had become a "heavy tax on home industry " Epaphras Hoyt,
a militia general and military historian was particularly consumed by what he viewed as a
weak American military. In one lengthy article on militia reform, Hoyt argued that "men
act out of self-interest and require compensation for labor." Militia service required
compensation. A typical sarcastic rendering of the system read, "there was a military
farce at Greenfield, on Wednesday last, called a Review and Inspection... a 1500 dollar
waste of time and money ." Another article emphasized the inequality surrounding these
trainings. The Freeman complained that the "industrious day labourer and mechanic"
would still be forced to leave the farm or shop and participate while "Property"
remained exempt. 83
The plight of the debtor was also perceived as a loss of individual rights, a common
theme of antimasonry. The Freeman offered pathetic instances of debtors who suffered
from the laws. One read, "a seventy two yearold blind, revolutionary veteran was
imprisoned for $24. 18." The Freeman's solution was a uniform bankruptcy law, and a
division of the "abuse" of credit between both credit and debtor.
84 The focus remained
not credit itself, but the abuse of the system which sullied the productive class'
individual liberties
BFFt Aug 1 , 1 83 1 ;Sept,26, 1 83 1 July 1 5, 1 833 ; Oct. 1 0, 1 83 1 ,Feb. 13,1 833 ;March 4, 1 83
3
UFF, Sept 5, 1 83 1 ,Feb 20, 1 832,Aug 1,1831
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The question of mortgages dominated many pages of the Freeman. One artisan
described the mortgage crisis in ruraJ townships, as threatening not only individuals but
public security This artisan expressed a view which closely corresponded to John
Brooke's "Harringtonian" conceptualization of society. The antimasonic artisan
contended that land tenure provided for both stability in government and in peoples'
character 'The insatiable grasp of monopoly" endangered family homes as farmers
increasingly turned to mortgages financed by corporations in cities and trading towns.
Mortgages deprived farmers of individual liberties because real estate "constituted it to a
sort of capital, without advantage to the owners or cultivators." The artisan concluded
that the people had entrusted the country's resources to the legislature, and "an act of
one legislature to pass them into the hands of private corporation is in derogation... of
the rights of the people, who constitute them an unjust burden upon the productive
class."
85
Other articles protested mortgages in terms of taxes One farmer mortgaged lands
to pay his taxes, a problem which he blamed on the high salaries of public officials. The
Freeman carried a "memorial" to the Legislature signed by sixteen New Salem residents
The petitioners claimed that the yearly interest of the mortgage alone, constituted one
half of their net income This situation forced insolvency and depressed land values. The
Freeman 's solution to "paying tax on another man's capital" was the payment of taxes
only on unmortgaged lands. 8*'
*FF. % May 6.1833
"FF, April 9, 1 832, Feb 1 5, 1 833
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While Franklin antimasons targeted monied corporations and "property,"
antimasonry should not be reduced to rural small holders versus eastern urban
capitalists. The Freeman, like the Masonic Mirror, fully endorsed national and state
internal improvements and the tariff, both undertaken by the National Republican
legislature. They heralded scientific progress and technogjcal innovations for improved
production, communication and transport. While they distanced themselves from
National Republican leadership, they shared common economic and political attitudes
with Boston leadership
Echoing the masonic press, the Freeman promised its readers information on
"useful arts, sciences and internal improvements." One article advocated the creation of
a federal Secretary of the Home Department, praising an 1 8 1 7 plan for such a
department. It would focus on the building of canals and roads, transport maintenance
and the development of new routes, and improvements in breeding and labor-saving
machinery The plan called for the compilation and publication of data on
manufacturing, agriculture and the use of raw materials. This work would increase land
productivity and United States industry, while reducing European imports The
Freeman observed the political benefits of enhanced productivity, communication and
transportation. Communication between remote areas would stimulate "national feeling"
and increased attachment to government The increased national attachment would
result from people's belief that this government was indeed devoted to their interest and
employment. The cultivation of increased national sentiment could end "those invidious
distinctions and the imaginary opposition of interest, which have hitherto prevailed
"
The Freeman, did not fail to defend Northern interests at the expense of Southern.
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It published a protest of a new tariff bill lifting duties on manufactured goods, while
placing duties on tea and coffee The writer protested the influence of the South against
the cause of free American industry .this is a contest between slave labor and free
labor!'" The Freeman complained that the South gained acceptable cotton prices while
the United States would buy British manufactures. "
Small industry and trade were a part of the fabric of Franklin county life.
Advertisements placed in the Freeman testify to this fact. Advertisements evidenced an
economy based upon short and long term reciprocity and a cash economy Franklin
Russell advertised four thousand feet of maple split work for bedsteads, in exchange for
Cabinet work Edwin Ware publicized his foreign and domestic goods available for cash,
produce, or accepted credit George Odiorne advertised "cut Nails and Spikes for Sale"
and sought "goods of American manufacture " John Marsh and Co advertised his
Account Book Manufacture, while Captian Sam N. Howes advertised his steam packet
for the transport of goods and people from Hartford to New York. Stephen Whitney
offered new "Good English and West Indian Goods from New York ." Bancroft and
Miles needed Wood Turners to contract for one hundred sets of French Bed Posts,
(presumably to be shipped elsewhere ) L M Amsden was unique in requiring "cash
only" for his Variety Store Bancroft and Miles Furniture and Chair Warehouse accepted
cash, produce or liberal credit. The above notices were place in the Freeman
throughout 1832, and reflected diversity in terms of exchange. By 1834, a new type of
notice appeared, singular in credit terms R Hall opened a new "cash store" accepting
t7FF, Aug.15.183 Uan21, 1833
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cash and short credit, but with interest on all bills over thirty days " Or, in late 1832,
J C. Andrew Boot and Shoe Establishment noted receipt of a new shipment of leather
for shoes, but added that immediate cash was required for several "Old Notes and
Accounts " The former two notices do indicate mounting pressure on merchants for
cash and short-term credit, although barter and credit still remained an option for some
merchants and manufacturers The urgent appeals for cash through in the Freeman,
suggested that some of these small traders had been pressed by creditors elsewhere,
these traders found political support through antimasonry.
Deerfield antimasons still hoped that Cheapside might profit by increased production
and exchange Thus, the Freeman announced the arrival of a new steamboat at
Cheapside, the Uriah Cooley The boat would ferry between South Hadley and
Montague, Massachusetts, as part of navigation to Hartford The article lauded
navigational advancements on the Connecticut, improvements which "excite the highest
gratification The Freeman particularly applauded the Connecticut River Steam Boat
Company and urged the construction of a railroad from Hartford to Guilford,
Connecticut, so that in that potentially one could "step into a steamboat at Cheapside, in
this town, and take tea in the evening of the same day with their friends in New York
City. These hopes would be deflated seven months later with the failure of the
Connecticut Valley Steam Boat Company. 89
The Freeman stubbornly placed the abolition of masonry at the forefront of its
agenda, despite an antimasonic political minority in the polls This persistent effort to
nFF. 1832; June 10,1834
nFF, Feb.16,1832; August 10,1832
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place masonry and not economic goals at the top of their political agenda becomes
clearer when considering National Republican (later Whig ) and masonic control of most
county offices. Epaphras voiced his chagrin at this situation, ironically when responding
to an individual's request for a recommendation for the sheriffs appointment in another
town. Hoyt wrote, "I think it high time that some other classes of our citizens should be
entitled to some of the loaves and fish. Our little County is a striking instance of
favoritism - One lawyer here has all the clerkships in the county . . . Another has the Office
of the Registrar of Deeds and County treasurer, a third holds the office of Judge of
Probate and county attorney - the office of Sheriff is the only one which is not holden by
an attorney-at-law " 90 These men were masons as well. Unfortunately for Epaphras, the
position of Sheriff (which he held), would soon be taken over by another attorney, and
mason, and National Republican, John Nevers.
The Freeman offered other instances of "favoritism." Deputy Jailor Isaac
Abercrombie was "turned out" and "secretly" made to look bad to those with the
powers of appointment.The Freeman alleged that "honest yeomen" failed to realize
that six to eight persons proposed most candidates for public office. The Freeman urged
fair distribution of these offices amongst mechanics and those with a classical diploma
[non-lawyers] While farmers were resting from a day's work, members of an
"aristocracy of power" swore to support each other in office. The Freeman further
claimed that three masons, occupied six key offices in Franklin county. 91 The Freeman
accused masonic National Republicans of manipulating voting districting to support their
'"Hoyt Family Papers.
9}FF. Aug. 15,1831 ,Aug. 1 9, 1 83 1
.
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political aristocracy Franklin county lost a senator according to valuations, which in fact
was linked to Franklin's "political heresy." Franklin gained NationaJ Republican towns,
while the "dutiful sons" of Berkshire, gained one of Franklin's antimasonic towns/0
Antimasonic charges of masonic influence were well-substantiated County
Attorney and Judge of Probate R. Newcomb, Clerk of Courts and Registrar of Probate
Elijah Alvord, Registrar of Deeds and County Treasurer Hooker Leavitt, Sheriff John
Nevers, County Commissioner Horace Taft, and Deputy Sheriffs Richard Colton and
Hatsell Purple were all masons at some juncture in their careers. 93 The explanation for
this masonic influence had more to do with location and timing of lodge formation
though, and not ideological differences between the Hoyts and the county leadership.
Colonial masons established the first lodges in urban areas along the eastern
seaboard, such as Charlestown, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and later Providence.
After mid-century, masons established lodges beyond port cities which, in the words of
masonic historian Stephen Bullock, "helped bolster the social and cultural position of
interior elites." The Massachusetts Modern Grand Lodge constituted only five lodges
outside of Boston in its first sixty years of existence. From 1792-95 alone,
Massachusetts masons founded twenty two more lodges.
94 Masons of Franklin county
founded Harmony Lodge in Northfield in 1796. The population of Northfield and
surrounding towns grew dramatically between 18 10-1820 as did the roster list of
Harmony Lodge. The careers of John Nevers and Richard Colton suggested a partem.
KFF, March ll,1833;Apri 18,1833.
^Masonic Mirror,Feb.4, 1832; Records of Harmony Lodge, Northfield MA; FF,
Jan.9,1832.
^Bullock, Revolutionary Brotherhood, p.47-48,99, 102.
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Nevers arrived in Northfield in 1 894, joined the lodge, and served as postmaster from
1 808- 1813 Nevers joined the the county Democratic-Republican party machinery, and
was rewarded the post of District Attorney in 1811 During the late 1820's, Nevers
name appeared in the press as a National Republican and Whig organizer. 95 Colton, a
wagon and plowmaker, surveyor and deputy sheriff, arrived in Northfield from
Springfield in 1811. He rose to Royal Grand Master of Harmony Lodge during the
antimasonic years, and affiliated with the National Republicans in the same period. 96
Deerfield, on the other hand, did not host a lodge, and the Hoyts were an old Deerfield
family.
A second area that masons did monopolize was the press. The Freeman reported
and lodge records corroborated that Ansel Phelps, editor of the Greenfield Gazette and
Franklin Herald was Grand Master of the Royal Arch Chapter in Greenfield. The
Freeman voiced the same concerns which delegates to State conventions articulated
concerning the press. Franklin antimasons argued that the Constitution elevated the
press to a preminent position, as the sole group of citizens exempt from limitations on
rights. Masons had abridged these rights with their monopoly. The Freeman observed
proudly that antimasons had established new papers ("free") ail over the country such
that now one sixth of the American press was devoted to the cause. The Freeman
though, admitted that it was still subject to masonic monopoly since the "lucrative"
^Greenfield Gazette and Franklin Herald, Sept. 19, 1 834;
Sept 1 8, 1 83 3,Aug. 1 5, 1 832;George Sheldon and Sydney Temple, A History of
Northfield blA, (1874),p.506; Northfield Historical Museum, Post Office Archives.
^Harmony Lodge Records, Temple and Sheldon; GG and FH, Sept. 17,1833; March
30, 183 l,Oct.2 1,1834.
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business of Court advertising was still confined to the masonic press, six months after
the Freeman 's first edition. 97
The Hoyt's local campaign mostly paralleled themes developed in State conventions
with one exception. Although the Freeman carried articles with religious themes, the
Hoyts themselves defied the Orthodox profile which Paul Goodman established for
Connecticut Valley antimasons. The Hoyts attended the Unitarian Church, while
neighboring Orthodox Greenfield harbored little antimasonic sentiment. Hoyt's obituary
in the Unitarian Christian Register noted that he had been the oldest member of the
State Senate and described Hoyt as "decidedly liberal in his views of Christian
doctrine. " Church records charted his affiliation with the Unitarian First parish in
Deerfield. This church was described as "the first distinctively out-spoken Unitarian
Church in the State." Epaphras too exhibited "liberal" religious views, visible when the
First Parish Church hired its first Unitarian minister in 1807. Hoyt criticized the group of
Deerfield residents who petitioned to be set-off from the Parish in that year, declaring,
"shall a few illiterate fanatics aided by a bigoted clergy drive from this part of our state
almost the only man that professes as system of rational religion which approximates
towards rationality?" 98 These words resembled typical masonic condemnations of
religious antimasons. Franklin county antimasonry, as elaborated by Epaphras Hoyt and
his newspaper, focused chiefly on masonic domination of local offices and economic
decline of merchants, farmers and mechanics. Franklin antimasons however, did attract
voters who objected to the lodge for religious reasons.
97/7r,Oct.29,1832; Oct.24 and 31,1831; March 5,1832.
^Hoyt Family Papers, Sheldon, p.785;Peterson, p. 7.
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The Freeman incorporated county-wide religious dissent by publishing notices such
as the Shutesbury and Wendell Baptist Association's decision to ban masons from their
churches The paper carried numerous, former masons' denunciations of the lodge,
who stressed the incompatibility of masonry with Christianity, and by extension, with
civil law and republican government. The Freeman too, connected the lodge with
Illummati, the dissolution of conjugal and parental bonds, and the decline of a moral
universe and religion. Apparently, the Hoyts swallowed their former aversion to
religious "fanatics" and a "bigoted clergy" in exchange for political support and no
doubt, funds for the movement."
Franklin antimasons supported Baptist and Presbyterian antimasonry yet, like
masons, they distinguished sharply between Protestant Christianity and Catholics The
Freeman warned of the Catholic threat to republicanism. It carried an article warning
readers against Catholic influence Catholics were on the increase, particularly in the
deep South. This increase of Catholics could result in "moral miasma" throughout the
country. Catholic "pestilential exhilation" was a blot on American society. 100
Clearly Catholics were not to be included in the antimasonic campaign for
restoration of natural liberty and individual rights. The Freeman was careful to draw the
line too, between the will of an elected representative and his constituents. A revealing
article which speaks to Bullock's theory that antimasonry posed a challenge to the idea
that elites lead, addressed the question of whether representatives should be governed by
the will of constituents. The Freeman responded negatively. A legislator should remain a
"FF, Nov 19,1832; Feb.6,1832; Dec 5,1831; Nov 21,1831.
,00FF, Aug.8,1832.
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freeman, and not be a party tool A legislator should change his mind to act in the best
interests of the country He should not be subject to "unjust" censure for not responding
to his electorate's will. The Freeman declared that a legislator should cast aside fear of
despotism and aristocracy, and notions of "sacredness of rights The Freeman
insisted that the legislator should not be governed by less-informed, weaker people, who
were motivated by private interest and selfish principles."" Antimasonic leadership,
while incorporating issues of equality in the economy and public offices, did not intend
to serve an unreliable public opinion As antimasonic leaders championed producers and
scientific and industrial progress, they hoped to temper selfish individualism. The Hoyts
looked back on a period which they perceived as more economically and socially
homogenous, where economic interests of society were less disparate and when voters
held a more unified view of politics and public economy, unenticed "by the specious
allurements of an everchanging world. nVC
Antimasons promised to restore the system to its former alignment, to recreate an
equitable republic, stripped of monolithic masonic political, economic, and religious
immorality Yet antimasons did not, as Bullock suggested promote the rationality and
reliability of unstewarded public opinion Antimasons expressed the same antipathy
towards unbridled public opinion as masons While they claimed to represent a more
inclusive public than masons, antimasons too, considered themselves moral stewards of
the Commonwealth..
W]FF, Feb 25,1833
mFF, March 11.1833
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A half-century after the United States antimasonic controversy, male citizens ofthe
Third French Republic would permanently attain universal manhood suffrage. French
masons, like American masons, were situated in positions of political authority within
both chambers of the new French Parliament, and within the Republic's civil and military
administration. French masons would also be challenged by an antimasonic movement
involving religious, political and economic dissent. French masons and antimasons
though, were separated by a vast cultural chasm, a fact which would inform the nature
and outcome of French antimasonry
CHAPTER 3
'SOPHISTS OF DISBELIEF AND IMPEETY" AND "THE
CORRUPTION OF THE POPULAR CLASSES" - FRENCH
ANTIMASONS OF THE THIRD FRENCH REPUBLIC
In late August of the year 1900, a French Catholic editor of the journal A Bos Les
Tyrcnis.', compared French society to America of the 1820's. The editor, Louis Daste,
suggested that masons exerted the same strong influence over elections and the
appointment of civil servants in France, as American masons had in the I820's. Daste'
invoked the example of the American antimasonic political movement for his French
readers. He argued that William Morgan had suffered the same fate at the hands of
masons, as Europe had suffered at the hands Italian masons Mazzinni, Garibaldi and
Crispi. These men had conducted a "political assassination" of European society. The
antimasonic editor noted that the Americans were initially successful in toppling "the
masonic parasite." Daste concluded that Yankee naivete, combined with "the walls of
servitude" imposed by the lodge on American society, permitted the eventual resurfacing
of masonry. Daste used the American outcome to introduce his own antimasonic theme,
"the assassination of our country" by freemasons, or "international valets ofJewry." The
Dreyfus Affair plagued French politics in that year, and the anti-Dreyfusard and
anti-Semitic Daste used the American resurgence of masonry by the I850's to ask,
"...does it not smell of the same judeo-masonic odor as the numerous new facts ...that
garnish the Dreyfus Affair9" Daste observed that after all, masons had engineered the
naturalization of Jews in 1791.'
'/} Bas Les Tyrans! #20,Aug.25,p.4-5;Sept. 1, 1900, p.5-7;#32,Nov.24, 1900,p.2-4.
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Daste's article introduced several components of French antimasonic ideology,
formulated during the two decades preceding the separation of state and Church in France
(1904). This was the period of Republican political dominance in the new Third French
Republic. Daste painted masons, and by extension Jews, as murderous manipulators of the
elective process, who practiced a duplicitous selectivity in choosing members of the state
bureaucracy. The scope of antimasonry though was far wider than Daste's accusations of
masonic political partisanship. Antimasons protested all Republican legislation as
"masonic," attributing to masonry a hostile and false moral culture. French antimasons
equated freemasonry with the worst sort of "liberalism." Antimasons complained that
masonic liberal partisans "refuse all obedience to God, be it public, private or domestic
life." At the same time, these men "give to the state an unlimited and despotic power."
Or, as another antimason wrote in April 1887, "..no epoque more than our own, has
spoken more of liberty, no epoque practices more obligation. Man in France, is under the
hands of State, almost his entire life." :
"We are in a state of civil war," wrote one antimason in the heat of a local battle
among merchants in 1903. Antimasons framed their campaign as a non-partisan war, with
the ultimate goal being the annihilation of the lodge. They cultivated ties with all parties
and classes, to defend what they termed "French" culture against masonic culture. An
antimason described the struggle in April of 1889: "The war of opinions and ideas is not
like a material war, confined to a place in space; it extends to all places in the land and the
battle unfolds each day and at each hour of the day... and it is often at the most
imperceptible point that the fight is hottest." Antimasons waged their fight in all realms,
zLa Franc-maconnene Demasquee, June 18, 1888,#52, l45-46;July, 188,#53, p.2 10; April
1887, #38
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as they sought to recapture political, social and economic authority in France, by ousting
masons (and Jews ) from supposed control of the State. 3
Masons and antimasons espoused two entirely different definitions and boundaries of
public culture. Republican masons championed a moral polis which included a secular civil
and military adminstration, and secular state schools and hospitals. French antimasons
promoted a "Catholic" moral order as they defended Catholic educators, miltary officers,
civil servants and hospital staff They campaigned for continued Catholic jurisdiction over
French educational, military and civic institutions. French amimasonic anxiety concerning
what constituted a public affair and who was to control public morality, included attacks
on Republican legislation on military administration, training and service, hospital
administration, education and teacher training, the income tax, foreign policy, holidays,
banking and even on a proper funeral. Antimasons charged masons with destroying "the
French soul, intelligence, military and finances." They complained of a pervasive extension
of masonic Republican culture into finances, cultes, the army and the judicial system.
4
French antimasons, like the American Mason Caleb Atwater, understood the
significance of the vote, although they framed it quite differently than Massachusetts had
masons. One French conservative antimason argued that universal suffrage was the
"jewish-masonic weapon" which brought masons to power and ensured their continued
dominance. An antimasonic priest concluded from this assumption, that in a country
where 3,500,000 Christian voters faced 150,000 masonic "terrorist" civil servants, the
clergy should contribute positively to elections, particularly in rural parishes. He
3A Bos Les Tyrans!, Demasquee, April 1889,p. 1 10.
*Demasquee, March 1887.
contended that the clergy had both the right and duty to enter debate in "public questions"
and the clergy "must form the conscience of voters, and enlighten them in their duties of
citizenship.
"5
In this project of persuading and educating their new constituencies,
antimasons aligned themselves with certain cultural concepts as distinct from masonic
cultural precepts. Antimasons rallied around the notion ofLa Patrie, founded upon their
heroine of Christian France, Joan of Arc. They contrasted their Catholic-based notion of
La Patrie against masonic "cosmopolitanism" founded upon the legendary mason Hiram.
Antimasons juxtaposed "Christian" morality against masonic secular morality. They
championed Catholic or "good" bourgeois while they negated masonic or "bad"
bourgeois. Antimasons defended Catholic "charity" against masonic "fraternity." They
furthered the concept of Christian "duty" as they rejected masonic emphasis on "rights."
The primary enemies of antimasons were of course, masons, but specifically
Republican masons who did in fact, hope to engineer profound changes in French public
culture That Republican masons acted politically to achieve goals outside the lodge was
indisputable. A study of French antimasonry must begin with this masonic mission and the
Republican vision in tum-of-the-century France. Lodge records, published works of
Republican masons who occupied influential posts in the government, and Republican
legislation testified to the confluence of French Republicanism and masonic "fraternity."
Antimasonry, a movement articulated by a disparate minority of French monarchists,
clergy, Republicans, former masons, women, military officer, journalists, and "Catholic"
bourgeoisie, was in part, a response to Republican legislation, and the interdependence of
La France Chretienne, 1 888, p 581,1301 -02.
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the lodge and Republicanism. French antimasons also articulated hostility and anxiety
generated by industrialization, large capital and a market economy They presented
economic dislocation as another type of tyranny, abetted by the "masonic Republican" and
Jewish "plutocracy Antimasons also converged as conservative, French nationalists,
reacting to moral and ethnic pluralism in the Republican State.
The Paris Grand Orient and "Republicanization"
A century and one half after the establishment of the first National Grand Lodge of
France in 1743, French masons numbered twenty five thousand. Masonic ranks in 1893
included only five thousand more men than in the year 1 773, the peak of
eighteenth-century masonry Eighteen thousand masons affiliated with the Grand Orient
(including two thousand abroad), six thousand belonged to the Supreme Council while
another two thousand were linked to the Grand Loge Symbolique. 6 Masons still
maintained their autonomous and independent status within French society, despite
attempts by Napoleon I (1799-1815) and Louis Napoleon (1850- 1870) to draw the
institution under State control. Napoleon I bridled the lodge under his military leadership
with the installation of Fouche as Grand Master. Emperor Louis Napoleon tried
unsucessfully to persuade the Grand Orient to apply for official recognition by the
government and then issued a decree naming Marechal Magnan (not a mason) Grand
6
Paul Copin-Albancelli, La Franc-Maconnerie el la Question Religieuse. (Paris Perrin et
Cie, 1892) p.71.
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Master
7
By the I880's though, the situation of the French lodges had been considerable
altered. What had changed was the government of France, and the political disposition
and social composition of French lodges Masons clearly occupied influential political
posts as part of the new Republic. The social segregation between nobles and haut
bourgeoisie and the lesser bourgeoisie visible in eighteenth-century lodges was gone. The
old elite had been replaced by men of various social origins.
By all accounts (masonic, non-masonic and antimasonic) the masonic lodge of the
Second Empire and the Third Republic was no longer a melting pot of diverse political
inclinations, but an exclusive haven for French Republicans. The mason-historian Alec
Mellor claimed that during the forty-year span from the late 1870's up to World War I,
the Grand Orient was "the veritable government of France under the mask of the official
government of the country."8 Masons-historians Fauche and Ricker characterized the
years 1899 - 1905 as "'the temporal triumph of masonry ."9 According to antimasons,
French "Republicanism" and masons were interchangeable, the latter propelling all
legislation of the Third Republic.
Masons held high-profile political positions as they led successive governments of the
Third Republic For example, in early 1 879, mason Jules Grew was elected President of
the Republic Numerous ministers of his government belonged to the Grand Orient,
including Leon Say (Minister of Finance), Gresley (Minister of War), Jules Ferry,
7Fauche and Ricker, p 301 -3 1 1
.
'Mellor, p. 143.
Tauche and Ricker, p. 380
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(Minister of Public Instruction), Elie le Roger (Minister of Justice), Goblet (Under
Secretary of State) and Lepere (Minister ofCommerce and Agriculture). In 188 1, more
masons occupied key government positions. Leon Gambetta served both as President of
the Republic and presided over the Grand Orient's governing body, the Conseil d'Ordre.
Henri Brisson was President of the Chambre (the legislative body elected by universal
suffrage), while Leon Say was President of the Senate ( the smaller body of the French
government elected indirectly). Masons held key government positions under Gambetta. 's
government including Jules Cazot (Minister of Justice), Allain-Targe (Minister of
Finances), Paul Bert (Minister of Public Instruction and Cultes), David Raynai (Minister of
Public Works), Maurice Rovier (Minister of Commerce and the Colonies), Paul Deves
(Minister of Agriculture), Eugene Spuller (Under Secretary of State and President of the
Council of Foreign Affairs), and Felix Faure (Under Secretary of State for Commerce and
the Colonies). 10
The career of three-time president of the Grand Orient's Conseil d 'Ordre and 1899
vice-president of the Senate, Frederic Desmons, mirrored both the changing social origins
and the political priorities of French masons from the reign of Louis Phillipe (Napoleon
III) through the first three decades of the Third Republic. Desmons (b. 1832) was bom in
the mostly Protestant village Brignon (Gard), one comprising mostly small and medium
landowners, artisans and rural bourgeoisie. In 1851, Desmons graduated from the Ecole
preparatoire ai minstere evangeliqiie, a Protestant secondary school in NTmes He moved
on to Geneva's Faculty of Theology, Letters and Science for a year, and then to the
"Tauche and Ricker, p. 364,368.
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Faculty' of Theology for the next four years Upon completion of his theological studies.
Desmons occupied several different ministerial posts until settling at Saint-Genie (Gard)
in 1881 "
During the I860's and 70's. Desmons devoted much of his energy to two religious
debates centering on freedom of conscience As a Protestant minister, Desmons publically
entered the debate fermenting among "liberal" and "orthodox" French Protestants He
sided with the liberal Protestant clergy, when he published a pamphlet criticizing the
centralizing tendencies of Orthodox Protestant clergy Desmons argued in this publication
for the rejection of "all kinds of human formulation, accepting only the sacred book," and
he advocated "the most complete and individual independence in matters of faith.
"
i: The
centraiity of choice and individuality in matters of religion would become a lifelong
vocation for Desmons, both in the lodge and as a politician.
Desmons and others temporarily split with the Orthodox majority, and met with the
Minister of Cultes to discuss the possibility of forming their own national church. The
dissenting ministers did negotiate a partial reconciliation. Desmons would continue this
fight for freedom of conscience throughout his career He spearheaded the successful
movement to eliminate all religious oaths from the Grand Orient's Constitution during the
I860's and 70's, and then joined the Republican campaign to laicise French society in the
1880 s and 90's.
"Daniel Ligou, Frederic Desmons et Im Franc-Maconnerie Sous la 3e Republique.
(Paris Librairie Gedalge. 1 966) p. 1 5-30
i:Ligou, p.45.
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In 1861, Desmons joined the Loge de St. Genie. It was in the 1 860 's that the Grand
Orient first entertained discussion on dropping the religious vows from its Constitution.
In 1 867, the Convent rejected such proposals and voted to maintain the clause,
"Freemasonry has for principles the existence of God, the immortality of the soul and
human solidarity It regards liberty of conscience as a right belonging to each man and
excludes noone for his religious beliefs." 15
In 1875, the lodge La Fralernite Progressive of Villefranche-Sur-Rhone, brought the
issue before the national Convent once more. The Conseil d'Ordre refused to consider the
request in July of 1 876. The Convent of the Grand Orient, which represented delegates
from lodges throughout France, convened a month later for its annual two-week session.
A nine member Commission studied La Fraternite Progressive 's petition. The
Commission voted five to four against it, but the vote demonstrated substantial division
over the role of religion in the lodge. Throughout the remainder of 1876 and into 1877,
masons debated and voted on the issue in local lodges. In September of 1 877, the Convent
again took up the question of the Villefranche-Sur Rhone petition That year, Frederic
Desmons served on the nine member Commission, and that year it voted to eliminate the
religious vows from the Constitution (6-3 ). By this vote, masons removed all religious
references from the Constitution. They replaced the article cited above, with
"Freemasonry, an essentially philosophic, philanthropic and progressive institution, has for
its object the research of truth, the study of universal morality, science and the arts and the
exercise of bienfaisance. " (Here it is important to note the use of bienfaisance and not
l3
Ligou, p.33-52, p.60, p .80
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the word charite, which had religious connotations.) The article continued with the
statement, " It has for principles absolute liberty of conscience and human solidarity." 14
Desmons addressed the Convent explaining why the Commission voted for the
constitutional changes. He compared the work of the lodges with scientific endeavors.
When scholars met to study a scientific question, they were not obliged to use a
theological formula as the basis for their laws. They studied science, independent of all
dogmatic or religious ideas. De"smons concluded that masonry, like science, was above
theological dispute. The institution was open to all those "'disinterested" and conscientious
searchers for truth.
Another mason also explained the decision in terms of science. He argued that science
was neither deist, atheist, materialist or spiritualist. The basis of science was positive and
demonstrable truth, and this truth rendered it superior to all philosophy and religion.
Masonry resembled science because it too, was predicated upon a principle which rose
above theology and politics - the sentiment of human solidarity. The masons re-defined
Companion 's masonic fraternity on a purely scientific basis. "Fraternity and tolerance,
here is our religion, we have no need of another, because all religions and all philosophies
disappear to states infinitely small before these universal motors of human progress." 1,
French masons still adhered to Enlightenment masons' interest in morality, truth, and
science, but fraternal progress as a scientific project, became the motivating force for
masonic activity This new specifically French, masonic agenda required first the
elimination of all religious influences within the lodge. Masons would then move towards
,4
Ligou, p 85-92
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the elimination of all religious influences in public culture, in their effort to cultivate a a
new fraternity of French citizens. The new legislative impulse would necessitate a moral
redefinition of state and "La Patrie."
Masons' scientific project to re-order human solidarity within the lodge, became none
other than "republicanism" outside the lodge. Desmons' political career demonstrated the
intersection of masonic and republican ideaJs. In 1881, he turned to national politics
outside the lodge, while retaining his leadership role within the Grand Orient. He proposed
the abolition of the Senate, which was characterized by indirect elections and life
membership. He promised to replace all State administrators with Republican civil
servants and return more local authority to departments and communes. Desmons
campaigned for expanded freedom of the press, conscience and association. He endorsed
obligatory, secular and free primary instruction, and free secondary instruction for those
who passed examinations. He advocated the separation of Church and state, the
elimination of immoveable magistrates, the implementation of a more equitable income
tax, the reduction of military service and the elimination of voluntary one-year military
service. Desmon's platform included the abolition of the death penalty and the election of
judges and mayors. He promised workers improved living and working conditions, and
supported the creation of national funds for the elderly and sick, or injured workers
French Republicanism covered a wide spectrum from conservative, to "opportunist"
and to radical, and certainly Desmons did not command the support of all masons on all
issues. However, Desmons was representative of masonic reformers of the Third Republic,
in his bourgeois origins, in his efforts to "laicise" French society, and in his program to
"republicanize" the French civil service and the military. Desmons and other masons,
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sought to reorder civil and military administration, schools, public works, courts and La
Patrie around the newly defined fraternal priniciple.
French antimasons would target Republicanism as the source of all French problems
Not all masons were Republicans and not all Republican measures were masonic in origin
or intent. Antimasons nonetheless, imputed certain attitudes to all masons, and by
extension all Republicans. A brief overview of Republican legislation in the period up to
the separation of Church and state in 1904, will help locate antimasonic perspective.
The Third Republic was established September 4, 1 870, following Emperor
Napoleon Ill's capture at Sedan. During the first portion of the I870's, monarchists and
Republicans shared political authority. In 1876, Republicans gained a majority in the
Chamber of Deputies, as French voters sent 371 Republicans to the Chamber, out of 5 14
deputies. French Royalists retained a majority in the Senate. By 1879, Republicans
dominated both chambers of Parliament. However the voting statistics in this new era of
mass politics, reflected a divided populace. Republicans earned 4, 300,000 votes in 1885,
next to the 3,500,000 votes cast for "Righfcandidates.' 6
The first laws of the Republican majority reduced the influence of the Catholic
clergy and religious orders in French education. Republicans would continue to curb
religious influence on education throughout the next decades. An ! 880 law, prohibited
Jesuits from teaching in France. By 1 882, Parliament extended the prohibition to the
teaching of any religious education in private schools, and established free, compulsory
primary education. Legislation in 1 886, barred the clergy and religious orders from
16R D Anderson, France 1870- 19 14 Politics and Society, (Boston: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1977) p. 105 and Roger Williams, The French Revolution of 1870-7/.(New York:
Norton, 1969)
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teaching in state schools In the year 1901, Radical Republicans (the government of mason
Emile Combes) ordered the dissolution of all religious orders and the confiscation of
religieitse property. In 1904, the government prohibited all members of religious orders
and clergy from teaching in any school.
During the years 1881-1889, French Republicans enacted part of the legislation
promoted by Frederic Desmons in his political campaign. The government broadened old
press laws and the right of public meeting. Republican legislation legalized divorce and
trade unions, abolished life membership in the Senate and altered the system of choosing
mayors. Formerly, the prefect appointed the mayor. According to the new legislation,
popularly elected municipal councils could now elect the mayor. Republicans promulgated
limited legislation for workers. (There were about 7-8 million industrial workers in 1906 )
Workers gained the twelve hour day with the Revolution of 1848. Nearly half a century
later, in 1 897, women and children won the ten hour day, although this law permitted
dispensations in certain industries. Other "Radical" legislation included 1 898 industrial
accident insurance, a 1899 law providing for abandoned children and the insane, and 1893
provisions for the sick and indigent. Workers gained the ten hour day in 1904, a
compulsory weekday's rest in 1906, and old-age pensions in 1910. A progressive income
tax was established in 1914. Antimasons would fight all of the above Republican
legislation typically labeled "anticlerical." Their presses did not reflect specifically
opposition to worker legislation, although they suggested an intense local competition for
municipal and rural workers' political loyalties. Debate on the amelioration of worker
standard of living did provoke public debate concerning the merits of Catholic charite
versus masonic fraternity or 'human solidarity." .
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Eugene Weber provided a broader context for Republican activity in France during the
Third Republic in his memorable work, Peasants Into Frenchmen; The Modernization of
Rural France 1870-1914. Weber described a process of acculturation in France during the
years 1880-1920 The period marked a transition from traditional to modern in rural
France Weber asserted that the values of urban French civilization were transmitted to the
countryside during this period. French culture became national, through the vehicle of
roads, railroads, schools, markets, military service, and the circulation of printed money,
goods and reading materials. 17 Popular and elite culture merged as migration, schools,
politics and economic development "brought suggestions of alternative values and
hierarchies,"and stimulated a shift from local to national commitments To Weber, the
movement of this process was urban to rural, with material change preceding cultural
change Weber quoted Leon Gambetta, (a mason and leader of this process), who
repeated an old theme of Enlightenment masons. Gambetta suggested in 1871, that
peasants were "intellectually several centuries behind the enlightened part of the country"
and concluded that "the means of their moral progress" was material prosperity. 18
Weber approached this acculturation project from all directions. Small changes such as
the decreasing number of wolves shot each year denoted larger changes, such as the
building of roads, deforestation, and the expansion of railroads and highways. He noted
shifts in the use of money, from local barter and "woolen-sock saving" to banks and cash.
Bank deposits increased ninefold during the years 1882-1890 and again by 1897. Money
circulation less than doubled from the end of the Second Empire to 1887, while from
' 7Eugene Weber. Peasants into Frenchmen The Modernization ofRural France
/S70-/9/V.(Stanford:Starrtbrd University Press, 1976) p.486-93
18Weber, Gambetta quoted from Discours et Plaidoyers Politiques, 2, ( 1 88 1 ) 22,20.
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1887-95 it increased six hundred percent. Weber observed the same process with
language. Weber included the nationalization of language as part of acculturation. He
observed that the French language, "marched through the Breton peninsula, moving
slowly but surely among the highways, then the railways from Rennes to Nantes to Brest.
It spread outward in growing circles from ports and naval installations like Brest, from
adminstrative centers like Amens, and generally inland from the coast." 19 The
nationalization of the French language, 1881 legislation on road building, and Jules
Ferry's education reforms all proceeded from the same nationalizing impulse.
Antimasons of the Third Republic, like Weber, believed that masons were conducting
an acculturation project. Unlike Weber, they did not see this as a civilizing process. The
antimasonic editor of the journal A Bas Les Tyrans! likened the antimasonic war in mid
1904 to the Russo-Japanes War. Editor Louis Daste termed the war one of "races and
civilizations," embodying a battle between "civilized Christians and the half-barbarians of
the Far East." :" Antimasons believed that masons, in many guises, threatened French
civilization itself. This fear extended in part, from the visible presence of masons in the
French civil and military service, and from the mounting evidence that masons devised a
legislative and political agenda within the lodge.
The cover page on an antimasonic journal in July of 1900, reflected this antimasonic
fear of masonic political intrigue within the lodge. A cartoon depicted two French
bureaucrats, standing in front of a desk and discussing the merits of a civil service. One of
the men, the Under-Chief of the division stated, "He had twenty one years of service. But.
19
Weber,p.p.9,37,38,40,quote p.82.
*A Bas Les Tyrans!, Feb.27, 1904 p.2.(Herafter: A Bas)
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he is neither jew, nor freemason, nor protestant. He is only French." The Chief responded
to the Under-Chief, "That's enough, pass to another."
21 Antimasons repeatedly protested
this type of fraternal nepotism or, in their words, political "despotism " The antimasonic
press singled out masons such as Senators Desmons and Arago, for public comments
denouncing Catholicism, and portrayed them as crusaders against religious faith. They
quoted Gambetta's anticlerical statements and cited in particular the declaration of the
deputy from Seine-et Oise, Albert Joly, "it is necessary to be Republican or clerical" as
clear evidence of the masonic anticlerical agenda. Antimasons labeled the mason and
Minister of Public Instruction, Paul Bert, a "laicisateur harnettx" and a "notorious
Freemason." In order to understand these accusations more clearly, it is helpful to
consider the public activity of masons, in relation to Republican legislation. Antimasonic
charges of political tyranny were not entirely unfounded, and moreover, the masonic
culture which Fichte had once termed "secret culture" was quite similar, if not
synonomous with the new "public culture" legislated by Republicans.
Towards a Civic and Moral EducationtThe Paris Grand Orient, Fraternity and La
Patrie
Freemasons over the centuries defined their craft as a system of morality, one separate
from the public or the "profane." Masons of the Third Republic encountered intense
opposition when they moved to legislate this morality as elected public officials. Evidence
suggests that masons adopted at least part of their legislative agenda from within the
lodge. In September of 1909, a mason Lahy, Orator ofthe Grand Orient's General
llABas
y #3, July 14,1900
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Assembly, delivered an address to that body entitled "Freemasonry and Social Morality ."
As Desmons and others had redefined fraternity on scientific priniciples, Lahy outlined
masonic removal of all religious connections from morality, on the basis of science. He
rejected the notion of a fixed, objective morality. Lahy advocated the application of this
masonic conception of morality to French politics, economics and society -
Lahy presented a contrast between masonic and religious morality He observed that
religions considered morality innate, and perceived it as an "immutable absolute," and a
necessary end. Lahy condemned the belief in pre-established rules of society as false.
Societal rules and organization developed differently according to time, country and social
class. He lectured his audience, "Good and evil are not fixed categories." Moral truths, in
fact vary among social groups within the same country. The duty of the wise man is to
seek truth and cultivate a critical spirit, in contrast to the priestly duty of conformity to the
Church's fixed truth.
Lahy drew upon what he termed "modern methods of sociology" to build his system
of social morality. Sociological methodology had identified a collective will, which
expressed the synthesis of group consciousness. Lahy added that social groups
constructed their own morals They built separate bodies of principles which govern,
professional, family, civic or religious morality. Individuals simultaneously could belong to
a number of different groups, and individually, were required to make choices whether to
follow or violate the rules of the group. Lahy suggested that this process of the
development of social morality was the result of diverse cells and synergism, rather than
-Bulletin Grand Orient de France, 1909, p.4 14-442. (Paris, Grand Orient of France).
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supernatural intervention. Individual will was limited only be "an incessant control of the
collective
."
Larry' s primary concern was how masons could contribute to the progress of civil
morality He described contemporary French society to the assembly. Lahy argued that
most groups within France had weakened. There were however, two types of social
organizations which did offer protection to the isolated French individual. He pointed to
economic sydicates as protectors of French economic interests, and to the masonic lodge.
Masonry provided a refuge from the "profane." He explicitly rejected the Church as a
source of social protection. Lahy concluded that upon leaving the profane life for the
lodge, one experienced goodwill and stability as opposed to the artificial hierarchy which
placed God at the top, and suffering creatures at its base."3
Lahy, like other masonic historians and antimasons, admitted a previous political role
for the lodge. Lahy assigned the lodge a transformative role in the French Revolution. In
this same speech, he traced lodge origins to Middle Age corporations, and not Lalande's
Templars or Companion s Biblical masons. He observed that the modern lodge had
retained the corporate philosophic and moral traditions, yet increasingly had assumed a
political role in 1 789 Lahy connected lodge activity with the constitution of a "fraternal"
and "egalitarian" French Republic. He linked the lodge to scientific achievemnts of the
past, to Renaissance "free-thinking," to Voltaire, and Encyclopedists' rationalism. Lahy
stated that at times, historically, the lodge had been required to act as a political group,
but currently, it was returning to its philosophical and moral goals.
*Bulletin, p 438.
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Lahy reminded his audience that freemasonry was not a dogma. The lodge no longer
vowed obedience to the Grand Architect of the Universe, for God was a social concept.
Masonic tradition was constructed upon symbols, which permitted individuals and groups
at any moment in history to interpret them in their own way It was the need to classify
and search for relationships which remained fixed throughout history. Lahy continued his
comparison of masonic morality with religion to further distinguish masonry from dogma.
Religions lose the ability to create an ideal in harmony with positive knowledge, for
religious morality "realizes neither present nor future." Masonic morality was
evolutionist, but secure. Lahy described this evolutionary surety to his fellow masons in a
scientific manner. "The serenity ofa man of science, in place of making for himself an
imaginary absolute, comes from the certitude that all is relative, but that each new
discovery, multiplies the chances of the exactitude of our explanations of the universe. " :4
Lahy's morality was relative, evolutionary and scientific. He issued a call to masons
assembled before him to act on this morality. Lahy claimed that Freemasonry did not
distinguish moral and speculative issues from economics. The goal of masonry was to
issue rules for happiness, and to fight to insure their application in society
" 13 Masonic
documents attested to the application of masonic morality to society. French lodges
debated social and political issues of the day and recommended political action in the
public realm. Masons vigilantly monitored and restricted membership to upstanding
Republicans and evidence confirmed a masonic employment network within the civil and
military state bureaucracy. Lodge activity extended into public instruction as well. Masons
-^Bulletin, p.438
*Bulletin, p.435-36
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published tracts on the merits of a moral education as they legislated a new approach to
public instruction.
The Grand Orient required all candidates for membership to complete a written
application and pass an oral examination. The standard application form summarized
lodge goals for prospective candidates, carrying the following statement:
The goals of the lodge are the research of truth, the study of morality,
the practice of solidarity, moral and material amelioration and the social and
and intellectual perfection of humanity. Its temples are schools of mutual
education and instruction where the most perfect equality reigns. 26
This declaration framed masonry as an intellectual and social project, and did not
specifically distinguish lodge work from society at large. The Grand Orient required a
candidate to furnish written information on his place of work, his schooling, marital status
and job The candidate was asked to list all professional and political groups with which he
was associated. He also answered whether his wife knew that he was joining the lodge,
what religion he either currently practiced or did practice, the schools his children were
attending, and his childrens' religion.
Candidates could be rejected for unsatisfactory responses. One Joseph Moutarde was
unanimously refused initiation because of his previous affiliation with a conservative
Catholic organization, La Patrie Francaise. The lodge examiners noted his "poor
impressions upon the lodge," and his lack of "intellectual culture ." Masons rejected
another candidate for his "complete ignorance of political and social questions," thus
implying a lodge political and social agenda. A lodge Libre Examen, refused the
candidate Professor Besse, for his "poor responses
"27
26Archives, Grand Orient of France^ Renaissance, Polar Star.
11G O Archives, Polar Star, March 5,1908
Masonic records did not offer more information on their rejection of these candidates,
but the implications of their iack of political reliability is clear, especially when one surveys
the issues introduced into the lodges in the early 1900's. The Bulletin du Grand Orient de
France contained debates and yearly votes taken on controversial issues of the period.
Sample vows of the Conseil d'Ordre in 1904 included the laicisation of state schools, the
inclusion of the history of religion in universities, the elimination of religious influences in
schools texts and discussionson the costs of new texts. Masons urged an abolition of
required mass attendance at the Ecole Normale, while a report by the mason Delpech
proposed government initiatives in international disarmament. The reports included a
proposal by a mason Bonnet, requesting that the government hire civil servants on the
basis of"above all, the worth of their services from the point of view of the general
interest of the Republican party " 28
Antimasons accused masons of employing only Republican civil servants, a practice
attested to by Bonnet. The Grand Orient did circulate standard recommendation forms for
masons who sought new positions. The form stated, "We warmly recommend one of our
most devoted members F . .." and masons filled in the particulars. Masons
commonly used these forms for civil service jobs. In April of 1905, a Dr. De Lambert
requested a job at the Enfants Assistes de La Seine. On March 29, 1906, one Ricards, who
worked for the department ofPostes and Telegraphs sought entrance into the service of
Coutentuietcc. In another case, a former master of the lodge L 'Etoile Polaire, Bachelt,
requested a new position being created at the College Chapitai Bachelt sent his request
to a fellow mason who also served as President of the Paris Municipal Council. Records
^Comte Rendu aux A teliers de la Feld&ation du Grand Orient des Traveaux, 1 906, p . 63
,
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indicated that Bachelt's letter was forwarded to three other Municipal Council members,
Henri Rouselle, Cherius and Lauiprie It appeared that Bachelt's request was considered,
for the head of the Municipal Council received a letter from the Director of Primary
Instruction for the Department of the Seine, stating that Bachelt would be considerd for
the job once the position was created.-
Individual cases only suggested a masonic employment network. The case of a mason
Petitebon, member of L Etoile Polaire, provided more evidence of lodge connections
with civil service appointments, and also indicated that masons expected this pay-off, as
part of their commitment to Republican ideals in the public sphere. In 1907, Petitbon
directed a letter to EC F Delpech, a Senator, and president of the Grand Orient's Conseil
d'Ordre. He requested a position in the State Algerian Railway. The master of Petitbon's
lodge dispatched letter of recommendation to (a mason) General Vadecard for Petitebon.
After several months of correspondence between masons, Senators and Petitebon, he was
turned down for the job the stated reason was age. The maximum age for the job was 30,
and Petitebon was 3 1
.
Petitebon responded to his rejection with a polite but bitter letter to Delpech, outlining
his previous involvement in Republican affairs, and his devotion to masonry and the Third
Republic. Petitebon confirmed the relationship between masons, republicansim and the
civil service. He cited cases where masons willingly bent the rules to accomodate another
mason's employment The mason Drioton, previously inspector at the West Algerian
Railroad was ordered to retire when thefiche affair (described below) exploded. Even
though Drioton was older that Petitebon, he was admitted directly to the Reseau Algerien
sG O Archives, L 'Etoile Polaire, August 24, Nov. 1907.
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D 'Etat. Petitebon apologetically denied that he intended to criticize masonic practices
However, he complained, " it is natural that masonic solidarity acts in favor of the
victims of its adversaries, but why doesn't this solidarity extend equally to all masons, is
not my case interesting, my situation, my future life, are completely broken by the
denunciation of a reactionary journal (feuille), one that persecutes masonry the most "
Petitebon suggested that he, his wife and son were in danger, but he was too far down the
masonic hierarchy for anyone to take notice of his plight. Petitebon continued, "I am a
militant republican, and how many times, exhausted by meetings, associations,
conferences, commissions and masonic meetings, I went to bed late, only to get up and
work the next day. . . but all that does not count for a humble wounded soldier, I must
remain in the abyss, victim of denunciation, I must endure the risk of it alone."
Petitebon further described his surprise and disappointment that the position was
refused to him. He had received a letter from the Chief of Personnel for the State Railroad,
which stated that the age limit obstacle "had come about because of the needs of the cause
and was only a motif of disguise." Petitebon added that the obligatory investigation by the
railroad for all potential employees "on the life and political ideas of the candidate" was
conducted, and his masonic qualities were deemed sufficient Petitebon concluded his
letter with a quote from Article III of the masonic Constitution which he believed had
been violated: "The freemason has for his duty, in all circumstances to help, enlighten and
protect his brother, even at the risk of his life, and to defend him against injustice" 30
Petitebon's letter pointed to a natural assumption underlying masonic fraternity If a
mason encountered public hostility as a result of devotion to Republicanism, masons
MG.O. Archives, Eloile Polaire October 24, 1907
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would provide protection in the form of another job Petitebon described routine political
investigations of civil service candidates, and attested to Republican dependence on the
lodge employment network. Petitebon's letter also reveaied a public backlash from the
fiche affair, and registered masonic fear of antimasonic public opinion.
Lodge archives demonstrated Republican and masonic political solidarity in the form
of civil service appoinments. Another useful source for determining masonic commitment
to social change outside of lodge meetings, came from works circulated by masons as
public servants Such works outlined how masons used the moral principles identified by
Lahy, to establish a Republican civic morality. As Republican leaders, masons identified
schools and the military as the primary means for teaching a new public morality This
public morality would provide the rallying point for French antimasons.
Antimasons correctly identified Paul Bert, Minister of Public Instruction, as a mason.
Bert outlined the masonic and Republican educative mission in his L Instruction Civiqtte A
L 'Ecole (1882). Bert opened his work by identifying the content of a moral and civic
education. He called for the study of the French Constitution, and the civil, administrative,
financial and political organization of the Republic. Schools should teach principles of the
Revolution, and the sovereignty and indivisibility of the nation. Schools must instruct
students on respect for individual liberty and equality before the law. Bert advocated the
teaching of civic principles including equal access to public employment, universal
suffrage, freedom of conscience and the "free vote of taxes." Schools must portray
political and social principles "as articles of faith and examples of absolute perfection."
Bert equated French stability with a moral education since "the common power" had
preceeded the knowledge of duties In other words, Frenchmen had gained the vote prior
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to their proper moral education. French voters must first receive moral instruction and
then continue with a civic and scientific education. 31
After this overview. Bert outlined why education was of fundamental importance to
the nation. Each nation developed its own self-knowledge and principles and its citizens
should be educated accordingly Education should cultivate a love of France, although
Ben cautioned, teachers should not present this theme as a formula with required
memorization, similar to religious dogma. Students should understand the development of
humanity over the ages and the conquest of civil and religious liberty Students must study
French heroes who facilitated this progress and truth Bert described this instruction as
both scientific and civic, for experimental proofs and "the order of the natural scineces"
could be applied equally to political, economic, and social theory.
Bert developed sample lessons for teachers which incorporated moral and civic
principles such as devotion to La Patrie. loyal military service, the payment of taxes, the
proper understanding of civil liberty, and the application of fraternity in society Bert's
treatment of civic morality directly reflected lodge principles outlined by Desmons, Lahy.
and lodge archives
Bert presented his lessons in the form of a dialogue between a teacher and young
male students. He designed his first lesson around the theme "Military Service '' The
lesson began with the introduction of new Republican military legislation The teacher
explained to students why the practice of hiring substitutes for military duty was "unfair."
Students were instructed that all citizens should be obliged to participate in military
service Bert had his teacher explain the new legislation which stipulated that all those
31
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attending special military (officer) schools such as St.Cyr or the Polytechmqiie. were
required to serve one year as a "simple soldier" before entering those schools. Bert
presented a student's response to the lesson through young "Louis." The youth
enthusiastically embraced legislation eliminating all exceptions to service (except in cases
of physical incapacity), as a "good'' law. "equal for all," and as one that would protect
France from her enemies."
Bens lesson on love of La Patrie likened national loyalty to a child's familial love and
duty . He instructed the children on the establishment of Bastille Day as the new national
holiday (legislated in 1880) as part of his redefinition ofLa Patrie upon secular principles
He opened with the question, "Do you love your mother0" His teacher proceeded to
explain that it should be the same for France "La Patrie, it is the large family of which we
are all a part. It exists in the present, existed in the past " Bert emphasized the role of
previous heroes w ho died for la Patrie. and who secured the well-being of the French
Republic Bert's teacher explained to a youth Simon, that whoever insulted your country,
insuited your mother. Students should cherish the country, or "la gratide famille" more
than one's own family Bert concluded that one was French above all. It was both a duty
and honor to serve her
Bert s L Instruction provided a sample lesson on the importance of paying taxes; the
larger message was the link between taxes and civil progress Bert's student in this lesson,
Henri, reported to his teacher that his father and uncle did not like to pay taxes. Bert's
teacher responded by comparing taxes to an insurance company Henri was told that taxes
maintained the army, and provided roads, bridges, canals and tunnels Taxes "help your
"Bert, p 9-16
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Father's trade " They provided his wine, schools, mail service and public assistance. Bert's
teacher explained to Henri that only unclothed, part-idiot savages do not pay taxes A
"civilised" society could function only by means of taxes.
Bert advised students of their civil liberties in his book. In this lesson Bert distanced
his Republicanism from socialism and communism. Bert instructed his readers that
differences such as rich and poor, large and small, and the knowledgeable from the stupid,
were "natural" and did not hinder social equality. He defined equality as when all children
"can attain the situation they merit through their work, conduct, intelligence and
education." Bert distinguished civil liberty from that proclaimed by "scatterbrains" who
propagated economic equality. Bert's social equality required equality in military service,
the payment of taxes, in voting, in public functions, in the judicial process and equality in
fortune. The latter he clarified, was when all workers could rise in wealth and the rich
could fall from wealth. 33
Bert offered a lesson on "fraternity" instructing teachers on the masonic notion of
human solidarity. He incorporated the same secular fraternity developed by masons in
1877, as they voted to eliminate the religious oath from their Constitution. To Bert, liberty
and equality were insufficient by themselves. Fraternity too was a civic affair. Citizens
must love one another as brothers and as citizens ofLa Patrie. Citizens must consider the
needs of all people in the community, and like their French forbearers, Bert advised
students to "mix your blood for a common cause." As electors, he insisted, one must vote
for France, and not a "small corner of France. Bert identified fraternity as a social duty.
Each citizen possessed a right to fraternity, and a duty for it. He distinguished his fraternal
Bert, p. 121
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principle from Catholic "charity ." Charity was an individual virtue, while fraternity was
social requirement. 34
Bert was not the only mason who directed the secularization of French education.
Ferdinand Buisson, 1879-96 Director of Primary Education, 1896-1904 Professor of the
Science of Education at the University of Paris, and 1902-1914 deputy in the Chamber,
prescribed his own method for moral education in his Manuel Geiieral de L 'Instruction
Phmaire (1896) Buisson termed the schoolmaster the Republic's "first national agent."
Buisson echoed Fichte when describing the school's mission. Buisson characterized
schools as a vehicle for the "education of the will." Teachers were to train students to act
from "inner reason" rather than external compulsion. Buisson suggestes that the
schoolmaster, "labors to forms a character as nature builds a coral reef. Molecule, by
molecule, atom by atom. There was nothing grand in the process except the endless
addition of little to little." He prescribed a three stage moral education, where the third
stage represented not an effort, but a condition.
3:>
Antimasons attacked the mason Jules Ferry as the perpetrator of anti-Catholic
legislation. As Minister of Education, Ferry instructed primary schools on the Law of
1882 He, like Bert and Buisson, described the teacher's new mission as one of
citizenship and ethics Religious teaching belonged to the family, while morality belonged
to the school Teachers should instruct in duty and right, as elaborated by the Higher
Council of Public Instruction. Ferry informed teachers that the academies had compiled
works for the teacher on moral and civic instruction. The Ministry of Education had
wBert, p. 124,127
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forwarded these works to each canton's library Ferry warned primary school teachers that
they should focus on the duties which drew men together, and not divisive dogma. Ferry
advocated the teaching of solidarity, human brotherhood, and respect for property He
re-emphasized Bert's education themes of military service and the payment of taxes 56
Jules Ferry chose Felix Pecaut to head a new school created to train female teachers
This school proved particularly problematic for antimasons. The goal was to train lay
teachers who could then replace religieuses. Pecaut, like his colleagues, defined a secular
education in contrast to religious teaching. Secularism was "the spirit of reason, the spirit
of everybody, of society as a whole, of historical traditions of every sort, the free human
or national spirit and not that of a conservative church or school." Pecaut elevated reason
as the authority in teaching, and negated what he termed "the deadly principle of
sacerdotal tutelage." Pecaut enthusiastically proclaimed that the "secularization of moral
instruction was a novelty full of promise." 37
As French Republicans removed all religious connotations from masonic
"fraternity"and morality, they redefined duty and La Patrie upon secular principles. They
preached a rational duty constructed upon a scientifically prescribed human solidarity
Antimasons, like masons, viewed Republicanization as an acculturation project However,
they did not view this as a civilizing process. Louis Daste, the same editor who compared
France to the United States in the 1820's, presented an alternative image for his readers.
Daste described a war within French society in mid 1 904, rather similar to the
Russo-Japanese war He depicted the intense cultural antagonism as a war of "races and
36
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civilizations.'^ Antimasons presented a civilizing mission vastly contrary to the agenda of
Republican masons.
Defense of La Patrie : Antimasonic Duty, Charity and "Christian" Morality
French antimasonry surfaced alongside eighteenth century lodges. Official state
condemnation emerged when King Louis XV' s minister Cardinal Fleury, banned the
lodges. Opposition to eighteenth-century lodges came from outside France as well. Popes
Benoit XIV ( 1 75 1 ) and Clement XII ( 1 783 ) issued papal bulls condemning masonry,
which the French Parlement refused to register Papal antimasonry began anew in 1821
with Pope Pius VlTs Ecclesiam, and in 1825 with Pope Leo XJTs Quo Graviora. These
papal decrees followed Napoleon Ls Concordat of 1801, when masons no longer had a
Parlement to protest a papal decision. The Concordat continued to irritate French masons
into the period of the Third Republic, and it was the Concordat masons targeted in their
drive to rid the Republic of religious influences.
Two French Catholic clerics. Abbe Augustin Barruel (1741-1820) and Monseignor
Louis-Gaston Adrien de Segur published works which condemned the lodge in 1 797 and
1867 respectively These books would help popularize antimasonry within and without
France in the nineteenth century 59 French antimasonry from the eighteenth century up to
the 1 880' s came from a few prominent individuals and the government. A larger scale
political protest erupted once masons ascended to political prominence in the Republican
state
"A Bos. Feb.27,1904, p.2.
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Abbe Augustin Barruei was bom into an ennobled family in Vivarais After attending
Jesuit schools, Barruei entered the order at the age of fifteen. He taught in Toulouse until
1 764, when the Parlement expelled the Jesuits. Barruei, 23, traveled to Bohemia,
Moravia and Vienna, and settled in Italy until his return to France in 1 774. The Jesuit
priest served in the Estates General in 1 789, and subsequently produced a series of works
Barruei published his legendary antimasonic polemic while in exile in England in 1797 He
returned to France in 1802. (The Jesuits were reconstituted in 1815 ) Banners
conspiratorial theory outlined in Memoires pour servir a I 'histoire dajacobisme % would
be quoted by American antimasons in the I820's, French antimasons of the Third Republic
and Russian antimasons in the early twentieth century. Barruei presented a distorted
history of the lodge, yet his work laid the foundation for later antimasonic presentation of
Catholic religious morality as the foundation of French culture. Antimasons would also
develop Barruers ami-Jacobin theme, and would attribute Jacobin origins to masonic
devotion to "rights" over Christian "duty " Later antimasons too, would point to Voltaire
as the antithesis of true "French" culture.
Barruei objected to masonry as a Catholic Christian and as a monarchist. He insisted
that masons posed both a political and religious threat to society. Barruei accused masons
of participating in a three-pronged conspiracy against the French throne. Catholic
Christianity and Authority. Masons and Jacobins conspired against the throne. Masonic
llluminati disbelievers struggled to replace religion and authority with anarchy. They
conspired against all religion, all civil society, property and government. Barruei rejected
the Jacobin notion that man was equal and free as "anarchical ." A coalition of Jacobins,
masons, and llluminati planned the triple conspiracy He designated Voltaire, D' Alembert,
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Diderot, and their "'protector' Frederick II of Prussia, as the principle authors of the plot
against "altar, throne and society Barruel described Enlightenment philosophes as
"sophists of disbelief and impiety " They fell into the same category as masons in their
opposition to Christianity, by their failure to distinguish between Protestantism,
Anglicanism, Catholicism and Presbyterianism Masons, a sect from antiquity, harbored
"profound hate of Christianity and monarchy ." 411
Another Catholic cleric took up the pen against masons fifty years later. Monsignor de
Segur published a pamphlet Les Franc Macons (1867) which sold thirty thousand copies
in three months, and went through thirty-six editions over the next five years. This work
was only one of at least sixty-six separate popular pamphlets written by Segur, targeting
an audience of children, apprentices, workers and soldiers. Segur also produced an eight
hundred page Instructions Familieres, and published hundreds of thousands of copies of
three other brochures. La Communion, Le Pape and La Confession. 41 His antimasonic
polemic emphasized moral, rather than political implications of lodge activity.
M Segur sketched a brief history of the lodge which was close to Jerome Lalandes
lodge history He linked masonry to the Templar order but offered a religious explanation
for its dissolution. The Pope abolished the Templars after they had been "seduced by
Turkish immorality and sacrilege " The Templars retired to Scotland, "vowing an eternal
hate and vengeance against the Pope and royalty." Like Abbe Barruel, M. Segur
predicated his Les Franc Macons on masonic "hatred" towards the Church and State.
i
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Segur identified masons as predominantly large and small bourgeoisie without
religion. This distinction between Catholic and masonic bourgeoisie would appear in later
antimasonic literature. He criticized masons for isolating men from their families, another
persistent theme in French antimasonry M. Segur associated masonry with the devil, a
third common charge which Catholic antimasons leveled aginst the lodge He warned his
readers that masons rejected God for satan, since they preached God's jealously of
Lucifer. Segur reduced the institution to atheism and satanism. He identified the center of
masonic intrigue as Italy, a theme sounded by the editor Louis Daste M Segur pointed to
Paris as the haven for French masonic conspirators.
Segur argued that the key weapon of the lodge was its press Masons had however,
invented a new weapon for the dissemination of their principles The new masonic tool
was the "professional schools" for girls Segur noted that the lodge had created two new
primary schools for working girls in Paris. They organized these schools around the
atheistic priniciple, which prohibited the teaching of religion. M Segur used the example of
the schools to contrast masonic morality with Catholic morality The "masonic"
Professional Schools advocated a universal morality for all women and men Segur denied
that morality existed without religion. He defined morality as an "accomplishment of duty"
and he stipulated that "the first duty of man is to know, love and serve God " Original -sm
obscured morality, and thus morality required religion. Segur defined fraternity as
Christian love of one another, of priests and the Pope. He provided a religious argument
for the rejection of Jacobin equality and freedom, claiming that mankind was truly equal
only before God, and only free by "becoming a child of God " Segur urged his readers to
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attack masonry through the press, by rejecting "bad" journals, by providing children with
religious education, and by preserving the family. j:
Monsignor de Segur pointed to the fundamental distinction between lodge and
antimasonic culture. The two cultures diverged around the issue of morality. Masonic
morality descended from Enlightenment separation of morality from religious dogma,
where morality was not prescribed, but discovered by each individual through a rational
observation of self and surroundings. Segur denied that fraternity was anything other than
a religious principle, which required devotion to society and Catholic clergy. Segur
established a dichotomy between Christian morality and masonic universal morality, and
offered the concrete example of the girls school as a masonic venue. Antimasons ofthe
next decades encountered a far more pervasive masonic morality, extending beyond Paris
and lodge doors and beyond two schools for working class girls.
Antimasonry as a group protest against the lodge emerged haphazardly amongst
diverse presses, and social and political organizations in the 1880's. The first journal
devoted entirely to antimasonry appeared in 1888 under the editorship of Monsignor Fava,
in Grenoble. Pope Leo XII had challenged Catholics to 'tear off the mask of
Freemasonry
,,
in an April 1884 encyclical. M. Fava answered the Pope's summons with
his journal. La Franc-Maconnerie Demasqiiee. The Catholic priest presented the lodge to
largely rural or provincial readers, as a moral evil polluting the French economy and
politics. Fava urged readers to aggressively counteract the lodge. Masons were not to be
merely ignored and avoided, but combatted. He depicted the fight against masonry as a
war ofgood versus evil, God against the Devil and truth over error. Masons had attacked
4:
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French institutions, families and property. Antimasons should expose the lodge, and
prevent their friends from joining the lodge. 43 M. Fava presented a moral message but his
journal also carried practical suggestions for waging war on the lodge. He endorsed and
publicized a series of antimasonic organizations including a newly-constituted association
for Catholic bourgeois - Les N&gociants-Voyageurs Franc-Catholique . Fava' s journal was
part of a public campaign by groups of influential bourgeoisie, aristocrats and clerics, who
hoped to preserve traditional public morality, by blocking the political, economic and
social agenda of masons such as Desmon's Republican agenda, Lahy's economic sydicates
and moral relativism and Bert's, Ferry's, and Buisson's education reforms.
A second journal to incorporate antimasonry within its pages was La France
Chretienne. established in 1 886 Editor Leo Taxhil a former mason, brought together two
older journals. La Petite Guerre and Revue Jeanne D 'Arc, through this new press. In
Taxhil's words, the former journal had articulated a political defense of French Christians'
interests, while the latter was devoted to the personification ofJoan of Arc, the "savior" of
La Patrie in the fifteenth century. Taxhil's new journal constituted another defense of La
Patrie, including documents related to Joan of Arc, articles devoted to "Christians and
Great Men," and articles attacking masonry.
Taxhil's La Fance Chretienne served as the mouthpiece for antimasonic French
Royalists, grouped around the organization Union of Christian France. This Union laid
out their general goals in an 1891 "Declaration" published in Taxhil's journal. The paper
attributed the Union's formation to the Archbishop of Paris, who summoned "Honnetes"
and Christians to their "social duty." Anti-Christian and masonic sects had deprived France
43La Franc-Maconnerie Demasqaee, January 9, 1888;March, 1 888,p 34.
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of civil, social and political liberties. Union "social duty" was to reclaim the liberties of
instruction, charity and association for French Christians. The Union mission included a
revision of economic and military legislation as well. Religion remained at the center of the
Union cause, for it contended, religion was a source of liberty. Members pledged to work
through the vote to elect men devoted to "Christianity". Religious principles ofjustice and
charity should be used to ameliorate worker conditions. Union members laid claim to
control of public assistance in this Declaration by stating that the Church remained "the
immutable guardian'ofjustice and charity. 44 The Union promised to use the pen, the
press, spoken word, conferences, and local committee organizations to deliver their
message to voters.
La France Chretienne and the Union of Christian France comprised French
monarchists and clerics. The Declaration listed names and occupation of most of the
twenty self-appointed leaders. This group included President of the Union Senator M.
Cheselong, a Senator and vice-president of the Union M.Keller, Treasure and Municipal
Councilor Ferdinand Riant, secretary of the Union and President of the Catholic Circle of
Luxembourg Barthelemy Terrat, leader of the Committee ofWork of Catholic Worker
Circles Raoul Ancel, editor of La Croix R.P Vincent de Paul Bally, deputy Count Albert
de Mun, Marquis Beaucourt, Senator Lucien Bam, Senator Buffet, deputy Count
LanJuinais, editor ofLe Monde Leve, Abel Raimbeaux of Oeuvres des Patronage, former
Senator Baron de Ravignan, president of the Association de La Jeimesse Francaise and
deputy Thellier de Pocheville, and editor in chief ofL Univers, Eugene Veuillot. These
men, through elective positions znd presses, and through their ties to charitable or
**La France Chretienne, 1888, 1085 I
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religious associations, already possessed an audience for their antimasonic campaign. For
example, Thellier de Pocheville, as a deputy to the Chamber and head of the Association
Catholiqiie de La Jeunesse Francaise, was well-positioned to disseminate Union
propaganda throughout France The Association had been formed in 1885 with the goal of
establishing links between French Catholic youths. Focusing specifically on workers'
needs, the Association labored to extend Catholic action throughout France.45
La France Chretienne outlined the Union's political platform in an article by Baron
Tristan Lambert, published in September of 1888 Lambert attributed only disorder,
isolation, instability and ruin to "the detestable dreams of the [1789]Revolution." Lambert
negated all Republicanism. He opined that the first Republic resulted in "the terror," and
the second in the bloody "June days." The Third Republic created a 38 million debt, an
inflated state budget that wasl 1000 million greater than in 1876, and a 6000 million
deficit. Lambert complained of French isolation in Europe and assigned only social crisis
to the Third Republic government It was nothing more than an illegal "usurpation" from a
prince of the Royal house and from descendants of Robert LaFort and Hugues Capet . 40
In April of 1900, a former mason, Paul Copin-Albancelli, along with Louis Daste,
furnished French antimasons with another press. This paper, A Bas Les Tyrans!
represented above all, the viewpoint of conservative French nationalists, who converged in
opposition to Dreyfus, masonic "cosmopolitanism," and any violations of "Catholic"or
"French" interests within and without France. Copin-Albancelli defined himself as an
"independent Republican and a Frenchman." He explained to his readers, "I do not write
45La France, 1891,p.l085-86,p 1314.
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as a Catholic. I adhere to no doctrine. He described his collaboration with the Catholic
Daste as an example of reconciliation for all of France. They promised readers to work
together for "Catholic liberty," and in Copin-AJbancelli 's case, "the liberty ofmy
independence."
Copin-Albancelli published a book in 1 892, La Franc-Kiaconnerie et La Question
Re/igeuse, outlining his personal opposition to masonry His stated concern was masonic
violation of the democratic process, particularly masonic disregard for public opinion. He
asserted that masons violated the sovereignty of the people by establishing "despotism of
its atheism." Copin-Albancelli reported that he left the lodge after six years of membership
to combat masonic oppression of Catholics. He vowed to inform public opinion of
masonic, secret political influence over France. Freemasonry was a privileged
organization. Masonic secrecy enabled it to "escape public judgement." He argued that the
public would never recognize the authority of the lodge, nor had they ever inscribed
masonic authority within the French Constitution. Copin-Albancelli asserted that masons
in fact, stole "the tribunal of Public Opinion" from the French people and attacked the
sovereignty of the nation. He argued that Catholics, to the contrary, endeavored openly.
He represented his work as an effort to rectify the "unequal situation."47
Daste and Copin-AJbancelli sought to rally French antimasons around a non-partisan
political cause, and to this end founded yet another organization, L 'Union Francois
Anti-Macpnnique. Copin-AJbancelli more than Daste', directed this new Union. Together
they launched a series of meetings and conferences throughout the French countryside,
introducing French antimasonry to iocal and national organizations.
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Copin-AJbancelli delivered addresses before numerous Catholic and nationalist
organizations as the Ligiie de devoirs des hommes et Citoyen. He brought the cause to
five thousand persons who attended a Lyon meeting ofAmicales de L Enseignement
Libre. He spoke to the Union de Defense Social in Cherbourg and Yvetot, to the Union
Francis Antimaconique in Fontainebleu. He addressed a Paris meeting ofLes Militants de
Devoir Chretien and in Epernay he spoke to women working on a Bulletin du Devoir Des
Femmes Francoises. He lectured a Versatile meeting ofLa Federation National
Anti-Jutve. and an Asnieres section ofLa Patrie Francaise. He appeared at a meeting in
Paris of the Commitee for Popular Action of the I Oth Arrondissement and before the
Congres des Catholiques du Nord et du Pas-de-Calais. Copin-AJbancelli reported in
January of 1904 that he had addressed over 260 conferences the previous year "1*
By 1 904, the year following his speaking debut, Copin-AJbancelli had identified his
audience and political methods more clearly His L 'Union Francaise Antimaconnique
became the more centralized Ltgue de Defense Rationale in 1904. At the same time, he
redesigned his A Bas Les Tyrans! to reach his audience, the French "masses," more
effectively. His journal published a circular outlining the newest goals and tactics for the
society Copin-Albancelli called for the creation of numerous small groups to provide
antimasonic education in all social milieus. These local groups would be instructed on
"proven" methods by Ligue leadership, and leaders would provide "precise" propaganda
Copin-AJbancelli continued his effort to attract the votes of "the most numerous class."
His goal was "the creation of an antimasonic state of mind among the masses " This
*A Bas, April 21,1900, p.2-3,June20,1903,p.3;#15, July, 1900, p.4- 5; July 4, 1903,p.4;#45.
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campaign included a new format for A Bos. Copin-Albancelli explained to his readers that
the shifting of the title page to the last page of the journal, made it easier for teachers to
post the page with "popular propaganda" for all to see and read. 49
In November of 1910, French antimasons created one more journal. La Revue
Antimaconnique, devising a new focus for antimasonry The editors of this journal framed
their mission as the generation of "public opinion" concerning international masonry,
which worked on the politics of all nations. Flavien Bremier, editor, sought to establish
international links between antimasons. Bremier organized an international antimasonic
Congress in Paris, inviting delegates from Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal,
England, Russia and Romania. Bremier opened an Institute Antimaconnique de Paris, in
1911. The Institute offered a series of courses on masonic revolutionary conspirators in
previous centuries. 50 By 1910, the antimasonic movement had cooled in France, yet
Bremier' s international antimasonry would have some impact on Russian antimasons tied
to the Union of Russian People.
Antimasons embraced a broad agenda, covering all aspects of French social, economic
and political life. A former magistrate, A. Desplanges summarized the goals of
antimasonry in 1887 He defined the movement as a response to the vast hegemony of the
masonic lodge and catalogued a lengthy list of grievances against masons. Masons sought
to "purify" the army. They destroyed the judge's bench with masonic appointments.
Masons expelled all priests and religieuses from public instruction and replaced them with
"lazy" and "atheistic" instructors They laicized public assistance as they cast sisters from
J9
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the hospitals Masons deprived the army, prisons, and public establishments of religious
assistance. The lodge precipitously increased the budget and state bureaucracy It pushed
France to the brink of bankruptcy and now masons contemplated new taxes Desplanges
charged that masons had "ruined" France and gouged La Patrie. 5 '
Desplanges and others campaigned in the name of the "popular republic" against the
"bourgeois republic" through numerous organizations. 52 French antimasons however, did
not oppose capitalism, industrialization or commerce in essence Rather, they blamed the
new leadership for the loss of Catholic public authority (economic and political) at the
local and national level. Antimasons struggled to maintain religious control over workers
and peasants and hoped to entice former recalcitrants to the fold with their economic
condemnation of the "masonocracy," through a political and theological discourse
centered around three concepts which they associated with "French" culture - "Christian
morality," duty to La Patrie, and charity. Antimasons cultivated opposition to Republican
educational reforms, to "bad" bourgeoise, to masonic "usurpers" of worker and peasant
jobs, and even funerals, all in the name of Christian morality Antimasons challenged
Republican military reform, taxes and the state banking system on the basis of a traditional
moral "duty to La Patrie. " In the process they rejected Bert's, Brisson and Ferry's
secular re-definition of duty and La Patrie. Antimasons protested Republican expulsion of
religieuses from hospitals and the Red Cross, as they defended Catholic charity against
masonic reorganization of public assistance around the fraternal principle
-
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Debate over public education most clearly demonstrated the antimasonic defense of
Christian morality against masonic secular civic morality Antimasons traced the
secularization of public instruction to Jean Mace's founding of the Ligue d'Enseigrunent
(1866) Building upon the fact that Mace was a mason, M Fava's journal. La
Franc A4aammri* Pemasquee depicted the Ltgue as the archetype of all masonic activity
It was simultaneously both open and secret, and it concealed masons' true designs.
Monsignor Fava conceded that Mace began his crusade to combat ignorance and enhance
liberty of conscience However, Fav a argued, in 1877 the Ligue shed its mask and openly
exulted in its masonic attachment Fava attributed the enactment of free, obligatory and lay-
education to Ligue activity Fava informed his readers that the "Masonic Parliament"
legislated education changes in conformity with the Ligue goals, which he described as
'the corruption of the popular classes by atheism and religious persecution " Fava
attributed sweeping authority to the masonic Ligue in his quest to expand the image of the
masonic peril He contended that many other organizations, including the Universal
Republican Alliance. Young Italy, the Communist International, the Fenians, the Nihilists
and Free-Thinking societies were formed under Ligue auspices.' 5
M de Segur had warned Catholics of "masonic" designs on teacher education, in
1S67. with the creation of the schools for women teachers, Fontenay-Aux- Roses.
Antimasons continued to campaign against masonic "takeover of "their" schools. M.
Fava's journal dated the takeover to 1848. the year the Second French Republic was
constituted Under M Pie. masons recruited impious teachers who were educated on
"pure masonic principles " Masons purposely nourished antagonism between these
^Pemasquee, March/ April, 1887
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teachers and the priest Copm-AJbancelli and Daste portrayed the continuing detonation
of priestly educative influence in the !890's, citing the case of Popular Universities In
the latter part of the decade, a non-masonic group called Cooperation of Ideas had created
the Popular Universities to further scientific and intellectual culture The Universities
initially consulted priests to consider religious questions Now, one antimason complained
the freemasons had overtaken the Universities and drained them of religious character M
A third example of masonic ''interference,, in the schools illuminated the cultural battle
at the commune level. This local clash between antimasons and masons involved two
strands of the antimasonic crusade Antimasons struggled against radicals and socialists to
maintain and expand their influence over Parisian workers and protested masonic
secularization of traditionally religious civic holidays In February 1904, antimasons
clashed with school authorities of the seventeenth arrondissement in Pans, over the
creation of a new holiday, ''the Tree of Liberty
"
Copin-Albancelli's press traced the origins of the holiday to the mason Bner, director
of the commune school in Epinett Square A Bas suggested that Bner plotted to replace
the Christian holiday L Arbre de Noel, with the masonic Tree of Liberty The local branch
of the Catholic Militants of Christian Duty organized a conference attended by four
hundred people to protest this holiday A Bas reported that masons had canceled the Tree
of Liberty holiday, owing to the Militant's efforts. Meanwhile, another Catholic group
mobilized to fight Bner's holiday The Union of Freeworkers of the 17th reproduced a
masonic memo on the holiday and circulated it amongst their members The Union
*Demasquee, Oct/Dec 1888. p 540, A Bas, #32,Nov 24,!902.p 7
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released a statement condemning the "masonic conspiracy" and urged workers
{travailleurs and ottvriers) to refuse affiliation with such 'false Brothers." 55
Masons' and conservative Catholics' competition over the Christian or secular
holidays stemmed from cultural antagonism closely tied to secular or religious
understanding ofLa Patrie. The local rivalry reflected competing economic visions as
well. The very name, the Union of ''Freeworkers" connoted competition with other union
organizations. The Union found the holiday crisis useful to set their organization off from
"masonic" or socialist trade unions vying for worker loyalty. The Catholic press found the
masonic terror useful in these local battles for control of workers' allegiances. Masons
proved a convenient weapon for explaining broader economic changes linked to expanding
industrialization. Conservative Catholics would use masonry and Jews to propagate their
dying economic vision and fading public authority. This competition over holidays
between masons and antimasons, constituted a contest for authority over the urban
populace
Antimasons described another struggle for authority in Paris, this time over the Paris
Municipal Council and Labour Exchange. Antimasons complained that Prime Minister
Millerand stole the management of the Labour Exchange from the Municipal Council. A
Bos reported that Millerand achieved this usurpation of power by including a permanent
representative of the prefecture, on the Exchange. Millerand gave his representative the
authority to dissolve the Adminstrative Commission of the Exchange. It was this
adminstrative commission that antimasons contested, and lost.
"A Bos, #66, Feb.27,1904, p.3.
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Copin-AJbancelli journal's depicted a struggle for control of Parisian workers dating
back to the late I880's. He claimed that the "masonic City Council" had founded the said
Administrative Commission in 1887, to rival the "non-masonic" National Federation of
Syndicates. This Commission became the Union of Syndicates in 1895. The Union
comprised a twenty member consultative board, which included six municipal councilors.
A Bas observed that the 1900 elections, brought six non-masonic councilmen to the board
Then Millerand, "the judeo-collectivist" issued his decree permitting his representative to
dissolve the Administrative Commision. Copin-Albancelli's journal reported the
antimasonic repsonse. They formed a new worker's exchange, the Grand Municipal
Bureau for Free Placement, alongside the "masonic" Exchange. 56
Antimasons were quick to inform workers, that since the lodge excluded worker
initiates, they in fact, were the true champions of workers' interests. In another appeal to
worker loyalty, this time reflecting the nationalist flavor of Copin-Albancelli's and Daste's
press, antimasons protested new legislation of 1898 and 1904 which stipulated
compensation for foreign workers injured in French factories. In 1898, a debilitated male,
French worker and his dependents, would receive compensation for injury. The law
extended aid to foreign workers who left France after the injury. Foreign workers could
leave France with triple compensation, but no funds would be provided for their
dependents. The new 1 898 law extended compensation to dependents of injured Italians
on the job, who left France. Antimasons presented this law as an affront to La Patrie The
journal admitted that the law established a reciprocal agreement between France and Italy,
but they added that for one French man in Italy, there were 1,000 Italians in France. The
"A Bas, #15,July 1900,p.3-4
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law was in fact "masonic gift" to Italian workers, since they would by far, derive the
greater benefits from the legislation. 57
In the case of this legislation, antimasons hoped to lure French workers to their cause
by playing upon workers' economic fears. They planted (or fanned) fears of foreign
competition for French jobs and monies among workers. They imputed the new legislation
to masonic Republicans, who they claimed, in general, laboured to deprive popular France
of liberties. Copin-Albancell and fellow antimasons used this issue as well, to support
their claim of masonic "cosmopolitanism. " Antimasons claimed that this legislation
favored Italians over Frenchmen, and was another case of masonic indebtedness to the
international fraternity.
.
The same nationalist tactics and enticements prevailed in the antimasonic rural
campaign. Antimasons this time, would appeal to peasants against another visible ethnic
minority, Jews. In 1889, Monsignor Fava issued a call to Catholic nirales ofNormandy,
Brittany, Dauphine and the Vendee to wake up and recognize what he considered the true
instigator of rural economic crisis. Jews, who had first seized control of Paris, now
worked to control the countryside from afar. His journal warned French peasants to learn
from the Russian experience with Jews. Fava suggested that Jews arrived in Russia first as
domestics Gradually, through usury and alcohol, they seized control of Russian villages.
Russian peasants resorted to summary executions of Jews. (One wonders if this was an
invitation for French peasants to follow the Russian example). Copin-Albancelli compared
the situation of Russian peasants with that of French peasants. He declared that Jews in
'A Bas. April 30,1904,p.4.
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France used the cabaret to lure peasants from their homes on winter evenings There,
peasants were poisoned by Jewish-masonic literature. 58
As antimasons had used urban economic dislocation to cultivate nationalist
xenophobia, M. Fava clearly employed the same tactics in the French countryside In the
same article, his press reported that French peasants were slowly waking up The journal
cited the Lyonnais worker who could not find employment and realized that Jews had
seized the commerce of his quarter and employed only other Jews. Fava too, hoped to
implant a distrust of Jewish credit, and then, by extension state credit. He warned peasants
to distrust credit, even with the stamp of government. 59
Antimasons advertised their mistrust ofgovernment banks in other articles. However,
while they condemned government banks as dangerous, they offered no alternatives. (The
Catholic bank Unione Generate had gone bankrupt in 1882, which accounted in part for
this distaste for state banks. ) One article declared that the least desirable means of savings
was to put money in the hands of the government, for in times of crisis, the government
could withhold the money. Another article expressed concern that the government had
ordered the Minister of War, General Andre, to hold conferences for soldiers to advertise
the merits of banks. Antimasons stressed the hazards of state banks. They observed that
the current trend towards withdrawal of savings from banks, publicized by the government
in 1903, stemmed from "bad" government politics. To antimasons, good politics
%Demasqiiee, 1888, p. 105-1 12.
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engendered stable finances, and the drop in savings illustrated the instability of
"masonic"policies. 00
Antimasons' critique of"masonic" Italian workers compensation differed from their
diatribes against Jewish-masonic collaboration. Although both propaganda campaigns
involved workers' issues and both constituted an antimasonic effort to gain worker and
peasant votes, each contained a different propaganda message. Antimasons considered
both Jews and masons heretical, non-Christians who operated on non-Christian (and even
satanic) moral precepts. Antimasons invoked duty to La Patrie as they addressed masonic
'cosmopolitanism" or French masonic complicity with Italian masons against French
workers (Italian and French workers were both presumably, Catholic). The antimasonic
defense ofLa Patrie included a defense of Christian morality, yet was specifically directed
against masonic aggrandizement of power as an internationalist fraternity.
Copin-Albancelli and others began to develop their case against masonic
"cosmopolitanism" in the late 1880's They openly accused the French government of
treason, claiming that international masonic oaths prevailed over duty towards La Patrie.
They found masons culpable for the loss of Alsace-Lorraine and the loss of French
international military prestige. One antimason wrote in March of 1887, 'the chiefs of the
cosmopolitan revolution in Europe" met in Lucerne, between October 29-31,1872. The
mason Bismarck attended the meeting. He worked together with the masonic Republicans
to weaken France. The antimasonic writer suggested that Bismarck's Kulturkamp and his
]D6masqnee, Jan 30, 1904,p 3;Oct.28, 1903,p.3.
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subsequent establishment of his masonic German Empire resembled the masonic
Republican anti-Catholic campaign. 61
Antimasons accused masons of destroying France militarily through the Republican
reorganization of the army. Antimasons viewed administrative reform of the army, like
other Republican legislation, as a threat to the "popular Republic " The military was one
more battleground for control of public morality Antimasons defined this contest in terms
of patriotic duty to Christian France. Antimasons objected to extended military service and
training, to masonic patriotism, and masonic domination of military appointments
Antimasons perceived new military service obligations as another strand of the
masonic plan to remove children from the family and orchestrate their education Paul Bert
had pointed out the importance of military trainings. M. Fava reported in his journal that
masons now subjected workers' children to a "national upbringing." Young children
entered the salle d'asile, then the obligatory school, and finally into the newly decreed
preparatory military education. Antimasons resisted the new military training for youths
ages 16-20 as "a new arm of masonic tyranny," concluding that the French citizen was
not free until the age of forty . 62
Antimasons assailed masonic patriotism They responded to masonic accusations that
Catholics elevated loyalty to the Pope over devotion to France with similar charges.
Antimasons criticized masons for betraying French national interests by negating social
duty, social obligation and respect for family Antimasons reached back into the French
past prior to 1 789, to define loyalty to La Patrie. One article claimed Clovis had revealed
6
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that the French vocation was the defense of Christianity M Fava's journal equated
masonic cosmopolitanism with Rousseau's naturalism. He concluded that in Rousseau's
state of nature, the country did not exist. The French people embraced not the legendary
mason Hiram, but Joan of Arc. 03
Antimasons accused Republican military officers and politicians of antimilitarism
offering specific examples of masonic betrayal of French international strength. One
antimason recounted that Colonel Serrail, leader of the military school St. Maixent,
routinely portrayed the army as simply a branch of the administration, and officers as civil
servants with administrative functions. He quoted Serrail as stating that the military
officer, "must in consequence have only opinions in conformity with those propagated by
the government of Republican defense." The antimason continued by noting that the same
Colonel Serrail invited the pacifist mason Lucien Le Foyer to address a military
conference. To further link masonry to antimilitarism, the antimasonic press recorded that
following the conference, two masonic lodges publically thanked Serrail for the welcome
given to Le Foyer Another antimason resentfully objected to the recent appointment of
the mason M. Berteaux as Minister of War, stating that the army was a "school of honor"
and the Lodge "a temple of lies." He called for Berteaux's immediate resignation from the
government or the lodge, as the two were incompatible. While M. Fava had attributed
German masonic influence to French Republicans, another antimason linked masons from
Anglo-Saxon Protestant countries to the French anti-Catholic project w
"Demasqute, 1 889, p 21 4-2 1 5,244.
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The most public indictment of masonic-Republican efforts to reorganize the French
military was the eruption of a national scandal involving the Grand Orient and French
Republican military officers. The "fiche " affair ( to which the mason Petitbon referred in
his letter to Delpech) was unveiled by a former mason, Jean Bidegain, when he published
his Une Conspiration Sons la Troisikme Republique, La Veriti Sur L 'Affaire Des Fiches,
in 1904. 05 A deputy in the Parliament, Guyot de Villeneuve, accused Minister of War,
General Andre, of political espionage within the French officer corps. It was Jean
Bidegain, a secretary of the Grand Orient, who had tipped off Villeneuve concerning a
collaboration between the Grand Orient and General Andre (not a mason) on the
appointment of officers. Bidegain supplied Villeneuve with thousands of files which the
military and the lodge had compiled to assess a candidate's prospects for advancement in
the officer corps. General Andre had established two lists for prospective officers - one for
advancement and another for "clericals and reactionaries." Although Andre remained
outside the lodge, he recruited masons in the surveillance project. The operation within the
officers corps was led by the mason Captain Mollier. General Vadecart conducted the
operation from within the Grand Orient. Masons reportedly had amassed eighteen
thousand files containing information on candidates' (and their relatives) religious and
political affiliations. The scandal continued inside the Parliament when the conservative
deputy Gabriel Syveton hit General Andre in the face. Syveton mysteriously disappeared
the day before his appearance in court, and conservative antimasons promptly raised the
specter of masonic assassination.
65Jean Bidegain, Une Conspiration Sous la Troisieme Republique La Verite Sur L 'Affaire
DesFiches, (Paris: La Renaissance Francaise, 1910).
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Bidegain's book detailed his role in thefiche affair and suggested the importance of
masons-turned-antimasons in the momentum of the movement. Bidegain supplied
powerful political ammunition to the antimasonic presses with his insider documentation
of a Republican-masonic link. Bidegain began his work by emphasizing the importance of
the Church in French society. He described the Church as the sole source of French
dignity and order From this conclusion, Bidegain warned that masons must be eliminated
before they destroyed the Church and thus La Patrie. Bidegain, like other antimasons,
professed his faith in absolute religious principles, lamenting that, 'Man lives with
incertitude and doubts, while the old rules by which to judge action have been destroyed."
Bidegain articulated nationalist, as well as Catholic devotion to France. He indicated his
humble peasant and worker ancestry. He defined his political interests in terms of his
Basque blood, which Bidegain claimed, represented four hundred years of "fervent
Catholicism." While Bidegain offered the typical antimasonic complaints concerning
schools, taxes and the civil service, his real obsession was with the French military.
Bidegain charged masons with espionage since 1870. This masonic betrayal included
military reform and the Dreyfus Affair, which he described as the moment when "true
France" was lost to "the foreign clan." Antimasons aligned themselves against Dreyfus (a
Jewish military officer) in this national crisis. In 1 894, evidence surfaced placing Dreyfus
as German spy. He was court martialed and sentenced to life imprisonment on Devil's
Island. The true spy, Esterhazy, was tried and acquitted. Despite public outcry, senior
military officers refused to re-open the case. Antimasons rallied around the
anti-Dreyfusards and continued to link the case to their cause years after Dreyfus was
freed.
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Bidegain perceived the Dreyfus and thefiche affairs as part of a broad masonic plan to
"denationalise" France. Masons sought to subordinate all social forces including the army
under their authority. Bidegain furnished specific lodge records to convince his readers of
this "conspiracy " He cited a pamphlet published by the lodge L 'Avenir in 1904 as
evidence of conspiracy Bidegain reported that the lodge called for the supression of
professional armies and the restriction of officers to those who attended government
schools. L 'Avenir demanded the laicisation of the military schools and the
republicanization of instruction in those schools. The lodge proposed that only loyal
Republicans be appointed to higher military offices. It recommened limiting admission to
military schools to those who had two years of prior military service. The lodge further
proposed that all military hospitals should be purged of religious influences
Bidegain offered more details of the pamphlet in his crusade to expose masonic
"antipatriotism." L 'Avenir advised that officers who expressed anti-Republican sentiment
should be removed from their positions. The lodge proposed a method for
Republicanization. The process should start with appointments of Republican professors in
schools, then in high commands, then in key secondary functions, and finally in special
corps. The lodge recommended that the army be placed under civilian direction. Military
goals must be those established by civil society. The civilian goal, was to minimize the role
of war in the interest of the nation and humanity. Officers thus, should be subject to
civilian justices rather than the military tribunal. The lodge offered one more proposal
particulalry irksome to Bidegain' s conservative supporters. It advocated the abrogation of
the 1834 law permitting officers to own their rank.
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Bidegain and other antimasons viewed these reforms with the same cultural wariness
as other Republican measures The placement of the military under civilian control would
of course, require the subordination of conservative, nationalist monarchists and
nationalist Republicans to "masonic" republican, secular culture and authority
Antimasons pointed to a second source of "denationalisation"of France, which they also
associated with masonic cosmopolitanism. While masons might be blamed for military
weakness of France, antimasons blamed Jews for economic crisis. They accused Jews
and masons of secretly collaborating to collectively rule France. Jews lusted for others'
financial concerns. They zealously created obstacles for other businesses, destroyed them,
and proceeded to take them over. Together Jews and masons had demilitarized and
'denationalised" the nation. They had industrialized the country and then transformed
France into a large syndicate or collectivist system."66
French conservatives vented their opposition to large capita] (other than Catholic
capital) on Jews. They indicted masons too, as accomplices in the moral decline of the
French populace, which they claimed, accompanied the rise of large capital. They argued
that masons replaced the notion of "duty" with the concept of "rights." Masons
encouraged the desire for pleasure at any cost. Antimasons found Jews no less guilty than
masons This "cosmopolitan plutocracy" enslaved the people. Jews used the labor of the
French populace to supply themselves with their "supreme good," or gold. A Bas
observed that during the last two decades of the the nineteenth century, large capital had
suffocated small commerce and industry The "Jewish plutocracy" then had turned on the
French people, through the arm of Freemasonry, to control popular and higher education.
Demasquee, Nov. 19,1904, p 3
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Antimasons (at the height of the Dreyfus affair) proposed that France could be saved by
"flushing the Jew from the army, as a traitor to humanity " They advocated the boycott as
another means to combat Jews and masons on the locaJ level M Fava's journal reported
that Jews and masons were boycotting stores that closed on Sundays and feast days The
journal encouraged readers to imitate Jewish and masonic methods.67
Antimasons blamed Jews and masons for social unrest amidst workers because they
propagated this notion of "right" and not "duty." They faulted "Jewish monopolies* which
created the unequal situation of rich and poor "Masonic socialists" furthered social
ferment with their doctrine of "rights." Antimasons argued that socialists who grouped
around such organizations as The League of the Rights of Man and Citizen, only debased
man and assassinated "rights." Antimasons proposed to workers that the better alternative
to socialist organizations was religious fraternity Duty would ameliorate social inequality
without engendering violence. They endorsed another society, the League of the Duties
of Man and French Citizens, to foster worker "religious" fraternity 08
Antimasons too debated Republican introduction of the income tax, using the same
language of "duty" and invoking La Paine. (It was this tax that the mason Paul Bert had
defended in his teaching manual as part of duty to La Patrie. ) Antimasons presented this
latest incursion of state as another means of masonic despotism, and defined their
opposition to it, in terms of "duty " The Antimasonic press framed this "tax on opinions"
as a tool for masons "to legally ruin even lay people " They presented a
Republican-inspired income tax as personal and arbitrary, for "those named to the public
67A Bas, Nov.3,1900, p.5-6,329; Dfmasquee, 1888,p 454
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power, will fix as they will, the income of each Taxpayer." Antimasons argued that those
who thought according to the government wishes, would be assigned a small tax, and
those who opposed it would be taxed more. They rejected the argument that an income
tax would force weaJthyfinanciers and "Jewish" bankers to pay their share of monies as
stupid and naive. One writer queried, "as ifone can suppose an instant that freemasons
will tax according to their exact revenue?"09
Antimasons provided a tactical response to the income tax for their public by
publishing letters from various readers who refused to pay the income tax, even suggesting
the treasonous nature of the tax. In July of 1903, La Franc-Maconnehe Demasqiiee,
published an open letter to the Parisian tax collector A.M.E Delpech, again incorporating
the antimasonic language of duty The antimason wrote, "I have a duty to refuse...!
renounce the last four years of Freemasonry's dictatorship." The author concluded that the
paying of taxes to support the "disorganization" of State amounted to treason. He noted
that the letter was written on Bastille day, in hopes that antimasons would some day
conquer "the modern Bastille." 70
The subtitle of Copin-Albancelli s journal was La Bastille. The cover page of each
issue carried a cartoon depicting masonry as the modern Bastille. Copin-Albancelli fueled
this perception of the income tax as the imprisonment of popular France. He published a
separate article quoting the Minister of Finance, Rouvier. The Minister admitted that he
was compelled to accept the tax legislation under orders from masons, even though it
conflicted with his own convictions and the well-being of France. Copin-AJbancelli's
^Demasquee, Nov /Dec 1904,p.3-4.
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journal published additional letters of protest against the tax. A. M. Lecasble rejected the
masonic "forced, war tribute." He urged his readers to do follow his lead If numerous
persons refused to pay taxes, bailiffs would be engulfed by work and would have little
time for freemasonry A Toulouse lawyer and former under-prefect, Charles Ebelot
submitted a letter of protest in March 1903 He likened masons to Jacobins and described
his refusal to pay taxes as a "'patriotic duty." 71
Antimasons enlisted peasant support on the issue of taxes juxtaposing the "popular"
Republic with La Patrie, and the income tax with the masonic "bourgeois" Republic M
Fava published a letter in 1 888 from a peasant who reportedly attended a meeting in
Montnoullon on taxes. Organizers of the meeting informed attendees that of every 1000
francs produced in the fields, the State, in some form took 333 francs. The peasant
informed his readers that the Republic took one out of three sacs of wheat cultivated, to
finance free, lay education. The peasant writer argued that the "masonocracy" had
squeezed the village in the name of popular sovereignty. The government had promised to
abolish peasant tithes, but in fact, state taxes were triple the tithe. The writer warned
readers to stay apprised of the government's true designs, and to support the "popular
Republic" against the "bourgeois Republic." 72
Eugene Weber concluded that the urban elite who led the acculturation process
represented a new bourgeois type, which replaced an older, aristocratic urban bourgeoisie
Antimasons would have concurred with Weber on this point. Antimasons too pointed to
the government as bourgeois and distinguished between their own traditional bourgeois
"Demasquee, March 23,1903,p.3-4;#54, Dec.5, 1903,p.3;
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culture and that of the "masonic" bourgeoisie. They branded the latter "bad" bourgeoisie
as distinct from "good" bourgeois antimasons. Antimasons associated good bourgeoisie
with proper sociaJ "duty" and bad bourgeoisie with a preoccupation with "rights."
Antimasons described a "good" bourgeois in terms of religious qualities and the "bad"
bourgeois for his lack of them. One journal complained that the masonic bourgeois was
intoxicated by the rapidity of travel, the comfort of the hotel table and the glitter of
surrounding contemporary material civilization. The bourgeois mason did not possess the
capacaity to understand the hollowness of material civilization. Only "Catholic"
bourgeoisie failed "to be taken by a civilization which surrounds us with so many
commodities with a surprising ease..." 73 M. Fava's journal constructed a definition of the
"good" bourgeois as he advertised a new Catholic bourgeois organization, theAssociation
des IndustrieIs. Negotiants et I oyageurs de Commerce Fratic-Catholiqnes. The stated
purpose of this organization was to preserve the spiritual and moral interests of the
bourgeoisie. The group promoted the "social reign of Christ" through the practice of
"religious duties." The Association also hoped to shore up socially isolated and
intimidated clergy In its early phases (five members) perhaps Association goals remained
spiritual. As membership swelled to over three hundred, the organization also moved to
protect economic interests of the said bourgeois. 14 The Association illustrated another
dimension of the economic contest between the two cultural groups, which mirrored the
political struggle.
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The Association provided traveling businessmen with information on "honorable"
hotels; these served the proper food on fast days and provided information on locaJ
churches and mass schedules Admission requirements for the new organization included
fulfillment of religious "duties." Such duties were the maintenance of a good reputation, a
solemn refusal to join any secret society, and daily, family prayer. Association members
convened every three months in Grenoble. Monthly meetings were held in Lyon to discuss
commercial needs. Meetings addressed how to counteract "jewish and masonic"
competition and the development of "a Catholic clientele." The organization served as an
employment exchange, matching job demands with employment offers. The Association
placed members in contact with other "Catholic" families, and compiled a regional journal
of information. 75
An 1887 article described the antimasonic stereotype of a bourgeois mason, again
formulating a dichotomy between Catholic "duty" and masonic "right." The masonic,
irreligious bourgeois, "fully persuaded of his rights and not his duties," hated all authority
but his own. He was a son of the 1830 bourgeois, itself a descendant of Voltaire, who
believed in nothing but the destruction of ail. The Voltairian bourgeois mocked the priest
and created the word "clerical " He employed the vocabularly of 1830, including the
words "ignorance, fanaticism, and superstition." After the Revolution, the bourgeoisie
could have replaced the nobility, but they failed in this mission. The bourgeoisie that now
controlled France was incapable of devotion, "vulgar, egoist and low, without grandeur
and dignity," and exhibited less nobility than "the people."
^D^masquee, p.457-60
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Antimasons described this bourgeois type in numerous articles and registered their
disgust at the saturation level of Republican values throughout French provincial towns
and communes They described the masonic bourgeois threat as immense, appearing in the
form of local civil servants, commune mayors and caberetiers Antimasonic reaction
signaled distress over discomfitting economic changes wrought by a market system and
an elective morality. In their descriptions of the masonic bourgeois, antimasons observed
another unpleasant phenomena - the power of the press. M De Segur had warned his
readers of"bad "journals in 1867 Antimasons in this period registered conscious concern
over masonic uses of the press, and disseminated their own propaganda with a similar
vigor
Antimasons established the link between "bourgeois" and the masonic lodge, as they
constructed their version of a "bad bourgeois." They contended that in recent years,
commer^ants had joined the lodge, some to rub shoulders with "important men of the
day," others for the interest of "the shop ." One writer concluded:
to be admitted, it is necessary to become part of the new aristocracy of
money (ecus)... Happily, if all masons are bourgeois, not all bourgeoisie
are masons and there are still in this class. . .men young and old who know
how to understand this role and know how to fulfill it. If there are bad
bourgeoisie there are good ones and the boundaries merge with that of the
nobility.
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Antimasons propagandized that the Grand Orient possessed masonic "auxiliaries"
who carried out masonic directives throughout provincial France. One article entitled "The
Traveling Salesman Freemason" outlined precisely how the "bourgeois mason" fulfilled
this role This "cosmopolitan masonic salesman" peddled his antireligjous propaganda, as
he gained clients and increased his flow of goods. The lodge found such men useful for
76Demasquee, 343, Sept., 1887, p.3 16-320
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the cultivation of relationships in the villages, and accepted them in high numbers The
freemason salesman was particularly suited to penetrate the masses in ways masonic
teachers could not. Their triumphs were not the classroom but the omnibus, the railroad,
cafes and hotels. At the hotel table, the freemason would fill and relight the lamp, empty
and replace the glass, and then, an antireligious political party would appear in the
country His superiors instructed him to buy the "worst and most irreligious journals,"
read them on the train, and take care to leave them on the seat. (The author of the article
remarked that many conservatives had developed this "excellent habit" and left Christian
journals on the train as well.) The traveling salesman freemason would move from parish
to parish with orders from his superiors to investigate unfavorable rumors that could be
used against the clergy. In this way the freemason wielded great authority. The masonic
salesman appeared "blase, disenchanted, skeptical," yet if he spotted a religious habit, the
writer apprised his readers, "you will see his face contract, his features grimace; if the
priest wants to take a seat next to him he quickly moves away, and, if the insult does not
burst from his lips, it is not that he does not dare, but this isn't the best place for it."
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Antimasons named a second social milieu, the caberet, as another vehicle for masonic
corruption of village morality. Generally, one antimason wrote, a commune established a
new cabaret upon an order from a freemason prefect. The caberet owner would then
become the mayor, thanks to the Order, and soon would control the entire commune. The
masonic caberetier would organize and control elections, and promote the lay school
Caberetiers would encourage "public holidays" for their own profit, and contribute to a
decline in morals. The lodge would send the caberets the "worst" journals for free.
"Demasquee. April/May, i 889, p. 79-85.
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The village of Drome was singled out as an example of the masonic invasion through
the cabaret. Drome, with a poulation of eight hundred, now had fifteen cafes, one for
each forty inhabitants, including women and children. The caberets promoted the
destruction of the family, as people rarely visited in each other's homes anymore. Even in
the most humble of villages, it was the caberetier who brought "the masonic virus to the
extremities of the social corps.
"
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The cultural clash between masons and antimasons continued even over death.
Masons and antimasons struggled for control of funerals within a commune. The press
reported an incident in Grenoble concerning the prefect M. Delatte in 1890. A few days
before his death, Delatte had ordered religious funeral services. No priests were called
upon his death however. Leaders of the two masonic lodges in Grenoble invited their
masonic bretheren to the funeral, noting regret for the passing of one of the most loyal
members of the Republic. Antimasons reported this masonic organization of Delatte'
s
funeral as a usurpation. Both the corpse and the process were stolen from the Bishop of
Grenoble. Masons expressed their own disdain for Christian burials when they buried the
mother of mason M.Canis at Versaille in 1888. The masonic journal Citoyen reported that
the civil burial of Mm. Cards was attended by four to five thousand persons, including the
principle representatives of the Versailles Republican bourgeoisie. Masons praised Mm.
Canis' choice of civil burial and for her distrust for "religious morality which deceives,
enslaves and exploits the people." 79
nDemasquee. #63, May, 1889,p. 110-114.
"Dtmasquee, #7 1 ,Jan 1 890;#49,March 1 9, 1 88,p.46-47.
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As republican culture extended more deeply into French society, antimasons found
themselves increasingly isolated from traditional roles, particularly in the case of hospital
administration and staffing. Antimasons embraced this issue as part of their political
campaign to destroy the lodge They questioned the morality of Republican expulsion of
religieuses from hospitals and the Red Cross. Antimasons rejected the adaptation of
masonic fraternity to the public sphere, while they upheld the concept of "Christian
charity" within the Republican order. They debated not only the proper moral approach to
public assistance, but further argued that the religieuses constituted a more fiscally
prudent and humane source of medical care. As of the year 1 860, most lay personnel in
hospitals had been replaced by female religieuses, except Paris. (In the course of the
nineteenth century, the number of religieuses in France increased from 12,300 in 1808 to
135,000 in 1878) 80 Antimasons upheld charity as morally and economically superior to
masonic secular fraternity.
La France Chretienne published a debate on the issue which took place in the
Chamber in 1 891 A Dr. Armand Depres (Republican but not a mason) argued in favor of
the reintegration of the sisters in State hospitals. Depres reasoned that hospital
administration was never a municipal affair As of a decree in Year IV, and subsequent
legislation in 1821, 1837 and 1852, the Minister of the Interior controlled hospital
administration. The adminstrative commission of the hospitals comprised five members
named by the prefect and the mayor of the commune. The Law of April 13, 1 884 allowed
municipal councils to debate the budgets. The Paris Municipal Council, however moved to
expel the sisters from the hospitals. Depres rebuked the "weak" government for
*°Ralph Gibson, A Social History ofFrench Catholicism 1 789- 1914, (New York:
Routledge, 1989) p.99
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capitulating to municipal authority. Antimasons of course, publicized the physician's
argument as part of their cause.
The Deputy Depres constructed his case for Catholic charity in fiscal terms as well.
He argued that in 1869, the State spent 21 million a year on hospitals. By 1880, this
number increased to 24 million. In 1891, (the year Depres presented his defense of the
nuns) the State spent 29 million per year, while they opened only five more hospitals.
Depres claimed that the salaries of lay nurses cost the State more money than the Catholic
nurses. Lay nurses were paid 700-2. 10 francs per year, while sisters cost only 200 a year
He suggested to the Chamber that patients and the State were forced to pay for the
differential in salaries, and the quality of care had diminished.'"
Depres and others cited evidence of poor care and disorganization within the
hospitals, further distinguishing between Catholic charity and Republican public assistance.
They argued that religienses made fewer mistakes and prevented unecessary deaths. Lay
nurses demanded the highest pay for the least amount of work. The antimason Depres
described to the Parliament a typical deathbed scene when lay nurses attended the patient.
When the Freemason refused a confessor, the priest stayed away and the sister was
forbidden to discuss religion. When it appeared that the patient would die, the lay nurses
returned to their cabinet and busied themselves with other affairs. Depres claimed that the
religieuse, would remain with the patient. She would sit by the indigent who was all alone,
and would extend kindness to the dying patient. The lay nurses, to the contrary,
withdrew, since they were not paid for this type of assistance. Depres concluded that
txLa France Chretienne, 1891, p. 773-781
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female mercenaries and domestics who could not find any other work had replaced the
more qualified, caring and lower-paid religienses.
Another antimason complained that "the masonization of the hospitals" resulted in
carelessness, waste and chaos The antimasonic press depicted lay hospital employees as
heartless and irresponsible. One article related the treatment of an injured member of the
merchant marine in Marseille at Hotel-Dieu. The patient reported that hospital personnel
stole the food rations of patients. Mattresses stained with blood after a death from
gangrene or cancer were aired for a short while, and then put down for the next patient.
The patient also complained that he was subjected to political propaganda which included
"collectivist discourse." Another article reported the arrest of five attendants at an insane
asylum for brutality. Three of the five were ex-convicts already. 8:
Certainly part of antimasonic agitation regarding the new nurses was linked to women
entering public administration who were not attached to a Catholic order. Antimasons
waged another sort of campaign against women involved in the Union de Femmes de
France and L Association des Dames Francoises. These women were not single but
married, and in some cases as the journal took pains to point out, married to masons. This
contest over women's organizations was part of antimasonic opposition to Republican
secularization of charity and the transferrai of public assistance from Church to State
control.
La Franc-Maconnerie Demasquee targeted the above organizations as "dangerous
rivals ofthe Red Cross." Both were founded in 1879, during the same time M. Grevy's
government moved towards laicisation of schools and hospitals, supressed chaplains, and
*2La France, 1889,p 546, A fe,#69, March 19,1904, p.3.
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banned military escorts from entering churches for funerals. Another antimason feared that
the two societies would lead to the destruction of the Red Cross (established 1 864). He
argued that though a Jew and Protestant headed the Red Cross, it was not "irreligious,"
and priests, brothers and sisters were part of the organization. Masons, opposed to
Christian charity not only sought to extend masonic philanthropy, but they also diverted
money from military to civil needs. The writer linked the womens' organization to the
lodge even further, by naming their masonic husbands or relatives. 83
French antimasons above all perceived themselves as devoted Catholics, in favor of
preserving traditional Catholic authority in the public and private sphere. They identified
themselves as Catholic patriots, committed to traditional French military might (pre- 1870),
which was constructed upon centuries of Christian heroism. They unabashedly proclaimed
their anti-Semitism. Some antimasons characterized themselves as aristocrats, others as
bourgeoisie but within the confines of Christian duty. They perceived themselves as
bourgeois with "noble" qualities, that is they embraced and defended the "Christian"
culture of the popular republic over the masonic, bourgeois state. They would have a great
deal in common with their Russian counterparts, who too were challenged by the prospect
of an elective, secular state and the requirements of an elective public morality. The same
year that French Republicans achieved the separation of Church and State, Tsar Nicholas
11 was forced to cede constitutionalism and male suffrage rights to his far more religiously
and ethnically heterogenous Russian Empire, unleashing a dramatically new debate on
political and economic issues The contest between Russian antimasons and masons
"Demasquee, #55, Sept., 1888, p.289-93
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involved the same redefinition of state and the same "war of opinions" but one that
centered around a different set of cultural terms
CHAPTER 4
"BROTHERS rN FAITH" VERSUS "ENLIGHTENED PATRIOTS" -
RUSSIAN NATIONALISTS VERSUS MASONRY, 1906-1910
Fichte distinguished between "secret culture"and "public culture." In all probability,
even the most well-read Russian antimasons had not encountered Fichte' s Essays on
Masonry (1803), yet they too viewed the lodge as a secret culture which had infiltrated
Russian public culture. Their version of masonic culture, of course, diverged from
Fichte' s. Certain Russian nationalists, borrowing from a body of antimasonic literature
stemming back to the eighteenth century, fabricated the phantom of an imminent
"jewish-masonic" (zhido-masonic) conspiracy or revolution, which threatened the very
basis of Russian existence. Russian antimasons posited a conflict between the narod
(people) and obshchestvo (society). They claimed to speak for the narod, which they
identified as simple, uneducated, Russian Orthodox peasants and workers. They
perceived themselves as cultural representatives of the kidturn 'yi (cultured) and
natsional'nyi (national) narod. As self-appointed guardians of the narod. this group of
conservative, Russian nationalists propagated a defense of "state spirit," faith, morality
and "disinterestedness."
Russian antimasons defined obshchestvo as the educated, economic and political
elite of imperial society. They assigned to this elite the job of protecting and nourishing
both the "true" Russian spirit and the material needs of the narod. Russian, conservative
antimasons considered themselves pan of obshchestvo, yet increasingly portrayed
themselves as only one isolated, corner of this obshchestvo They correctly recognized
that the imperial political and social elite had been substantially altered in the last
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decades of the nineteenth century Pre-revolutionary industrial and population
expansion, rising literacy rates, urban growth, changes in patterns of landholding and an
expanded non-agricultural, white-collar, salaried work force, all contributed to a de
facto decline in the traditional social distinctions between gentry, intelligentsia^^
merchants. A new type of"public culture" or obshchestvo had emerged, drawing these
groups together in, as the Russian playwright Vladimir-Nemirovich Danchenko
observed, a "movement of so-called sociability .
"
1 Certain merchants, gentry, and
intelligentsia converged around new institutions with the stated goal of forming
common cultural and civic bonds as distinct from the traditional view of civic culture
The Revolution of 1 905 thoroughly altered the conditions of political leadership
within imperial society and thus imposed a redefinition ofobshchestvo upon Russian
conservatives Tsar Nicholas II was forced to cede a constitution (the Fundamental
Laws), male suffrage, and press rights to imperial inhabitants. To Russian conservative
antimasons, obshchestvo now encompassed the court, deputies elected to the new
Duma, members of the State Council, editors ofnew presses, and leadership of the
various parties, unions and clubs which emerged in this constitutional period. All of this
obshchestvo was obliged to collaborate in the state-building process, willingly or not
As the self-named "right," Russian nationalists contended that masons and Jews, in
the form of the Constitutional Democrats (Kadets) threatened the true Russian narod.
They claimed that masons and Jews constituted a "narrow," party-oriented,
"cosmopolitan," and "left" obshchestvo. Nationalist politicians and polemicists would
incorporate the myth of the masonic peril when debating political and legislative
'Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko, My Life in the Russian Tlteater, Trans. John Courris,
(NewYork: Theatre Art Books, 1936, 1968) p. 124.
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measures throughout the next decade. Russian nationalists associated masons with
Kadets. They targeted Kadets as the champions of non-Russian minorities, radicals,
revolutionaries, republicans, Jews, and unwanted economic and social change
throughout the Empire. Russian antimasonry emerged alongside political parties in 1 905,
and served as a political scare tactic for certain Russian conservatives, as they scrambled
to build new constituencies and coalitions in the first years of Russian constitutionalism.
The roots of this myth of the omnipotent mason stemmed from a cultural clash
between Russian nationalists and Constitutional Democrats (Kadets). If culture here is
defined as a set of values governing morality, the Kadets sought to impose a new secular
morality governing civic behavior. This secular morality required new definitions of
citizen and state, fundamentally antithetical to nationalist ideology. To Russian
conservatives, Kadets symbolized above all, the subjugation of the Russian narod to
"foreign,'
1
rationalist, political ideas and to "foreign" economic control. They associated
the new, "foreign" obshchestvo, with the subjugation of Russian industries by "foreign"
capital, with secular public education, the "persecution" of Orthodoxy, the decline of
"true" faith in the Empire, the poor living standards of Russian peasants and workers,
and the end of Russian international might. Russian conservatives frequently linked
"masonic" Kadets, (with some truth) to French Republicans. It was this Kadet - Third
French Republic association which supported the relationship chain created by Russian
antimasons - from Kadets and Jews, to French Republicans, to masons.
Russian antimasons wrote of cultural war, one that might include death. The reality
of Imperial Russia following Nicholas ITs granting of the Fundamental Laws did include
intense cultural hostility between Kadets and Nationalists. Yet the clash of values and
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institutions in the multi-national Empire certainly could not be traced to the four or so
masonic lodges established in the years 1906-1909, which included perhaps a hundred
men.
- The masonic experiment in those years was short-lived and politically
insignificant. Russian nationalists, fearful of both Western Republicanism and
constitutionalism within the Empire, vastly inflated the authority of Russian masons. It
was because of the cultural gap between Russian masons and nationalist antimasons that
Russian antimasons were wildly off-target. The unraveling of Russian antimasonry
involves then, a synthesis of several different strands of research — a look at this new
obshchestvo emerging within the Empire in the early years ofthe twentieth century, an
analysis of antimasonic charges leveled in the conservative Russian press, a comparison
of Russian masonic culture with that of Russian nationalists, and an accounting for the
distorted and exaggerated nature of Russian antimasonry.
The Late Imperial Educated Obshchestvo
Both observers of late imperial Russian society and historians of the period
1861-1914 tell us that subjects of the Empire experienced dramatic changes involving
governance, social status, demographics and employment. The population of the Empire
increased from 76.3 to 165 1 million inhabitants (including 3.25 m. Central Asians).
3
During this period inhabitants witnessed the burgeoning of major centers of trade and
industry. Between the 1880's and 1913, Moscow's textile industry expanded rapidly, as
^M. Margoulies, "La Franc-Maconnerie en Russe depuis vingt-cinq ans," Acacia,
Jan-June ( l925):288-292. >
3Arcadius Kahan, Russian Economic History; The Nineteenth Century.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989) p.3
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did the iron industry of the southern Urals region, St. Petersburg's metalworks factories
and Kiev's sugar beet industries. Baku, whose population rose from 13,000 in 1860, to
1 12,000 in 1897, became the center for oil production in the Empire. Odessa expanded
from a population of 8,000 in 1802, to 650,000 in 191 7. 4 The city of Riga developed
into a major trading magnet for agricultural, machine and chemical industry products.
Tsarist and foreign investments in transportation and communication enhanced this
industrial expansion, with the completion of a canal from the Volga River to the Baltic,
the trans-Caspian Railroad, the trans-Siberian railroad, and a rail network connecting the
Black Sea with the North.
This period showed major shifts in landholding patterns leading to increased social
and economic differentiation among non-gentry. Emancipation legislation in 1 86
1
provided former serfs with land, but that land remained in the hands of the peasant
commune, or mir. As the century progressed however, the number of peasant
proprietors of private landholdings increased significantly. While noble landholdings
decreased from 85 to 39 m. desiatins during the period, peasant and non-gentry
landholdings increased from 1 12 to 170 m desiatins, with individual peasants owning
51m desiatins of land/
Statistics of the period also reflected rising literacy rates and changes in social
composition of schools. Literacy rose to 22.5% throughout the Empire by 1897, with
the strongest gains in urban areas (45% literate). Non-gentry entered secondary and
4Audrey Altstadt, "Transformation of A Muslim Town" in Michael F. Hamm, ed., The
City in Late Imperial Russia, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986) p.238-3 18
and Frederick W Skinner/'Odessa and the Problem of Urban Modernization," in Hamm,
p 209-248; Hamm p. 320-23.
5Kahan, p. 56 One desiatin equals 2.7 acres.
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higher education institutions in increased numbers. As the gentry watched their
proportion of landholdings decline, they also witnessed the end of their preponderance in
higher education. The proportion of gentry in higher education dropped from 72% in
1826/27 to 36.5% in 1904. Conversely, the number of youths from urban, taxpaying
families attending secondary and higher education schools increased to 43 .5 % of the
student population. 0
Changes in student composition were reflected in employment patterns of the
educated. By the year 1897 ( a census year in the Empire), salaried, non-agricultural,
white collar workers outnumbered the military and civil service bureaucracy (which, in
previous decades, had been the principle employer of educated Russians). The
government bureaucracy employed 203,816 persons, and 298,623 white collar workers
were engaged in banking, railroads, trade and industry Medicine, law and other
professions occupied 52,825 graduates of higher education, and another 172,842 were
employed in the expanding educational system. During the years 1882-1912 alone, the
number of salaried employees jumped by 350%. 7
These figures reflected a widening of the traditional noble and bureaucratic elite of
the Empire. The education and career patterns of A. V. and Paul Buryshkin (father and
son) bring these statistics to life, demonstrating a new social milieu, where gentry and
merchants (some not too far-removed from their peasant origins) fraternized and
worked together, often times in a public capacity. Pavel Buryshkin (b. 1887) was the son
of a wealthy Moscow merchant trader. His father had been born into a small peasant
"Kahan, p. 171
7
Kahan, p. 177; Hamm p. 20
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family in Vasilevskii, village of Pavlinov. A. V. had attended a local meshchantsvo
school at the age of ten, but he was mostly self-educated. He secured a trading position
at Kril'shchikovy firm for twelve years and in 1882 opened his own firm in Moscow
A.V married the daughter of a Kharkov trader, and upon his father-in law's death, took
over the Kharkov business. Buryshkin gradually expanded his trading business to include
the Nizhegorodskoi Fair, and established enterprises in Poltava, Nizhne-Novgorod, and
Voronezh. In 1904, his firm was valued at the considerable sum of 15-18 m. rubles. 8
Pavel Buryshkin was educated within a more diverse and integrated social milieu.
He was sent to a secondary school in Moscow, attended by both noble and merchant
sons. Buryshkin claimed that within the school environment, gentry and non-gentry
mixed with little hostility He narrated an incident where his merchant birth might have
restricted him, had his gentry friends not rallied to his defense. As the top student of his
class, Buryshkin should have represented the school at official functions. This privilege
was called into question at Moscow Governor-General Count Sergei AJexsandrovich's
funeral. The head of the school offered the honor to two sons of noble families, instead
of merchant Buryshkin. Both students deferred to Buryshkin because of his superior
academic standing, a fact which demonstrated noble recognition of a redefined
obshchestvo. In the end, Buryshkin did represent his school at the funeral. 9
Buryshkin attested to the increasing role of merchants in Moscow cultural life. He
cited A V Morozov's collection of Russian porcelain, S.P.Riabushinskii's icons, S.M.
Mamontov's patronage of the opera, V S. Alekseeva Stanislavskii's Art Theater, M.K.
"Pavel Buryshkin, Moskva kupecheskaia, (New York: Izd-vo im. Chekhova.1954) p.
214-16,191.
^Buryshkin, p. 84-86.
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Morozov's Moscow Philosophical Society, S.I, Shchukin's Moscow University
Philosophical Institute, and the Tret'iakov Gallery as evidence of merchant involvement
in the arts. In short, merchants entered Moscow cultural life, in art, science and
literature, as never before. 10
The Moscow merchantry entered Moscow public culture, yet they inspired and
financed museums and institutions which belonged primarily to merchants. Buryshkin
offered numerous examples of greater social integration within public culture He
described this process as the infiltration of the intelligentsia into previously 'purely
industrial groups." The municipal duma was one urban space where professionals and
Moscow merchants convened publically to discuss city affairs. Property owning
scientific and charitable societies were entitled by law to send members to the city duma.
As a result of this legislation, non-merchant professionals and business representatives
began to work together on local civic policies. Another instance of civic cooperation
between the scientific community and merchants was an 1 896 congress "led" by the
intelligentsia and University spokesmen. Buryshkin described this congress as another
moment of collaboration between industry, agriculture and government bureaucrats. The
same type of social integration also occurred in private venues. He cited a dinner at the
merchant Rubashinskii's Moscow home, uniting science and industry, which was
"brilliantly " presided over by Professor S.A. Kotliarovskii, (a mason)."
Buryshkin recorded his own entry into municipal affairs and his subsequent
involvement in other social organizations. After graduating from the Moscow University
'"Buryshkin, p. 105-108,112.
"Buryshkin, 231-33,72,191.
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Law Faculty, he went to work for his father's firm. Buryshkin recalled that while
attending a trade conference in St. Petersburg where he delivered an address, another
merchant, Krestnovikov approached him and invited him to a meeting of lawyers at the
hotel At this gathering of lawyers, Buryhskin was introduced to "prominent men" who
participated in (unspecified) "civic affairs " He eventually took over the leadership of
this organization. Buryshkin was elected to the merchant's Moscow Exchange
Commitee in 1912. Buryshkin also joined another type of civic institution, a masonic
lodge in Paris. He did not advertise this fact in Moskva kupechesktai, yet one wonders if
he considered the lodge part of "'civic affairs." i:
While Buryshkin lauded the new cultural and material weight ofMoscow
merchants, playwright and wealthy landowner Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko
captured the divisiveness within the elite. He stated.
The nobility was gradually becoming poorer, while the mercantile class,
ever more deeply and boldly, spread its tentacles to embrace the whole
of national life. These two classes regarded each other with external
amiability and concealed hatred; on the side of the first was illustrious
birth, on the second, capital. 13
Danchenko himself created a Moscow institution, the Moscow Art Theater, which
publically brought together nobles, merchants and intelligentsia. His Art Theater drew
together various strands of Russian educated obshchestvo in an unusual cultural project,
which he too, defined as "civic" in orientation.
The idea of the Art Theater was conceived in 1 897 during an eighteen hour meeting
between industrialist and theater director Konstantin Sergeeivich Alekseiev Stanislavskii,
and Nemirovich-Danchenko Stanislavskii 's grandfather had founded the firm "Vladimir
'^Buryshkin, 235-236;
I3Nemirovich-Danchenko, p. 124.
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Alekseev," which by the third generation, included sheep and horse breeding, and
cotton, wool and cable factories. The "new" theater was created to rival the imperial
theaters, the Petite and the Bolshoi. The founders of the An Theatre viewed the latter
as an instrument of the tsarist government. Danchenko negatively ascribed "academic
conservatism" and "sentimentalism" to these existing Imperial theaters. He heralded the
Art Theatre as a "civic institution." Danchenko wrote, "The theater was assuming a
guiding role; it had already led the movement of so-called 'sociability,'" and, "in the
time to come, men of science and of free professions would say, 'we were brought up on
the Art Theatre.
1
" Nemirovich-Danchenko concluded that "the pulse of sociability was
felt strongly in the Art Theatre. The company had connections among all strata." The
Art Theatre joined "art with science and sociability" as a "source of energy for healthy
activity."'
4
Buryshkin and Nemirovich- Danchenko both sought a newer, elevated and
integrated obshchestvo as distinct from the old, gentry and bureaucratic-dominated elite
The masonic lodge was a second institution devoted to this integrated sociability and to
civic ideals based upon Empire-wide cultural integration. The lodge was another
example of a small group of individuals who crossed traditional cultural values of
soslovie and nationality, by establishing institutions comprising gentry, merchants,
lawyers, doctors, teachers, publishers and the technical intelligentsia.^ These groups
14Nemirovich-Danchenko, p. 29,178,246,257,273.
1
'Citizens of the Empire were divided into categories or sosloviia, for administrative
purposes. The hierarchy included nobles, clergy, meshchentstvo (richer merchants),
townspeople and peasants.
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considered themselves forward looking innovators working towards civic
"enlightenment" and cultural "elevation ".
Tsar Alexander I had banned Russian masonry in the year 1822. Grand Orient
records indicate that certain Russians had joined French masons in Parisian lodges in the
early I900's. Sources suggest that the first Russian lodges formed after Tsar Alexander
l's prohibition were constituted between 1906-1909. On January 11, 1906
St. Petersburg Professor of Jurisprudence, Maksim M. Kovaleskii, applied to the Paris
Grand Orient for provisional power to open Russian lodges. Kovaleskii had previously
joined the Parisian lodge, Les VraisAmis, sometime during his eighteen-year exile in
France. Two representatives from the Grand Orient traveled to Russia in 1 908 to
inaugurate the lodges, L Etoile Polaire (Petersburg) and La Renaissance (Moscow).
One account reported the opening of two other lodges under French auspices, the Iron
Ring in Nizhni-Novgorod and another in Kiev. A founding member ofthe lodges, M.
Margoulies wrote in 1 925, that the lodges included no more than a hundred men up to
the year 1909. Initiates were "known personalities, deputies, senators, grandmasters of
universities, writers and eminent municipal councilors." The lodges convened under the
pretense of receptions for friends. 16
,6Numerous sources corroborate at least partially, this information. The differences are
in the location and number of lodges. Margoulies, quote p. 290; A. Ia Avrekh, Masony i
revoiiutsiia, {Moskva izdatel stvo politicheskoia literatury, 1990), Nathan Smith, "The
Role of Russian Freemasonry in the February Revolution. Another Scrap of Evidence,"
Slavic Review vol 27(1968):606-08; Boris Elkin, "Attempts to Revive Freemasonry in
Russia,"5/ov/c and Exist European Review (1966) vol. 14; Brother Telepneff,
"Freemasonry in Russia," Ars Qiiator Coronatorum, London vol.35, no.2076
(1922) 26 1-92; Barbara Norton, "Russian Political Masonry and the February
Revolution of 1 9 1 7," International Review ofSocial History vol. 1 28 ( 1 983 ). 240-58;;
Nathan Smith, "Political Freemasonry in Russia, 1 906- 1 9 1 8 A Discussion of the
Sources," Russian Review, vol.44 (1985): 157-171; Gregor Aronson, Rossia nakanune
revoliutsii, (New York, 1 962): 1 10-44, I V. Gessen, Vdvukh vekakh, (1 937); La Grande
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The original two lodges, L Etoile Polaire and La Renaissance included ten to
fifteen members each, with some additional initiates in 1907-08. A handful of members
had joined the Parisian lodges Cosmos ox Mount Sinai, prior to 1906, and these masons
served as officers for the newly-constituted Russian lodges. 17 Members ranged from age
thirty to sixty, with the majority in their forties and fifties. Russians from cities around
the Empire (including Moscow, St. Petersburg, Tiflis, Kiev, Yaroslav, Vilna and
Kharkov), and diverse occupational and family backgrounds, including non-Russians,
joined the lodges. Lodge membership constituted a minute percentage of approximately
seven hundred thousand white collar salaried, employees cited earlier, yet it did
represent in microcosm, the social composition of the empire's new educated elite.
Membership rosters included wealthy landowners such as the playwright and
long-time friend of Vladimir Nemriovich-Danchenko, Prince Sumbatov from Tiflis,
Nemirovich-Danchenko's older brother, Vassili, Georgian Prince David Bebutov,
Count Alexii Orlov-Davidov of St. Petersburg, scholar and journalist Maksim
Kovaleskii, the lawyer and politicianVasilii Maklakov and Prince Sergei Urussov. The
rosters included three representatives from the Moscow textile industries, A.I.
Konovalov, N.D. Morozov and Alexander Koliubakin. The lodges brought together
doctors such as another Tiflis native Loris-Melikov, Kiev born Nicholas Bazhenov, and
Etienne Zhikarev. Numerous Russian masons were involved in law, Eugene Kedrin,
Emmanuel Margulies, Jules Antonovski, Paul Pereveriev, Jean Sakarov, Okunev, Bulat,
Bolotin and Kalmanovich. Maksim Kovaleskii apparently recruited members of his own
Lodge de France Constitutions el Reglements .(Paris, 1934); L Etoile du Nord, Archive,
Bolte I , Paris Grand Orient.
17La Grande Lodge de Frcmce
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teaching profession, as Professors A. Borozdin, Nikolai Pavlov-Sil'vanskii, Gregor
Tirspolski, L. Lutugin, E Anitchkov and Sergei Kotliarevski (whom Buryshkin
mentioned earlier) appeared on lodge lists. 18
As Nemirovich-Danchenko suggested, not all educated Russians embraced this
altered educated obshchestvo. As early as 1900, opponents of this changing public
sphere mobilized and founded their own organization. One was the Russian Assembly,
constituted in St. Petersburg in the fall of 1900. The Assembly was not overtly political.
Rather, they opposed the increasing "cosmopolitanism" of the Russian elite. 19 The
Assembly sponsored cultural evenings with lectures, drama and music, designed to
encourage national feeling. A.A.Suvorin, editor of the conservative journal Novoe
\ 'remia served as deputy chair. Three other men, who will figure into the story of
antimasonry, also joined the Assembly - A. Dubrovin (1855-1918), V. M. Purishkevich,
and P F Bulatsel. All four men participated in the Union of Russian People, which was
established in November of 1905 immediately following the October Manifesto The
meeting place for the first Union gathering was arranged by the Assembly. It was the
mouthpiece of the Union of Russian People, Russkoe Znamia, which generated the
charges of masonic conspiracy along with Suvorin's journal Novoe Vremia.
Union writers observed a changed social composition of Russian obshchestvo as had
Nemirovich-Danchenko and Buryshkin The Union though, condemned this new elite
and imputed to it a "foreign"' (literally and figuratively) culture. The Union termed this
society 'beznarodiwm " (without the narod), as they complained that only one out of
18
Elkin, Nemirovich-Danchenko, My Life.
l9Hans Rogger, "The Formation of the Russian Right 1900-1906, California Slavic
Studies, vol U 1 , ( 1 964) : 66-94
.
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ten people in this obshchestvo could truly be considered "Russian." One writer declared
that living amid "educated society" one must not admit to Russian thought and feeling
He lamented that those who harbored Russian feeling, were forced to "hide in the
corners, frightened by impudent foreign traitors." The alien spirit within educated
society predominated to such an extent that an "intelligent who wants to be Russian,
must make concessions to the country's enemies," due to fear of persecution and even
murder.
The Union linked this obshchestvo to educated statesmen who graduated from
"godless, non-Russian schools." For, one writer explained, as "reptiles produce only
reptiles," one could not expect differently for obshchestvo. One could only locate the
true Russian spirit and national morality, in the "simple, unlearned people, the national
masses, who did not have the time to complete corrupt schools.'00 Russian nationalists
represented by the Union's journal Russkoe Znamia condemned the very obshchestvo
which masons inhabited and facilitated. They attributed the demise of obshchestvo to
masons, among others, yet their reasoning extended far beyond the presence of two or
three new Russian lodges.
The Union of Russian People and the Zhido-masonic Kadet Conspiracy
Union antimasonry must be viewed in several contexts. Its indictment of
antimasonry rested upon conservative nationalist opposition to State economic and
religious policies, and rejection of the religious and economic pluralism associated with
constitutionalism. Union leaders also feared French Republicanism. Union antimasonry
^Russkoe znamia, Jan. 19, 1906 (Herafter: RZ).
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reflected the cultural division between Western Enlightenment liberal culture and
nationalist non-liberal culture Rttsskoe Znamia published a review of an article by the
conservative thinker and former Ober-Procurator of the Holy Synod, K.P.
Pobedonostsev, which brought together all of these contexts.
Pobedonostsev contended that French Republicanism represented a "new culture."
Russian nationalists constructed their agenda around traditional cultural "truths" which
they claimed were immutable. Pobedonostsev noted that the new culture was based
upon the principle of 'liberty " In the name of this liberty, he argued, French democrats
established the principle of the separation of Church and state, and they advocated
non-interference by the state in religious and political beliefs. Pobedonostsev rejected the
French interpretation of liberty as a "deceptive mirage," claiming the converse;
democracy was naturally intolerant and opposed to liberty. Russian antimasons would
argue that this same French liberty threatened the very existence of the Russian narod.
Pobedonostsev condemned the new culture as materialistic. He concluded that "victims"
of the new French culture sought material profit over spiritual development and
consequently suffered "spiritual neurasthenia.
"
:i He portrayed the drive for material
profit in France as an offshoot of French liberty.
Union antimasons would renounce imperial economic policies for its accomodation
to "foreign" capital and its not only economic but spiritual annihilation of Russia. They
too, established the connection between foreign profit and spiritual deterioration. To
Russian nationalists, masonry symbolized the "foreign" threat with all its economic and
political implications. Russian nationalists did not have Grand Orient to target. They
:iRZ, April 2, 1906
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identified Kadets and Jews as masonics "foreign" agents. Union leaders developed their
political and economic agenda in relation to the zhido-Kadet enemy The Union opened
its campaign by affirming devotion to "Russian" traditional culture and developed its
nationalist argument in opposition to Kadet policy.
Union politico-religious and economic agenda centered around natsional 'nost
(nationality) and otechestvo (the fatherland). It defined both concepts in Orthodox
Christian terms. This understanding of ttatsii (nation) held serious implications for
non-Russians, particularly Poles and Jews who were the subjects of Kadet legislation of
the period. Russian nationalists perceived non-Russian nationalities as a hindrance to the
development of Russian civilization. Jews were treated as a non-human entity
synonomous with foreign capital. Economically, Union nationalists championed as
"Russian National Economy." They fostered improved living and working conditions for
Russian peasants notably in the Western provinces, where Russian inhabitants worked
under Jewish or Polish employers and Polish landlords. They encouraged Russian
merchants to "go to meet" Russian peasants and workers on their own, to avert
revolution. They believed that Republicanism (Kadet or French) would open the State
banking system to non-Russian investors and undermine Russian manufacturing
interests The Union labored to present to their readers a foreign economic and political
"conspiracy" to annihilate the Russian natsiia.
The premiere edition of Russkie Znamia in 1906, relayed Union unequivocable
adherence to Orthodoxy as the constitutive force of the Russian state The journal
declared that the Union stood exclusively on national soil, for the purpose of internal
and external unity of all brands of the "Great Russian Tribe " Equality with foreigners
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would be granted "only under the condition of their internal unity with the Russian
people and complete assimilation with the interests of our State." The Union established
Orthodoxy as the deep basis of Russian national life. 22
An article entitled "Christianity and its Link to Civilization" carried by Suvorin's
Novoe Vremia related the profound social and national implications the Union's political
endorsement of an Orthodox state. The writer developed a defense of Christianity as the
principle of civilization as he protested the law permitting Christians to convert to either
the Muslim or Jewish religions or "heathenism" (iazichestvo). "Civilization" he defined
as "the accumulation of experience and faith in this experience." The writer declared that
by the Middle Ages the spiritual conditions for Russian civilization were framed.
Christianity had become the spirit, the idea and the flow of Russian and European
civilization. The article identified the root of this civilization as the divine principle,
bozheskoe nachalo, the spirit of Christianity During the Middle Ages, the Russian
narod had accepted with Christ, the ideas of suffering for humanity and sacrifice for the
world.
Union nationlists who embraced an Orthodox state, accepted the assumption that
the rules of faith and politics were pre-established and fixed. The writer illustrated this
principle as he justified State Christianity. Not everyone, he argued, was in fact, capable
of choosing religion. The choice of the "true path" for Russia required both great will
and a capable mind. It also required immense energy and time. The choice between
Judaism, Islam and Christianity was made by holy men, fathers of the Church. These
men did not wage war, plough the fields, or engage in trade. Rather, their lives were
^RZ, Janl 1,1906
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devoted to appraisal and choice. The writer warned that the issue of religious choice
imperiled civilization To tear Christianity from the narod was dangerous If traders,
soldiers, farmers and bureaucrats had to repeat the work accomplished by holy men
during the Middle Ages, they would have to cease their work to pursue spiritual goals
They would be required to abandon the necessary economic, political and technological
tasks of today 23
Conservative nationalists projected the immutability and superiority of the
Orthodox faith as an absolute. They rejected the possibility of non-Christian truth and
consequently rejected Jews. The above article on "Christian" civilization cast Judaism
not as another religion but as "another call of the human heart. " Union writers
elaborated upon this theme, portraying Jews as an international people, with no
understanding of otechestvo (fatherland) They insisted that Jews were ruled by
egotistical feeling, greediness and profit; Jews were traitors to all international clashes in
history. One Union writer rationalized that it was "completely just" for all nations to
hate these "professional traitors." :4
Union leaders placed nastional'nost ' (stemming back to Nicholas I's "Nationality"
of the 1830's) at the heart of their economic program. A Union communique in March
of 1906 outlined Russian nationalist economic goals. In this public appeal to Tsar
Nicholas II, the Union entreated theTsar to stand firmly for the independence of the
"Russian National Economy," and for the release of Rossiia from her subordination to
foreign capital. It protested Count Witte's conversion to the gold standard in 1897, the
^Novoe Vremia, May 29, June 1 1, 1909. (Hereafter: NV).
:W, and RZ Jan. 17, 1906
high cost of credit in the Empire, his floating of large loans to foreign investors and his
incentives for foreign investment in Russian industries. The Union proclaimed, "We
negate the financial policies of the last ten years."
While the Union rejected Witte's means of promoting industrial growth within the
Empire, it did not reject industrialization. Union leaders cultivated the (perceived) values
of Russian traditional peasant culture as they encouraged industrial development. They
sought to draw the Tsar and Russian merchants, peasants and workers into an
industiral-agricultural alliance to improve material conditions in Rossiia. The Union
campaigned for the independence of the State Bank from foreign capital. They sought a
prohibition on foreign trade and business enterprises in Russia and foreign involvement
in railroads, factories and working mines.The Union urged the Tsar to encourage
Russian merchants and industrialists in these ventures. It advocated reduced trade and
industry registrations. Union members proposed a reduction of interest rates at peasant
land banks to four percent or less. They argued for the use of paper money and cheaper
internal credit, regulated by elected members of the Russian business class.-
The Union blamed Jews, foreign investors, and France for perceived Russian
spiritual and economic deterioration. It linked all of these "anti-Russian" interests to the
Kadet Party, targeting Kadets as the agents of foreign enemies within Russia. Kadets
lured the "Russian public" into thinking them champions of Russian honor and national
liberty when in fact they conspired with foreigners against the narod. Union general
condemnation of Kadets included "antipatriotism," duplicity, and sedition. The
underlying theme of this anti-Kadet propaganda was that Kadet devotion to power and
-RZ, Jan. 1 1 1906;March 14, 1906
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profit conflicted with loyalty to otechestvo. Union writers then offered "proof of Kadet
betrayal. Parisian correspondent M. Lesnikov presented one type of Union propaganda
in an article written for Russkoe znamia in 1909. He informed his readers, "I write to
you from Paris about the Kadets " Lesnikov described the work of Russian Kadets who
were currently visiting Paris Kadets were involved in activities which even a deputy
from the French Parliament declared "treasonous." Lesnikov warned readers that
Russian Kadets sought to dissuade French lenders from providing credit to Russia
Lesnikov argued that the Kadets did not travel to Paris for a renegotiation of more
favorable credit with France. Nor did they have the means to repay the Russian state
debt. Leskinov advised his fellow Russians that Kadets had arrived in Paris, to negotiate
new loans, simply to line their own pockets with a two percent brokerage fee. :6
The Union sounded a battle cry to combat the "foreign'' menace. In January of 1 906
one Union writer observed that the "violent tribe war" had become a serious and large
scale affair. :7 A month later, the Union published an article entitled "The Persecution of
Russians" which outlined the "insanity" and pervasiveness of foreign domination of the
Russian state. Union leadership recognized that this cultural battle of "foreign" versus
Russia extended far beyond political rhetoric Russian nationalists were compelled to
compete with Kadets for both leadership roles (public offices, civil and military service
appointments) and for control of workers, as a result of the 1905 Revolution. The
author of the above article described this contest: "They [foreigners] drive away
governors of outlying districts , drive away various higher and lower bureaucrats, drive
-"RZ, April 10,1909
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away police, gendarmes, military officers from their high commands, church servitors,
professors, teachers and students, masters and workers from their loyal allegiance to
faith, Tsar and the Fatherland." The Union acknowledged the new political rules of an
elective state yet rejected the accompanying cultural pluralism as detrimental for the
narod. The author concluded that the Russian narod "must now not only morally but
even physically and materially suffer and bear the terrible[foreign] curse." 28
Masonry fit nicely into this anti-foreign theme. The Union extracted bits and pieces
of misinformation on the lodge from BatTuel's, Taxhil's and Bremier's published
antimasonic literature.This distortion of masonic history, rituals, and intent served to
highlight the fundamental opposition between Union and Kadet culture and proved
useful to the Russian nationalist political campaign. Union writers could contrast
Orthodox faith with masonic atheism, devil worship, and morbid and murderous rituals.
They could identify masons with Jews and would use this connection to embellish their
anti-Semitic themes. The Union paired Orthodox objective "truth" with loyalty to
otechestvo. They associated individual reason with "indifference" to government. Union
writers then equated masonry with a worship of reason, with "antipatriotism" and with
Kadets.
The Union launched its attack on the lodge only a few months after it was
organized. In January 1906, Russkoe Znamia published two articles entitled "What is
Masonry9" The pretext for both was the "open recruitment" of masons in Moscow.
The author, Butmi claimed that the recruitment effort was even published in the press.
Both statements contained elements of truth, for 1906 was the year that Russian masons
-*RZ, Feb.4,1906
constituted the first Russian lodges. Butmi proceeded to supply his public with
snapshots of the lodges He described masonry as a secret society in pursuit of vast
political goals. This too, was partially true. Secrecy was an important component of
lodge formation and Russian masons' did harbor political goals which were quite
contrary to Union-supported absolutism. Yet a handful of Russian masons were hardly
in a position to effect the political reforms they sought. Butmi continued by accusing
masons of concocting fantastical explanations of the institution, so as to conceal their
true purpose, world domination. Here Butmi began to inflate the role of Russian
masonry in Russian political life, as he conflated Russian lodges with all Western
intellectual and economic influences. Butmi offered only rudimentary information on the
lodge, including the use of the "Temple," the teaching of"masonic science," the fact that
masons refer to each other as brothers, the division of masons into three levels, and the
masonic use of secret rituals to "act upon the imaginations of naive men."
Butmi cited the work of former French mason turned antimason, Leo Taxhil, as one
source of information on masonic rites. He built upon Taxhil's presentation of masonry
as a culture of death, violence and sacrilege. Masonic initiates feared for their lives, as
they passed from one level to another. Masons swore to uphold secrecy under penalty of
having one's tongue torn out if the oath was broken Butmi described a masonic ritual
based upon the building of Solomon's Temple, where masons reenacted the death, burial
and "resurrection" of Hiram.
Butmi incorporated Taxhil's satanic motif as he explained masonic reverence for the
"Grand Architect." The Russian antimason though, used the devil theme to contrast
masonic "knowledge" with religious truth. Consequently, masons could be placed
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outside of "Christian" civilization along with Jews. The term Grand Architect, Butmi
wrote, in truth, referred to satan Higher degree masons openly preached devil worship.
Masons believed that the Creator, out of envy, wanted to rob people of higher
knowledge They preached that God himselfwas an enemy of humanity, while satan was
the true benefactor of human society Butmi added, that masons even used a hand signal
which symbolizes satan's head Butmi further concluded that while masonic literature
posed masonry as a charitable society, it was a self-serving organization. He quoted a
mason who publically confessed that "we don't admit those who need help, but only
those who render it to us."
Next, Butmi built his masonic-Jewish and French connection. He asserted that after
the French Revolution, French masons opened the lodge to Jews. German lodges did
the same in the nineteenth century. Now, all masons accepted Jews in their lodges, and
Jews "made wide use of this secret society for their goals." Butmi furnished evidence for
his readers, quoting the head of the Prussian, Polish and Russian lodges during the
Napoleonic era. The goal of masonry was "to attain all world dominion, seize all
thrones, and make the state an instrument of our politics."
Like Barruel, the Russian antimason connected masonry to revolution and the
overthrow of monarchy. Russian nationalists would elaborate upon this relationship to
convict masons and Kadets of revolutionary conspiracy in 1905 Butmi described the
goal of the Bavarian Uluminati, as the obliteration of "the feeling of patriotism in the
hearts of man." He warned his public that when masons achieved hegemony, monarchy
and natsional 'nost
' would vanish. Secret philosophical schools would elevate reason as
the sole educator Butmi quoted the masonic sect, the Bavarian Uluminati as
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propagating the idea that "For those who can't separate from belief in Christ, we
establish that Christ also propagated a religion of Nature and Reason.
' 1
This worship of
nature and reason, Butmi reported, resulted in masonic indifference to government As
Russian nationalists debated Kadet legislation and the ordering of the new state, this
themeof masonic devotion to the interest of all humanity over the interests of Russians
would dominate their presses An equally crucial theme to the antimasonic
understanding of natsional 'nost ' would be Butmi 's dichotomy between otechestvo and
reason or, as another antimason stated between "brothers in faith" and the masonic
fraternal principle. ^
Butmi published a concluding article on masonry in the next issue ofRusskoe
Znamia This article specifically tied the growth of the lodge to revolutionary upheaval.
Butmi developed the theme of masonic triumph over Western Europe, a victory which
posed an immediate threat to post-Revolutionary Russia. Masonry, he concluded,
spread throughout all countries in the exact same manner. First, a secret society of
mostly foreigners was constituted. This society began to circulate rumors, which
provoked suspicion from the government. The state then launched inquiries and even
prohibitions against the lodge. Butmi argued that leadership then ceded to the power of
the lodge. The monarch and/or ministers joined the lodge, as "pursuit turns into
protection." These high-placed followers fell victim to the lodge, mere pawns in
masons' hands. As masons accumulated more power, they attracted prominent writers
such as Voltaire to the cause Aided by writers and high aristocrats, masons then staged
revolution.
^/?Z,#20, Jan. 1 906
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Butmi concluded his history of masonry by considering masonic goals once masons
achieved state hegemony He presented nationalist Union readers with the case of
contemporary France. He warned that powerful French masons who ruled France, now
persecuted the church, glorified Jews, corrupted the army, and subordinated France "to
the unrestricted influence of England." Butmi cautioned that Russian soil was now ripe
for these foes of state - masons and Jews. 50
The Union used the French-masonic connection to discourage its readers from
supporting Kadet political solutions. Union writers also attempted, (unsuccessfully), to
capitalize politically on French antimasonic political tactics. Union writers linked
masonry to the French Revolution, to anti-clerical French Republicanism and Kadet
Republicanism. Unions nationalists believed that all three endangered "Russian"
interests Russian antimasons claimed to act on behalf ofthe narod, in the name of
natsional 'nost
',
Orthodoxy and Autocracy. They disputed what they termed foreign
"equalization of religions," foreign "autonomists," and proponents of a foreign "legal
order" (pravoi poriadok ') . They contested masonic and Kadet promotion of freedom of
conscience, non-Russian (limited) autonomy and rule of law. They rejected a Western
secular juridical system as they upheld a nationalist. Orthodox-centered law. 31
A March, 1 906 article in the Union press offered a clear example of its effort to
discredit masonry and use antimasonry as part of the anti-foreign campaign. A Russian
antimason outlined the rise of "anti-Christian" French masonry and emphasized the
masonic-revolutionary link. He opened his brief history of the lodge with the French
*RZ, #20,1906
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Revolution of 1 789. Masonry emerged from the French Revolution, firmly embedded in
the French government. At first, this organization acted secretly, "as a viper wounds the
horse's leg and causes the rider to fall." Now, having seized all power in their hands,
French masons had declared open war on Christians. The result of this persecution
however, was the renewal of "the pure flame of Christianity" among the native French
population. The Union reported that French Christians responded to the masonic
government by forming an "antimasonic society" and publishing a journal, La
Franc-maconnerie Desmasquee. This society attracted "the greatest patriots of France"
and owing to their research, the secrecy surrounding masonry had been dispersed. 52 The
Union's call for distinctly antimasonic presses within the Empire remained unanswered,
since Russian masons constituted such a small minority of the Empire elite. Yet the
Union and other conservative journals would continue to employ antimasonry as part of
their larger agenda.
Part of this agenda involved predicting future legislation in the event that masons (in
the form of Kadets) did gain control of Russia. The Union turned to France again, to
demonstrate masonic potential. One article described a French government plan to strip
the French clergy of all churches and property in order to reap the benefits of the
separation of Church and state. Russkoe Znamia registered "the horror" experienced by
the French clergy, when they realized that the temples erected by the faithful "for the
glory of God," would fall into the hands of "wild fanatics" for festivals in honor of satan.
Again reflecting clear knowledge of French antimasonry, the Union cited three specific
52RZ, March I6,1906,p.2.
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towns (Bourne, Loire and Montfolon), where French Christians took up arms against
the "Jewish, masonic Lfiche' agents." 33
The above article too, offered shreds of distorted masonic history to substantiate
charges of masonic devil worship and a masonic-Jewish alliance. The journal presented
masonry as an anti-divine order, created from the Knights Templar, who were
annihilated in 1314. Masonry, a Jewish heresy, sought to shatter Christian faith
throughout the world, and establish the reign of satan. The two masonic symbols were
the serpent and the golden calf. To please satan, masons elevated guile, hypocracy and
gold as earthly authorities. This "wildly fantastic sect" endorsed all crimes, including
murder. The author though, credited French antimasons with a political victory over the
lodges. The journal reported that Christian French antimasons published lists of masonic
candidates, prior to French Parliamentary elections. This campaign was successful as a
well-informed French populace turned down the exposed masons. Russian antimasons
would have no success with this tactic, as they failed to accurately identify the few
politically active Russian masons.
The Union found all aspects of constitutionalism uncongenial to the perpetuation of
Russian "Christian" civilization. It rejected the notion of a legal order sanctioning a
multiplicity of religions, for Union writers argued that Orthodox morality and state
morality were inseparable. They refused to cede to the early twentieth-century legacy of
Western Enlightenment protestantization and secularization of political theory according
to natural law, scientific principles. Representing a pre-Enlightenment political-religious
culture (but not economic), they clashed absolutely with the notion of religious, moral
nRZ, March 16,1906,p.2
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and cultural pluralism within Russia. Masonry, as a Western institution and Kadets, as
importers of Western political theory, were perceived as intolerable threats to Russian
existence. Antimascnry was one aspect of their reactionary bid to cleanse obshchestvo of
the secular principle.
The notion of a link between revolution and masons, as seen in the French
experience, proved powerful ammunition for Russian nationalists who suffered a severe
blow from the Revolution of 1905. As one Russian journalist wrote, "Our
Revolutionaries actively trying to imitate the French revolutionaries of the late
eighteenth century, adapt the "Russian "revolution, 1 to the plan of the 'great' French
Revolution The author rejected the idea of revolution. He attributed the Russian
Revolution to foreigners and Jews, who in turn, controlled Russian masons. Through
this Revolution the Russian narod had subjugated itself to foreigners and had repudiated
its own history The narod was compelled to recognize the "complete hegemony of the
masonic-jewish foreign council, who composed the 'Russian Revolution,' and declared
Russian patriotism abominable." 54
The Union writer used the same discussion of revolution to develop his real agenda,
the indivisibility of the Russian Empire. For this argument, he claimed that the French
Revolution compared favorably to the Russian Revolution. In 1 789, the French
destroyed any force that would reduce the authority of the state, and conquered all who
wished to reconstruct France upon the federative priniciple. The fundamental slogan of
the French Revolution emphasized the unity, wholeness and inviolability of France,
against all external and internal interference.
URZ, June 23,1906
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The Union writer continued by arguing that the Russian case proved quite the
opposite. Supposed ""Russian" revolutionaries, took advantage of war [the Japanese
defeat of Russia] for their own "destructive goals." They agitated the narod, and
prevented the government from defending Rossiia 's honor and dignity. These
revolutionaries "villianously" forced Rossiia to end the war prematurely. Their slogan
was not unity, but the annihilation of Rossiia. They sought to convert centuries of the
Russian narod's work into a foreign system of "autonomy ." It was revolutionary
"patriotism" that precipitated Rossiia 's humiliation, and the shattering of Rossiia into
parts. They desecrated the narod and the Russian nationalist emblem, the tri-colored
flag, and proclaimed their own banner - the self-determination of all non-Rusian
nationalities. True patriotism for these supposed "Russian" revolutionaries consisted of
the transmission of authority over the narod, and the entire judiciary of Rossia. into the
hands of Jews, Poles and other foreigners. The writer concluded that this revolution was
accomplished by means of Russian masons.
The above article though, was not the typical, blanket condemnation of all things
foreign. The writer narrowed the generic "they" considerably, as he developed his
argument. Twice, he named three men, Petrunkevich, Vinaver, and Petrazhitskii, as
"ringleaders" of this movement. These men were Kadets, but not Russian masons (at
least according to available documents). A mason symbolized the generic Kadet, but
Union writers could proceed no further than a general association of masons with Kadet
policy Rather, the Union emphasized the general incompatibility of masonry with
Russian nationalist ideals.
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The wnter of this lengthy article continued by explaining Union nationalist
principles. He argued that the "masonic-jewish foreign revolution," violated two of the
three underlying principles of the Russian State. These underlying principles were
Russian narocbwst
'
as the organism of State, Orthodoxy, as the spiritual basis of
narodnost ', and Autocracy, which combined the mind of the Russian narod and the
expression of the autocratic political ideal. The writer moved from the masons to
Kadets, as he developed the real substance of his argument. Kadets, he asserted,
substituted "equalization" of other religions for Orthodoxy, and elevated a "restrictive"
sovereignty of the people in the place of autocracy. Kadets proposed that BeloRussians
and Ukrainians had more in common with foreigners than their Great Russian "brothers
in faith and native land." The Union negated this Kadet assumption that Russian and
non-Russsian interest were synonomous. The journal concluded that in fact, Poles,
Tatars and Jews were only hindrances to the building of the Russian State. 35
An article by a Union leader, P. Bulatsel also drew upon the shadow of the French
Revolution to incorporate the masonic-Republican link, and as other writers had,
conjured the same phantom in imperial political life. He drew upon Russian nationalist
themes, linking masonry to the foreign threat. Bulatsel's piece further illustrated the
nationalist tendency to treat Jews and masons as interchangeable, as part of the same
invasive, antireligious, and anti-State obshchestvo. The article was a direct appeal to the
Russian nobility to side with nationalists against the foreign impulse. Bulatsel accused
noble advisors of offering false counsel to the tsar. Treacherous advisors concealed the
true revolutionary conditions from Tsar Nicholas. Bulatsel blamed Russian ills on
flZ.June 23,1906
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Ministers. imperiaJ advisors, Jews, "weak-minded aristocrats," masonic-republicans, and
Kadets. He targeted Russian Kadets by name, and these names were also absent from
Russian lodge rosters.
Bulatsel opened with the observation that Jews "daily" purchased 100 to 150 train
tickets to flee with their families to other countries (This article appeared the day after
the First Duma elections, when the Kadets obtained a majority.) He interpreted this
exodus as evidence that Jew s had been informed of masonic plans for Russia, and left
"the day before bloodletting." Bulatsel likened Jews to rats, who abandoned ship weeks
before a vessel was fated to sink. The article though was intended as a warning to St.
Petersburg court aristocrats that the Kadets should not be trusted. These state servitors
believed that the Kadets would act cautiously, and not provoke a wide-scale attack on
imperiaJ power Bulatsel suggested that Kadets intended to further undermine the Tsarist
authority and move Russia towards Republicanism rather than constitutional monarchy.
Moreover, Bulatsel argued that the army could no longer be trusted to defend the Tsar
against a Kadet seizure of power. With each of Count Witte's "concessions" to the
"revolutionaries, the army was increasingly dominated by divisiveness. He added that
indignant generals and officers, and other "honourable servitors of the tsar," were
resigning and gradually were being replaced by "masonic henchmen ." These masons then
"shamelessly" were switching over to the side of republicanism.
Bulatsel admonished the "pitiful nobility" to end their crawling at the heels of Count
Witte, and to oppose Kadets who imperiled their very existence He warned readers
that Russian nobles repeated the same pages from the lives of the French nobility On the
eve of the hoisting of the guillotine, French Marquises "merrily and light-heartedly"
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continued their dissipated lives. In Russia, aristocrats who were serving as Tsarist
advisors, concealed dangerous realities from the tsar. They compromised with the likes
of Miliukov. Gessenov, Rodichev, and Binaverov (Kadets, but not masons). 36
Union antimasons viewed the concept of a "legal order" as another false foreign
influence. They attributed this idea to masons, Jews and French Republicans who
engineered the separation of Church and State in France. These foreign groups now
moved to establish another French Republic in Russia. Conservative nationalists found a
"legal order" incompatible with Orthodoxy and Autocracy The narod and the Tsar were
morally united through Orthodoxy Union moralists thus treated morality as inseparable
from Orthodoxy. The latter too, was inextricably linked to Autocracy The Union
rejected the "autonomists" argument that Orthodoxy existed prior to the Russian state
and thus should not be tied to a particular government. Union member Ivan Nashkarov
responded to advocates of a legal order with the statement, "All true sons of the
Christian Church" require autocracy to be Orthodox, for without Orthodoxy, Rossiia,
will lose not only spiritual strength, but God's blessing." 37 Nashkarov asserted a
Orthodox stronghold on not only religious truth, but political and moral truth as well
Union nationalists complained of Kadet assault on the indivisibility of the Empire
and the primacy of Orthodoxy in Russian political culture. They inspired a fear of
masonry in their readers, and linked constitutionalists and republicans to the lodge. They
appealed to the Tsar, to Russian nobles and to Russian merchants to join their political
cause on behalf of the Russian narod. Union nationalists waged a political assault
*RZ, April 28,1906
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against foreign capital and foreign industry within the Empire and appealed to Russian
merchants to help stem the foreign influence. Union nationalists registered a new fear,
which they tied to the birth of constitutionalism. They began to circulate the argument
that given the new constitutional order, foreign capital would invade and seize the State
bank. Union logic was based upon the belief that with Russia's entry on the
constitutional path, "banks of issue must inevitably become joint-stock banks." The
Union concluded for their readers, the 'masonic-Jewish syndicate" was lurking behind
the revolution, for material reasons. Jews and masons inspired the Revolution of 1905
for reasons of personal profit. 58
An article "The Price of Political Liberty" outlined the foreign plot to seize Russian
banks. It unfolded in typical fashion. The article started with an attack on Jews, and then
supplied the French and masonic association. The writer argued that the French
Revolution had handed control of the French population over to "a handful of worthless
jews." The Russian Revolution marked the rising stature of Jews in Russia. Thus the
writer concluded, "For us it is beyond doubt, that jews made the Russian revolution."
Desiring Russian economic and political disgrace, Jews such as Rothschild and other
Jewish millionaires spent money on Russian "liberty", in order to transfer a "bank issue
operation" into immediate political and economic rule over the Russian people.
The Union furnished its evidence for this supposed conspiracy. At a March 3
gathering of economists, (by invitation only), G. Gol'dmershtein delivered a lecture
concerning stock-holder bank issues. The chair of the assembly, D.N. Borodin,
supported the assignation of banks of issue to stockholder banks. He also indicated
*RZ, March 20,1906.
support for the same transformation of the State Bank. The Union declared that the
goal of the conference was to encourage the election of deputies to the Duma who
would willingly concede control of Russian finances to an international syndicate of
bankers, which was experienced in managing financial operations In short the Union
asserted, Russia received the "bounty of the international Jewish masonic organization,
and in return the Russian people would be obliged to pay back their "benefactors."
Russian Jews and masons facilitated these "international pillagers" through war and
sedition, which was planned and executed by foreigners. 39
Union writers equated masons with foreign capital through revolution. It was
revolution and foreign influences that the Union condemned though, and not capital.
One Union antimason argued that industrialization during the eighties had resulted in a
merchant-bureaucrat alliance against the narod. He complained that bureaucratic
devotion to the gold standard had lined the pockets of merchants and foreigners. 40 He
(Rogdai) did not argue against the development of industry and the need for capital
itself. He urged both the development of industry and the protection of merchant and
peasant. Rogdai encouraged Russian merchants to "become a living cell of Russian
society" and to forge a tie between personal needs and those of the narod.
It is plain that the Union utilized masonry to generate anti-Kadet, anti-Jewish,
anti-Polish and anti-foreign sentiment to further nationalist aims. Yet the Union related
very little about Russian masonry itself, other than vague charges of revolutionary
conspiracy and collusion with Jewish bankers. A study of Russian lodges provides an
39#Z, March 20,1906
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entirely different perspective on both Russian masons and nationalist antimasons.
Russian nationalists correctly recognized the cultural abyss between their culture and
lodge culture. Yet sources suggest that even political conservatives of the Empire
criticized the Union for its overinflation of a masonic presence in Russia. Documents
supported the premise that certain Russian masons were Kadets, yet these men were not
the Kadets who the nationalist press specifically targeted. If the Union and other Russian
nationalists knew who belonged to the Russian lodges, they did not use this evidence
publically, and in fact indicted the wrong men.
Russian Masonry, 1906-1910
In late 1 909, Novoe Vremia published a short but revealing article entitled
"Masons and Zionists." The focus of the article was zionism, but it also reported on
attempts to establish masonic lodges in Russia. Novoe \ 'remia recorded the short-lived
appearance of a journal Franc-Macon in 1907, and an effort to rejuvenate the journal in
1908 A small circle of men grouped around the journal labored to popularize masonry,
but their efforts also failed. A first-hand account of the Russian lodges contradicted
Novoe Vremia s information. One of the founding members of a 1906 Russian lodge,
M.Margoulies, testified that the lodges (which included about a hundred men), closed in
1910-1910 due to fear of discovery and "the condition of the Police regime."4 '
Novoe Vremia publically acknowledged the lodge experiment but was clearly
misinformed about the details. It was the journal's lack of information on the lodge that
is most revealing. It reflected lodge success in concealing membership lists, and
""Margoulies
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explained why the conservative press failed to identify their masonic foes The article
was revealing in another way as well Novoe Vremia noted the appearance of
antimasonry amongst Russian conservatives. The article stated that "our extreme right
press erroneously listed many public statesmen as masons, and associated the decay of
Russia with their various failures." The journal recognized a new Russian political
phenomena and observed the exagerrated nature of antimasonry
Other evidence suggested the inflammatory nature of the subject of masonry itself
and explained why Russian masons were concerned about possible reprisals if the lodges
were discovered. Even the word mason invoked controversy The Tsarist government
reprimanded overzealous antimasons, when they targeted the Tsar's own minister as
masons A petition to Tsar Nicholas II in early in 1909, from the editor of the Moscow
Journal Veche, indicated that the charge provoked serious government reaction. Veche
was sharply rebuked and fined for carrying an article "Colossal Jewish-Masonic
Conspiracy." The article apparently named Stolypin as a mason Judging from the
petition, Stolypin responded to the antimasonic article by imposing a steep fine. The
nationalist petitioner plaintively noted his editor's "unselfish defense of Russian
interests" and respect for the Tsar's "paternal authority " He pleaded that the three
thousand ruble fine would lead to the journal's insolvency. He complained further that
government (pravitel 'stvo as opposed to gosiidarstvo) sought "to obliterate our
patriotic press, only just become independent . "J:
The journalist pointed to another new phenomena in Russian political life - the
appearance of new presses, subject to market (and government) pressures Novoe
42
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Vremia and the Veche writer also both recognized the fragile and marginal nature of the
fledgling far right and masonic presses. Neither appeared to garner widespread public or
government support.
In addition to nationalists' inflation of Russian masonry's political potential,
antimasons made another claim which remained unsubstantiated. They frequently linked
Russian masons to Jews. Both primary and secondary sources emphasized the absence
or slight influence of Jews on Russian masonry. A contemporaneous witness l.V.Gessen,
observed that reactionary circles attributed great influence to the so-called
Jewish-masonic organization, yet Jews wielded little influence over masons. 45 Prince
Vladimir Andreevich Obolensky who joined a Russian lodge immediately preceding the
Revolution of 1 9 1 7, concurred with the above sources. He concluded that although the
lodges were open to Jews, "among Russian masons in the period preceding the
Revolution there were few Jews." 44
One first-hand account of the Russian lodges exists, and this brief manuscript
revealed only a few goals and procedures. The author of this manuscript, Russian mason
M. Margoulies, traced the resurrection of the lodges to the work of another lawyer, E.
Kedrin and Professor Nicholas BajenofT, in 1907. Rosters supplied by Boris Elkin, with
the Grand Orient seal, dated the lodges to 1906. Other secondary sources named
Maksim Kovaleskii as the founder of Russian lodges. Most secondary sources confirmed
the remainder of Margoulies' account. 45
43Avrekh, p. 22.
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Margoulies testified that the men who joined the new lodges were the elite of
Russian intellectuals. The lodges met under the pretense of receptions for friends, and
only two people were charged with the task of remembering names, addresses and dates
of inititaion. Boris Elkin though, provided written documents on lodges, complete with
names and the Grand Orient's official seal. Margoulies confirmed that two French
representatives, Sincholle and Bouley, journeyed to Russia to officially opened the
lodges. He noted the closing of the lodges around 1909-1910, and suggested that more
lodges were opened during the years 1914-1917.
Margoulies linked E. Kedrin ( Kadet deputy in the first Duma) to the founding of
one Russian lodge. Kedrin himself, confirmed his involvement in Russian lodges when he
appeared before the Paris Grand Orient in 1906. On September 20, M Alfred Faure,
President of the convent, informed his fellow masons that by a special decision, the
Grand Orient General Assembly had agreed to receive Kedrin. Faure introduced Kedrin
with a clearly political statement. He publically registered the concern of all Republicans
over the recent dispersion of the Russian Duma. Faure added, "Through you, we salute
the future triumph of the Russian people; we are certain that within a short time, Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity will reign in this great country, with which we will be truly
united." Kedrin affirmed Faure' s statement by stating, "I endeavor, to the best of my
ability, to introduce Masonry in Russia, by all means in my power and with the help of
other Russian masons, of which, I hope, I am an invincible force."
46
Kedrin 's goal for
Russian masonry was at least partly political, if not "Republican."
^Contre Rendu aux Ateliers de La Fidiration du Grand Orient Des Travaux,
Jan -Dec 1906 (Paris Grand Orient, 1906) p. 124-27.
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Margoulies emphasized the political character of the lodges. "One entered the
lodges less to perfect oneself morally'
1
than to fraternize in an atmosphere of confidence
and sympathy, and to draw upon the courage "of all who believed it their duty to devote
all their activity in the fight against tsarist absolutism." With such a statement one can
hardly divorce Russian masonry entirely from French Republicanism, and if, as
Margoulies suggested, Kedrin did play a role in the founding of L 'Etoile Polare. Russian
masonry appeared to have a political goal. Paul Miliukov suggested the same when he
refused to join the Russian and French lodges. Miliukov rejected in his words, the
"all-powerful" French lodges of the nineties, stating that "such collective strength
seemed incompatible with the preservation of individual liberty."47
Yet while Kedrin's and Margoulies
1
words suggested some truth to nationalist
masonic-republican associations, the assumption that the Russian lodges directly either
facilitated or manipulated Kadet policy is flawed. As Margoulies and others suggested,
the lodges included initiates from a variety of occupations, backgrounds and political
persuasions. While Kedrin' s intent may have been entirely "republican," certainly
members such a Maksim Kovaleskii, Vasilii Maklakov and Prince Sergei Urussov would
have disagreed. All certainly oppposed "Tsarist absolutism," as they demonstrated in
published works and in their civic roles. Yet Kovaleskii' s constitutionalism was
decidedly more moderate than for example, the non-mason Miliukov 1 s Republicanism.
Maklakov, as a Kadet, condemned Kadet "intransigence." The lodges represented a
liberal to radical range of political reformers and not a united political bloc.
Quoted in Gregor Aronson, Rossiia nakamme revoliutsii, (New York, 1962):p. 111.
Russian masons did share a body of values which radically diverged from that of
Russian nationalists Russian masons rejected Orthodoxy as an organizing principle of
Russian social life, a rejection that would shape their definition of nation and state The
definition of nation would be the starting point from which masons and nationalists
would diverge on economic, social, and political issues. While masons did not share a
common timetable for a democratic Russia and did not espouse the same political
methods, they exchanged for Orthodox truths, what they termed universal moral truths
and a "legal order " Masonic truth was derived from scientific and not religious
principles. The masonic vision of state and the legal order proceeded from secular rather
than religious morality. Certain Russian masons also fell under the "bourgeois" rubric, a
type that nationalists also linked to "foreign" intrusion and thus, masonry.
If Russian antimasons represented a culture based upon Middle Age fixed truths,
centering around Russian Orthodoxy and the tsarist principle, Russian masons adopted
cultural values which evolved during the Western European Enlightenment They
espoused a civic culture built around such concepts as the sovereignty of the people,
universal morality, and scientific progress and the efficacy of individual reason. Like the
French mason Charles Lahy, Russian masons would agree that the rules of society were
not immutable or pre-established. They would accept Paul Ben's L Instruction Civique
A L 'Ecole which formulated the need to teach equality before the law and freedom of
conscience. They would defend his focus on the moral instruction of the "common
power" and his equation of scientific with civic instruction. They would accept
Buisson's view of the schoolmaster as the primary "national agent." They would laud
Pecaut's "secularization of moral instruction." Like Adam Ferguson, they would
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classify citizens into two groups according to knowledge, the narod and the "cultured."
Russian masons too, operated on the assumption that knowledge implied social
authority and that this knowledge should be turned outwards (downward) towards
society Russian masons, like eighteenth-century masons and French republican masons,
would associate morality, education and science with social progress. The 1877 French
Grand Orient Constitution declared that the goal of masonry was "the research of truth,
the study of universal morality, science and the arts." Russian masons' truth, derived
from science and universal moral principles dictated new rules of state, including cultural
pluralism.
Several studies of Russian merchants in the pre-revolutionary period point to a new
"young" generation of merchants emerging in the early years of the twentieth century.
This group displayed more individualistic attitudes than the older generation. Historians
have described them as "bourgeois" in the sense that they recognized their interests as
separate from other classes. This small group of entrepreneurs attempted to unify the
merchants of the Empire, and then built links among merchants, liberal gentry and
professional intelligentsia. This handful of Russian merchants viewed capitalistic
expansion favorably, and sought a reduced government and bureaucratic influence on
the market. 48 These entrepreneurs broke from the majority of Russian merchants both
politically and economically. Two of these new "bourgeois," A.I. Konovalov and N.D.
Morozov joined the Russian masonic lodge. In departing from traditional Moscow
48
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merchant culture, these two men also conflicted with Russian nationalist aims. A brief
synopsis of the traditional, Great Russian (Moscow) merchant political affiliations will
prove helpful, in differentiating lodge values as represented by Konovalov and Morozov,
and the nationalist values elaborated by the Union antimason Rogdai, who urged a
coalition bewteen Russian merchants and peasants against foreign capital and industry
Alfred Reiber detailed the conservative nature of Moscow merchants. Great
Russian merchants chose nationalism over constitutionalism, in part due to their
perception that if unfettered capitalism emerged, Moscow merchants would be
squeezed by foreign capital and non- Russian inhabitants. Industrialization in the Empire
intensified regional social and economic differences such that regional and national
interests prevailed over industrial and trading "class" interests. Moscow nationalist
merchants grouped around the Moscow Exchange Committee, which barred Jews and
foreigners, and their newly formed political organization, the Trade and Industry Party
The tsarist-oriented Moscow Exchange Society supported the Tsar after Bloody
Sunday and voted in favor of a consultative diima in July of 1905 They opposed the
formation ofan assembly with legislative authority. The Trade and Industry Party
opposed the break-up of the mir, and blocked worker legislation, including the
eight-hour day, and obligatory workers" insurance. These merchants appealed to the
government for protection against foreign and ethnic entrepreneurs and failed to adopt
innovative business and industrial techniques. Reiber concluded that this group or
Moscow merchants were not "bourgeois" because they established no social
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preeminece, no ethical, moral and cultural standards for the Empire, and did not serve as
a reference group 49
Considered in the light of traditional Russian merchant aims, Morozov and
Konavalov appeared singular Konovalov (b. 1870) took over his family's business in
1897 He initiated a series of changes involving worker living conditions within his own
business. He established a nine hour work day, opened a library and a reading room,
added to the factory school, built a hundred-bed hospital, founded a nursery and a home
for sick and aged workers, built and sold one hundred and twenty dwellings for workers,
organized worker consumer cooperatives and founded a scholarship fund for children of
office workers. Konavalov sided with St. Petersburg industrialists who endorsed a
bi-cameral legislative cfuma, with a lower house elected by universal suffrage. He was a
founder of the Moderate Progressive Party, which endorsed a shortened work day (but
not eight hours), the right to strike and form unions, and conceded a limited local
autonomy for nationalities. The Party rejected the notion of complete national autonomy
as well as government sponsored factory inspections. Konovalov was an accomplished
musician and Buryshkin noted that Konovalov gave occassional performances in Paris. s)
Reiber recorded that Konavalov hosted economic discussions with merchant friends and
intelligentsia, during the years 1910-1912, including M. Kovaleskii and S.A.
Kotliarevskii (fellow masons). 51
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Konovalov worked with Morozov, on the journal LJtro Rossii ^established in
November, 1909), and served with him on the Cotton-Spinning Exchange Nikolai
Davydovich Morozov was the grandson of Zakhar Morozov, who founded one of the
oldest Russian joint-stock companies, Bogoridskoi-Glukhovski Nikolai too, took over
the family firm and in Buryshkin's estimation, brought it to "great heighths." Morozov
lived in England for a period of time, and studied the latest English technology.
Buryshkin observed that Morozov was eminent in trade circles for his crusade against
the abuses of contracts and dishonourable practice in industry. He was "merciless
toward the infringement of the law," and successful in persuading others to follow him.
Morozov too, was involved in the arts, as he edited and financed an art journal. Zolotoe
Runo (Golden Fleece). 52
Konovalov' s and Morozov' s private and public work, considered together, help
expand the profile of Russian masons. Although Konovalov had Parisian contacts, but
was not a Kadet. Both championed a "legal order" and less state involvement in
industry. Konovalov was not one of the Union's "autonomists" and, given the agenda
of the Progressive Party, not a Republican. Konovalov and Morozov were unlikely
candidates to be manipulated by a "Jewish-masonic syndicate" and ferment revolution in
Russia. Certainly neither seriously influenced Kadet policy. One can place the two
masons in that cosmopolitan.Western-oriented obshchestvo which the Union
condemned.
The mason Prince Sergei Dmitrievitch Urussov (b. 1867) also can not be linked to
French Republicanism and the "r/7/do-masonic" conspiracy, yet nationalists would have
buryshkin, 120-21,185-86,251.
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rebuked him for his advocacy of Jewish civil liberty, his distaste for the Orthodox
hierarchy, and his endorsement of a legal order. Urussov represented "foreign"
rationalism in civic affairs. Urussov was a noble with lineage extending back five
centuries, a four time Marshal of the Nobility, provincial zemstvo president, district
chairman for the justices of peace, 1902 Vice-Governor ofTambov under Plehve, 1904
Governor of Bessarabia, candidate for the Ministry of Interior, and deputy to the first
Duma. He appeared an unlikely candidate for membership in the lodge described by
Kedrin and Margoulies. Yet Urussov' s autobiographical work, Memoirs ofa Russian
Governor, revealed a Russian bureaucrat who prided himself on his independence from
official state doctrine, a self-named "liberal." 53 His work reflected a quite moderate
approach to Russian political life. Urussov wrote his Memoirs the same year he joined
the Russian masonic lodge, yet the Union did not target him as a mason.
Urussov s official duties commenced shortly after a pogrom in Kishinev (where half
the 140,000 population were Jews) in which 42 Jews were killed. He publically
condemned the "monstrous manifestation of those advocates of the Russian spirit" in his
work, as he outlined the causes of the pogrom and the predicament of Russian Jews, Old
Believers and Armenian Catholics in Bessarabia. Urussov' s argument though, was
moral rather than overtly political. Tsarist sanctioning of religious persecution harmed
the whole of Russia's moral integrity. Urussov spoke out on behalf of Russia as a whole,
not as an "autonomist" who sought political reorganization of the Empire along the
federative principle. Yet he distanced his morality from Russian nationalists who
furthered the "Russian spirit."
?3Prince Sergei Dmitrievich Urussov, Memoirs ofa Russian Governor (London: Harper
and Brothers, 1908)
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Early in his work, Urussov promoted his personal definition of the Governor
General's responsibilities. In reviewing the Russian Code Book while traveling to
Bessarabia, he noted that the governor was responsible to the Senate, and not to the
Tsar's ministers. He vowed to maintain independence and, like Morozov, to remain
impartial as a "guardian of the law ." Urussov repudiated Plehve's parting advice that
he exhibit less "philo-semitism " The Governor pledged a "liberal" attitude, which he
described as the absence of servility and a non-censorial tone when mediating between
conflicting parties. Nationalists, to the contrary, summarized this attitide as
"cosmopolitan indifference," and a betrayal of otechestvo.
Urussov' s tone became censorial when reflecting upon Bessarabian anti-Semitism.
His carefully worded conclusion directly linked tsarist policies to the "crimes" against
Bessarabian Jews. He attributed the principal motivation for the Kishinev pogrom not to
local hatred or revenge, but to fulfillment of the government's wishes. "The central
government cannot shake off its moral responsibility for the plundering and slaughter
that went on at Kishinev " It was government policy that encouraged hatred and distrust
among nationalities. Urussov declared that anti-Semitism in Russian traveled, "from
above to beneath, from the center to the periphery, from the palaces to the cottages." He
insisted that the local judicial system abetted Russian anti-Semitism. One district judge
blithely related to Urussov how a Jew had been executed, but it was realized that he had
not been killed. The officials simply buried him alive. To Urussov, the case
demonstrated the "dulling of the moral spirit" in Russian society. His solution for the
moral quagmire was Jewish civil equality. Jews circumvented the law, because the law
generally worked against Jews. Legal restrictions such as prohibitions against leasing
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land, the confiningof Jews to the Pale, and passport requirements for Jews crossing over
to Austria and Romania, only led to bribery, corruption and circumvention of the law.
Urussov recounted instances of his opposition to local officials. He permitted Jews
to bury sacred relics desecrated during the pogrom, against the advice of the local
police He moved decisively against local agitators who were circulating nationalist
propaganda, once he identified the primary inflammators. One nationalist agitator was a
merchant and Great Russian contractor from Orel, who had amassed a great fortune in
Kishinev. Urussov concluded that this merchant, Pronin, faced competition from Jews
over city contracts. Pronin (also a writer for Rasskoe znamia) circulated anti-Semitic
propaganda to secure his contracts and labor Pronin offered Orthodox workers
protection from Jews in his pamphlets He worked together with the Moldavian
publisher of the journal Bessarabeiz, Krushevan. Their press fanned rumors such as the
Tsar's ordering of a three day massacre of Jews, or that Jews needed Christian blood for
religious rituals. Another brochure accused a Jew of setting fire to his Christian servant
girl, while another described Jews as Japanese allies in the Russo-Japanese War.
Urussov succeeded in sending Pronin from Kishinev.
Urussov confessed his own "unconquerable prejudice" against the Orthodox clergy
He distinguished his own views though, from Imperial directives. While he opposed
Orthodox "fanaticism." he reluctantly executed the Tsar's order to confiscate Armenian
Catholic Church possessions. He portrayed the leader of the Armenian clergy in a more
favorable light than the Orthodox Bishop of Kishinev, and admitted to a life-long
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sympathy for "industrious" and dignified Old Believers, as opposed to "idolatrous"
Russian Orthodox Christians. 54
As Morozov and Konovaiov promoted more industrial independence, Urussov also
pointed to a fundamental need in rural society - "more self-activity and less care on the
part of authorities." Urussov promoted public education (presumably, secular) He
displayed a tendency towards the secular morality targeted by the Union, yet was not
Jewish, and was not an engineer of revolution or Kadet policy He was likely part of the
nine out of ten "foreigners" in educated obshchestvo, in that he rejected at least two
Union pillars. He disavowed "Orthodoxy' 1 and "Nationality" as the central principles of
Russian life.
Vasilii Alekseevich Maklakov (b. 1 869) was another Kadet who joined the Russian
lodge in 1906. He was also of noble parentage His mother was a wealthy landowner,
while his father was a non-noble intelligent. Maklakov was raised in a household
symbolic of the changing social composition of the Russian elite. He studied natural
science and philology at Moscow University, but was expelled in 1 890 for "political
unreliability " A year later Maklakov resumed his studies, this time in history He
graduated from the Law Faculty in 1 896 Maklakov played a leading role in the Union of
Lawyers (1905), was an outspoken member of the Kadet Party from 1905-1917, and a
member of the first Duma.
Maklakov, like Urussov, did not fit the revolutionary, republican masoruc image
He openly rejected republicanism for Russia writing, "The nation does not have its own
MUrussov, p. 125,86-88, 1 24-26
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single voice - instead, others [the educated elite] need to decide the nation's needs." 55
However, he did seek to transmit Enlightenment and masonic values to Russia in the
long-term. He hoped to place the new Russian state on a secular and a legal framework.
He distinguished the Russian narod from what he called the small "cultured minority of
the population" who had the capacity to govern. His social agenda incorporated the
same goals as Enlightenment masons, progress though education and moral growth and
the application of scientific principles to society. Maklakov joined a Parisian lodge prior
to the Revolution of 1905, joined the Russian lodge in 1906, and Parisian lodges in the
thirties.
56
Although Maklakov discarded Republicanism in the short term for Russia, he
endorsed a secular state, far removed from autocratic and Orthodox principles. He
rejected Enlightenment natural law principles and popular sovereignty for Russia, only
because the "unenlightened masses" still maintained their belief in the Tsar as the
"'rightful" leader of Russia. Yet Maklakov placed government on scientific terms. He
argued that "the science of government teaches us that the value of state form is relative.
When a permanent state order is being established, it is necessary to consider not what is
theoretically correct, but what is best suited to a particular people concerned."
Governing was "the business of professionals." 57 Maklakov's concern was the building
of a new, secular state reflecting the contingencies of an uneducated, and thus
uncultured populace, balanced with the need for a "justice-oriented"society. Unlike the
-Maklakov, p.87,235,96,30,243.
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French mason Faure, Makiakov defended the Tsarist government's decision to dissolve
the first Duma. Makiakov claimed that it was the Tsar who cherished "liberal" goals for
Russia. He defined these goals as the rebirth of morality, progress on the peasant
question, a justice-oriented society and extended "enlightenment." Makiakov contended
that it was Kadet rejection of the Tsar's "extended hand" which left the Tsar with no
other choice but dissolution. 58
Makiakov, a constitutionalist, nurtured little faith in the narod, and disdained Kadet
"irreconcilable tactics." In fact, he flattered few in his recollection of the first Duma.
Interestingly, Makiakov reserved praise for three men in this work, all masons. Maksim
Kovaleskii drew attention for distancing himself from the Kadets. Prince Urussov was
noted for his independence as a liberal bureaucrat, and N.N. Bazhenov was noted
positively in connection with his friend Kovaleskii. 59
A study of Maklakov's, Urussov's, Konovalov's and Morozov's personal careers
and writings only present a partial profile of Russian masons' political and social agenda.
Urussov exposed the excesses of Russian nationalism. Urussov, Makiakov, Margoulies
and Kedrin represented a spectrum of political agendas. All though shared a vision for
the Russian Empire which included secularization of the traditionally Orthodox Russian
State, rule of law, a greater emphasis on individualism and the primacy of education.
Morozov and Konovalov brought a newer set of entrepreneurial, "bourgeois" values to
the lodge doors. All were developing a new definition of the Russian state which
departed from the nationalist perception of natsional 'nost ' and natsiia
58Maklakov, 45,5-6,96,204.
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In their work Russians as the New Minority, Ethnicity and Nationalism in the Soviet
Successor States, Jeff Chinn and Robert Kaiser, offered useful definitions of the terms
nation and nationalism. They viewed a nation as "a subjective community whose
members share a backward-looking sense ofcommon geneological and geographic
origins and a forward-looking sense ofcommon destiny ." Nationalism, they concluded,
"makes the nation, not the state the object of primary loyalty ." Chinn and Kaiser defined
nationalism as "a political action program." 00 It was nationalism which defined the
Union, while Russian masons tended to identify with a new definition of state. As
masons and the political elite debated a new meaning of state, the Union and other
conservatives attempted to revive and adapt the traditional tsarist conception natsiia to
the emerging constitutional state.
The stark contrast between Russian nationalists' and masons' perception of state
was revealed when comparing the writings ofMaksim Kovaleskii, "the father of Russian
masonry" and M. Men'shikov, journalist associated with the Suvorin's Novoe Vremia
during the years 1905- 1910, and founder of a new political union in 1908, the
Ail-Russian National Union. Novoe Vremia did not employ the masonic threat routinely,
but when antimasonic charges appeared in this journal, they appeared in Men'shikov's
columns. A comparison of Kovaleskii' s and Menshikov's writing's provide analysis of
masonic and nationalist cultural antagonism. In the process of defining a new
post-Fundamental Law Russia, Kovaleskii and Men'shikov debated the meaning of a
"cultured" people, and debated the proper application of science and morality in a
constitutional order Masons and nationalists answers to the latter question accounted
'"'Jeff Chinn and Robert Kaiser, Russians as the New Minority, (Colorado Westview
Press, 1996) p. 19,22
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for the largely distorted arid exaggerated, masonic threat created by nationalist
propagandists Masonry symbolized Western intellectual and economic culture Russian
nationalists were correct in this assumption. Yet the "foreign" influence was much larger
than Russian lodges in the period 1906-1910.
Sociology and Scientific Philosophy versus Zoology, Christian Morality and
Intuition
Both the mason Kovaleskii and the Russian nationalist Men'shikov perceived the
state as the protector of truth. Kovaleskii' s truth, and thus the state, was dependent
upon natural philosophy, individual reason, an educated populace and scientific morality
Men'shikov's state rested upon obedience to state authority and spiritual homogeneity.
Good citizenship was not dependent on education but upon unconscious religious faith
(Russian Orthodoxy). To Men'shikov, state authority was the soul of Russian moral
existence. The durability of the state was closely linked to whether citizens couldfeel the
presence of state. Men'shikov predicted that Russia would collapse without this feeling
of state authority. He associated any form of "equalization" (the granting of freedom of
conscience and ethnic autonomy) with a collapse of state authority. Kovaleskii' s vision
was Western, while Men'shikov derived his state from Orthodox principles and (in his
view) from the non-Westernized Russian narod. The two cultures shared absolutely
nothing in common other than a commitment to a Russian State. The cultural chasm
separating nationalist from masons is seen through a series of dichotomies which emerge
from Men'shikov's and Kovaleskii's competing definitions of state - - science and
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intuition, enlightened patriotism and Christian morality, cultured and uncultured,
knowledge and understanding, rule of law and natsionlal'nost '.
Maksim Maksimovich Kovaleskii (b. 1851) came from wealthy noble family of
Kharkov He attended Kharkov University, studying the history of English institutions.
Kovaleskii traveled with his mentor, D. I Kachenovskii, during those years to Paris,
Berlin, and London, meeting leading sociologists and scientists, including Karl Marx.
Kovaleskii then turned to study other European countries. During the years 1877-1887,
he taught constitutional law and comparative history of law at Moscow University He
was removed from the chair in 1 887 for refusing to comply with the Minster of Public
Instruction's (Count Delianov) order that professors teach according to the idea that
tsardom was a national institution Kovaleskii moved to Western Europe and lectured in
Stockholm, Brussels and Oxford, before settling in France for the next eighteen years.
While in France, he published numerous articles and books on Russian, French and
Italian history, delivered a paper at the First Congress of Sociologists in Paris, and
established an institute for Russians exiled in Paris. He also joined the Paris lodge, Les
Vrais Amis Kovaleskii returned from European exile in 1905 to teach law at St.
Petersburg University. He was elected to the first Duma, and was chosen by the
Academy of Science and the University as a representative on the State Council (the
upper house of the bicameral legislature). 61
Kovaleskii publically aired his political and social views in his La Crise Russe Notes
et Impression d'un Temoin. He published this work in 1906, the same year his lodge
^Entsiklopedicheskii slovar, (Brokhaus and Efron, 1898) vol.22,p.38-39; Maksim
Kovaleskii, Modern Customs and Ancient Law ofRussia, (London: David Nutt, 1891);
Elkin.
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opened in Russia Kov&teskii identified himself as a champion of reason, Western
morality and the separation of Church and state. He established himself as one of
Men'shikov's equalizers, or in Union language, an "autonomist " Kovaleskii recognized
the magnitude ofchange wrought by the Tsar's October Manifesto He observed that
the very recognition of freedom of conscience marked a severe blow to Orthodoxy and
autocracy, in a system where both temporal and spiritual power rested in the hands of
the Tsar However, he exhibited little sympathy for the Orthodox church. He attributed
ignorance, superstition and barbarism within Russian society to priests and monks. He
linked government persecution of Jews, workers and University professors to the same
ignorance.
Kovaleskii recorded the same altered obshchestvo noted by Buryshkin, Union
writers and Nemirovich-Danchenko. He assigned to this new group of landowners,
industrialists, traders, professors, writers, journalists, engineers, lawyers and doctors, an
intellectual and moral level comparable to that of the West. Kovaleskii viewed this group
as the the vanguard of Russian progress. He expressed a belief in the primacy of
Western intellect and morality within educated society. 011 While the Union writer P
Bulatsel warned Russian nobles of French nobles' fate in 1 789, Kovaleskii invoked the
French Revolution, specifically the Declaration of Rights of Man as a positive model for
Russian nobles in 1906. Kovaleskii embraced the same Enlightenment rational, natural
law principles that Bulatsel negated. 63
62Maksim Kovaleskii, La Crise Russe Notes et Impression d un Temoin,( Paris: V
Girard and E Briere, 1906) 2-7
63Maksim Kovaleskii, La Crise, p. 5- 16.
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Kovaleskii admired the West, lived in France for eighteen years, joined French
masonry and yet rejected republicanism for Russia. Like Maklakov, Kovaleskii spurned
the application of abstract political theory to uneducated Russian citizens. Both masons
propagated Enlightenment liberal civic ideals but not a conspiratorial revolution. To
Maklakov and Kovaleskii, civic consciousness required a secular education. While
Kovaleskii elevated the principles of universal suffrage and a federative republic as
superior to constitutional monarchy, he believed that in practice, "savage and barbarian
tribes,'" and those without "culture" should not be given the vote. In Russia, "where the
mass of people are illiterate and subsequently superstitious and mystical. .. it is perilous
to propose replacement of a hereditary sovereign by an elected president; the time has
not yet come to proclaim a republic in Russia." 64 Again he corroborated Maklakov'
s
political views when he chided Kadet radicals and Miliukov for "intransigence."
Kovalevskii suggested that the appropriate goals for Russia were equality before the
law, freedom from arbitary power and universal education. Kovaleskii's vision of
"culture" was clear A "cultured" society required a Western secular education and
morality. He echoed the old masonic theme that knowledge was a social virtue, inherent
to the progress of civil society
Kovaleskii's goals involved the extension of "public rights" to all citizens, but not
necessarily political rights. His moderate liberalism hardly lent itself to charges of
revolutionary conspiracy. He cited Benjamin Constant on this distinction, claiming that
the right to vote was a political right reserved for the "truly cultivated." Kovaleskii
observed that some Russians considered voting rights similar to individual liberty, and
Kovaleskii, La Crise, p. 25.
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'inherent to human nature. " He discarded this theory as dangerous The masses were
likely to be manipulated by autocratic power, including both the church and government
agents. He recommended literacy and a one-year residency requirement for voting
Public rights would be conferred to all through "the elevation of laws and courts as the
arbiters of problems between citizens and agents of power " Peasants should be admitted
to the same legal system as the rest of the Empire." 5 Again, "cultured" society rested
upon education and a legal order.
Kovaleskii looked to the past for the roots of his own Russian liberalism. In the
process he specified a new meaning of patriotism. His patriotism was defined upon
secular and scientific terms, reflecting typically masonic themes. Kovaleskii offered the
example of university culture to illustrate his definition of patriotism. Not surprisingly,
he traced the origins of liberalism in Russia to Novikov's and Schwartz's masonic lodges
during Catherine ITs reign. The two masons had encouraged discussion of liberty and
equality within the lodges and in their periodicals. Liberalism resurfaced amidst the
zemstvos during the nineties. Kovaleskii found this liberalism an offshoot of the
generation schooled under Alexander U's education reforms Tsar Alexander II*
s
reforms permitted an independent, elective University staff, chosen by the faculty of the
University Council. The Universities were at this juncture, "a center from which the
daily press, the monthly magazines, the clubs, and the salon were pleased to borrow
their leading opinions ." As an institution for the intermingling of all classes, the
University reduced "class feeling" in the treatment of moral, social and political
problems." Kovaleskii assumed that education, could facilitate an informed public
65
Kovaleskii, La Crise, 1 28-30,46-47,7 1
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opinion and serve to ameliorate social conflict. Echoing the Grand Orient Constitution,
Kovaleskii wrote that the Universities protected "freedom of thought from any other
guidance than of knowledge and scientific philosophy."66 He implied that the latter were
the highest authority in society As such they engendered a new form of patriotism. This
"enlightened patriotism" soared above all petty interest and expresses "only the views of
impartial science." Kovaleskii's patriotism could easily be interchanged with the fraternal
principle defined by the French mason Frederic Desmons. It was far removed from the
Christian and Russian connotations of nationalist otechestvo.
Kovaleskii the sociologist and legal scholar, rejected the nationalist premise of an
historic alliance between the Tsar, Orthodoxy and the narod, as he championed an
extension of civil liberties throughout the Empire. In his work Modern Customs and
Ancient Laws ofRussia, Kovaleskii developed a theory as to the many individual
liberties enjoyed by early Slavs in democratically organized societies. He argued that
even into the Middle Ages, the Slavs exercised the right to elect and dismiss rulers,
declare war and peace, and retained legislative and judicial powers. The last sobor was
convoked in 1698, and Kovaleskii claimed, that it might still legally be convened.
Kovaleskii argued that such a sobor would end "misunderstanding" between Tsar and
people, would unite Russian past, present and future, and would "establish personal
liberty and social justice." 07
°°Kovaleskii, Crisis, p. 85,276-80 and Russian Political Institutions (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1 90 1 ):250-5 1
.
67M. Kovaleskii, Modern Customs and Ancient Laws ofRussia ( London: David
Nutt,1891): 119-192.
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Kovaleskii placed himself firmly on the side of slow and evolutionary social
progress. He predicted an evolutionary path for Russia, one that would eventually lead
the Empire to a Western-style legal system and Western individualism He compared
Russia at the turn-of-the-century economically to sixteenth-century England, and
politically to pre-Revolutionary France. This evolutionary view extended to the debate
over the abolition of the mir (the Russian peasant commune). 68
In his examination of early Slav folklore, Kovaleskii classified Russian Slavs as being
part of a Western European pattern of landholding. Russia, he theorized, fit the
"modem theory of the matriarchate" and now occupied the "'household community
stage." Kovaleskii stated that those ardent protectors of the mir, could be likened to
English "moralists who condemned the enclosure movement." He rationalized that the
mir would inevitably die out as in France, Italy and Spain, "forced to yield to the
requirements of individualism."69 To Kovaleskii, the gradual growth of individualism in
Russian society was a scientific truth. Russia would inexorably follow the Western path
of progress
Kovaleskii utilized his research to criticize the Orthodox Church's privileged
position within the State He took issue with two instances of Church interference in
society - in marriage and education. Like his French masonic counterparts, Kovaleskii
believed that marriage and education were secular, civic affairs. He described marriage
as a civil contract and divorce as part of eighteenth century customary law, prior to the
imposition of Orthodoxy on Russian life. Kovaleskii too, resented Orthodox influence in
kovaleskii, Modem Customs, preface, 118
kovaleskii Modern Customs, p 67 and Ekonomicheskii stroi v Rossii (1900):p.2-4
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higher education. As with marriage, Kovaleskii sought to eliminate the religious
influence in education. Kovaleskii implied a dichotomy between theology and the laws of
science Endorsing the latter over religion, he claimed that theology was used in the
University, as the vehicle for condemning "foreign creeds, the laws of science, and the
discoveries ofcomparative religion/' 70
Kovaleskii' s criticism of the Church extended to tsarist policies towards Jews, Poles
and Finns. He remained cautious on the question of complete autonomy for nationalities.
Like Konovalov, and Urussov, Kovaleskii' s attitude towards national autonomy was
tempered by fear of an eruption of a "pandemonium of interests." He prescribed
"relative autonomy for nationalities." He advocated a centralized army and navy, an
Empire-wide customs tariff and monetary policy, central contract and banking laws, and
a central railway system. Calling for an improved alliance between Great Russians and
"annexed peoples," Kovaleskii suggested that regional differences could be introduced
in schools, local adminstration, local bureaucracies and courts, and related to local
agrarian and worker questions. Kovaleskii specifically called for an end to tsarist
controls on the Finnish Diet and Russian language requirement in Polish schools. 71
Kovaleskii recommended more tolerance for Jews and the lifting of restrictions on
entry into higher education. He detailed the deadly consequences of restrictions on Jews
in the town of Soudja, in Kursk district. The town was forced to endure a typhoid
epidemic, without doctors, due to government restrictions on the nomination of doctors.
A list of 37 doctors was presented to the prefect. He refused all candidates for their
^Kovaleskii, Modern Laws, 37-43,245.
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"political views." A new list was drawn up, and also rejected. Two Jewish doctors were
presented, but the prefect refused them as well. The town remained without medical care
for an eighteen-month period. 72
Kovaleskii searched through Russian history to negate Orthodox influence in the
Russian past and to justify Russian constitutionalism He furthered Jewish equality and
championed a society structured upon scientific, "enlightened 1
1
principles, and propelled
by educated leadership His vison rested upon a scientific and evolutionary
understanding of societal progress. His evolutionary cautiousness led him to found the
Party of Democratic Reform along with another mason. Professor V D
Kuzmin-Karavaev. Later he joined the Moderate Progressive Party, working alongside
(masons) Buryshkin and A. [. Konovalov 73
Kovaleskii's cultural vision for the Russian State and the Union's nationalist culture
shared little common ground, other than a mutual interest in the preservation of the
Empire. The nationalist journalist Men'shikov also testified to cultural antagonism; he
outlined the immense implications of religious toleration for Russian nationalists, as he
rejected Western and masonic scientific morality. Men'shikov's editorials covered a
more complex and broader range of issues than the Union's Russkoe Znamie. He
constructed his own definition of "state" as he met Kovaleskii on his own philosophical
and scientific plane. While Kovaleskii deferred to scientific and philosophical principles,
Men'shikov spurned rationalized knowledge for an intuited understanding. As
Kovaleskii condemned Tsarist anti-Polish and anti-Jewish legislation and promoted
kovaleskii, La Crise, p 88-92.
nGrande Loge de France : Khzis,p.246,
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scientific patriotism, Men'shikov sowed hatred for Jews and Poles and advocated a
homogenous state spirit. Kovaleskii opposed Orthodox intrusion in Russian social life
and furthered a secular morality . Men'shikov repudiated "foreign" intrusion in Russian
life, including the vehicle of public secular education, and cultivated "Christian
morality " Kovaleskii feared the barbarian, ignorant masses and favored the "cultured"
minority who were educated upon Western, secular, scientific and moral principles.
Men'shikov feared the consequences of Kovaleskii 's educated society and deified his
kiiltur'ny Christian Russian narod. Kovaleskii placed legal equality at the center of the
new constitutional state. Nationalists grouped around the Union, clung to the three
pillars of Autocracy, Nationality and Orthodoxy. Men'shikov was willing to cede
autocracy to constitutionalism, as he redefined the state not around the Tsar, but around
the natsiia (nation) and the natsionaVny (national) idea.
Men'shikov's natsional 'nosr ' rested upon a perception of the State as the guarantor
of one objective religious and moral truth. His political agenda arose from this belief.
Men'shikov's political vision was propelled by the religious imperative, "Russians first"
and a second fundamental principle, state "authority." Men'shikov stated that Orthodoxy
was the correct religion and all others were false. Jews and non-Orthodox Poles did not
inform Russian law or culture, and did not merit civil recognition. Men'shikov promoted
the "State" or natsiia, as a visible, recognizable strength. He argued that only a
homogenous state "spirit," one that could be intuitively experience by the narod could
provide the necessary authority He assumed that legally recognized cultural pluralism
would dilute state authority, and the "petty" interests of the many, would lead to the
dissolution of state. Ultimately, Men'shikov believed that some force would assume
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authority, and as in France, that force would be masons and Jews. His editorials in
Novoe Vremia reflected these two themes, as he repeatedly opposed any Kadet
legislation which furthered Jewish or Polish civil liberties or increased local autonomy
He articulated his political philosophy through a comparison of the kul'turnyi (cultured)
narod and the antikul'turnyi r/f/c/oKadet and mason. His definition of "cultured" was
derived from the pre-Enlightenment Russian past in contrast to Kovaleskii's notion of
"cultured."
In late 1 909, the Russian government considered a legislative measure which called
for the extension of the zemstvo into Polish regions of Western Russia. This debate
prompted Men'shikov to publish a series of articles outlining his opposition to both the
legislation and to a "new version" of state circulated by bureaucrats. He posited a
conflict between the narod"s interests and any expansion of Polish and Jewish liberties
Men'shikov described the measure as a harmful concession to a minority of Polish
landowners. Such legislation would violate the rights of the majority of Russian
inhabitants in those regions. He observed that already, the region sent only Polish
deputies to the Duma, despite the fact that Russian farmers outnumbered Polish nobles
by 96 to 4. He argued that the eight western provinces were the lawful property of the
first dynasty of St. Vladimir (the tenth century) and were lawfully occupied by Russians
for one to two thousand years. Already, he claimed, the bread of the Russian peasant
depended on the favor of the Polish landowner. The proposed legislation was only a
product ofJewish-Kadet and St . Petersburg bureaucratic "indifference" to the fate of the
Russian narod. These bureaucrats devised a system of national curias for Duma
elections, "to rescue Polish and Jewish interests." Invoking pre-Enlightnement Russian
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leaders, Men'shikov caustically invoked history by stating that if Vladimir, Ivan II and
Peter the Great rose from the grave, they would laugh bitterly at the degeneration of
Russian political thought
Men'shikov posed the question, "Who is the chief support of Russia - Poles or
Russians9" He accused the government of equivocating on the answer He furnished the
nationalist answer to his question by making a distinction between state and natsiia.
Until the current time, Men'shikov argued, the Russian tsarstvo and narod were
considerd a function of each other in time and space Foreign peoples were legally
recognized in the capacity of being foreign The (nationalist) assumption was that they
were on the path to full assimilation. Men'shikov protested that the "new
version"(which emanated from bureaucrats) recognized one Empire, but not one natsiia
It called for one state and many nationalities Each nationality received the right to
consider itself foreign to the Russian narod, linked to them as shared stock Poles, Jews,
Latvians, Armenians and others, thus were fully equal shareholders, receiving for their
investment, their separateness as a dividend. Men'shikov rejected the right of a few
bureaucrats to advance this new understanding, which was acknowledged by neither the
narod or history 74
Men'shikov wrote another article for Novoe Vremia addressing the same issue. On
this occasion, Men'shikov took issue with Stolypin's speech in support of zemstvos in
the eight western provinces. Men'shikov pointed out that ina recent speech, Stolypin
referred to the zemstvo as a manifestation of the evolution of "state culture."
Men'shikov strenuously objected to the Prime Minister's use of the word "state."
7W, Oct 3/16, 1909
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Men'shikov contended that the word "Russian" should be inserted in place of 'state"
(e.g. Russian culture and not State culture). Men'shikov accused Stolypin of being
afraid to admit natsional'nyi feeling, "not wishing to oppose any part of the population
"
He complained of the apologetic tone of Stolypin's speech "as if the minister knows the
legislation will not satisfy either side." Men'shikov exclaimed, "God-forbid that some
preference would be given to the Russian people!"
Men'shikov rejected Stolypin's argument that in the Western regions one state
natsional nost
' did not exist Stolypin claimed that the area comprised "known
population groups, all with equal right to state protection." Men'shikov dissented with
Stolypin's assessment and argued instead that not all groups in the area possessed the
same amount of the necessary "state feelings. " Stolypin in effect, reduced "the Great
Russian people to a subjugated tribe, as if the Empire were a federated tribe under one
monarch. Men'shikov added in italics, "Russia never was a union of tribes and Russians
never were brought down to equality with remaining tribes."
Men'shikov promoted russkoe gositdarstvo uncompromisingly He rejected
Kovaleskii's evolutionary alteration of state, specifically Kovaleskii's notion of
"enlightened patriotism." He also rejected the Octobrist variant to the argument -
russkoe starshinstvo, or Russian seniority Russians must be granted juridical
preference, or, Russian power will gradually evolve into a "perfect nothing." To
Men'shikov, the Russian State signified no less than Russian supremacy 7?
Like Kovaleskii, Men'shikov appealed to history to justify his political position. His
mission was to convince his readers that Russians and Poles could only be in opposition
7W. Oct.8/21,1909
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as distinctly separate nationalities. They "instinctively" opposed one another, as water
and oil Men'shikov proposed that politicians ought to recognize this truth as part of
basic "political psychology " When Alexander I recognized Polish and Finnish equality
with Russians, the result was violent Polish mutiny and revolutionary ferment in Finland.
To Men'shikov, a few rights were worse than none. Small tribe nationalism erupted not
when they were subjugated, but when they began to emancipate themselves. When
Kazan, Astrakhan and Siberia were conquered, they were permitted their belief, property
and language, but all thought of national equality was prohibited. Moscow boiah were
not "afraid to antagonize one part of the population." Brutal opposition was necessary
to serve as a reminder that Russian rule was irrevocable. 70
Men'shikov developed a case against Jews by means of a bizarre "zoological"
argument, which was closely tied to his organic view of the progress of society, and his
belief in "state discipline." He tied social progress to the strength of the state in an
article as he explained why "left" nobles should be stripped of their titles. Men'shikov
noted that as an organism, the left hand was not antagonistic to the right; the state
proceeded from the same concept. The left should not be foreign to the right. In the
human body, the right was stronger than the left. The state system must not discard the
anti-state left, "but is obliged to override it." Radicals should not dream of entering into
authority, for by its own existence, radicalism is the antithesis of authority. Men'shikov
then used the French experience as evidence of his theory for his readers. France
76
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collapsed when the left triumphed. The left was useful only in its place. The constructive
part ofgovernment remained the right. 77
Men'shikov fit Jews into this organic notion of society, during the debate over
whether Jewish confinement to the Pale should be lifted Jews, Men'shikov stated,
would never coexist peacefully with Russians. Jews would never change "their 4,000
year-old type " Their species instinctively and without control forced them to be as they
are. (Jews thus needed required state authority.) Men'shikov complained that Russian
statesmen possessed not even an elementary cognition of science, and failed to recognize
the fundamental importance of biology. They did not distinguish in nature organismic
unity from perpetual hostility. They failed to distinguish "genuine peaceful organization
from predatory" and they did not recognize that "the progress of society is a zoological
process." They imagined that one could "russify" jews, as one russified Germans and
Latvians and Tatars. They supposed that by placing Jews in the Russian intelligentsia,
that they would russify them. The result was to "jewify" Rosstia.
The insidious argument continued. Men'shikov wrote that together with the loss of
"our national aristocracy" and our "national thought" we did not notice the "terrible
danger" to our national interests. As for the peasant, they at first failed to notice the
insects which established themselves in their heads and beards. First they began to
scratch... finally when they became unbearable, they go to the bath..."
Men'shikov not only linked Jews to revolution, and state weakness but to the Kadet
Party He warned his readers that Kadets and Jews were not separate groups, with the
former leading the latter. In fact, Kadets at first committed their support to Jews, and
77m\ May2/15, 1909
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now they constituted one party. Men'shikov singled out three Jewish Kadets -
Gessenov, Gertsenshtoinov, and Pergamentov, and claimed that the Party should be
called Jewish and not Kadet. Perhaps numerically Kadets outnumbered Jews, he argued,
but one must not forget that a touch of garlic makes a whole dish garlic ™
Men'shikov presented a moral argument against Jewish civil liberties during a 1909
debate on Jews living in Moscow. Here he favored imperial "law" over a Western 'legal
order." The Duma was debating whether Jewish merchants currently residing in
Moscow could remain in that city. Men'shikov took up his pen against "liberal
compromise" which would have permitted two hundred Jews of the first guild to remain
in Moscow. Men'shikov invoked the Imperial "legal order" for this argument. Such a
compromise would violate the ten-year old Imperial decree, and would vindicate Jews
who purposefully and knowingly violated the law. Likening the compromise to a "moral
pogrom of Russia," Men'shikov complains of the "sinister might ofJewish merchants."
He invokes France once again, as he warned his readers that Russian might "fall in the
same endless web, in which France perishes." Jews were not, in fact lost people, but
"sufficiently strong to corrupt all life, in which they take root." 79 He advocated a State
authority which would control Jewish strength.
Kovaleskii relied on his "cultured" element of Russian society to lead the
constitutional process and to educate the masses up to voting privileges. Men'shikov
presented a contrasting vision. He tied culture to national self-consciousness, to
recognition, understanding and "feeling" of the centrality of state in Russian life and
W, Aug 18/3 1,1909
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specifically rejected natural Saw applications to society Men'shikov argued that radicaJs
or "middle intelligenhiye " who were absorbed by natural philosophy, had created a
sterile religious and political system. They departed from "all culture" "on account of
innate narrowness " Men'shikov quoted The Times as justly labeling such men as
"barbarous specimens of the Russian race."
The launching point of this diatribe against "radicaJs" was a Kadet protest on the
opening day of the fourth Duma. Men'shikov branded that day as one of "brilliant
victory" over the zhido-Kadet Party. He described the scene upon his arrival at the
Duma hall. He entered at the end of prayer to the sounds of the national anthem and to
requests for repetition of the hymn. A deputy proposed that all members stand in honor
of the memory of the former chairman of the Duma, Murmonstev. The motion was
defeated, and the Kadets left the hall in protest. They returned from this "conspiracy" in
about a half hour, which Men'shikov argued, only underscored their "negligible
minority" in the Duma. From this incident, Men'shikov proceeded to define the chief
task of the state as the strengthening of government. He contrasted Kadet "anti-statism"
with kultornye nationalists who recognized the importance of a strong state.
Kovaleskii described the University as a tool of "enlightened patriotism" from which
it was possible to combat the forces of "petty interests." To Men'shikov, nationalists
exhibited the true sense of proportion, and termed them kul'turnyi because of this
ability to visualize and understand the whole, or "the sublime elements constituting
patriotism. He labeled radicals (Kadets) the "political small estate" or those "not bred
in the large historical world outlook." Democracy thrived on petty spirit and
"smaJl-party questions ." Provincial deputies arrived in St Petersburg limited by the
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"yoke" of special interests Instead of rising to the eagle's heighth of the Duma, they
exhibited the vision of "moles and shrews.
"* )
While both Kovaleskii and Men'shikov agreed fundamentally upon the
importance of comprehending the needs of the whole Empire, their means to this end
differed. Kovaleskii traced an impartial vision to knowledge. Men'shikov promoted the
idea that "feeling" the government, proffered understanding of the whole society He
again turned to the Russian past, to the era of Peter the Great, to justify this argument.
Russia under Peter was twelve times smaller and thus people could feel their
government. The narod daily saw their leader and vice versa. Each understood the
workings of the whole. Each role was kul'tornyi, or proportional to the whole of life.
The nation was differentiated by soslovie, yet all comprised the State - nobles, and the
simple narod. Death for the state (gosiidarstvo) drew classes together despite different
origins. Men'shikov concluded that the past surpassed the present, in the growth of
state spirit, and in its unanimous kid 'tur.
Men'shikov heaped the blame for the diminished Russian State on Kadets, or
"radical democrats." He likened radicals to "antediluvian ancestors," who wandered
among nature, not knowing tradition and establishment. Men'shikov believed that Kadet
policy weakened the state. Civilization perished from this gradual State and cultural
"running wild." The current paralysis of culture stemmed from the "degeneration of
great instincts, faith and state discipline." Gradually and "inevitably" society was
dissolving into anarchy as mutual aid gave way "to mutual opposition." He concluded
that "the liberation (osvobozhdennaia) of energy - like the release of steam from a pot -
TvT, Oct. 16,29,1909
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ceases to be a working force and becomes destructive." Men'shikov ended his
discussion of state with the hope that the "right" victory in the Duma, would
encourage men with wide political experience and historical consciousness to defend and
strengthen the state.*'
Kovaleskii looked to the Universities for social leadership. Universities could lead
the way in informing public opinion. Men'shikov too perceived a citizenship role for
schools, yet he rejected Kovaleskii' s scientific knowledge as the vehicle for civic
education. Rather, schools must nourish "understanding." Men'shikov unveiled his
thoughts on Russian education in an article entitled "Knowledge and Understanding."
He presented several examples to substantiate a claim that humanity could live without
knowledge, but not without understanding. Newton and Copernicus realized great
conclusions with a poverty of knowledge. A horseman did not resort to trigonometry to
escape dangers, or to a mechanical engineer to stay in the saddle In fact, Men'shikov
argued, pursuit of knowledge might even injure understanding. "Publicists and the public
must not hope too much for science." Government and obshchestvo fell into serious
error trying "to investigate, to rationalize all." The result of constant investigations and
commissions was simply an overload of factual knowledge, or a paper quagmire.
Men'shikov concluded, contrary to Kovaleskii's scientific philosophy, 'we live by
guesswork, from revelation, inspiration, by flashes of talent, by sparks of genius-like
insight.
"K
* lm\ Oct. 16/19, 1909.
CW, Dec.30/Janl2, 1909.
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Men'shikov denied the political value of Kovaleskii's secular education and asserted
that the only possibility for "sensible political thought and firm will" was national feeling.
Men'shikov presented an either/or situation for Russian schools. Rossiia needed either
good schools that enlightened the spirit, or none at all. Today, Russian schools prepared
priests who did not believe in God, officers who disdained war and bureaucrats who
were enemies of authority.
Men'shikov attributed the decline of schools to Jews. Jews had seized the
universities, and denationalized youth. Teachers, too, played a role in the decline of
Russia. Men'shikov characterized teachers as a nihilistic army, 'intelligent)?, spreading
anti-religious and anti-state propaganda." As a result he claimed, Russia's literates did
not believe in God, the devil, and moral or civil law.
Men'shikov brought his notion ofkuVturnost ' into the educational debate. He
described illiterates as truly kiil'turnye. 'in the flow of thousands of years, in the
depths of national consciousness, the relation between religion and citizenship passed
into its [the narod's] unconsciousness." It was the illiterate peasant who possessed deep
faith in God, devotion to otechestvo and law, and "heroic loyalty to national authority."
This faith was better than one proved by school learning and found in books. After ail,
Men'shikov argued, the spirit of Russian civilization was adopted and carried from
generation to generation in a period of near illiteracy.
Men'shikov concluded that schools should nurture this ancient education of the
narod "Russia does not need antikul'tornye schools. Nationalists must define schools as
"the basic tools of Christian culture. . . Christian morality and national heroism." He
warned his public not to play into the hands of the zhido-K&det conspiracy. Jewish
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publishers circulated dangerous texts, which glorified Jewish valour, morality and Jewish
humanity. Such texts were silent on Russian Orthodoxy, Russian government and
national heroes, and the natural talents of the Russian narod. His solution for Russian
education was censorship of teaching, texts and school libraries. 83 He would advocate
the same censorship which drove Kovaleskii from his university
Men'shikov's political program placed natsional'nost ' (nationality) above all other
principles. To this end he founded the Vserossiskii Natsional 'nyi Soiuz (All-Russian
National Union). 1*4 He distinguished this Soiuz from all other parties, including
Dubrovin's Union of Russian People. Men'shikov created his Soiuz to elevate the
principle ofnarodnost (people or national character) above all other political and
economic agendas. While this new Souiz would not repudiate the goals of other "right"
parties, such as monarchy and orthodoxy, the chief principle was to be narodnost ', and
not, one or another type of state system.
Men'shikov sharply disagreed with Dubrovin's political focus, emphasizing his belief
in state firmness, animation and will, and not specifically the monarchist principle. He
theorized that the chief danger for Rossiia was not the decay of monarchy and
Orthodoxy. He described the decline of monarchy and religion as a world-wide process
As the old, limiting system of authority faded devotion to monarchy and religion
disappeared as well. Men'shikov's primary stated goal was to combat the collapse of
authority, or the displacement of the Russian narod by non-Russian tribes
8W, Oct 19, Nov., 1909
"He takes credit for the constitution of this organization in NV, Sept. 15/28 1909
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As he defined his new organization as against the Union of Russian People instead
of the usual Kadet enemy, Men'shikov articulated his attitude towards the Fundamental
Laws. Like Kovaleskii and other masons, he hailed the new Russian constitution.
Men'shikov though, embraced the Fundamental Laws as a return to an
eighteenth-century state system where the narod were drawn into participation with the
"living state." The October Manifesto, as the natural will of the monarch, was more
"natsional 'yi than nineteenth-century bureaucratic control of the state. While Russian
masons viewed the constitution and the elective process in terms of a new "legal order"
modeled on the West, Men'shikov viewed the constitution as emanating from Tsar
Nicholas IVs "natural will." He blamed "the complete destruction and shame of Rossiia
on "bureaucratic willfulness of the last century." Men'shikov saw in the Duma the
potential to sever the Western bureaucractic stronghold over the narod, and reunite the
Tsar and narod according to natsional 'nost. Men'shikov heralded the new Duma as
"our common precinct, our support, our safeguard. "* 5
Men'shikov suggested another role for the Soiuz, one rather similar to the Russian
lodges. He proposed the opening of a natsional"nyi club in St. Petersburg with the goal
of building daily discourse among Petersburg nationalists. The organization would host
evenings of activities such as card games, and specifically not, "dull lectures."
Men'shikov hoped to draw a new group into his Soiuz - "the middling public." Aware of
the political contingencies of the voting process. Men'shikov had widened his own
public, forced to adapt to a far more socially inclusive obshchestvo. His Petersburg club
8WK Sept 15/28 1909
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moved beyond the "high intelligent" to create a "living" union of like-minded
nationalists.
8*
Men'shikov's natsional nost ' was based upon an understanding that religious
morality and civic morality were synonomous. Masons, Russian and French,
distinguished the two. Men'shikov used masonry to further present his case for the
interdependence of religion and citizenship. Men'shikov used the lodge to discredit
Kadets and inspire fear of Kadet secularism, arguing on moral terms. He, like Union
antimasons, drew upon the controversy surrounding French masons in the French press,
to indict Russian republicans and liberals of conspiracy to undermine Russian state
authority and social order.
Men'shikov presented his case for "true" civic morality in an article "The French
About Jews." 87 In his review of Anatole Leroy-Beaulieus' Revue Des Deitx Mondes,
he questioned the French writer's interpretation of the Russian-Jewish relationship.
Leroy-Beaulieu claimed that Russians violated the principle of religious toleration
guaranteed in the 1906 constitution. Men'shikov angrily responded to this charge with
the following defense.
French publicists criticized Russia for repressing Catholics, Uniates, Old Believers
and Jews. Leroy-Beaulieu repeated the same theme with "maniacal somnambulance." In
the capacity of an old friend of Russia, he lectured "our state" concerning her conduct.
Men'shikov then built his political defense ofOrthodox civic morality around
8WSept/27/Oct.9,l909
"NV, March 28/April 30.1910
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Leroy-Beaulieu 's masonic "immorality " He rejected French academics moral right to
interpret the Russian religious question, given their own moral status in France.
Men'shikov questioned the moral integrity of a French writer who was a member of
the masonic lodge. Leroy-Beaulieu was a mason, and therefore, morally unfit to pass
judgement on Russia. Men'shikov discarded the French principles of religious
toleration, and the liberty of faith and unbelief as 'purely masonic slogans." These
slogans were tantamount to "nihilistic indifference." Men'shikov added.
It is well to philosophize when one does not love, good to advise toleration when
one does not experience suffering. But the loving, believing peasant - in France or
Russia, could say to Leroy-Beaulieu - that when one believes, one burns with zeal, as
with love. When one believes, when one sincerely believes one's faith to be pure and
holy, one deeply suffers when it is mocked and doubted... All heterodoxy is hostile to
true faith.
88
With the negation of religious heterodoxy, Men'shikov rationalized restrictions on
Russian Jews and launched into another attack on both French and Russian Jews. He
linked Jews to masonry and informed his readers, "it is necessary to know readers, the
seizure of France by masons is general death to Christian patriotism."
Men'shikov evidently was informed of the anti-semitic French press. He testified to
some fifty anti-Jewish organizations in France, which drew support from about 20,000
delegates. He cited numerous examples of supposed Jewish influence in French affairs.
French deputies complained that Jews controlled immoveable property in France. Jews
wielded a monopoly in the army and over large industry Jews could be traced to all
financial bankruptcy in France. They seized French credit institutions and railroads, and
he claimed that "jewish gold wielded great influence in the government, Parliament and
within elite circles." Men'shikov attributed Jewish success to French abandonment of
W, March 28/April 10, 1910.
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"disinterestedness" and honor They substituted the latter for a Jewish concept of
money." Money was the universal engine for Jews. Thus Men'shikov declared that
Leroy-Beaulieu wanted Russia to suffer as France suffered. He concluded, "in our
religion, it is written that jews are God killers, tormentors and Christ's executioners."
Men'shikov's warning to Russia was clear. He conjured the picture of a similar
Jewish seizure of Russia, implying that French and Russian "ruin" derived from a
common source. "Jews have seized Russian capital, Russian trade, a significant part of
Russian industry, all intelligentnye professions, beginning with the press. Jews gnawed
upon Poland, have mastered Belorus. They drained Malorussiiu, Voliuu, Podoliiu,
Bessarabiiu, all the abundant lands, the best lands of Russia."
Men'shikov then made a political leap from Jewish hidden power to the rights of
religious propaganda. He claimed that the restrictions on religious propaganda in the
Pale, are defensive measures, designed to facilitate peace. He closed his article with a
final barb at the masonic French. "The only thing not tolerated in Russia is devil worhip,
satanism, which it is rumored, is rather developed in Paris.'"19 Men'shikov employed the
masonic threat, yet his intent was chiefly to protest any extension of non-Orthodox
religious liberties within the Pale. His target was not Russian masons but secular
morality.
Men'shikov condemned "masons and the international jewish union" in another
article written to oppose Kadet legislation. The Kadets introduced legislation permitting
Old Believers the right of religious propaganda and the right to call their clergy "holy ."
Men'shikov condemned the legislation on the basis of natsional 'nost '. Kadets, masons
"Nl\ March 28/April 1 0 1910
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and Jews, denigrated the lofty ideals of monarchy, patriotrism and the military strength
of Russia. They proclaimed "that monarchy is outside of nation... the fatherland is
outside the origins of its great race, and faith is outside the historical foundation of
religion." Men'shikov clarified with precision the new secular conception of state,
which had altered the confines of nationalist natsiia. He attributed this definition to
Jews, masons and Kadets. Ironically he was partially correct. Masons and Kadets,
separately, did extract faith from its historically political role in Russian society. They
did cultivate a new patriotism inclusive of nationalities, as they searched for a broader
consensus for the meaning of natsiia. Yet the notion of a secular, civic morality
governing social organization extended beyond the confines of Russian masonry.
Men'shikov argued (as Tonnies had two decades earlier) that 'the prevailing faith is
an expression of the peoples' will, and thus this faith, becomes the basis of law. Since
the State is the vigilant guarantor of law, he asks, "Must not the state defend this
knowledge which the people consider instinctive?" Men'shikov employed the example
of a teacher who taught medicine according to the annals of witches, or astronomy
according to Ptolemy Government would have a right to close down such schools,
saying to the teacher, "You have the right to believe as you will, but keep it to yourself,
as to us, your view is false The dissemination of falsehood is a crime, and the state
cannot allow it."*' The essential argument between Men'shikov and Kovaleskii, or
Russian nationalists and masons, was a dispute over the source and means to truth,
which in turn would define the parameters of the new civil society.
7vT\ May 14/22, 1909.
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Men'shikov employed masonry to sound various politcial and social themes as did
the Union of Russian People. In another ironic twist, Men'shikov himself was targeted
by his political opponent from the far right, Dubrovin, as being in the service of the
"Jewish masonic" conspiracy. Men'shikov attributed this charge to the "russian rabble"
associated with the Union and promptly dismissed the charge (quite ironically) as
"zhidovskiy " in thought. He attributed the charge to electoral politics; Dubrovin feared
that the 'Vserossiskii Natsional'niy Soiuz" (Men'shikov's organization) would
outweigh his influence over his own dutiful flock (the Union of Russian People)."91
Masonry proved a potent and convenient tool in the political and press wars
resulting from constitutional monarchy. The bulk of antimasonry emanated from the
Union press, although the nationalist Men'shikov used masonry to further his own
political Souiz. Various presses, Veche, Russkoe Znamia and Novoe Vremia employed
the masonic peril to villify public men of varying political affiliations - Stolypin, Miliukov
and even Men'shikov More frequently, writers used masonry to condemn legislative
and economic changes which appeared to undermine Great Russian religious, political,
and economic primacy in Imperial society.
The rumored presence of Russian masonic lodges in Moscow and Petersburg was
fact enough for polemicists to build the masonic myth in the Empire. The influence of
both French masonry and French Republicanism cannot be understated in the
construction of Russian antimasonry. At the very least, Russian antimasons had read
Barruel's antimasonic works and the celebrated French antimason, Leo Taxhil's
writings, and were aware of French antimasonic societies. Russian nationalists likewise
9W, Aug.2/15. 1908,
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feared French Republicanism, after witnessing conservative Catholics
1
distress over the
separation of Church and State, and the establishment of free, compulsory education.
The inflation of the masonic peril though, extended further back in time than the
Revolution of 1905, the Third French Republic and 1789 In his article "What is
Masonry" Union writer and antimason N. Butmi described Francis Bacon's seventeenth
century work. New Atlantis as masonic. Bacon attributed the power of the state to
Kovaleskii' s scientific knowledge and ascribed social virtue to this knowledge. The most
venerable citizens of Bensalem were the scientists of "Solomon's House. Bacon further
assigned to these men the task of discerning natural phenomenon from "impostures and
illusion of all sorts." 9: His Utopia was organized around the social authority of the
"enlightened," and around harmonious Christian-Jewish relations. Bensalem society was
constructed upon rational principles. Diderot, in his eighteenth-century Encyclopedie
echoed the rationalist themes of Bacon. He extended scientific knowledge to the
question of morality. Diderot rationalized that the rules of morality were more certain
than faith. Masons incorporated the "science of morals" into lodge ritual and philosophy
in the eighteenth century, but did not exercise a monopoly over this (using Kovaleskii'
s
words) "scientific philosophy " Kovaleskii, no doubt, was drawn to the lodge from his
own interests in sociology and scientific principles. The lodge was a potential vehicle for
drawing various strands of Russian society together in a common quest for liberty.
Kovaleskii believed that the lodge held the potential for the reorganization of Russian
society, upon (in his estimation) the same scientific and moral principles governing
France and other Western nations. Such principles had long permeated Western
9:See Chapter I.
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European society, and were not new to Russia. Yet conditions in Russia had
substantially changed since Alexander I barred the lodges in 1 822. Legal and
educational reforms of Alexander IV s era, combined with population and industrial
growth led to an expanded elite, who brought to the widening public sphere, new
imperatives for the Russian state. This was the "foreign" obshchestvo which the Union
condemned in 1906 The "foreign" principles which goverend this obshchestvo were
shared by both mason and non-masons, by Miliukov's Kadets and Kovaleskii, among
others Yet the French masonic experience supplied the convenient example of the
Western or foreign threat for Russian nationalists. The French factor, combined with the
new elective process and diminished censorship, contributed to nationalists' loss of
control over public morality. The threat of masonry then, was applied to any
manifestation of this secular culture.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The study of masons and antimasons of Jacksonian America, turn-of- the-century
France and late Imperial Russia reveals essentially two stories. One is the story of
antimasonry, an ideological, political and economic protest directed against masons or
masonic principles. Antimasons within each country espoused a unique agenda related to
the religious homogeneity of the population, to existing political institutions in each
country, and to the political authority of masons in each government. The context of all
three antimasonic protests though, was similar Massachusetts, French and Russian
antimasonry all flourished during legislative debate and enactment of separation of
Church and State, within the context of an early constitutional order and some form of
white manhood suffrage. Antimasons of all three countries expressed a common
antagonism towards an increasingly powerful "capital." Antimasons laid claim to a more
homogenous past, to a time of greater national consensus concerning the history and
mission of that nation. As an educated, economic, political, and at times, religious elite,
they claimed to speak on behalf of the "popular" masses, the "common" power or the
narod, in the name of traditional morality Antimasons drew upon a common but
expanding body of antimasonic literature and antimasonic methods The French drew
upon the American experience, as Russians did upon French antimasonry. The second
story of masons and antimasons is one of battling elites as they adjusted to a moral
pluralism accompanying the emergent constitutional and market order. This moral
pluralism extended to both the economy and politics. One morality was associated with
long-distance or foreign capital while another with traditional capitalistic exchange and
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banking practices. A new morality was associated with a new secular state, while
another with the traditional non-secular order. Masonic and antimasonic elites
propagated competing moralities as they debated the national past, the role of the press,
the goals of education and the role of the military in the evolving elective and
constitutional state.
It is difficult to imagine any connection between Deerfield, Massachusetts
farmer-legislator Elihu Hoyt, Russian nationalist M. Men'shikov and French Republican
Paul Copin-Albincelli or the French cleric Monsignor de Segur. Hoyt preceded
Men'shikov and the Frenchmen by nearly a century. Hoyt, a Protestant, depised the
very religion around which Aibincelli's journal revolved - Catholicism. Men'shikov, a
devoted Russian Orthodox, disavowed all Protestant and non-Orthodox sects as false.
Hoyt served as a republican legislator, a type most French and Russian antimasons
rejected as self-serving, while Men'shikov served the same type of autocratic despotism
that the Hoyts saw in the masonic lodge. Yet each spearheaded a movement aimed at
destroying a common foe - the masonic institution. They were united in a common,
socially conservative quest to return their respective constituencies to a more and
culturally homogenous past. Antiamasons lamented the loss of a supposedly unified
social and political vision, which was constructed upon a traditional definition of state.
Antimasons proposed to recover former individual liberties, lost in an redefined public
sphere.
Antimasonry was shaped by existing political culture and religious institutions in
each country. French and Massachusetts antimasonry erupted during a period of state
secularization, culminating in the legal separation of the Church and the state in both
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areas While dis-cstablishment was coincidental to the antimasoruc cause in
Massachusetts, the issue of religion defined French antimasonic protest In France, it
was Catholic antimasons (as opposed to Massachusetts evangelical Protestants) who
countered masonic. Republican legislation French Catholics condemned masons' efforts
to "laicisize" and "rcpublicanize" the French civil service, tax system, military, schools
and hospitals Catholic antimasons attributed this work to politically dominant
anticlencals - masonic 'atheists M French Catholics presented their campaign as a
cultural battle against a masonic Republic, and associated Jews with a similar hegemony
Antimasons framed their battle as a defense of traditional Christian French culture,
against the increasingly invasive demands of the secular state on taxpayers, youth and
families French masons, unlike American masons, were not divided on the issue of
separation of Church and state, as they clearly endorsed legislation which proscribed
traditional French Catholic authority over a newly defined, civil society or public culture
French antimasons questioned masonic accountability in the civil service, in most
Republican legislation, and in its political appointees, including judgeships and military
officers American antimasons shared a similar fear of masonic domination of legislative
and judicial positions, yet aside from the question of military trainings, Massachusetts
antimasons did not specifically address issues related to the military As they complained
of masonic takeover of .SV Maixem, French antimasons juxtaposed the old army as a
"school of honor'' against the masonic "temple of lies." The young American Republic
simply did not have existing military schools for noble youth Nor did the American
Republic face the geographic proximity of a rising German powerhouse, recently unified
and victorious over the prized Alsace -Lorraine Interestingly though, both the Hoyts
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were former officers and although Epaphras Hoyt did not incorporate military reform as
part of his political agenda, he, like French antimasons, published several articles arguing
that America remained militarily weak and unprepared, and advocated reorganization of
the existing militia system
French antimasonry thrived during a struggle for control of education, with the
extension of free, lay and compulsory system of education throughout the Third
Republic As masons and legislators sought to replace traditional Catholic schools with
secular education, antimasons strongly condemned Mace's Ligiie d'Enseignement, the
"Popular Universities" and the introduction of new republican holiday into the schools,
the "The Tree of Liberty ." The struggle in Massachusetts over Article III, also involved
public instruction, for towns were required to provide support for "public Protestant
teachers of piety, religion and morality' 1 with the towns maintaining "'the exclusive right
of electing their public teachers '' At issue though, was not the principle of religion, or
its inclusion in public instruction as in France The heart of the Massachusetts
controversy, as it involved antimasons, was whether one Protestant sect or another
should legally be permitted to control the course of religious education Massachusetts
masons were divided on this issue, although politically dominant masons (unlike French
masons a half a century later) endorsed the notion that religion was a state affair
Conversely, Protestant evangelicaJ Massachusetts antimasons, unlike Catholic French
antimasons, tended to support Masschusetts dis-establishment One can conclude then,
that the presence of numerous competing religious sects with the same voting privileges
within the Commonwealth, contributed to the separation of Church and state much
earlier than in Catholic France
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French and American antimasonry differed related to the religious homogenity of
the population. Largely Protestant, although not necessarily religiously "homogenous"
Massachusetts antimasons hinted at an anti-Semitism on several occassions yet there
were in fact, perhaps two Jews in Massachusetts lodges prior to 1 826. Catholics, not
Jews posed the religious "foreign" threat to Massachusetts masons and antimasons in
the late 1820's. Jews, however, did constitute a half-million religious minority in France
during the antimasonic flurry Catholic, French antimasons opposed Jews on religious,
national, and economic grounds and linked Jews to masonic political dominance. French
antimasons claimed that Jews and masons collaborated to destroy "Christian" French
culture They argued that Jews and masons conspired to "denationalize" and
demilitarize" France and had transformed France into an industrial syndicate which they
collectively ruled. Both masons and Jews worked through a "cosmopolitan plutocracy"
armed with capital, to suffocate small commerce and industry throughout France
Massachusetts was not home to the same Jewish religious and economic
scapegoating as France (at least in 1826) yet Massachusetts and French antimasons both
distinguished between "good and "bad" bourgeoisie. French antimasons attributed "bad"
bourgeoisie to the lack of Catholic principles, while Massachusetts antimasons attacked
greedy individuals and corporations on the basis of moral "Christian" and "republican"
virtue. French antimasons distinguished a Catholic bourgeois from a "masonic"
bourgeois around the issue of duty. French antimasons accused masons ofjoining the
lodge in the interests of trade and commerce, in order to enter the new "aristocracy of
money ." In the eyes of antimasons, the anti-Catholic masonic bourgeoisie, the caberet
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owner, the "Traveling Salesman Freemason" all contributed to the contemporary
"hollow and material civilization."
French antimasons viewed these economic values as antithetical to Catholicism,
and imputed them to the republican political vision. Massachusetts antimasons only
questioned the inclusivity of the Republic as far as public office holding, and workers,"
artisans' and farmers" economic interests and rights, as they upheld a republican vision
for the Commonwealth. Massachusetts antimasons and masons shared a substantial body
of assumptions concerning government and the economy They did not protest
specifically new legislation initiated by their masonic political adversaries, as in France.
They sought reform of existing debtor's laws, militia requirements and tax codes. They
responded to existing legislation which adversely affected their constituencies French
antimasons did not advocate reform of the existing system, in the wake of economic and
demographic change. They in effect, responded to extensive changes in governance
propounded by the young Republican Chamber Clearly the example of Frederic
Desmon's drive to first expunge masonry of the religious element, and then to remove
the religious influences from the public sphere, presented an entirely different political
perspective for French antimasons.
American and French antimasonic political goals diverged in some cases related to
national differences in religion and political culture. They did share several overarching
political and economic goals. French antimasons espoused what they termed "Catholic
liberty" assailing their own expulsion from civic affairs and the imposition of a secular
civic morality. They further resisted government encroachment on what they perceived
as former independence The antimasonic leader Paul Copin-Albincelli claimed that he
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labored for the "liberty ofmy independence" not as a Catholic Republican , but an
independent Republican," in a time when masons, protected by the Grand Orient
secrecy, were permitted to "escape public judgement." American antimasons too,
claimed the same of the American lodges. They testified that American masons had
established a separate government, outside the Constitution. The Freeman carried on its
masthead, "The Love of Public Freedom Must be Shown in The Inviolable Maintenance
of Individual Rights." Both French Catholic and Massachusetts antimasons urged the
maintenance of old rights, threatened by masonic political dominance.
American and French antimasons both wooed and claimed to speak on behalf of
industrial and agricultural workers. French antimasons though, sought to rescue Catholic
workers and peasants from supposed masonic and Jewish adversaries. This contest was
played out in Paris, in the struggle to dominate the Paris Municipal Council, in
antimasonic protest over the 1 898 and 1 904 provisions for injured foreign workers, and
in antimasonic appeals to French nirales against purported Jewish seizure of local
banks and industries.
Both French and Massachusetts antimasons protested tax legislation as an invasive
foreign force encroaching upon the rights of private citizens, yet the circumstances were
sharply different. Franklin county antimasons objected to existing taxes on mortgaged
land, as paying taxes on another man's capital. French antimasons launched a campaign
against a proposed income tax, as another example of the extended hand of masonic
republican "public power" within private lives. French antimasons advocated the
avoidance ofbanks altogether, as they feared that the government might tap into these
funds at any given moment.
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American and French amimasonry as national political movements both included a
scandal involving masons, uncovered by a former mason. On the American side, former
mason William Morgan vanished on the eve of his publication of the "secrets" of
masonry. The disappearance provoked cries of masonic murder and judicial conspiracy
in the ensuing trials. Antimasons expanded upon the theme of masonic despotism and
"immorality" as they adapted the cause to state and local concerns. French antimasons
capitalized (although less successfully) on the scandal of thefiche affair During this
eruption, masonic complicity in establishing candidates for military offices was exposed
by a secretary of the Paris Grand Orient, Jean Bidegain. The Morgan affair marked the
advent of organized American antimasonic protest, providing a rallying point for masons
around the country. Thefiche affair proved a great disappointment to French
antimasons, as it did not arouse the expected amimasonic sentiment among the French
populace.
Massachusetts masons were essentially reformist. They reacted to new market
conditions and laws which appeared to favor larger capital at the expense of small
traders, artisans and farmers. They sought to alter existing legislation, which they
believed favored a Unitarian, politico-religious elite. They sought to correct a perceived
legislative imbalance, weighted against the producing classes, in military, tax and credit
legislation, and sought to correct another imbalance in the control of public information
and public opinion. French antimasons were largely reactive as they resisted radical and
reformist Republican legislation and political appointments, as they extended to the
military, the Catholic clergy, education, and public assistance Both French and
Massachusetts antimasons sought a restorative legislation, oae that would correct the
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current imbalance of liberty. A Franklin county antimason complained that political
equality and "natural liberty" were destroyed as one was compelled to work for
another. Or, an antimasonic artisan observed "the increasing intensity" of "the present
system of public economy" in the absence of both a "salutary legislature" and "just
public sentiment." Both antimasons assumed that natural liberty and just public
sentinment formerly prevailed in American society. French antimasons, although not
concerned with "natural " liberty, were propelled by the notion of a former Catholic
"liberty" which masons increasingly cirumscribed.
Russian antimasons too, sought a restorative legislation, as they looked back to a
period prior to the nineteenth century, to define a culture which they perceived as more
faithful to the traditions of the Russian tiarod. Russian antimasons shared far more
political goals with their contemporaneous French counterparts, than with
Massachusetts antimasons of the previous century. The political compatibility of many
French and Russian antimasons stemmed from the presence of monarchical and
autocratic institutions in each country (at least in the recent past), from the fact that the
established Catholic and Orthodox religions in France and Russia were not divided into
various competing sects, ( the exception being the stringently supervised Old Believers)
and from the presence of a numerically minor but economically significant Jewish
population within the Empire. Russian antimasonry was specifically shaped by the
heterogenous nature of the political entity "empire" and the struggle to define the new
parameters of a constitutional state with a religiously and ethnically heterogenous
population.
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Russian antimasons rejected any form of republican government, embracing
autocracy. Orthodoxy and natsional 'nost ' as state vaJues. Russian antimasons described
their fight as a battle for "orthodox political thought" against Jews and masons For
antimasonic French Catholics and Russian Orthodox believers, masonry represented the
encroachment of secular values and laws upon the national population. French
antimasons pursued Republicans, while Russian antimasons pursued republican-minded
Kadets. Both French and Russian antimasons were merciless towards Jews, casting this
minority outside of national history and civilization, as a people who sought to
denationalize and destroy the Christian nation, by means of economic control. Russian
nationalist antimasons claimed that Jews imperiled otechestvo while French nationalists
claimed that Jews threatened La Patrie Both complained of a masonic-Jewish invasion
of the military resulting in the replacement of loyal, monarchist servitors by those who
favored profit and power over national honor and liberty. Both treated Jews and masons
as a synonomous unit that exercised political and economic hegemony, to the detriment
of Christianity, the family, and the nation. Both rejected a secularized state education.
Both French and Russian antimasons sought to conserve traditional concepts of the state
as purveyor of Christian morality. The Russian Men'shikov looked back to the period of
Peter the Great (an unlikely hero for a Russian nationalist) and the early Romanov
autocrats, as a period when Russians ruled firmly over non-Russians and where tsar,
narod and a "'national" aristocracy (as opposed to foreign) served Rossiia as one state
unit. Men'shikov too, preferred this pre-Western European Enlightenment period of
Russian history for its unanimity of kul'tur. Like Men'shikov, certain French antimasons
appealed to past heroes of Christian French culture including Clovis and Joan of Arc, as
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true defenders of La Patrie. The French antimason Jean Bidegain echoed the
nationalist Men'shikov when he referred to his own Basque blood as representing four
hundred years of "fervent Catholicism."
Yet while French antimasons perceived the new state as a monolith whittling away
an increasing private space, Russian antimasons criticized masons, Jews and Kadets for
the weakening authority of the formerly monolithic state. They employed the metaphor
of the "beastial" "running wild" of Russia as they warned of the imminent collapse of the
Empire The granting of unwarranted Polish and Jewish autonomy and civil liberties
would bring only disintegration of the Russian gositdarstvo. Nationalist Russian
antimasons opposed a leveling "equalization" of Russian peoples and rejected the
"autonomous" principle Describing themselves and the narod as kid 'turnye, Russian
antimasons rejected obshchestvo as a foreign threat to the strong state and the
indivisibility of Empire.
While Russian, French and Massachusetts antimasons all objected to the growing
power of long-distance capital, it was Russian and French antimasons who attributed
the power of this capital to Jews, and then accused masons of abetting this new power
Antimasons of all three nations pointed to a growing awareness of a new confluence of
economic and political authority in the constitutional and elective polity. Yet while
French and American antimasons focused on large capital as it threatened the smaller
industries merchant and artisan, Russian antimasons objected to the role of foreign
capital, as it displaced or hindered the development of Great Russian industry. They
resented (a perceived) policy ruled by dependency on foreign capital and the gold
standard, which they believed was particularly ruinous to the Great Russian peasant.
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small trader and large ami small-scale industrialist. While French antimasons feared
banks, particularly state authorized credit institutions, Russian antimasons depended on
the State Bank and feared its dismantling and takeover by foreign lenders.
Massachusetts antimasons resented not banks, but banking laws leading to debtor s
imprisonment and high taxes. Such laws they believed, stood between them and their
former economic and political liberty Russian antimasons fathered the State monopoly
over credit. Massachusetts antimasons protested "the insatiable grasp of monopoly
."
Massachusetts and Russian antimasons both achieved far greater political success
than French antimasons. The Massachusetts Grand Lodge was compelled to surrender
its charter of incorporation, and the overwhelming majority of lodges in the State closed
their doors for at least two decades. Article III was abolished by 1833 and the legislature
debated new military and credit legislation. The Russian lodges under French auspices
closed by 1910, out of fear of exposure. More lodges resurfaced in the years
immediately preceding the revolution, yet these were masonic in form only They were
not constituted under French auspices, were open to women and men, and rejected
masonic rites. French antimasons failed to close the lodges and did not avert the
separation of church and state or other secularizing legislation.
Russian and Massachusetts masons were clearly politically overwhelmed by the
breadth of opposition to the lodge. Russians masons were immensely overshadowed by
not only Tsarist and conservative ideological opposition, but by tsarist ability to
mobilize repression. Massashusetts masons and antimasons shared so much in common,
that charges of lodge political hegemony stood out in sharp relief. Massachusetts
antimasonry was less of a cultural battle than in Russian and France, as antimasons
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gained strength on old arguments of republicanism against republicanism. Another factor
shaping the outcome of each antimasonic movement was the degree of political control
exercised by the lodge in France and the Commonwealth Massashusetts antimasonry
occurred during a period of state building. Massashusetts masons did not exercise the
same degree of political centralization over state and local areas as the more historically
centralized French State and the Paris Grand Orient Finally, economically disgruntled
French farmers and workers in turn-of-the-century France had many more political
options than American antimasons 1826-32. Such options, which ranged from
monarchy to moderate and radical republicanism, to socialism, rendered French
antimasonry only one of many political trends
Russian antimasonry may be distinguished from French and Massachusetts
antimasonry in its vast overinflation of masonic political and economic importance
Russia was not the home of a Paris Grand Orient or any national lodge, nor home to
tens of thousands of masons occupying politically and economically influential positions
Russian antimasons operated largely on the myth of masonry in the Empire, generated
by a rumored constitution of lodges This fact, combined with both eighteenth,
nineteenth and twentieth-century literature on the lodge, and masonic visibility in France,
led to erroneous charges of masonic-Kadet revolutionary conspiracy in 1905
While it is difficult to gauge the extent of the influence each masonic and
antimasonic movement exercised upon another, it is certain that French antimasons were
informed of American antimasonry and Russians of French antimasonry American
antimasons built upon existing European antimasonic literature. Delegates to the 1830
Antimasonic State Convention in Massachusetts quoted Robinsons' and Barruel's
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works, as they outlined their American defense of Christianity against Voltairian and
lllumimst masons American antimasons too, incorporated European anti-Semitism into
their language, as they correlated masonry with the spirit of "the merciless Jew "
Louis Daste, editor of the French antimasonic journaJ A Bas Les Tyrans' suggested
to his readers that masonic France resembled America in the 1820's Dast6 likened
Morgan s assassination to European "masonic" assassinations inspired by Italians
Mazzinini, Garibaldi and Crispi (those who had effectively isolated papal power in Italy
and lead their own secularizing crusade in Italy) Russian antimasons also built their
myths around Robinson and Barruel, but added the works of former French mason, Leo
Taxhil to their antimasonic formulations Russian polemicists were informed of French
antimasonic tactics and presses, although masonry in the Empire never acquired the
same foUowing as in the Third French Republic The Union of Russian People
recognized French antimasonry and corresponded with French antimason and
international antimasonic organizer Flavian Bremier in 1913. .
As antimasons drew upon the same body of information, masons also attested to the
presence of an international body of ideas, from which Massachusetts, French and
Russian masons derived common principles The very existence of an international
institution, frequented by masons traveling beyond their own national borders, lent itself
to the ready circulation of these ideas An example of this direct international flow of
ideas, so feared by Russian antimasons, came from Russian presence in French masonic
lodges, just prior to the opening of Russian lodges in 1906 Kedrin s appearance before
the Paris Grand Orient in 1906 and Faures address to him, documented the reaJity of
French masonic Repubii afl reinforcement of Russian pofiticd hopes Another
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indication of a shared body of principles, reinforced by the lodge (although not
necessarily confined to masonry) was the coalescence of masonic cultural attitudes
whether in Massachusetts in 1830, in France around 1900 or, in the Russian Empire in
1909 While masons such as Charles Moore, Frederic Desmons, Lahey, Paul Bert and
Maksim Kovaleskii may have differed concerning the value of religion in society, or the
wisdom or viablity of immediate universal manhood suffrage, all would endorse a
secular moral polis, grounded in scientific principles, where scientific moral and
economic progress were closely intertwined. All viewed themselves as important
vehicles of moral and intellectual enlightenment of society, as part of the cultured,
educated society, distinct from the popular masses.
Charles Moore's Masonic Mirror advocated the primacy of morality in public life.
His journal defined public opinion as not only "moral currency" but as the product of
'the deep research and careful supervision of profound thinkers." Moore's journal
concluded that "Public sentiment in morals is the supreme law of the land " The press
too, as the defender of liberty was "the faithful sentinel of morals." It was the Mirror
which published one mason's observation on the tremendous impact of railways and
steam engines on world politics, and linked the "happiness' of the nation to the progress
of manufacturing.
Moore's journal presented masons as the moral and intellectual leaders of society,
as those who recognized the value of literature, science and "useful information."
Workers who failed to recognize the latter constituted the "dangerous class" and
required tutelage from above. Education according to the Mirror, provided the key to
social respectability, political influence and profit, all of which were interconnected.
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Scientific education would combat the public evil, ignorance ." Lectures on mechanical
philosophy might elevate one from the "haunts of the vicious and profane" to the "moral
and intelligent parts of the community."
Moore though, objected to the "atheistical doctrine of the French Revolution" and
his journal observed the necessity for men to cede to "the protection of an overruling
Providence " However, the Mirror rejected Protestant sects that contributed to an
intolerant "party spirit." It was Moore's journal which took up the antimason
evangelical argument in the fall of 1 83 1 The Mirror defended "freedom of opinion"
and the right of volontary associations in opposition to the established state
Moore outlined an immense role for his press, implying an instructive role for
masons. Moore raised the status of the press further when he described the Republic as
"a government of newspapers." He cautioned that this public opinion could be
"misdirected." Moore distinguished between "public opinion" and the undesirable
"popular opinion," and he claimed that profligate antimasons, consumed by profit,
created and inflamed the latter Popular opinion comprised the "angry passions of bad
men" or "private men" as opposed to "collected reflections of good men."
French masons Frederic Desmons, Lahey and Paul Bert, too, differentiated between
the intellectual and moral integrity of the educated and the French masses Their focus
was not public opinion but the primacy of morality as the new secular authority It was
Desmons who was largely responsible for the elimination of religious articles in the
Grand Orient Constitution in 1 877, and their replacement with the article, "Freemasonry.
. .has for its object the research of truth, the study of universal morality, science and the
arts and the exercise of bienfaisance. " The same Constitution embraced the principle
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of "absolute liberty of conscience." Desmons and his fellow masons, elevated the notion
of fraternity, or human solidarity, above theology and politics, placing it at the center of
a new definition ofLa Patrie, distinct from antimasonic definition of Christian France.
D6smon's own Republican platform included the establishment of laic education and,
like Moore, the separation of Church and state.
Desmon, through his political efforts, effected changes which facilitated the moral
agenda of masons Other French masons described how this morality was to be
implemented and spread throughout French society. These masons echoed Charles
Moore's correlation of science, material progress and morality within society, and
related the same guiding role for masons in French society. The mason Gambetta
echoed Moore when he wrote in 1871 that the means of peasant moral progress was
material prosperity, and that peasants lagged "intellectually" behind the "enlightened"
part of the country. This attitude prevailed from national legislation down to the burial
of M. Canis' mother's funeral in Versaille (1888).
French masonic discourse on morality reflected the same reservations that Moore
vocalized concerning the popular masses, and a common faith in moral education.
French masons' emphasis though was the school, while Moore's was the press. The
mason Paul Bert offered insight as to how this social morality would be applied in
schools. He devised a program for moral and civic instruction in the schools, including
the "conquest" of religious liberty, evolutionary principles, freedom of conscience and
even the payment of taxes. To Bert, France required moral education for he, like Moore
and Gambetta, distinguished between educated culture and the "common"power. Bert
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asserted that the French people received political privileges prior to knowledge of
duties. Thus education must begin with moral instruction.
Other French masons described the same faith in moraJ inculcation by schools
Buisson wrote that the schoolmaster was the "first national agent" of France. Jules Ferry
described religion as a family affair, and morality as belonging to the schools Duty and
right should be defined by the government, developed through the Higher Council of
Public Instruction. Pecaut advertised the "promise" of the "secularization of moral
instruction."
The same differentiation between American "public" and "popular "opinion, or as
in France, "enlightened" or "common" power, was elaborated by Russian masons
Maksim Koveleskii, Vasillii Maklakov and Prince Sergei Urussov In the Russian
Empire, this enlightened public opinion was represented by Kovaleskii 's "cultured"
obshchestvo, one inhabited by Buryshkin, by Moscow merchants, by Vladimir
Nemirovich-Danchenko's actors and theater-goers, by the Russian Assembly and by the
Masonic Lodge. Urussov's concern was Russia's blunted "moral spirit." Kovaleskii
expressed the same faith in the primacy of Western intellect and morality as Moore and
French masons. While Kovaleskii espoused public rights, he feared, as did Moore and
Bert, the improperly educated. Orthodox Russian masses. As French masons
emphasized the importance of education to the progress of society and the proper
development of love and duty for France, Kovaleskii viewed the University as purveyor
of a new "enlighted patriotism," based upon "the views of impartial science" and
"scientific philosophy " Like Desmons and Moore, Kovaleskii claimed that theology
was wrongly used to combat liberty of conscience and the laws of science. Kovaleskii
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found religion and superstition detrimental in civic affairs. American masons, through
Moore's Mirror also objected to religious interference in civic affairs. One
Massachusetts mason likened religious antimasonry to "noxious weeds " stemming from
"bigotry, ignorance and superstition." Another mason termed the excommunication of
masons from a Methodist parish, "dangerous to morality," while another labeled
religious antimasonry "moral leprosy."
Antimasons joined masons in their belief in the primacy of morality in society.
Massachusetts antimasonic candidate for governor, John Quincy Adams similarly linked
public opinion and morality in the young American Republic, when he observed that
public opinion was government in a republic, and government was good or bad "in
proportion as public opinion is right or wrong." American, French, and Russian
antimasons fought the likes of Kovaleskii, Bert and Moore for control of this public
opinion. If the masonic goal was a broadening of the educated strata of society through
moral inculcation and a scientific education, antimasons hope to preserve the moral
values of the "popular classes," although they perceived their role as no less educative
and morally instructive than their masonic opponents. For this reason, antimasonry in
France, Russia, and Massachusetts involved intense conflict over "the slavery of the
PUBLICK PRESS."
Delegates to the Massashusetts Antimasonic Convention in 1830, resolved to focus
on public education through the press, even publishing a list of editors who failed to
report on the masonic controversy. Locally, it was few men who struggled to bring the
conflict to Franklin County, under Epaphras Hoyt's journalistic tutelage, with the
establishment of a new press, the Franklin Freeman. In their second issue, September
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of 183 1, "antimasonic men of mind" vowed to eliminate masonic "mental bondage."
Franklin antimasons, like John Quincy Adams, stressed the preeminent role of the press
in the republic, as it alone was exempt from constitutional abridgement of rights.
American antimasons distinguished their presses as "free" and congratulated themselves
for the fact that at least one sixth of all American presses were free.
The French antimason Monsignor de Stgur too, recognized the authority of the
press as he urged zealous French Catholics to spurn "bad journals." This journal struggle
persisted in the antimasonic campaign of the Third Republic. Antimasons encouraged
their traveling partisans to leave "Christian" journals on the train, to combat masons who
left their "irreligious journals" behind in their travels.
Segur, though, promoted a different type of morality in his presses, one far removed
from scientific principles. The French Catholic prelate distinguished masonic morality
from Christian morality, presenting a contrast with Lahey and Bert's morality. To Segur,
morality required religion, as original sin obscured moral truth. Thus morality and
religion could not be separated. The Massachusetts Baptist antimason Issac Backus, too,
criticized the rationalization of morality, as he objected to masonic overemphasis on
reason. Backus rejected a rationalized, comprehensible God, and criticized Americans
for accepting only truth "they can comprehend with their reason." The Baptist
Christian Watchman rejected the same when it urged it readers to resort to scripture
over "metaphysical philosophy" to determine moral and religious truth. In Franklin
County in 1832, the Shutesbury and Wendell Baptist Association barred masons from
their churches; they found lodge values incompatible with Christianity, civil law and
republican government Union of Russian People writer N. Butmi, too, condemned
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masonry for the same reason as Segur and Backus. Butmi protested masonic religion of
"Reason and Nature" as he joined an international body of antimasons who rejected the
lodge for rationalization of religion.
Religious antimasons like Men'shikov, the Wendell and Shutesbury Baptists and
Monseignor de Segur, derived civic morality from religious and nationalist principles
These nationalist principles were derived from religion. Men'shikov appealed to an
unconscious historical relationship within the narod between religion and citizenship
Men'shikov defined citizenship upon the premise that "All heterodoxy is hostile to true
faith." Thus he concluded that the state must forbid the criminal dissemination of
"falsehood." The state must defend the "instinctive knowledge" of the people. When
Men'shikov applied this principle to politics, he concluded that the extension of civil
liberties to Jews would constitute a "moral pogrom"of Rossiia. Using the same logic,
he judged the French mason, Leroy-Beaulieu as being "morally unfit" to advise Russia
on Jewish civil liberties.
French antimasons heralded their protest as a "war of opinions and ideas" one that
occupied all time and space. This hostility, as in America, led to the creation of a number
of new presses. New journals such as Taxhil's La France Chretienne ( 1 886), the
mouthpiece of the Union of Christian France, La Franc-maconnerie Desmasqitee, A Bas
les tyrans! and La Revue Antimaconnique all claimed to defend "Christian" France.
They framed this war as a contest between good and evil, and truth over masonic error.
Russian antimasons, too, developed their own presses, although these were not
specifically devoted to antimasonry They incorporated antimasonry into a defense of
nationalist political and economic concerns through such journals as Novoe Vremia.
Russkoe Znamia and Veche.
The press though, was not the only tool for masonic and antimasonic control of
proper public opinion. Antimasons created a number of organizations designed to
compete with existing "masonic" organizations, and struggled to gain control of the
former This contest was played out locally and nationally, in all three areas.
Russian masons could join the Union of Russian People, the Russian Assembly.
Men'shikov's new Soiuz, or his new club designed to entice the "middling public' into
nationalist conversation. Massachusetts masons created the new Antimasonic Party, but
soon the contest spilled over into other areas, including competition over Mechanics
Societies, the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the Bunker Hill Asssociation French
antimasons contested the Paris Municipal Council and the Labour Exchange, and
involved a number of organizations in the antimasonic cause - Militants of Christian
Duty, Union of Freeworkers, the Association des Industriels, Negotiants et Voyageurs
de Commerce Franc-Catholiques, the Grand Municipal Bureau of Free Placement.
Union of Christian France, Asssociation Catholique de La Jeunesse Francaise. La
Patrie Francaise, L 'Union Francaise Anti-Maconnique, Ligite de Devoirs des Hommes
et Citoyens. Union deDefense Social, La Federation National Anti-Juive, Congres des
Catholiques du Nord et du Pas-de-Calais, and Amicales de L 'Enseignement Libre.
The Freemason 's Pocket-Companion ( 1 754) identified the masonic essence as the
use of the scientific principle for both moral and material progress. The Companion
urged obedience to moral law and the cultivation of "useful arts and social virtue" The
mason Fichte, in 1803. defined morality as simply a "weii-understood duty" and
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described masonry as a secret culture at the zenith of public culture. Masons from the
eighteenth to the twentieth centuries, Russian, American and French, echoed the same
themes. During the eighteenth and part of the nineteenth-centuries, (the earlier part in
Massachusetts) isolated monarchical and religious apologists consistently condemned
the lodge. What then, led to specific periods of large-scale organized antimasonic
protest9
Masonic morality did not substantially change between the Enlightenment and the
Massachusetts antimasonic outburst in 1826. Masons and antimasons were divided on
the relationship between religion and the state and consequently Massachusetts
separation of Church and state was more a consequence, than cause of antimasonry.
However, by the late nineteenth century, the French Grand Orient had distinguished
itself from other national affiliations by removing the religious oath from their
Constitution. Moreover, as James Billington and French masons documented, the Grand
Orient placed social morality and thus social legislation on a purely scientific plane and
negated a religious civic morality. The question of removing religion from state culture
became a burning issue for French masons and antimasons. Russian masons echoed the
same French devotion to a secular, scientifically established state order Defense of a
Christian State provided the rallying point for French and Russian antimasons.
A second fundamental change in all three societies from the Enlightenment period
and Massachusetts in 1 826, or turn-of-the-century France, or 1 906 in the Russian
Empire, was the notion of citizenship This notion of citizenship was closely tied to
constitutionalism and voting rights, and an emerging market order A new type of
governance created a blurring of old distinctions between private and public morality
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As the American mason Caleb Atwater stated in 1 82 1 , the same virtues "moral and
social" apply equally "to public and private." One is both freemason and citizen "As
freemasons we cannot meddle with political affairs, but as citizens, it is our duty to do
so..." An antimasonic French cleric concluded the same in 1888 The clergy had both the
right and duty to debate "public questions" to "form the conscience of voters, and
enlighten them in their duties of citizenship." The French antimason Copin-Albancelli
wrote that the first task of French antimasons was "the creation of an antimasonic state
of mind among the masses, "to deliver popular propaganda" to reach "the most
numerous classes." The Massachusetts Baptist Christian Watchman encouraged
Baptists not to neglect the polls "where, certainly their influence ought to be felt."
Thus, Mathew Gardener's words in the preface to his publication of William
Morgan's book, aptly summmarized the conflict between masons and antimasons in
early constitutional periods, where the delineation and definition of private and public
morality were quite unclear Gardener targeted masons in his book, yet both masons
and antimasons may be similarly evaluated. Both elites used the press, public offices and
civic organizations to arrogate "to itself what should deck others' brows" and claimed
"to be the patron, the life and soul of all that is great and valuable."
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